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Fromm the beginning of this project there was one question that peoplee who avoid watching blockbusters would ask me, "why blockbusterr films?" To them, the answer to the question "what is a blockbusterr and how does it work" seemed self-evident - blockbusters are
thosee highly commercial films that pose a threat to everything: to
thee canon of the "classical narrative," to "art cinema," to European
cinemaa and by extension its cultural and national heritage, and even
too the representation of history, as in the case of Schindler's List. 1
oftenn feared that if 1 were to give the impression of being fascinated
withh these objects, I too would be sneered at. Just like millions of
viewerss around the globe, 1 too would be considered a dupe of the
speciall effects of an imperializing apparatus.'
Onn the one hand, these respondents had every right to be
suspicious.. The production of blockbuster films presupposes a mobilizingg of economic, technological and industrial forces. It is a hitdrivenn industry based on budgets, production values and marketing
strategy."" This industry has ample means, then, to market particular
world-- views embedded in its high-cost, high-tech and high-speed
films.1111 On the other hand, in different historical and political conditions,, the "special effects" of a dominant ideology could be perceivedd in another light. Having grown up under a Communist
regime,, 1 remember only too well that the effectiveness of the apparatuss was not contingent on gorging people with popular Hollywood
films.. Indeed, from the position of the guardians of a non-Western
regime,, a dupe of Hollywood cinema and the ideology of the West it
promotedd could be perceived as a potentially subversive element, a
threatt to the Party. Paradoxically enough, a fascination with
Hollywoodd cinema can be understood as politically incorrect from
bothh positions.
Theree is a difference, however. Promoting Hollywood cinema
inn a one-party system was considered reactionary. Within Western
society,, reaction would imply precisely the opposite, a dismissal of
Hollywoodd cinema. In this respect 1 would argue, the answer to the
"why"" question is contingent not only on the object itself, but on
thee historical, economic or ideological conditions which determine
itss place within a given culture. Accordingly, instead of just marvelingg at an object's effects, or defining these a priori as a cultural
problem,, we can rather examine the ways the former are entwined

withh the latter. This makes even more sense when we take into
accountt the changing social, political, economic and philosophical
dimensionss of the global community.™ In the present state of technologyy and communication, the blockbuster has emerged as a prototypee of a film that can fulfill the international and commercial
imperativess of contemporary culture - it circulates in the West and
thee East.v
Inn my study, the main thrust will be placed on the connectionn these films effectuate between cinematic representation and
narrative.. The emphasis on representation implies that the purpose
off narratological analysis is not only to demonstrate that, their simplicityy notwithstanding, these films are narrative. vl More importantly,, the analyses will enable me to explain that the preoccupation
withh fathers and sons traceable in a wide range of new Hollywood
blockbusterss is dependent on those invisible subjective views - the
"ghosts"" - various narratorial authorities which determine the ways
ourr reality is "told," framed or symbolized. These aims call for a theoryy that "defines and describes narrativity, not narrative; not a genre
orr object but a cultural mode of expression" (Bal 1997: 222).
Engagingg with these objects critically will ultimately sharpen our
awarenesss that we too have a role to play in the production of the
neww Hollywood's "special effects."

Nirntlwlty.. tr Miblllzed Sifeiactlvlty
Accordingg to Andre Gaudreault, there are two types of narrative in
thee cinema. The first level is the micro-narrative, and the second
levell is the macro-narrative, which is generated on the basis of the
firstt level, and constitutes a filmic narrative in the generally acceptedd sense (Gaudreault 1987: 29-35). v i i The second level of the filmic
narrativee is the product of a dialectical combination of the two basic
modess of narrative communication: monstration and narration.
Accordingg to this view, any film made in one shot comprises a single
narrativee layer attributed solely to the discourse of the monstration,
betweenn one frame and the next.V111 Gaudreault's theorizing is
focusedd on the films of the "primitive" mode that would seem deficientt if analyzed according to the parameters set up by classical
Hollywoodd films. , x Gaudreault reexamines Christian Metz's concepts
regardingg the duality of cinematic language. According to Metz,
everyy shot tells a story merely by means of iconic analogy, and one-

shott films only develop into a narrative through a second complex
off codified instructions that are achieved through editing.
Gaudreaultt contends that the two levels of narrativity correspond to
thee two "articulations" linked to the double mobility characteristic of
cinema:: the mobility of the represented subjects, made possible by
thee sequence of frames, and the mobility of the spatio-temporal
segments,, made possible by the sequence of shots.* Gaudreault adds
thatt although these two levels of narrative are concomitant, they
tendd to cancel each other out. That is, the second level tends to
coverr up the first: spectators are not aware of watching a huge
numberr of micro-narratives (shots) being linked together and accumulatingg piece by piece to create a macro-narrative (a feature film)
(Gaudreaultt 1992: 68-76).
Gaudreault'ss discussion, however, is not only important
becausee it demonstrates that the films from 1895 can be characterizedd on the basis of their specific narrativity. It also reminds us how
difficultt it is to decide which texts are narrative, and the basis on
whichh the specificities of one narrational mode can be distinguished
fromm another. To engage in a discussion about the difference
betweenn single and double mobility, described by Gaudreault as the
differencee between two levels of narrativity, implies taking on a
challenge,, a similar kind of challenge that a discussion on narration
inn the new Hollywood blockbuster poses.x1 The analysis of one-shot
filmss which depict the simplest of events - the arrival of the train,
thee workers leaving the factory, or a baby having breakfast is
extremelyy useful, for it brings up one of the crucial issues regarding
filmicc narration, namely the problem of differentiating showing from
telling,, or to put it in Gaudreault's terms, monstrating from narrating.. Even though Gaudreault has introduced the term "monstrator"
whichh refers to the entity who "shows/monstrates" rather than the
agentt who "tells," he has nevertheless designated an entity who is
responsiblee for the choice of the event as well as the position of the
cameraa from which the event will be filmed. If the narratives of the
primitivee mode (the one-shot films) can be described as conditioned
throughh the articulation of frames, and the narratives of the classical
Hollywoodd period depend on the additional mobility of the shots,
myy argument is that the new Hollywood blockbusters need to be
observedd as cases of triple mobility, as a simultaneous articulation of
frames,, shots, and subjectivity.

Accordingg to Bal, the subject is implicated in diverse featuress of narrative semiosis, or rather, in a "complex body of semiotic
eventss which it is possible to analyze in terms of its elements" (Bal
1991:: 158). This is a semiotic approach to narrative where special
emphasiss is placed on the agency that is imputed to a network of
subjectss - a subject of narration, a subject of vision and a subject of
action.. In that respect, the structuring of subjectivity is bound up
withh the structuring of narrative. If we take all this into consideration,, including the fact that interpretation itself is subjective and
susceptiblee to cultural constraints and framings, we can "turn narrativee analysis into an activity of cultural analysis" (Bal 1997: 11). This
movee is crucial for distinguishing the third mobility of the narrative,
forr it is on this level that we can not only disclose but also engage
withh the political, cultural and ideological determinations which promotee a particular vision of the world.
Thiss argument regarding the third mobility can be complementedd with Steven Heath's discussion on mobility in film. Heath
seess mobility as that which is possible in film. In his view, film can
bee held within a certain vision that can have historical, industrial or
ideologicall implications. "Cinema is not simply and specifically ideologicall 'in itself," Heath states, "but it is developed in the context
off concrete and specific ideological determinations which inform as
welll the 'technical' as the 'commercial' or 'artistic' sides of that
development"" (Heath 1981: 23-33). Since ideological determinations
aree bound up with that "certain vision" they inevitably affect cinematicc representation. To disclose this source of signification as well
ass its effects, which are often blurred, it is necessary to examine the
structuringg of subjectivity across several levels.

Filn,, Story. FaMla
Theree are three levels we need to discern at the outset: the text, the
storyy and the fabula, which correspond to Bal's definition of narrativee as composed of these three layers. "A nauative text is a text in
whichh an agent relates - tells a story in a particular medium...a story
iss a fabula that is presented in a certain manner...a fabula is a series
off logically and chronologically related events that are caused or
experiencedd by the actors" (Bal 1997: 5). In a study of the story, the
majorr focus is on the character, whereas in a study of the fabula, we
deall with the anthropomorphic figure called the actor or diegetic

agent.. The new Hollywood cinema has its own fabulas, but very
oftenn it draws on the already well-established ones. Through the
storytellingg process, and this is frequently the case in the new
Hollywoodd cinema, old fabulas are revised, re-told, re-produced, recycled,, re-made.X11 As 1 will demonstrate through analyses of specificc films, fabulas are also "repaired" or "improved." x n i This is closely
relatedd to the tendency traceable in the new Hollywood blockbusters
too redefine but also reinstitute patriarchal myths, to give a new face
too history, to repair the father or, simply to improve the male subject. .
11 would argue that in the films in question, ideological
determinationss that inform the "certain vision" of a film, in the first
placee involve the fabula. The process whereby subjective vision is
mobilizedd through the fabula 1 will call fabulation. Even though ideologicall determinations always involve the fabula, and although in
broaderr terms fabulation can be understood as telling or narrating, 1
willl be using this term to emphasize a specific process - a way of
storytellingg where fabula collapses with the story. x1v The most
prominentt effect of that collapse, as the analyses of the films will
show,, is that the structure of meaning traceable on the level of the
macro-unitt (the fabula) comes to reflect the micro-unit (a scene, or
evenn a separate image). In these films, we principally cannot determinee the narratorial authority by means of stylistic/cinematic
devices,, to use Bordwell's definition of the term. We can, however,
determinee the ideological, and even personal concerns of the "invisible"" narratorial authority. Fabulas of narrative texts, as 1 am suggestingg in accordance with Bal's theory, are dependent on critical
concernss derived from the outer world. The theory of elements,
whichh involves the layer of the fabula, as Bal asserts, "even more
generallyy than that of the aspects, makes describable a segment of
realityy that is broader than that of narrative texts only" (Bal 1997:
178). .
Needlesss to say, the separation of the fabula from the story
orr the text is only theoretical because the functioning of the narrativee involves a simultaneous interaction of all three layers.
Furthermore,, each of the levels affects the structuring of subjectivity.. When taking into consideration the level of the text, the crucial
concernn is the identity and the status of the narrative agent - the
narratorr - the subject of narrating that constitutes a function, rather

thann a person, and that expresses itself through the signifiers that
constitutee the text.' 0 ' As far as filmic narratives are concerned, the
signifierss that constitute the text are also expressed through framing,, duration, angle, shot/reverse shot, or camera movement; or,
moree precisely, through the signifiers that are specifically cinematic.
Therefore,, a connection needs to be established between the formal
aspectss of the image, as well as the ordering of images, and the
threee layers of the narrative. The aspects and the elements of the
filmicc narrative are dependent on the specifically cinematic signs,
andd conversely, the way these signs are expressed is dependent on
thee aspects and elements of narrative. For this reason, 1 will principallyy work with Bal's concepts of narrative, but 1 will complement
herr theory with A/letz's cine-semiotics. This will enable me to trace a
complexx play of subject positions while maintaining focus on the
textuall system.
Hence,, the main purpose of textual analysis in this study is
too trace the co-dependency between the cinematic signifiers and the
subjectt of narrating that expresses itself through these signifiers. The
analysiss of the text is thus necessarily joined with the two other layers,, the story and the fabula. The way a narrating subject or "person"" is expressed in a filmic text is closely related with the way the
storyy is told, but it is also dependent on the fabula which always
conveyss some form of understanding of the world: for example, that
thee hero needs to be goal-oriented, or that happiness entails a union
off a heterosexual couple (as is most often the case in the classical
Hollywoodd cinema), or that there are struggles for authority in which
thee place of the father and the place of the son are particularly
heavilyy marked, whereas that of a woman is far less defined, (as in
thee so-called "classical German cinema").'™1
Thee story determines a specific rhetoric that has direct
implicationss on the epistemological value of the text; the way the
eventss are ordered into a story, the way a fabula is framed or reframedd through the process of storytelling enables us to draw conclusionss about the concerns that are embedded into the fictional
world.. Therefore, even when vision cannot be explicitly attributed to
aa specific agent, we still need to be aware of its implicit value. In
otherr words, even when the authorial vision is dominated by the
productionn practices and technology, as is the case with classical
Hollywoodd cinema, or when it appears immersed in the process of

fabulationn as is most often the case in the new Hollywood blockbusters,, there are still world-views to be accounted for. x v l 1 We need
too be aware of that "something," the " 1 , " behind the "he," which
suppresses,, but also imputes personal visions.'0'111

Nirritloii or Foealizitioi
Thee crucial aspect of this study is the problem of the narrator and
thee specific ways in which it can be distinguished from the focalizor.
Thee term focalization was introduced by Gerard Genette to distinguishh the agent who "narrates" from the agent who "sees." xix
Genette'ss theory is divided into three principal categories: tense,
mood,, and voice. The two categories that are of interest for the
momentt are mood and voice; Genette draws on the grammatical
meaningg of "mood" as a "name given to the different forms of the
verbb that are used to affirm more or less the thing in question, and
too express the different points of view from which the life or the
actionn is looked at" (Genette 1995:161):
Indeed,, one can tell more or less what one tells, and can tell
itt according to one point of view or another, and this capacity,, and the modalities of its use, are precisely what our categoryy of narrative mood aims at. Narrative "representation," or
moree exactly, narrative information has its degrees: the narrativee can furnish the reader with more or fewer details, and in
aa more or less direct way, and can thus seem (to adopt a
commonn and convenient spatial metaphor, which is not to be
takenn literally) to keep at a greater or lesser distance from
whatt it tells. (Genette 1995: 162)
Inn referring to the category of "voice," Genette designates the narratingg agent, the enunciator, or in other words, the narrator. The
narratingg agent is related to the categories of time of narrating, narrativee level, and "person" (215). In his discussion of the typology of
narrativee situations, Genette distinguishes three types of narrative.
Thee first type is the omniscient narrative, "vision from behind," with
thee following formula: Narrator > Character (where the narrator
knowss more than the character, or says more than any one of the
characterss knows). According to Genette, this type, generally representedd by the classical narrative, is a non-focalized narrative, or a

narrativee with zero localization. The second type has the formula:
Narratorr = Character (the narrator says only what a given character
knows).. This type is also described as the narrative with "point of
view,"" with "restricted field," or "vision with." This second type is a
narrativee with internal focalization. The third type has the formula:
Narratorr < Character (the narrator says less than the character
knows),, and it can also be described as "vision from without" (189).
Inn Genette's model, focalization is closely related to the distributionn of knowledge and thus, vision determines the epistemologicall value of each of the three terms. It is not difficult to recognize
thee usefulness of Genette's approach for film, and his theory has
helpedd film theorists to differentiate amongst narrative agents and
levelss in a concise way. Nevertheless, there are particular aspects of
Genette'ss theory that pose limitations for the study of subjectivity in
filmicc narratives, particularly those of the new Hollywood. x x In her
extensivee commentary on Genette's narratology, Bal takes issue with
thee problem of subjectivity as it is bound up with the notion of
focalizationn (Bal 1991: 73-108). While Genette restricts this term to
thee level of the diegesis, to the fictional world of the text, Bal contendss that focalization has implications which exceed the field of
visionn that is restricted only to the characters. xx1 Her interventions
intoo Genette's concept of focalization, 1 would argue, can prove to
bee an important contribution in the development of film narratology-Ball explains that in a narrative with external focalization,
"characterss are also focalized, but that they are focalized from without.. That means that the narrative's center of interest is a character
(ass is with internal focalization), but its development is seen only
fromm the outside" (Bal 1991: 83):
Itt is true that in moving from the first type to third, the narrator'ss "knowledge" diminishes, and in this sense it is
homogenous.. But that difference does not have to do with
pointt of view or focalization. The difference between the
non-focalizedd narrative and the internally focalized narrative
liess in the agent who sees: is the agent the narrator who omniscientt - sees more than the character, or (in the second
type)) is the agent the narrator who sees "with" the character,
seess as much as s/he does? Between the second and third

typestypes the distinction is not of the same order. In the second
type,, the "focalized" character sees, in the third type, s/he
doess not see, s/he is seen. [Bal's italics.] The difference this
timee is not between the "seeing" agents, but between the
objectss of that seeing. (Bal 1991: 83)
Byy not making a distinction between "focalization on" and "focalizationn through," Genette, as Bal argues, ends up treating both the
subjectt and the object alike as focalized (Bal 1991: 84). Narration
alwayss implies focalization and focalization taken in its widest sense,
constitutess the object of narrating (Bal 1997: 19). The relation
betweenn who perceives and what is perceived colors the story with
subjectivityy (Bal 1997: 8). Accordingly, the focalized content or the
objectt of focalization cannot exist without the subject of focalization.. But by the same token, focalization cannot take place without
thee act of narration. To determine who sees, we must take into
accountt the medium through which we perceive that sight: the narratingg (Bal 1991: 87).
Hence,, even if we are dealing with vision "from without," or
externall focalization, that is, even when there is vision on the characterss rather than through the characters, we cannot fail to
acknowledgee the subject of narration. Once we have become aware
thatt there is a narrator, albeit an external one, we will realize that
theree is an object of narration. Since narrative presupposes a text, or
moree precisely, a specific medium such as film, in which a story is
told,, it is impossible for the spectators to perceive the narrated contentt directly. This content is subjectivized, presented, framed, or filteredd through a certain vision, (Italics are mine.) In that respect, as
farr as the status of narration is concerned "1" and "he" are both "1"
(Ball 1997: 21). The difference between the two involves the level of
narration,, because, technically speaking, it is always the "invisible"
externall narrator who delegates narration to a character, that is, to
ann internal narrator.
Whenn we take into consideration that seeing and narrating,
whichh play such a crucial role in the structuring of subjectivity, are
additionallyy bound up with a critical perspective we can begin to
understandd that even Gaudreault's monstrator has something to
t e l l xxii i

CMM Ike Hla Tall Itsfll?
Despitee such shortcomings, Genette's concepts have remained influentiall in film studies, and one of the most successful applications of
Genette'ss model is certainly Edward Branigan's Narrative
ComprehensionComprehension and the Fiction Film (Branigan, 1992).XX11' Following
Genette,, Branigan has translated his concepts for film, implying that
hee has retained the category of zero-focalization, which in fact
provess to be the defining aspect of the classical Hollywood cinema
inn Branigan's study. In Branigan's view, a narrator offers a statement
about,, an actor/agent acts or is acted upon, and a focalizor has an
"experiencee o f ' (Branigan, 1992: 161-174). He objects to Bal's conceptt of the focalizor, because in his view a focalizor can only be a
character,, whose experiences we are to share. Having adopted
Genette'ss position that vision is restricted to the characters, Branigan
likewisee argues that, subjective vision is only expressed through, and
cann only be attributed to the characters. Hence, subjectivity is discussedd in terms of the subjectivity of the camera, as opposed to the
so-calledd objectivity of the camera, which he calls nonfocalization. x x 1 v v
Thiss implies precise borders between, for example, the "normal"" state of the character and his drunken state, where the camera
wouldd simulate such a subjective experience, or between "reality"
andd fantasy, or between the state of being awake or dreaming. In
hiss critique of Bal's concept of the focalizor, Branigan objects to her
vieww that unidentified and undramatized narrators as well as characterss can focalize events. Branigan asserts that if experiences are not
attributedd to a particular individual but rendered in the "third person,"" we risk dissipating the distinction between narration and
focalizationn (161-74). Branigan can come to this view because he
principallyy defines focalization on the basis of characters' vision, and
opposess this to non-focalization, hence, to non-vision. And in fact,
theree is no risk involved here, certainly not for the one who is
responsiblee for the world-view that is represented through the narratedd content, for the film seems to be "telling itself." There is even
lesss risk involved for the one who interprets the film, his or her personalsonal vision is suppressed for the purpose of obtaining an "objective"" analysis.
Branigan'ss is a cognitivist approach. This means that it is
concernedd with spectators' engagement with the text, with their

capacityy to recognize cognitive schematas, or rather narrative
schemas,, which help them to process the data, and enhance the
film'ss intelligibility. 50 ™ The spectator is the central figure here, the
onee who "constructs the film" since he or she is cued to apply variouss schemas. But this spectator is an abstract one. Therefore, not
takingg the risk of considering unidentified or undramatized narrators,, implies ultimately letting go of the critical perspective, setting
asidee the question of what it is that shapes our cognitive schematas.
Whyy and how are we "cued" to think and, especially, to see the way
wee do? And, most importantly, can we learn to see the world differentlyy ? XXV1 My choice of Bal's critical narratology, in contrast, is not
onlyy based on the necessity to turn narrative analysis into an activity
off cultural analysis - it is first of all a theoretical and a practical
choice.XXV11 1
Onee of the consequences of Branigan's approach is that
subjectivityy appears to be a unified investment that is either visible
orr invisible. This has direct repercussions, not to say serious limitations,, for the study of filmic narratives other than those of the classicall Hollywood. Therefore, while they may function to explain the
workingg of the "classical" narration, his concepts are problematic in
aa filmic text where such distinctions between subjectivity and objectivityy are not so clear. As 1 will demonstrate through the analyses of
specificc films, subjectivity in the new Hollywood narratives is
emphaticallyy decomposed. When we additionally take into considerationn the conflicting modes o f telling, the correlations of formal featuress which spring from heterogeneous domains, the transgression
off generic boundaries, or the staging of interdiscursive clashes, we
cann grasp how difficult it is to work with Branigan's concept of subjectivity. XXV111 1
Thee most prominent theorist working within the cognitivist
approach,, David Bordwell, admits to the limitations that his cognitivistt project Narration in the Fiction Film poses:
Thiss theory will not answer every interesting question we
mightt ask about cinematic storytelling. Being an account of
narration,, it will not necessarily help define matters of narrativee representation or narrative structure. Dependent upon a
perceptual-cognitivee account of the spectator's activity, it will
nott address issues such as sexuality and fantasy, for which

psychoanalyticc theories are better suited (Bordwell 1985: 335).
Bordwell'ss cognitivist account is informed by Russian Formalist concepts.. His theory of narration hinges on three major concepts: fabula,, syuzhet and style. xxix The formal definition of narration is as
follows:: "In the fiction film, narration is the process whereby the
film'ss syuzhet and style interact in the course of cueing and channelingg the spectator's construction of the fabula" (Bordwell 53).
Again,, the film seems to be telling itself. To better grasp the limitationss Bordwell's theory poses for the study of those Hollywood narratives,, which cannot strictly be defined, as classical, it is important
too consider his definition of "style":
Stylee [ . . .] constitutes a system in that it too mobilizes componentss - particular instantiations of film techniques accordingg to principles of organization. [ . . .] in this context,
"style"" simply names the film's systematic use of cinematic
devices.. Style is thus wholly ingredient to the medium. [ . . .]
Thee syuzhet embodies the film as a "dramaturgical" process;
stylee embodies it as a "technical" one. (Bordwell, 1985: 50)
Bordwell'ss concept of style is useful when it comes to distinguishing
thee norm, as well as spotting a deviation from the norm: classical
Hollywoodd cinema functions as the norm, and art cinema, for example,, is a deviation from that norm. Within this line of thought stylisticc devices are bound up with a mode of production and consumptionn and thus, in classical Hollywood, the style is more or less uniform.. "In the 'normal' film, that is, the syuzhet system controls the
stylisticc system - the syuzhet is the 'dominant' (52). In opposition to
thee "normal" film, one of the tendencies of art cinema, as Bordwell
pointss out, is [. . . ] "deviation from classical norms" (213). He
explainss that in art cinema stylistic devices "gain prominence with
respectt to classical norms - an unusual angle, a stressed bit of cutting,, a striking camera movement [ . . . ] " (209). In spite of the fact
thatt the general distinctions are logical and operative, however,
Bordwell'ss principles prove reductive when we attempt to account
forr the differences within the "norm-al" itself.
Inn his theory of narration, "style" refers to the film as a
technicall process which pertains to a mode of production and con-

sumption,, and it is therefore very difficult to account for those (stylistic)) differences which do not in the first instance have to do with
thee film's technical aspect. Debates, which emerged in the 70s
regardingg the distinction between the classical and the new
Hollywoodd cinema, are indicative of this problem. x x x In his article
"Thee Pathos of Failure: American Films in the 70s - Notes on the
Unmotivatedd Hero," Thomas Elsaesser argues that what characterizes
thee Hollywood films of this period are heroes who are not psychologicallyy or morally motivated, a structure that is looser, and a narrativee that is open-ended (Elsaesser, 1975). These features, in his
view,, call for a departure from the narratives of the classical
Hollywoodd style. Even though Bordwell, Staiger and Thompson
acknowledgee Elsaesser's findings in their historiography, they neverthelesss contend that the classical period extends from the mid1910s,, into the 1970s. In their view, the films emerging in the late
60ss and 70s can be taken as an example of stylistic assimilation and
aa continuation of the classical tradition. "The New Hollywood can
exploree ambiguous narrational possibilities but those explorations
remainn within the classical boundaries" (Bordwell, Staiger, and
Thompson,, 1991: 377).
Suchh a totalizing view of Hollywood cinema has evoked a
plethoraa of critical comments, and Murray Smith perhaps best sums
upp the thrust of the critique:
Forr all the wealth of historical detail contained in their work,
thee description of the classical mode becomes an ahistorical
one.. The classical system they posit becomes so abstract, generalizedd and encompassing that anything can be assimilated
andd nothing can make a difference. (Smith, 1998: 15)
11 would argue that one of the crucial reasons why this system may
appearr generalized and ahistorical has to do with the choice of theory.. Bordwell's theory of narration does not account for the subjects
whoo partake in the process of telling; instead, as 1 have already
noted,, he treats narration as an interaction between syuzhet and the
cinematicc devices. Even if, according to his definition of narration,
classicall style does in fact extend to such lengths, we are still left at
ann impasse. First, as Bordwell himself admits, his theory does not
enablee us to explore the ways narrative affects the representation of

gender,, ethnicity, race or other social markers in cinema. Moreover,
iff there is no possibility for studying the relationship between cinematicc representation and narrative, one can easily lose track of how
thee former affects the latter, and vice versa. As a result, the possibilityy for change is obliterated - other ('s) concerns and themes can
emergee in time, as well as alternative world-views. We can trace
thesee signs, 1 would argue, even when they seem embedded in narrativess that correspond to Bordwell's definition of the classical style.
Therefore,, the fact that 1 am using the term "new
Hollywood"" does not imply that 1 am searching for new boundaries
basedd on a new mode of narration, or a new mode of production
andd consumption, for that matter. The term "new" already refers to
att least two different periods in the Hollywood film industry: in the
firstt instance, it refers to the late 60s and the early 70s, the turbulentt years of the industry when the "Hollywood art films" and its
"unmotivatedd heroes" emerged. Secondly, it refers to the period after
19755 when, according to Thomas Schatz, Hollywood industry
achievedd a new stability. The (new) new Hollywood is a beginning of
ann era of "high-concept," "film as event," or rather, blockbuster
mentality,, marked additionally by the arrival of a "new generation"
off directors such as Francis Ford Coppola, Steven Spielberg and
Georgee Lucas. xxx1
Keepingg in mind the slippery definition of the term, 1 will be
referringg to "new Hollywood" as a complex web of forces - industrial,, economic, technological, historical, or ideological, as they relate
too both narration and representation in contemporary Hollywood
cinema.. Furthermore, 1 will examine a group of new Hollywood films
inn terms of their specific narrativity. Narrativity, as 1 have stated at
thee outset, is a mode of cultural expression. It presupposes a networkk of subjects who all take part in the process of telling.

Silitctlwltii ii Male Nirratlvfs
Thee problem of subjectivity in cinema is very much related to the
problemm of enunciation in cinema, or rather, with the various
attemptss to come to terms with the relationship between cinema
andd language. Relevant here is the long-term preoccupation of cinemaa studies with the work of Emile Benveniste. xxxn In terms of my
study,, Benveniste's concepts regarding subjectivity in language will
bee discussed in the light of Bal's semiotics of narrative. With respect

too this, my aim is not to demonstrate that linguistic categories can
bee applied to film. Instead, and in accordance with Bal's theory of
narrative,, 1 am exploring the ways that the specific linguistic terms
putt forward by Benveniste, can be extended to hold for cinematic
texts.. To comprehend this, recall the three layers that constitute a
narrativee - the text, the story, and the fabula. Keeping these in mind
impliess that 1 am neither applying a "literary theory" nor a linguistic
modell to film; rather, 1 am concerned with the effects that the two
levels,, the story and the fabula, generate at the level of the filmic
text. .
Thee problem of subjectivity in cinema became radicalized
viaa the so-called "second semiology." Its most important theoretical
interventionn concerning the relation between film and semiotics was
thee inclusion of the spectator as part of the structure and meaning
off a film. xxxin Here the linguistic theories of Benveniste became
crucial,, particularly his distinction histoirejdiscours, as well as his
concernn with the enunciation and utterance [énonciationj énoncé),
(Benveniste,, 1971). The process of enunciation can be distinguished
ass pertaining either to discours, where enunciative marks are emitted,, or to histoire, where the intervention of the speaker is elided. In
thatt respect, Metz has argued that the classical Hollywood film presentss itself as histoire because it effaces the marks of enunciation,
thatt is, it presents discours in the guise of histoire (Metz,
1990).xxxiv v
Inn his critique of accounts of enunciation that draw on the
linguisticc model, Bordwell contends that the greatest problem with
thesee theories is that they fail to justify their recourse to linguistic
termss and categories (Bordwell 1985). Bordwell argues, for example,
thatt the category of person has no equivalent in cinema because it
iss impossible to find pertinent marks of the second person. His critiquee is aimed at Mark Nash's analysis of Carl Theodor Dreyer's film
Varnpyr. Varnpyr.
Seekingg to find marks of discourse in the film, Nash must reject
nearlyy all of Benveniste's "means of enunciation" as inapplicable.. Only the category of person, Nash hypothesizes, has a cinematicc equivalent. Yet the comparison breaks down when he
failss to find filmic equivalents for the second person function.
Hee asserts that in the cinema the "you" function bears the

markss of the author's address to the implicit reader. His only
exampless are two expository titles in the film which present
questionss addressed (perhaps) to the viewer. But what would a
secondd person image look like? (Bordwell 1985: 21-26)
Thee objective of Nash's analysis is to establish the filmic equivalent
too the hesitation in enunciation, which Tzvetan Todorov has shown
too be at work in the literary genre of the fantastic (Todorov
1975). xxxvv In his analysis, Nash proposes an analogous cinematic
genre,, the cinefantastic, and he argues in relation to Dreyer's
Vampyr,Vampyr, that the conditions necessary for the cinefantastic are providedd for, in part, by a code of "pronoun functions." Nash applies
Benveniste'ss concepts histoire}discours and suggests that the firstpersonn histoire with its features of discours is manifested through
thee "classical point-of-view shot" or subjective shot, whereas the
"descriptivee shot," "characterized by the presence of the impersonal
narratingg instance," would mark the "third-person histoire."XXXV]
Nashh observes unexpected shifts from histoire to discours and he
arguess that they are analogous to the hesitations in enunciation
inherentt in fantastic literature.
Nash'ss analysis fails to convince. The reason is that he
definess a discours on the basis of a shot/filmic image, instead of an
interdependencyy of images/subject positions. By negating the very
prerequisitee of discours, as an interdependency of subject positions,
hee falls into the trap of dealing with subjectivity as a unified investment,, and hence does not manage to account for the position of
thee second person. x x x v n For the purpose of this study, 1 have not
maintainedd the sense of the term discours that implies in the first
placee a type of linguistic utterance. Instead, when necessary, 1 will
bee employing the term in the sense of Bal's semiotics of narrative.
Onee aspect of narrative as mode of semiotic behavior is precisely the
usee of either "first," "second," or "third-person discourse" (Bal,
1993).. In these terms, discourse comprehends the relation between
thee positions, implying that the focus is on the structure we can
establishh on the basis of the subject positions.
Inn response to Nash, Bordwell rightly argues against mimeticismm although he seems frustrated by the filmic absence of a "presence"" of the "second person," a presence that is supposedly manifest
inn Benveniste's conception of discours:

Nashh can find no instances because we have no idea what
couldd be pertinent marks. Is a close-up overtly addressed to
thee reader? Is a carefully framed long shot? In effect, every
shott or cut bears some trace of the author's address. The secondd person pronoun is a necessary component of Benveniste's
conceptionn of discourse; it brings out the presence of the
hearers.. But if in analyzing a film we cannot distinguish firstpersonn discourse (i.e. shots bearing personal marks of the
author)) from second person discourse (i.e. shots bearing personall marks of the viewer) then the category of person has no
equivalentt in cinema. (Bordwetl 1985:21-26)
Inn his partly justified critique of Nash's analysis, Bordwell implicitly
imputess his rather Cartesian view to Benveniste. xxxvni However,
Benvenistee never states that the 2nd person has to be explicit.
Benvenistee does not at all define a "you" on the basis of its presencee but rather through its interdependency with an "1":
Consciousnesss of self is only possible if it is experienced by
contrast.. 1 use "1" only when 1 am speaking to someone who
willl be a "you" in my address. It is this condition of dialogue
thatt is constitutive of person, for it implies that reciprocally
"1"" becomes "you" in the address of the one who in his turn
designatess himself as "1." Here we see a principle whose consequencess are to spread in all directions. Language is possible
onlyy because each speaker sets himself up as a subject by
referringg to himself as "1" in his discourse. Because of this, "I"
positss another person, the one who, being as he is, completely
exteriorr to me, becomes my echo to whom 1 say "you" and
whoo says "you" to me. (Benveniste 1986:106)
Accordingg to Benveniste, a discourse implies an interplay of positionss which do not refer to either a presence or an absence, but to a
relationshipp between positions. The "1" and "you" are mutually constituted.. Hence, the essence of language does not reside in reference
butt in subjectivity. Bal explains that "this mutuality already holds, in
fact,, a radical break with the individual subject: losing its stability
andd continuity, the '1' moves back and forth between the two positionss of '1' and 'you' " (Bal 1994:105). Since the major thrust of my

projectt is to articulate the shaping of subjectivity in the new
Hollywoodd cinema, the recourse to Benveniste's work on subjectivity
inn language is a logical point of departure. Three, theoretically
inseparablee terms recur in Benveniste's theory: language, discourse
andd subjectivity. Subjectivity is produced through language, and in
thee first instance it can be traced in a situation of discourse.
Separatingg these terms the way Bordwell does, in order to prove that
aa filmic equivalent cannot be found, only confirms that Bordwell's
theoreticall position is incompatible with the concepts 1 am endorsing. .
Inn The Subject of Semiotics, Kaja Silverman offers an inspiringg analysis of Benveniste's concepts and convincingly theorizes the
inter-dependencyy of subjectivity, language and discourse (Silverman
1983).. Although Silverman retains the semiotic approach, however,
shee ultimately delegates the problem of subjectivity to psychoanalysis.. Thus Silverman attempts to solve the problem of enunciation in
cinemaa by means of the system of suture. x x x , x The concept of
suturee can be useful in the sense that it helps us establish the patternss and structures of identification imposed on the viewer by the
cinemaa as an apparatus of enunciation. On the other hand, when it
comess to distinguishing the subtle differences, disjunctions and conjuctionss between subject positions and focalizors functioning on the
levell of the discursive unit, the concept of suture as an account of
filmicc subjectivity is very l i m i t i n g / '
11 contend that even though the problem of identification in
cinemaa is dependent on enunciation in cinema, the former should
nott be collapsed with the latter. The "look" in the psychoanalytic
sensee cannot be equated with Bal's concept of the focalizor, but
neitherr can the point-of-view of the camera. Nor can the look of the
cameraa which induces spectatorial identification, immediately be
understoodd as first-person narration. The problem of identification is
principallyy an effect of enunciation and therefore, in order to recognizee its configuration, we need to analyze the ways subjectivity is
manifestedd at the level of the story and the fabula. This implies, for
aa start, that it is an analysis of the relations between subject positionss at the level of a discursive unit that yields insight into the patternss of identification, and not the other way around.
Silvermann offers a comprehensive account of the system of
suture,, commencing with its psychoanalytic formulation and gradu-

allyy transporting the concept into cinema. Jacques-Alain Miller has
definedd suture in the following way:
Suturee names the relation of the subject to the chain of its
discoursee [. . .] it figures there as the element which is lacking,, in the form of a stand-in. For, while there is lacking, it is
nott purely and simply absent. Suture, by extension - the generall relation of lack to the structure of which it is an element,
inasmuchh as it implies the position of a taking-the-place-of.
(Miller,, 1977/78: 25-26)
Silvermann mentions the importance of the shot/reverse shot formationn as a means of "stitching" the viewer into the cinematic discourse.. It is a way to suture his or her desire to fill in the lack, that
is,, a way to conjure up the "absent one." The viewer is, thus, seeminglyy supplied with the answer to the question of who controls the
gazee - but this is only due to the fact that s/he is positioned, via the
systemm of suture, to identify with the character. The identification is
madee possible via the gaze of the camera, which conveniently
obscuress the fact that the discourse is controlled by an inapprehensiblee gaze.
Thee system of suture, in a broader sense, corresponds to the
conceptt of focalization proposed by Bal. Narratives are dependent
onn a prefabricated perspective, and the structuring of the discourse
iss accordingly dependent on the perspective, world- view, ideology
expressedd in the narrative text. In that respect, psychoanalytic film
theoryy is more pertinent to this study than cognitivist film theory,
whichh does not deal with the forces/apparati which control the way
wee see. When it comes to the concrete analysis of a discursive unit,
however,, the concept of suture does not consider specific details.
Becausee the concept is principally concerned with the identificatory
positionn as a whole, as it is imposed on the spectator, the relations
withinn a discursive unit are not treated with sufficient precision:
AA simple display of a fictional character looking in shot 2
usuallyy proves sufficient to maintain the illusion that shot 1
visuallyy "belongs" to that character. The camera may even
adoptt an oblique position, slightly to one side of the actor,
ratherr than directly facing him or her. Filmmakers are general-

lyy no more literal with shot 1 of the shot/reverse shot formation.. Often we are shown the shoulders or head of the characterr through whose eyes we are ostensibly looking. In fact,
mathematicall exactitude provides a much less successful
approximationn of "reality" than does the loose application of
thee shot/reverse shot convention. (Silverman 1983: 202) xl1
Inn a new Hollywood film such as ET-The Extraterrestrial, as my
analysiss will demonstrate, the difference in the position of the cameraa directly affects the way character subjectivity is represented. As a
result,, it is not always possible to separate the image of a "he" from
thee image of an " 1 . " Furthermore, there are ostensible tensions and
clashess between internal and external focalization. If we ignore these
relations,, we risk obliterating the essential characteristics of a mode
off narration at work in a specific filmic text.*' 11
Thee psychoanalytic approach in itself does not suffice to
accountt for the aspects of a filmic narrative. Conversely, a theory of
narrativee alone cannot account for identification and for the way
thee spectator, or rather his or her unconscious, is affected by the
workingg of the cinematographic apparatus. The relationship between
narrative,, filmic images and identity is complex, particularly when
wee take into account not only the capacity of film to control the
wayy we see but also its potential to restitute v i s i o n s . 1 ' Therefore,
criticall narratology takes issue with other disciplines, in this case
withh psychoanalysis. This theory of narrative helps us to understand
thee ways subjectivity is worked through in the text, while at the
samee time presupposing an alertness to the fact that a structure of
subjectivityy is a construct which depends on a vision expressed outsidee of the fabula.

Thesess aid Methods
Forr reasons that become clear as 1 proceed, the discussions center on
thee theme of "fathering." In chapter one 1 introduce the terms of
analysis.. When dealing with filmic narratives, the level of the text
makess possible the tracing of subjectivity. The production and
effacementt of the subject of language cannot be limited to the representationn of an "image of subjectivity." But as Bal suggests, "subjectivee positions can be analyzed in their multiplicity and difference"
(Ball 1994:106). When theorizing subjectivity, Bal proposes the map-

pingg of subject positions according to their semiotic activities:
Thesee positions, and those of the represented subjects/diegetic
agentss being plural by definition, the semantic network of
suchh positions can be mapped for each discursive unit, thus
providingg the traces of subjectivity in the sense of projection.
(Ball 1994:106)
Thiss implies that subjectivity in the narrative text can be discussed
onn the basis of traces projected in the concrete discursive unit.
Tracess of subjectivity can be established on the basis of the relations
betweenn the subject positions. My primary aim in chapter one is to
demonstratee that the specificity of a new Hollywood text such as
ET-TheET-The Extraterrestrial lies in the interplay between narration and
focalization,, that is, in subtle conjunctions or disjunctions between
thee agent who narrates and the agent who sees. In such a case we
cann trace a clash between internal and external focalization. In ETTheThe Extraterrestrial, this instability of the focalizor is dependent on
thee conflicting positioning of the two main characters in the film:
thee text works to convince us that ET is a product of Elliot's imagination,, while at the same time, ET is posited as a focalizing agent
onn whose point of vision the filmic narration relies. As a result, ET's
returnn home will point both backward and forward - to Elliot's mind
wheree he was conceived, but also to ET's home out there in the vast
universe.. In Walter Benjamin's line of thought, this type of structure
cann be understood as a "memory of the future." It will recur in other
filmicc texts, particularly in Schindler's List where the notion of home
iss bound up with a specific identity.
Thee interdependency between characters puts pressure on
thee notion of character-bound narration. The implied narrator relies
onn ET's vision, yet Elliot's vision is necessary to produce the vision
off ET. This conflicting positioning of the two characters is produced
byy a technique that 1 will call the "decomposing of the characterimage."" The character-dependency manifested in the clash of focalizationn is traceable on the level of the story, but the resolution of
thee clash requires an intervention of the fabula. The arrival of the
fatherr figure, which conditions a resolution of the crisis of Elliot's
subjectivity,, is traceable on the level of the story, but the father's
arrivall into the fictional world itself is dependent on the narrational

authorityy who "fathers" the fabula.
Whilee in ETthe character is decomposed, in Back to the
Future,Future, the film 1 analyze in chapter two, the character is doubled
andd even tripled. In ET, the decomposition of Elliot's characterimagee which yields a crisis of his subjectivity is resolved through the
arrivall of a father-figure. In Back to the Future, the father is not
absentt but he is himself in a crisis. The doubling of the son's character-imagee works toward resolving the "crisis of the father." To
"cure"" the father, the son has to go back in time and intervene in
thee family history, or to put it in nan-atological terms, he has to
intervenee in the fabula. He has to undo the past, that is, he has to
reversee the relationship between cause and effect. As a result, the
storyy and the fabula become collapsed. Instead of presenting the
preexistingg fictional world of the fabula, in the course of the story
thee fabula is revised and, ultimately, a new fabula is produced. The
processs of re-vision implies a reframing of the past through the present,, which requires a higher narratorial authority, an intervention of
aa vision from above which exceeds the fictional world.
Too demonstrate the mobilizing of subjectivity on the level
off the fabula, in the first two chapters 1 look closely at pertinent
scenes,, hence, at micro-units, in terms of their dependence on the
fabula,, or the macro-unit. For the analysis of separate scenes, 1 followw Bal's method of "mapping the subject positions according to
theirr semiotic activities" (Bal, 1994: 106), whereas the analysis of
thee fabula requires an examination of the events and the diegetic
agents.. The examination of the relation between a micro-unit and a
macro-unitt in Back to the Future reveals a significant correspondencee between the structure of meaning traceable in the scene and
thee structure of the entire narrative. The emerging structure of the
narrativee traceable across several levels points to a specific structure
off subjectivity - the contiguous relation between the subject positionss is continuous with the Peircian notion of the index, the
Derridiann notion of the trace, and the Freudian notion of the symptom.. In terms of the aims of my study, then, the semiotic approach
too narrative enables me explore the structuring of subjectivity within
ann interdisciplinary context. 1 demonstrate that in the type of narrativee in question, the structure of subjectivity corresponds to that of
Derridiann difference. In this chapter, amongst other works, 1 draw on
Thomass Elsaesser's discussion of the ways the new Hollywood cine-

maa employs time-travel to work through the traumas of history
(Elsaesser,, 1997).
Inn chapter three 1 focus on the ways narratives are
"fathered"" through invisible narratorial authorities, and 1 explore the
connectionn the "fathering" forges between the paternal and the filial
position.. The structure of meaning which points to the tension
betweenn cause and effect, to an inverse generational ordering, or to
aa disjointed history can also be traced in the Indiana Jones trilogy.
Here,, 1 reverse the approach; instead of engaging in an analysis of
subjectt positions manifested on the level of the text, I take the elementss of the fabula as the point of departure. Hence, 1 examine the
structuringg of subjectivity on the basis of the relationship between
thee events, the actors, and time. 1 argue that the problem of
accountingg for subjective vision in Spielberg's trilogy is comparable
too the problem of disclosing subjective vision in texts which claim
scientificc objectivity but employ the strategies of mythical discourse
suchh as universality and eternity.
Bal'ss critical narratology makes us alert of the split concealedd in mythical discourse between the subject of the text and the
subjectt in the text, whereby the explanation is ultimately replaced
withh a story. Even though "telling is all there is to it," the telling is
differentt each time (Bal, 1991a: 98). To explain how the subject of
visionn can be recovered in the films of the trilogy, 1 additionally
draww on Michel de Certeau's contention that the writing of history is
dependentt on narrative structuring (de Certeau, 1988). Following his
ideaa that a "science fiction" of history such as Freud's Moses and
MonotheismMonotheism can yield important insight into Freud's heritage, 1
demonstratee that the interweaving of history and myth in the
IndianaIndiana Jones trilogy similarly structures our understanding of the
issuess concerning identity and race (de Certeau, 1986). The structuringg of the films of the trilogy implies a refiguring of the Oedipal
myth,, and the refiguring can be observed as analogous to the racial
bricolagee traceable in Freud's work. Much like the narratorial authorityy of the films in question, Freud intervenes into the myth from the
pastt in order to "correct" both the present and future.
Withh the example of the films of the Star Wars trilogy, 1
examine,, in chapter four, the re-invention of the father through an
interweavingg of narratology, history and psychoanalysis. 1 argue that
thee double teleology implied in the name "Vader" summarizes and

interpretss Vader's function in the trilogy. The tension Vader/father
conditionss the spectral effect and produces what Derrida describes as
thee "haunted look" (Derrida, 1994). 1 take this concept as a point of
departuree in dealing with several themes. First, 1 am concerned with
facingg the father as the motor of the narrative. The operation of
"facingg the father" yields a discussion of the wall of Plato's cave as
thee screen which discloses the conditions of its function. This will
createe the basis for re-reading Jean-Louis Baudry's theory of the
cinematographicc apparatus in light of the haunted look. Connecting
thesee two themes, 1 will then problematize the haunted look with
respectt to the de/composition of patriarchy.
Whatt the Star Wars trilogy makes transparent is the "fathering"" of the fictional world: when Vader, as the faceless authority
removess his mask, the "apparatus" is unveiled. Taking the metaphoricall production of meaning one step further, 1 suggest that this thematizingg of the paternal authority can be brought to bear on
Lacan'ss notion of the Law of the Father which governs the symbolic
orderr {Lacan, 1977). In that respect, fabulas can have a major functionn in the re-ordering of the symbolic universe; more precisely, the
decompositionn and restructuring of the Law of the Father which
informss the world of the fabula points to the ways fabulas may be
deployedd to re-fashion the symbolic universe.
Evenn though the decomposition of character-images, the
"facing"" of history, or the reinvention of the father has a restorative
function,, in the case of new Hollywood cinema this is generally
attainedd at the expense of the female characters. In chapter five, 1
pursuee further the connection between narrative and cinematic representation,, and 1 suggest that the overall preoccupation with the
genealogyy of the subject and its simultaneous reconstruction, is
mappedd out as a form of territorialism. While the male characters
cann easily exchange and transcend subject positions, temporal continuumss and territories, there is a tendency to posit the female characterss as in-between an intersubjective exchange, or in-between territories.. In the case of female characters, ideological determinations
inn the first place affect the representation of the woman's body - a
tendencyy already canonized in Western art and aesthetics (Mitchell,
1986).. As a result, women emerge as the negative emblem of différance. férance.
Forr the purpose of the analysis 1 employ a double frame-

workk - a semiotics of narrative and psycho-semiotics (Bal, 1994).
Withh the example of films such as Innerspace, Junior, and Death
BecomesBecomes Her, 1 demonstrate that the Freudian economy of the
unconsciouss in these films is closely related with both the economy
off desire and the narrative economy. Important again is the work of
Kajaa Silverman, who probes the connection between Lacan's concepts,, cultural critique, and cinematic representation (Silverman,
1983;; 1996).
Inn chapter six, i focus on the trajectory a female character
undergoess from her status as a constitutive outsider to a being that
matterss (Butler, 1993). 1 analyze the films of the Alien series, and 1
suggestt that the features that confirm the woman's state as the outsiderr in the symbolic universe of the father, if taken within a new
normativee injunction, can, in Judith Butler's sense, become the featuress that matter. The features such as "alien," "monster," or "syntheticc humanoid," matter precisely because they mark a deviance
andd a difference from "woman" as a universal category. The work of
Slavojj Zizek is pertinent to the central theme of this chapter,
althoughh 1 ultimately side with Butler, who, with the help of
Derrida'ss concepts elaborates the possibility of breaking out of
embeddedd categories and labeling practices (Zizek, 1992). In terms
off women in the new Hollywood blockbusters, 1 argue that the thematizingg of alternative possibilities of existence is required, as well
ass rethinking the "outside." Herein lies the true reconstructive power
off fabulations. What is at stake is learning, as philopsopher Lorraine
Codee proposes, to see all over again (Code, 1991).
Inn chapter seven 1 shift the focus from gender to the problemm of ethnicity and race, implying that the concern with discursive
extraterritorialityy is brought into connection with the loss of a
homeland.. The existence in-between territories, in the place where
constitutivee outsiders are "housed" is observed as "home" to a specificc people. While chapter six theorizes the female subject as existingg on an "impossible territory," the specificity of the Jewish subject
iss taken as exemplary of an ethnic group existing without or on an
impossiblee territory. Giving a face to this subject and to history
involvess the myth of exile and return, and the structure of this myth
governss the process of fabulation. Tracing the elements of this
structuree is important, for it discloses the connection between territoryy and identity. For the discussion between the Jewish subject and

territorialism,, amongst other works, 1 draw on Deleuze and Guattari'ss notion of re/de-territorialization (Deleuze ft Guattari, 1996).
Withh the example of the film Schindler's List, 1 examine the
neww Hollywood's ultimate reversal achieved via fabulation - the
reversall that involves the displacement of the ungraspable horror of
historyy onto a miracle of salvation. The analysis of the film demonstratess that the Moses-like features of Oscar Schindler are constructedd precisely through decomposition and more precisely, through
"departuree and return." This is traceable on the level of both the
micro-unit,, and the macro-unit. A "Moses-like Schindler" doubly
underscoress the promise that by giving a face to history we can
beginn to remember the future.
Inn the concluding chapter, the point of departure is the
relationn between narrative and the apparatuses traditionally involved
inn the structuring of subjectivity in films: the cinematographic apparatuss (Baudry), the apparatus of the psyche (Freud), and the ideologicall apparatus (Althusser). The underlying premise here is that narrativee is profoundly interconnected with the subject-effects produced
viaa these apparatuses in a given historical period.X'1V 1 argue that in
ann age characterized by an ever-increasing virtuality of everyday
reality,, when the working of the apparatuses is becoming more
transparent,, narrative can play a crucial role. A culture of "real virtuality,"" to use Manuel Castells' term, brings about the mixing of tensess to create what he calls a forever universe, a "timeless time," using
technologyy to escape the contexts of its existence (Castells, 1996).
Iff we take into account the combination of media that
blockbusterss put into play, we can understand the role these films
cann play in the culture of "real virtuality. v Filmic images, electronicc images, printing, writing, all this becomes a prosthesis to our
mnemicc reserve, or hypomnestic technique as Derrida calls it
(Derrida,, 1996). The process of fabulation governed by the symbolic
structuress affects the mnemic archive and the archivization process;
itt enhances the capacity of films to recircumscribe and recircumcise
thee mnemic scars and extends the limits of what lends itself as a
storagee place, or "home." In that respect, 1 would suggest that the
critiquee of blockbusters could benefit from the approach Paul
Ricoeurr proposes for the critique of the symbol. He introduces a distinctionn between two extreme styles of hermeneutics: a reductive,
andd demystifying hermeneutics - a hermeneutics of suspicion - and

aa n o n r e d u c t i v e and restorative hermeneutics - a hermeneutics o f
belieff (Ricoeur, 1970). Trie way the relationship between the former
andd the latter is established determines the way in which we locate
ourselvess in relation to our everyday reality. It marks that t h i n line
w h i c hh separates a dupe f r o m a responsible social agent.
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Baudry's apparatus theory as it is related to Althusser's subject of ideology
willl be discussed in chapter four.
I II
Thomas Schatz puts these assertions forward in his article "The New
Hollywood."" In Jim Collins, Hillary Radner, and Ava Preacher Collins, eds.
FilmFilm Theory Goes to the Movies.
" '' Justin Wyatt's book on contemporary Hollywood, High Concept: Movies
andand Marketing in Hollywood, takes the high concept imperative as the basis
forr his exploration. (24)
ww
A veTy extensive exploration of the multiple implications of the "new world
order"" is offered by Manuel Castells in his three-volume study The Rise of
thethe Network Society. 1 am in particular referring to the specifically philosophicall concerns such as those put forward by Jacques Derrida in The Specters
ofof Marx: The State of the Debt, the Work o f Mourning, ft the New
International.International. Relevant here is additionally Slavoj Zizek's Tarrying With the
Negative:Negative: Kant, Hegel and the Critique of Ideology.
vv
On the globalization of Hollywood films see for example Tino Balio " 'A
Majorr Presence in All of the World's Important Markets': the Globalization of
Hollywoodd in the 1990s," In Steve Neale and Murray Smith Eds.
ContemporaryContemporary Hollywood Cinema. For a discussion on the ways contemporaryy Hollywood cinema reflects the commercial imperatives of contemporary
culture,, see Timothy Corrigan "Auteurs in the New Hollywood," in John
Lewiss ed. The New American Cinema. See also World Cinema: Critical
Approaches,Approaches, eds. John Hill and Pamela Church Gibson, particularly chapter
one,, "Redefining Cinema: International and Avant-Garde Alternatives" by
Stephenn Crofts. It is important to add that "East" alludes here to Eastern and
Centrall Europe and the Soviet Union where Communism collapsed. A cinema
off the Far East, such as that o f Hong Kong {also referred to as "Hollywood
off the East"), for example, needs to be seen in terms of its own commercial
successess with large domestic and reliable export markets. This cinema,
(anotherr case would be Indian cinema) could afford to ignore Hollywood,
althoughh Hollywood has pervaded even the Hong Kong market in the recent
years.. In Planet Hollywood: The Art of Popular Entertainment David Bordwell
arguess that the only Hollywood of the East is Hollywood.
^^ Richard Schickel claims that "Hollywood seems to have tost or abandoned
thee art of narrative," and furthermore that these films offer little more than a
"successionn of undifferentiated sensations, lucky or unlucky accidents, that
havee little or nothing to do with whatever went before or is about to come
next."" Quoted in Schatz, "The New Hollywood," 33.

^^ Gaudreault's discussion is based on his analysis of the films of the
Lumièree brothers from 1895: La Sortie des usines Lumière, L'Arrivée d'un
traintrain en gare de la Ciotat, L'Arroseur arrosé and Dejeuner de bébé.
V1
"" In this context, the "frames" refer to a series of separate photographic
imagess as they are registered on a strip of film. There are twenty-four frames
registeredd per second, but due to an anomaly of the eye, called the persistencee of vision, we perceive the series of separate/discontinuous frames as
onee continuous movement.
** On the primitive and institutional modes of representation see Noel Burch,
LifeLife to These Shadows. Burch employs the term "primitive" for the films that
doo not display a directive scopic agency. This term is quite problematic,
becausee even though he in fact criticizes the institutional mode, "primitive"
att the same time alludes to an undeveloped mode of expression.
xx
Every shot in any film can be understood as a spatio-temporal segment; it
iss that (only) uninterrupted time (and space) in the film during which the
cameraa registers an event. The time that it takes for a certain action to
evofvee in reality will correspond to its duration in a specific shot. In narratologicall terms, this type of correspondence could be described as isochrony.
^^ 1 am alluding especially to Tom Gunning's discussion "The Cinema of
Attractions:: Early Film, Its Spectator and the Avantgarde," in Thomas
Elsaesserr ed. Early Cinema, Space Frame Narrative. "The cinema of attractions
directlyy solicits spectator's attention, inciting visual curiosity, and supplying
pleasuree through an exciting spectacle - a unique event, whether fictional or
documentary,, that is of interest in itself...Cleariy in some sense recent spectaclee cinema has reaffirmed its roots in stimulus and carnival rides, in what
mightt be called the Spielberg-Lucas-Coppola cinema of effects" (56-63). On
thee convergence of early cinema and contemporary technologies, see for
examplee Elsaesser's "Louis Lumière - the Cinema's First Virtualist," in Cinema
Futures:Futures: Cain, Abel or Cable? The Screen Arts in the Digital Age. See also
Miriamm Hansen's "Early Cinema, Late Cinema: Permutation of the Public
Sphere." "
™™ Apart from the new Hollywood's preoccupation with making new versions
off the classical Hollywood films, there are a myriad of remakes of European
films.. Examples include: A Bout de Souffle-Breathless, La Cage aux FollesBirdcage,Birdcage, Return of Martin Guerre-Sommersby, Wings of Desire-The City of
Angels,Angels, La Jetée-Twelve Monkeys, Nosferatu-Bram Stoker's Dracula. It is
importantt to make a distinction here between new Hollywood's tendency to
recyclee and reproduce the filmic pretexts, and the Europe-Hollywood
exchange.. The relationship between Hollywood and European cinemas is very
complexx and influences can be traced on both sides of the Atlantic. In many
casess we can trace a circular trajectory. In Wings of Desire, for example, Wim
Wenderss is paying a tribute to Frank Capra's film from 1946, It's a
WonderfulWonderful Life. Hollywood returns the tribute to Wenders with its 1998
remakee of his film, titled The City of Angels. The new German filmmakers
suchh as Wenders and Fassbinder were not turning for inspiration toward their
Germann "fathers" but they rather turned toward their Hollywood "fathers" Douglass Sirk, Nicholas Ray and Sam Fuller. But taking into consideration that
Douglass Sirk is in fact a German emigre, we can begin to grasp the effects of
thee circular exchange. For an account of European art film in Hollywood, see

Pamelaa Falkenberg's "Hollywood and the 'Art Cinema' as a Bipolar Modeling
System:: A bout de souffle and Breathless" For resonances of Hollywood in
thee new German cinema, see Thomas Elsaesser's New German Cinema.
*""" In many ways, the new Hollywood has adopted the postmodernist desire
too rescue history from oblivion, as is confirmed by the new Hollywood's tendencyy to "set history in order." The decentering of subjectivity manifested in
thee suspension of "persons," diegetic agents, and temporal continuums,
whichh confirms the new Hollywood's concern with postmodernist subjectivity,
displayss however, a very specific agenda. More precisely, while the rescuing
off history from oblivion presupposes a rescuing of subjectivities that were
silencedd by the majority group/the system, Hollywood, as a powerful institution,, deploys precisely these same strategies (of the minority groups) to propagatee its own mythology. While the purpose of these new Hollywood strategiess may seem altogether regressive, since the discursive space is dominated
byy the interaction between fathers and sons, 1 discuss the potentially productivee effect of the new Hollywood's mythical discourse in chapters 3, 6 and 7.
w vv
In Fabulation and Metafiction, for example Robert Scholes looks at the
"meaningg of fictional acts" and argues that the archetype of all fiction is the
sexuall act" (27). 1 would like to emphasize that in my study the term "fabulation"" in the first instance refers to the process of telling by means of which
thee fabula is refashioned, reconstructed or, remade.
^^ 1 have modified Bal's definition, "[...] narrative agent or narrator - a linguisticc subject, a function and not a person, which expresses itself in the
languagee that constitutes the text" (1997: 16). For practical reasons, 1 have
replacedd the terms "linguistic subject" and "language." Rather than being the
subjectt of language, "subject" is to be understood as the "medium of semioticc actions" (Bal 1991: 158). In her theory of narrative, Bal stresses the
importancee of the semiotic approach which offers considerable advantages
whenn dealing with the concept of the subject. According to this view, a subjectt is not a person or an individual human being, but is also not to be
understoodd solely as the subject of language. It is a "position, a place where
differentt systems intersect" (155).
X V II
On the goal-oriented hero in the classical Hollywood cinema see
Bordwell,, Steiger and Thompson, The Classical Hollywood Cinema, Part One,
(1-70).. In "National Cinema and Subject Construction," and in Weimar
CinemaCinema and After: Germany's Historical Imaginary, Thomas Elsaesser argues
thatt when deploying the term "classical Hollywood narrative," what needs to
bee taken into consideration is the fact that this is in itself a historically and
nationallyy specific form of cinematic signification (81-92). See also Siegfried
Kracauer'ss From Caligari to Hitler: A Psychological History of the German
Film. Film.
xv
' '' The most extensive elaboration of the classical Hollywood style is
undoubtedlyy The Classical Hollywood Cinema, Film Style and Mode of
ProductionProduction to 1960, by David Bordwell, Janet Staiger and Kristin Thompson.
Inn their study, the formulation o f the classical Hollywood style is related to
Hollywood'ss production modes as well as to technological developments.
Evenn though 1 will not endorse Bordwell's theory of narration, 1 nevertheless
agreee with the basic postulates o f the book, notably, that when it comes to
cinema,, narration is to a large extent determined both by the production

practicess and by the technology.
xvllii yvhen discussing the relationship between narrative and epistemology
Ball argues that "first" and "third person" are the same person. 1 will discuss
thiss idea in chapter 2.
x tt
" Gerard Genette, Narrative Discourse: An Essay in Method. Henry James
wass actually the first to make a distinction between narrating and looking.
Genettee refers us to Percy Lubbock's The Craft of Fiction, and the assertion
thatt "The art of fiction does not begin until the novelist thinks of his story
ass a matter to be shown, to be so exhibited that it will tell itself" (62).
Quotedd from Narrative Discourse: An Essay in Method, (163).
5011
Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan holds a position compatible to Bal's; she sees
narrationn as an ongoing process constantly open to "visions and revisions"
(T.. S. Elliot). Behind all the acts of telling, according to Rimmon-Kenan is
thee author's act of narration. His or her role, however, is considered only
whenn foregrounded by the text in question. In Narrative Fiction:
ContemporaryContemporary Poetics. With respect to film narratology, 1 would mention
Francoiss Jost, who draws on Genette's concepts but stresses the importance
off the "illocutionary capacity of images." More importantly, he theorizes
thosee instances when auctorial intention is not actually expressed anywhere,
yett auctorial intention can be detected. In "The Authorized Narrative," in W.
Bucklandd ed. The Film Spectator: From Sign to Mind.
5 0 00
For an in-depth analysis and critique of Genette's model see Bal's On
Story-Telling:Story-Telling: Essays in Narratology.
x x nn
To return to the films of the Lumière brothers, it may be useful to mentionn that the analysis could profit from additional information such as the
choicee of subjects who are filmed: the workers coming out of the factory in
LaLa Sortie des usines Lumière, are the workers of the Lumière factory, owned
byy the Lumière brothers themselves; in L'Arrivèe d'un train en gare de la
Ciotat,Ciotat, amongst the passengers waiting on the platform are the Lumière
wives;; in Déjeuner de bébé, it is a Lumière baby having breakfast. This extratextuall information reveals that there is a "home-movie" tendency already
presentt in these pioneer works, a privilege which would be restricted to most
peoplee until much later. Early cinema poses many challenges when it comes
too the problem of determining a critical perspective; the films of the primitivee style most often consist of one principal shot/scene, and hence, time and
causalityy cannot be conveyed in the same manner as in the films of the transitionall or the institutional mode, that is, through an articulation of spatiotemporall segments (shots).
x x 11
" See also Andre Gaudreault, "Narration and Monstration in the Cinema";
Francoiss Jost "The Authorized Narrative," and "The Polyphonic Film and the
Spectator,"" in From Sign to Mind; Seymour Chatman's Story and Discourse:
NarrativeNarrative Structure in Fiction and Film, and Coming to Terms: The Rhetoric
ofof Narrative in Fiction and Film; David Alan Black "Genette and Film:
Narrativee Level in the Fiction Cinema," and Sarah Kozloff Invisible
Storytellers. Storytellers.
xx
" '' In his first book, Point of View in the Cinema, Branigan states that,
"theree is subjectivity in every narration, including the so-called 'neutral' shots
off the film. In its widest sense, subjectivity refers to the perceptual context
off every utterance within the text whether explicit or implicit. However, when

usedd without further gloss in this book, subjectivity will mean character narrationn or perception." (2) For a cognitivist critique of Branigan's position see
Jann Simons " 'Enunciation': From Code to Interpretation," in From Sign to
Mind. Mind.
^^
For an insightful account of the ways cognitive schematas infer meaning,
seee Bordwell's Making Meaning: inference and Rhetoric in the Interpretation
ofof Cinema.
XXV11
With the above statement 1 am announcing my concern with the "politicall unconscious." Yet this issue does not refer solely to Fredric Jameson's
views,, although it does allude to the connections between narrative and psychoanalysis,, which 1 will deal with in chapters 5 and 6.
x x v nn
See Bal's "Afterward: Theses on the Use of Narratology for Cultural
Analysis,"" in Narratology: Introduction to the Theory of Narrative.
x x v n ii
See for example Thomas Elsaesser's "Specularity and Engulfment:
Franciss Ford Coppola and Bram Stoker's Dracula," in Murray Smith ed.
X M XX
Even though Bordwell does not work with the concept of focalization,
hee shares Branigan's definition of subjectivity: " ...1 will use the term 'point
off view' only to refer to the optical or auditory vantage point of a character;
thuss 'point-of-view shot* is synonymous with 'optically subjective shot'." (60)
x x xx
See Murray Smith "Theses on the Philosophy of Hollywood History," in
Steavee Neale and Murray Smith eds. (3-20)
X30X30
See for example, Michael Pyle and Lynda Miles, The Movie Brats: How
thethe Film Generation Took over Hollywood; also John Lewis, Whom God
WishesWishes to Destroy: Frances Coppola and the New Hollywood, particularly
chapterr two, "The New Hollywood," (5-20). A very useful discussion is
offeredd by David A. Cook, "Auteur Cinema and the 'Film Generation' in the
1970ss Hollywood", as well as by Corrigan in "Auteurs and the New
Hollywood"" in John Lewis ed.
x x x nn
The most influential theorists to have dealt with the work of Benveniste
aree Christian Metz, particularly in Psychoanalysis and Cinema: The Imaginary
Signifier,Signifier, and Kaja Silverman in The Subject of Semiotics. In the course of
thiss study 1 will discuss the relation between the psychoanalytic approach to
Benvenistee and the narratological approach to Benveniste that 1 am advocating.. It is important to emphasize that the problem of enunciation and subjectivityy in cinema has fallen into the domain of psychoanalytic film theory.
Onee of my main aims here is to introduce the possibility and the potential
advantagee of theorizing subjectivity in cinema by means of a semiotics of
narrative. .
xxxn
'' Apart from Metz's Film Language, see also, Stephen Heath's "Film and
System:: Terms of Analysis," as well as Screen, a Reader 2: Cinema and
Semiotics,Semiotics, particularly Stephen Heath's "Metz's Semiology: A Short Glossary."
Forr new perspectives in relation to Metz's concepts see, From Sign to Mind
ed.. W. Buckland. Although 1 will be working from a different theoretical
background,, implying that the focus will not be placed on enunciation, 1
wouldd draw attention to the work of Raymond Bellour, particularly his
"Hitchcockk the Enunciator," as well as "Obvious and the Code." See also
Thierryy Kuntzel's "The Film Work," and Alan Williams' "Narrative Patterns in
OnlyOnly Angels Have Wings." As 1 have previously mentioned, my concerns can
bee related to the work of Heath who explored the ways ideology shapes a

certainn vision of the filmic text.
* vv In his second semiology, Metz lays the foundation for psychoanalytic
filmm theory; Psychoanalysis and Cinema: The imaginary Signifies The suppression,, or effacement, of discours in films has been the concern of other
theorists,, such as Bellour and Marie-Claire Ropars-Wuilleumier, for example.
Onn a more general level this tension between effacement and manifestation
iss comparable with and inspired by Jean-Louis Baudry's theory of the basic
cinematographicc apparatus. In "Ideological Effects of the Basic
Cinematographicc Apparatus," Baudry contends that the condition for its
functioningg is the "denial of difference," the apparatus conceals the discontinuityy of frames and shots, inscribed by the camera, through the continuity
editingg and the mechanism of projection. Baudry's apparatus theory will be
discussedd more closely in chapter 4.
x x x vv
Mark Nash, "Vampyr and the Fantastic." The general problem with
Nash'ss analysis is that he tries to find filmic equivalents for Benveniste's conceptss histoire/'discours and subsequently, for Tzvetan Todorov's concept of
hesitationn in enunciation in the literary genre of the fantastic (Todorov,
1975).. Instead of seeking equivalences he should have theorized the categoriess to encompass filmic images.
X X X V II
The project of finding filmic equivalents for Benveniste's concepts histoire/discourstoire/discours result in Nash's attempt to define a discourse on the basis of a
shot-filmicc image. In Benveniste's view, the messages that bear the explicit
markk of the speaker are characterized as instances of discours. Messages that
doo not bear the personalized stamp are characterized as histoire. To account
forr discours, Nash offers a supposed filmic equivalent, supposed because, in
Branigan'ss cognitivist view subjectivity is manifested in the "classical point of
vieww shot."
x x x v nn
Nash, 1976: 40. Although he stresses the importance of the alternation
off shots, in the production of discours in film, Nash does not recognize the
processs when the problem of the second person function is concerned, "secondd person function occurs in two titles [...] While most of the titles in the
filmm function in a purely descriptive personal mode, these two directly
addresss the reader, i.e. present questions to the implicit reader using written
language."" As 1 have already mentioned, Nash is constrained by his own
framework,, that is, Branigan's distinction of two types of shots in "Formal
Permutationss of the Point-of-View Shot."
x x x v 11
" For an in-depth cognitivist critique of Bordwell's concepts see Warren
Buckland'ss The Cognitive Semiotics of Film. In contrast to Bordwell,
Bucklandd argues that "linguistics does offer methods of inquiry that film theoristss can adopt" (11).
x x x tt
" See Daniel Dayan, "The Tutor-Code of Classical Cinema," and JeanPierree Oudart "Cinema and Suture."
*"" The limitation of the concept needs to be considered particularly in relationn to the historical context. The emergence of variegated texts puts pressuree on the character-bound vision. The psychoanalytic enterprise of film
studiess of which the concept of suture is an essential aspect, was based on
Baudry'ss apparatus theory followed by Metz's theorizing of film as the imaginaryy signifier. While the insistence on the relay between the codes of narrativee and the cinematic codes is characteristic of classical Hollywood films, the
xxx

strategiess in question were challenged in other modes. Drawing attention to
thee cinematographic apparatus and the materiality of the medium, breaking
thee illusion by taking distance, also in the Brechtian sense, was for example,
onee of the major preoccupations of directors such as Jean-Luc Godard.
Althoughh the new Hollywood cinema is most often placed within the traditionn of the classical Hollywood cinema (see Bordwell, Steiger, Thompson
1991)) we have to be aware of the changes that took place not only on the
levell of the filmic texts but also on the level of the apparatus. This problem
willl be discussed further in chapters 2, 4 and 5.
* "" In her other works which 1 will discuss in the subsequent chapters, particularlyy The Threshold of the Visible World, Silverman does not deploy the systemm of suture. Nevertheless, because Silverman herself has not addressed the
shortcomingss of this system, 1 felt it was necessary to address this problem.
x 111
'
In my MA thesis Temporal Variations of the Character Image (1993), 1
discusss the problems related to the concept of suture on the basis of the
threee analyses of the film Mildred Pierce (Michael Curtiz): Joyce Nelson
"Mildred"Mildred Pierce Reconsidered," in Movies and Methods, Pam Cook, "Duplicity
inn Mildred Pierce," in Women in Film Noir, ed. Ann Kaplan (London BF1,
1978),, Pamela Robertson, "Structural Irony in Mildred Pierce, or How Mildred
Lostt Her Tongue," in Cinema Journal 30, no. 1, Fall 1990. In my discussion
off the analyses 1 argue that each of the theorists has confused the "woman's
placee in the discourse," or rather the suturing of the woman's place, with her
placee within the mise-en-scène. Furthermore, another confusion was created
byy mixing up the working of the narrative with the system of suturing.
Hencee the question "what is the suture shot to the shot of Mildred's husband
beingg killed in the beginning of the film?" was collapsed with the question
"whoo fired the gun?" Each of the theorists asserts that the shot fired by
Mildred'ss daughter Veda, who fired the gun, succeeded Monty's shot, and
thuss they took this shot to be the suture shot. This is plainly wrong, because
Veda'ss shot actually precedes Monty's shot, and Mildred's shot succeeds
Monty's.. The guilt is suspended between what was before and what came
after.. Therefore, while the concept of suture is crucial when it comes to dealingg with cinema as an apparatus of enunciation, it cannot account for the
subtlee clues emitted on the level of the cinematic text.
x nn
"
In "Progress Versus Utopia; or, Can We Imagine the Future?" Fredric
Jamesonn argues that there is an atrophy of Utopian imagination and as a
resultt we are not capable of imagining the future. He examines the ways sciencee fiction registers fantasies about the future and notes various cyclical
regressions.. "Science fiction thus enacts and enables a structurally unique
'method'' for apprehending the present as history, and this is so irrespective
off the 'pessimism' or optimism of the imaginary future world which is the
pretextt for that defamiliarization." In her analysis of Blade Runner entitled
"Backk to the Future," Kaja Silverman suggests that the farther we travel into
thee future the more profoundly we encounter the past. She asserts that the
filmm does not encourage us to read replicant subjectivity as an uncanny repetitionn of its human counterpart, "On the contrary, it insists that we read the
humann characters through the paradigm provided by the androids. In this
filmm it is the replicants rather than their creators who articulate the basic
parameterss of subjectivity" (1991:110). Both examples allude to the ways the

"politicall unconscious" (Jameson, 1981), shapes our visions not only of the
presentt but, more importantly, of the future.
xlrvv 5 e e a ] s 0 L e v Manovich's discussion "Cinema by Numbers: ASCII Films by
Vukk Cosic." He examines the relation between analog and digital cinema and
relatess Cosic's films to both Konrad Zuse's "found footage movies" from the
1930s,andd to the first all-digital commercial film made 60m years later,
GeoTgee Lucas' Star Wars: Episode 1, The Phantom Menace. In Lucas' film,
digitall code lies under his images. "That is, given that most images in the
filmm were put together on computer workstations, during the postproduction
processs they were pure digital data. The frames were made up from numbers
ratherr than bodies, faces, and landscapes. The Phantom Menace is, therefore,
thee first feature-length commercial abstract film: two hours worth of frames
madee up numbers" (8).
5 vv
" In "Zooming Out: The End of Offscreen Space," Scott Bukatman argues
thatt through the global multimedia culture cinematic experience is both
absorbedd and extended. In Jon Lewis ed.
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AA Cast t f Trlplt Mtftlllty
Stevenn Spielberg is the name most frequently associated with new
Hollywood.. While Justin Wyatt traces the articulation of the high
conceptt film through Spielberg, Thomas Schatz traces the emergence
off new Hollywood itself through Spielberg's Jaws} The "brand
name"" Spielberg, marks an era where the status of the filmmaker as
welll as the film has been redefined. Not only the films but also the
author'ss presence has acquired an increasingly commercial status
withinn the public sphere. The international and commercial imperativess of contemporary culture have made it clear, as Timothy
Corrigann asserts, that commerce is now more than just a contending
discoursee (Corrigan, 1998: 38-63). Due to this move in contemporaryy culture the practices o f auteurism need to be reexamined in
termss of the wider material strategies of social agency. The commerciall status of the auteur's presence has affected his or her role withinn the public sphere and, in Corrigan's view, the author has become
partt of an agency that "culturally monitors identification and critical
reception"" (43). This agency, according to Corrigan, determines the
wayy "the subjective expresses itself through the socially symboli c " ^^ 1).
AA question that interests me in relation to this discussion is
thee following: how does the subjective vision of a social agent such
ass Spielberg get expressed on the level of the filmic text? More precisely,, my main concern here is the co-dependency between social
agencyy and narrative agency. The expression of the subjective
throughh the socially symbolic, 1 would argue, is closely related to the
waysways the socially symbolic expresses itself through the subjective.
Therefore,, to gain insight into the ways narrative is bound up with
sociall agency we need to engage in an analysis of the films. As the
analysiss of the film ET-The Extraterrestrial demonstrates, precisely
thee bond between the ideological determinations and the subjective
visionn of the highest narratorial authority conditions the resolution
off the narrative. This "authority" is to be understood as the agent
withh the highest authority in the process of narrating, and it must
nott be confused with the author-filmmaker.
Whenn it comes to the new Hollywood blockbusters, the
agentt with the highest authority is expressed on the level of the fabula.. This means that the specific way of storytelling, which 1 have
calledd fabulation, mobilizes the subjectivity on this level. Therefore,

ass far as determining the narratorial authority in blockbuster films is
concerned,, special emphasis needs to be placed on the ways fabula
affectss the structuring of subjectivity.11 Because the structuring of
subjectivityy is closely related to the ways narrative agency is constitutedd through vision, the problem of subjectivity is inextricable from
thee problem of focalization. In the course of this chapter 1 will
demonstratee that the focalizor is an unstable entity, and focalization
cann be attributed to an internal (first-person), or to an external
(third-person)) narrator. 1 will argue that this instability is one of the
centrall features of a text such as ET-The Extraterrestrial. The resolutionn of this instability, however, will require an intervention of the
fabula,, foT both the "first" and "third" person are the same person
framedd by a higher narratorial authority. The collapse of the fabula
ontoo the story, which conditions the resolution, echoes an interventionn of the vision from above, of a higher narratorial authority - a
specterr who "fathers" the fabula.

Thee Tens of Aiilysls
Elliott is a lonely boy, living with his mother, an older brother and a
youngerr sister in a family house, somewhere in the LA suburbs. The
fatherr has "extraterrestrialized" himself from this home. He is away
inn Mexico with his new girlfriend. The mother is constantly busy, the
olderr brother has his own pals and is not interested in Elliot, the sisterr is too young. The arrival of the little, friendly alien, whom Elliot
namess ET, seems to be the best thing that could have happened to
Elliott - he finally has someone to be with. ET, however, needs to go
home.. He did not intend to stay on our planet, he was left behind.
Gradually,, he becomes very ill from life on Earth. Another person
whoo is aware of ET's presence is the man who was on the scene at
ET'ss arrival - "Keys." As the film progresses he is coming closer to
locatingg ET in Elliot's home. The intervention of "Keys" will have a
cruciall effect on the positive outcome of events. For at this point
Elliott has become so attached to ET, that he too is dying from ET's
fatall illness. "Keys" will help to save Elliot by taking part in the
processs of separation, and this will enable ET to finally go home.
Ass the analysis will demonstrate, Elliot's attachment to ET is
expressedd through the instability of the focalizor. This instability in
turn,, is dependent on the conflicting positioning of these two characterss in the film. The text works to convince us that ET is a prod-
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uctt of Elliot's imagination, while at the same time, ET is posited as a
focalizingg agent on whose point of vision the filmic narration relies.
Thee decomposition of the act of focalization practically means that
Elliot,, as a subject, is dependent on ET's image, whereas ET, as a
productt of Elliot's imagination, is conversely dependent on the
imagee of Elliot. This conflicting positioning of the two characters 1
willl call the "decomposing of the character image."111 The interdependencyy between the characters puts pressure on the notion of
character-boundd narration, and therefore has repercussions on our
understandingg of the subjective vision that is to be attributed to a
characterr via its alignment with the camera. Both visions are necessaryy for the narration to take place. The implied narrator relies on
ET'ss vision, yet Elliot's vision is necessary to produce the vision of
ET. .
Thee interdependency between Elliot and ET will become a
threatt to both characters; ET will have to disattach from Elliot in
orderr to go home, otherwise he will die. If ET dies, Elliot will disappearr with him. The resolution, which involves separation, requires a
differentt strategy, and as this is elaborated in the film, the interventionn arrives on the level of the fabula. There are three lines of action
inn the film: ET's line, Elliot's line, and the line of action of "Keys,"
thee man who is himself in search of ET.1V Related to these lines are
thee three "homes" in the film - ET's home far away from Earth, the
homee that is Elliot's mind, and Elliot's physical home in the LA suburbs.. The separation of ET from Elliot requires an intervention into
Elliot'ss mind home, but for this to occur, "Keys" will first have to
arrivee at Elliot's physical home. Therefore, the restitution of Elliot's
subjectivityy ultimately requires an intervention "from the outside," or
moree precisely, the fabula needs to intervene into the story. "Keys"
willl emerge as a personification of a narratorial authority, the one
whoo ultimately resolves and gives meaning to the play between
focalizationn and narration.
Thee paradox implied in the interdependency between the
twoo characters in ET-The Extraterrestrial is thus radicalized in the
triplee function that the notion "home" entails: as lineage, belonging
andd dwelling place. The collapse of "homes," 1 would argue, is comparablee to the collapse of the narrative levels. On the level of the
story,, where the play between narration and focalization generates
thee paradox, ET's return home is both regressive and progressive: on
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thee one hand, it points to ET's going back into Elliot's mind where
hee was invented; but on the other hand, it also points to a forward
movement,, toward ET's home somewhere in the vast universe. This
tensionn is confirmed in the film's closing when ET is about to depart
fromm Earth and finally embark on his journey home. He touches
Elliot'ss forehead with his index finger and tells him, "I'll be right
here." "
Whenn we take into consideration the fabula we can note the
thirdd term that the home alludes to; apart from "home" as Elliot's
mind,, and ET's "home" far away in the universe, there is the physicall home, where Elliot lives with his family. This is the only home
wee can actually see. It is the place where most of the events which
depictt the interaction between ET and Elliot occur. If we were to
relyy solely on the vision of the characters, the only home that any of
themm has seen is Elliot's home in the LA suburbs. Nevertheless, once
wee take into consideration the play of narration and focalization in
relationn to the pertinent signifiers in the text, we can trace the
imaginaryy status of ET, and hence, both prospectively and retroactively,, we can perceive him as a product of Elliot's imagination^ A
wayy to accomplish this is first of all to abandon the notion of subjectivityy as a unified investment which is to be expressed through
thee focalization of a character. This implies, as Bal proposes, that we
takee into account focalization on (the characters) which also invests
thee narrated content with subjectivity. In that respect, 1 will work
withh Bal's definition of narration as an intersubjective process of the
"firstt person," "second person" and "third person," implying that the
pointt of vision establishes the narrating agent or person (Bal 1997:
142-160).V11 Hence, what needs to be taken into account is that
focalizationn or the point of vision is at work even i f it cannot be
attributedd to a specific character.
Thee interdependency between the two images can be dividedd into three phases: in phase 1, ET is elaborated as a focalizing
agentt on whose point of vision narration depends; in phase 2, the
workingg of cinematic signifiers infers that ET is a product of Elliot's
imagination;; in phase 3, as a result of the processes which occur in
thee first two phases, Elliot figures as ET and vice versa. These effects
aree produced in two different ways. On the one hand, the cinematic
signifierss (looking, framing, angle, shot/reverse shot and camera
movement)) simulate a reciprocity of the viewing points. When char-
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acterr narration is taken into consideration in relation to localization,
however,, we can observe a clash between the external and the internall vision.
Onn the other hand, the viewing points simulate a reciprocity
betweenn the two images, of Elliot and ET. That is, there appears to
bee an intersubjective exchange between the two characters. Yet, takingg the cinematic signifiers into consideration, we can conclude that
thesee are working to reject the implied reciprocity. My analyses will
showw that the interdependency between the two character-images is
bestt understood in terms of the tension between the levels of narration.. To determine the level of narration, we need to distinguish
betweenn subjects of vision, internal and external, which in turn help
uss to determine the subject of narrating. We can do this if we focus
onn the separate units, which, in terms of the analysis of the film can
bee understood as scenes. Since the dependency between the two
characterss evolves sequentially, and is traceable not only on the level
off the story but also on the level of the fabula, a few randomly proposedd scenes would not suffice to encompass the operation of
imagee decomposing. 1 will therefore make a selection of the pertinentt scenes as they are related to the fabula. The purpose of this is
too demonstrate that the structuring of subjectivity - which involves
thee decomposing of the character image as well as its restitution
andd traceable on the level of separate scenes - is co-dependent on
thee operation of triple mobility. In other words, subjectivity is structuredd through the process of fabulation. 1 contend that this interdependency,, manifested through the collapse of the fabula onto the
story,, is one of the defining features of the new Hollywood blockbusters. .
11 will first concentrate on the elaboration of the three phasess where the dependency between the character-images of Elliot and
ETT is established. The main emphasis will be placed on the ways the
storyy is told. The telling or narrating is inextricable from the focalizing,, which inevitably involves characters. As 1 have already stated,
thee specificity of the text in question is that character-bound narrationn is split between internal and external focalization which directly
affectss the character-image of both Elliot and ET. As a result, the
character-imagee becomes decomposed. Just as importantly, the
decompositionn of the character-image as it is related with the play
betweenn levels of narration coincides with a narration that "tells"
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thatt the impossible is possible - ET is a product of Elliot's imagination,, yet he is the agent on whose point of vision narration relies.
Hee is both imaginary and real.

Thee Clash Betweei lateraal aid Exteraal FacalUatloa
Thee film commences with the camera panning down from the starry
skyy to the forest. A shot from a slightly high angle follows, revealing
aa bald spot in the forest and on it a luminous spaceship. There is a
dissolvee into branches, a slow pan to the left through the branches
too another dissolve. Through the branches we see a detail of the
spaceship.. The series of dissolves continues, again a detail of a pine
branch,, now an alien hand enters the shot, strangely shaped fingers
touchh the branch then move it slightly as i f to get a better view. In
thee background, a small creature is entering the spaceship. ET is,
thus,, introduced metonymically into the scene and in the film. The
sloww camera movement to the left enhances the presence of the
agencyy producing this ostensibly subjective vision. Much later in the
film,, when the hand of "Keys" enters the shot and taps on the quarantinee glass to get Elliot's attention, the metonymie operation will
acquiree the status of a metaphor, reminding us of our own, as well
ass Elliot's first encounter with ET.
Thee series of details that follow the introductory metonymy
aree viewed from a very low angle. Low angle functions as a sign of
subjectivity.. It will prove to be one of the most pertinent signs in
thee film for determining the narrative agency. There is another cinematicc sign in this part of the scene that enhances the impression of
aa subjective vision: at this point there are still no cuts between the
shots.. Each of the four shots that follows dissolves into the next
one.. A dissolve is principally employed in films to signify the passing
off time, which often involves a transformation of some kind. v n In
thiss scene, the dissolves are separating the series of shots depicting
thee objects that the creature hiding behind the branches is observing.. The usual method would be a cut from one shot to the next.
Thiss is an efficient way to maintain continuity but it is a process
thatt appears much more abrupt than a dissolve. ET's ability to make
uss see "smoothly," to manipulate time, to both expand it and condensee it, while transferring his attention from one object to the
next,, tells us something about the gentle nature of these creatures.
Thiss capacity to visualize "gently" complements their "sensitive"
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actions:: being so small, they appear almost vulnerable.
Thiss impression is confirmed once we see the way they
communicatee with each other - when they have somethingg to report, their hearts begin to glow.
Thee glowing hearts turn out to be an alarmsignal,, announcing the presence of an Earthly creature.
AA detail of alien fingers follows while the camera is
movingg closer to a plant (shot 9). The camera movementt suggests a subjective vision and in the first
instance,, this could be attributed to ET. In the next
shott we see a rabbit looking in the direction of the
hand,, implying that this vision could have been producedd by the little animal (shot 10). Focalization is
beingg thematized here. There is both a conjunction and
aa disjunction of focalizers - focalization is "split" and
"joint,"" for it can be attributed to two different agents.
Theree is another shot filmed from the same angle
wheree the alien hand is carefully pulling the plant from
thee ground. In the next shot, the rabbit is still looking.
Now,, we can clearly connect the focalizor with the
focalizedd object. The rabbit is thus the "character" who
actuallyy looks and in the shot that follows we see the
objectt of his attention. Strangely enough, the rabbit is
thee only agent who can be identified as a true "experiencer,"" for he is the only one who is, without a doubt,
actingg as an internal focalizor (shots 10 and 12). From
hiss point of vision, however, he can tell us only what a
rabbitt can tell, for he is watching the world from his
extremelyy low angle, from an eye level limited by his
tinyy stature.
Nevertheless,, the insertion of the rabbit into
thee scene is quite functional because it introduces the
possibilityy of telling the story from an alternative point
off vision, other than one produced by a human being,
forr example. As is the case with most of ET-777e
Extraterrestrial,Extraterrestrial, the predominant point of vision in the
filmm is produced from ET's eye level, which corresponds
too the eye level of an eight-year-old child - Elliot. In
thee subsequent shot, which is extra long, the enormous

treess are contrasted with the tiny creature walking
throughh the forest (shot 14). A shot of the trees follows,, viewed from an extremely low angle. Again, there
iss an extra long shot of ET walking through the forest;
now,, the focalization in the previous shot can retrospectivelyy be attributed to ET. ET continues his explorationn of the forest, the camera simulates his movements,, panning across the trees, moving slowly through
thee grass.
Thiss idyllic encounter with Earth is interrupted
byy the sudden arrival of cars and a group of men with
flashlightss (shot 21). The entire action is presented
fromm a low angle: we see tires in mud, feet rushing,
menn viewed from the waist down. At first, we attach
thee vision presented from a low angle to ET. An examplee is a shot of feet walking through the mud where
thee camera slightly tilts and reveals ET (shot 25).
Nevertheless,, in the shot that follows we realize that
whatt appeared in the first moment as potentially ET's
subjectivee vision is in fact embedded in a higher narrationall frame. A man cut from the hips down, with a
batchh of keys hanging in the foreground ("Keys") and a
flashlightt in his hand is moving to the left. The camera
panss to the left following his movement and as he
movess away from the camera we can see his entire figure.. There is a pan to another car where other
searcherss are standing. Finally, the camera tilts down
andd reveals ET hiding in the bushes (shot 26). Hence,
thee one instance where ET is actually looking, and for
aa moment acting as an internal focalizor, becomes
overruledd by the look "from above." This moment is
quitee significant because it depicts a situation where
ET'ss vulnerability is deployed through his subordinated
pointt of vision. Most importantly, this overruling look
designatess an external focalizor. Yet the camera movementt suggests the presence of a quite powerful force,
capablee at the same time of focalizing subjectively.
Onn the basis of the analysis of the opening
scenee 1 conclude that the narrative agency is composed

throughh the clash between the internal and external focalization.
Cinematicc signifiers are continuously indicating that we are dealing
withh an internal focalizor, yet throughout the largest part of the
scenee this vision cannot be described as strictly internal. Thus, even
thoughh we see everything from a clearly subjective perspective, literallyy learning to see the world from this focalizor's eyes, we begin to
wonderr about the nature of the subject behind this focalization. This
allegedd internal focalizor is at the same time acting as an external
focalizor.. All these clues point to ET; his presence in this scene is
confirmedd through his vision which can be attributed to him retrospectively.spectively. We first have to remember how the objects were focalized,, however, before we can understand that ET may be the one
hidingg behind these internally focalized visions. The implied uncertaintyy is confirmed on two separate occasions. The first one is the
brieff exchange of shots between ET and the rabbit. Here, the rabbit
emergess as the agent with a higher narrational authority because we
seee him looking. The fact that the rabbit is seen from his own eye
levell infers, however, that an intersubjective exchange is taking place
evenn though only one of the subjects is identified. On the second
occasionn the uncertainty is of a different order; by subordinating
ET'ss status as a narrative agent, it signifies that there is a higher
narratoriall agency.

Tiee Overlapping of "Pcrsois"
Thee following sample scene depicts the first encounter between
Elliott and ET - Elliot believes he has seen something in the garage
thatt evening and he goes in search of it. Even though he insisted
thatt something strange was in the garage, his older brother and his
friendss only made fun of him. His mother couldn't be of any help
either,, for even if she did believe "something" was there, in her view
thatt something was probably dangerous and needed to be taken
away.. Elliot seems to be alone in his search, so alone that he can
onlyy share his thoughts with himself. As he is approaching the cornfieldd he is addressing himself, telling "Elliot" that he is crazy for
engagingg in this action. He is wearing a jacket and he is equipped
withh a flashlight, but when the camera tilts toward the ground to
reveall the curiously shaped footprints, we notice that Elliot has venturedd on this exploration in his socks. Hence, all this is happening
closee to home.
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Elliott is moving slowly toward the camera, hidingg behind the leaves. Suddenly ET's face emerges
throughh the leaves (shot 6). Terrified, Elliot begins to
scream.. A shot/reverse shot order follows where Elliot
andd ET are made to exchange looks. Actually, this
methodd is employed to create not only an ambiguous
focalizorr but also an ambiguous subject. If we take
intoo account the act of looking, it becomes evident
thatt both Elliot and ET are looking in the same direction.^ 1 11 There is a crucial contradiction here: on the
onee hand, the entire scene is elaborated from the angle
whichh corresponds to Elliot's/ET's eye line, but on the
otherr hand, the direction of the looks (shots 5-11) intimatess that Elliot could not have seen ET nor could ET
havee seen Elliot. We therefore need to answer two
questions:: did Elliot and ET see each other at all? and,
cann either one of them be treated as a subject?
Thee reciprocal inability to exchange glances or
thee emphatic creation of the eye-line mismatch must
bee observed in relation to the similarity of re/actions,
framing,, shot duration, and ultimately compared to the
sequencee of Elliot's close-ups where he can be
describedd as practically "reacting to himself." In this
secondd series of shots which range from 4 frames,
hence,, just a fraction of a second, to a second and a
half,, the instances of Elliot looking and screaming are
cutt precisely to the instances of Elliot looking and
screaming.. Technically speaking, these shots can be
describedd as "jump-cuts" - they disturb the rules of
continuity,, the purpose of which is to provide spatial
andd temporal orientation. In both sequences of shots,
thee former, where an exchange of shots simulates in
factt the exchange of looks between Elliot and ET (511),, and the latter, where there is an exchange of shots
andd accordingly, an exchange of looks between Elliot
andd Elliot (13-17), there is a clash between external
andd internal focalization.
Thiss clash between focalizors, 1 would suggest,
correspondss to the overlapping of "persons," that is,

subjectt positions. In the sequence of shots 5-11, Elliot
cann be perceived as ET, and ET as Elliot. The impossiblee exchange of looks between the two characters createss the possibility for substitution. Since we are followingg Elliot into the cornfield to see what he will find
there,, it is his narrational authority that comes into
question.. Not only is he elaborated as incapable of
producingg a vision of ET, but there seems to be an
additionall confusion: the Elliot/ET exchange (5-11),
givess way to the Elliot/Elliot exchange (13-17). He
seemss to be terrified of himself just as he was terrified
off ET. Considering however, that he actually hasn't
seenn ET, the image that frightened him can be understoodd as a "blank image," an imaginary something,
ontoo which even the image of himself can be displaced.
Thiss is possible, 1 would argue, because Elliot as a
focalizorr is simultaneously acting from the outside and
fromm the inside, split between the internal and the
externall narrator. The overlapping of external and
internall focalization in this scene, and the respective
overlappingg of narrators points to the simultaneous
presencee and absence of both Elliot and ET.
Thee scene ends with Elliot in medium closeup,, getting up from the ground followed by a swift
travelingg of the camera to the left. In the first instance
wee relate this movement filmed from a low angle, to
Elliot,, but Elliot is soon left behind while the fast travelingg continues. This final overlapping of "persons"
expressedd in the shift from Elliot's focalization to the
focalizationn we could potentially attribute to ET,
exploitss the essential contradiction for further developmentt of the narrative: it leads the viewer to believe
thatt the impossible is possible, that whatever Elliot/ET
did/didn'tt see, exists anyway. The outcome of this
scenee brings to the fore the relation between narration
andd focalization: in the scene's closing we can concludee that the split/joint focalizations are in fact the
semioticc product of a narration that "tells" that the
impossiblee is possible. To come to this conclusion we

needd to distinguish the subject of seeing, or the focalizor,, and the authority of framing, that is, the narrator.
Thee play of focalizations produced by the subjects of
seeingg undoubtedly affects the narrated content. The
specificc framing of the narrated content enables us to
assignn meaning to the clash of visions. It is in that
respectt that we can conclude that the narratorial authorityy leads us to believe that what Elliot saw is both imaginaryy and real.

Overlappingg of Narrational Levels
Inn scene 3 there is no frenzy of shot/reverse shot mismatching;; the function of the shot/reverse shot set-up
thatt is employed in this scene confirms that Elliot actuallyy did see something. Elliot's position in the family is
clearr by now: his mother Mary, brother Michael and
sisterr Gertie do not believe him, and the father who
accordingg to Elliot would believe him is momentarily in
Mexico,, so Elliot cannot tell him. The scene opens in
externall focalization. Elliot is lying in a patio chair in
frontt of the garage covered with a blanket. In shot 1
thee camera pans from Elliot's face to the blanket in
orderr to reveal ET. This intervention allows Elliot to act
ass a focalizor. Focalization is still external, but Elliot is
temporarilyy appointed as the subject whose vision we
aree to share: ET in counterlight, coming out of the
garage. .
Inn shots 3, 5, 7 and 9, however, the identical
framingg and angle established in the opening of shot 1,
beforee the camera intervenes to reveal ET, suggests
alsoo the limitations of Elliot's point of vision. In these
shots,, the position of the camera does not correspond
too the position from which Elliot is watching ET. Even
moree importantly, Elliot is framed together with the
objectt of his vision, hence, his vision is embedded in a
higherr narrational frame. This infers that the shots are
focalizedd externally. The same strategy is employed in
shotss 11 and 13, where the camera is placed above
Elliot'ss head in a slightly high angle, his back facing
thee camera, and ET facing Elliot. Therefore, Elliot is
nott acting as an internal focalizor. This implies that his
visionn is not reported in the "first person." An external
focalizor,, a "third person" is showing us what it is that
Elliott sees. 1 consider this a crucial difference, yet a differencee that is overlooked in the theories of filmic narrationn which adopt Genette's concept. This is the differencee between character narration focalized internally
andd character narration focalized externally. ,x
Thiss distinction is crucial for a text such as ET-
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TheThe Extraterrestrial, for unlike Elliot, ET can focalize
internally.. In the externally focalized shot 1, where
Elliot'ss vision is mediated, we see ET coming out of the
garagee and moving in the direction of Elliot. In the
nextt shot, shot 2, the camera moves closer to Elliot in
mediumm close-up, simulating ET's vision. Eurthermore,
thee angle and the position of the camera in shots 2, 4,
6,, 8 and 10, where Elliot is the object of focalization,
correspondd to ET's position in the mise-en-scène. The
analysiss of the scene demonstrates that Elliot needs an
externall focalizor to see ET, while ET can act as an
internall focalizor. ET is elaborated as the "first person"
forr he is able to produce an internally focalized vision,
whilee Elliot is elaborated as a "third person." The overlappingg of persons in a single image or the splitting
inferredd by the dual focalization at work in sample
scenee 2, is now transposed into two separate images thee image produced by an " 1 " (ET's vision), and the
imagee produced by a "he," (Elliot's vision). In the previouss scene we could note an overlapping of focalizors,
whichh results in the overlapping of "persons." In this
particularr case, we can trace an exchange of persons,
butt when we take into account focalization, we can
concludee that this is not an even exchange. The
exchangee between external and internal focalization
indicatess an overlapping of narrational levels.
Thee concept of narration as an intersubjective
processs enables us, therefore, to trace not just the play
betweenn subjectivity and objectivity. We can also trace
aa process where the narrative agent is composed
throughh a "joint vision." This has a drastic effect on
thee character-images of both Elliot and ET. While each
off them may appear as an actor, neither one of them
functionss as a subject. These assertions will become
evenn more convincing once we observe the play
betweenn narration and focalization in the following
scene. .
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ETT as a Product of Elliot's Imagination
Inn scene 4, ET and Elliot are juxtaposed in a situation
whichh simulates the experience of mis/recognizing oneselff in one's own mirror image. This scene dovetails
withh the previous one. Elliot has managed to lure ET
intoo his room by feeding him "M 'n M" candies. He has
beenn using this "Hansel and Grettel strategy" all day
longg - spilling the candies intentionally to mark the
wayy home; and, evidently, the plan worked. Now, ET is
standingg across from him, staged as Elliot's mirror
reflection.. ET performs every move Elliot makes with
suchh syncfironicity that eventually we need only to see
whatt ET is doing, as in shot 10, to know that Elliot is
doingg exactly the same. The scene hinges on the
shot/reversee shot set-up and a seemingly equal distributionn of narratorial authority. In principle, Elliot is the
initiatorr of every action, which leaves ET with the role
off the copycat. But this is based on Elliot's misrecognitionn of himself. For in the sequence of shots 3 to 15,
whichh present the exchange of looks between ET and
Elliot,, ET is focalized externally, while Elliot is focalized
internally.. Elliot is persistently focalized from ET's subjectivee point of vision, whereas Elliot lacks the point of
visionn where his subjective experience could be
entrenched.. The reiterative shot/reverse shot pattern
dominatess the entire scene. It counterposes "first person"" narration to the "third person" narration and
emphasizess the paradox that ET, although a product of
Elliot'ss decomposed subjectivity, can actually see Elliot.
Inn addition, this pattern enhances the split between the
narrationall levels in the apparently perpetual absence
off unification. Herein lies Elliot's misrecognition - the
imagee of ET he sees is not a unified subject. It is a
productt of the conjunction of subject positions belongingg to two separate levels of narration and two separatee character images - his and ET's.
Itt is in the scene's closing that the dialectical
relationshipp between internal and external focalization
iss attained. For it is then that the formerly uneven dis-

tributionn of narratorial authority between Elliot and ET
iss finally balanced. The achieved balance definitively
pointss to the illusory nature of Elliot's experience: just
att the moment that his eyes are closed and he is practicallyy asleep (shots 22, 24), Elliot is finally able to
focalizee internally (shots, 23 and 25). In shots 17 to
25,, both ET and Elliot are weary, their eyelids are
heavyy and they are ready to fall asleep. Each one ultimatelyy withdraws to his side of the room, but interestinglyy enough, only Elliot's withdrawal is elaborated. He
iss walking backwards toward a chair with his eyes
closed,, whereas ET on the other hand, can only be
assumedd to have moved to his side of the room. We
encounterr ET after he is already placed among the variouss objects displayed in the background, in the shot
whichh succeeds the shot of Elliot asleep (shot 23).
Thee imbalance of narratorial authority is thus
temporarilyy resolved and complicated in the profusion
off a single, almost overly simplistic shot/reverse shot
pattern,, thanks to the play of internal and external
focalization.. The newly established reciprocity of the
pointss of vision infuses the scene with an oniric quality.. This quality forces us to renegotiate our notions of
thee imaginary and the "real": in shot 26, the last shot
inn the scene, the camera moves towards Elliot in closeupp as he is sleeping. This kind of unmotivated, and
thus,, self-conscious camera movement, is a cliché
devicee of the classical Hollywood style. It had a very
concretee purpose. The camera moving toward the face
off a person sleeping was usually employed to announce
aa subjective experience of a character, as a sort of trajectoryy into a character's dreamworld. In this text, such
ann announcement does not really transfer us into some
concretee subjective experience which in Branigan's
termss would imply that we have crossed the border
fromm an objective "nonfocalized" state into some subjectivee experience of a character. Elliot could be dreamingg that ET exists, but then again, the tracking and the
loww camera angle signify at the same time that some
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littlee creature is moving close to Elliot. We have
noticedd this type of movement before, most pronouncedd in the closing of scene 2.
Thee specificity of this textual system does not
liee in the strict separation between subjectivity and
objectivity,, but as analyses repeatedly confirm, in the
interplayy of "persons," that is, external and internal
narrators,, and the conjunction and disjunction of
visions.. In this scene, as in the previous one we can
tracee a discrepancy between levels of focalization. The
continuouss exchange between external and internal
focalizationn enables us to conclude that there is a constantt play at work between narratorial agents. Each of
thee characters is dependent on the play of subject positions.. This play is the product of a narration that
reconfirmss that the impossible is possible. Even if we
aree not sure whether ET is imaginary or real, we do
knoww that he is "out there."

Thee Impossible Place of the Focalizor
Thee elaboration of scene 5 relies, to begin with, on a
devicee that is generally not employed in the rest of the
filmm - the establishing shot. It is the first establishing
shott as far as the interaction between Elliot and ET is
concernedd (shot 1). It is thus interesting to see to what
extent,, or if at all, it improves our sense of orientation.
Elliott is alone at home with ET. He has convinced his
familyy that he has a fever and cannot go to school.
Thee graphic composition of the shot allows us to
noticee immediately that due to the strong counterlight
alll the objects in the room appear to be of the same
texture,, including Elliot and ET. The dominant space is
thee foreground, a table stacked with curiously shaped
contourss which convey the sense of a two-dimensional
world.. Both ET, who occupies the left side of the
frame,, and Elliot, who is posited on the right side,
blendd equally well into this exotic setting.
Theyy are anchored by the massive table in the
foregroundd which serves as the unit of measure and

spatiall orientation. ET, who cannot speak and whose
headd is just above the surface of the table, is like a littlee child. In the course of the scene Elliot acts increasinglyy patronizing towards ET. Since ET's head seems
"fixed"" to the table, he can easily be perceived as an
object,, much like the fishbowl, the peanut-shaped
piggyy bank, or the toy "Star Warrior" Lando Calrissian,
whoo can act and talk back only through Elliot. This
entiree interlude only highlights the crucial issue: it preparess the terrain for further exploration of the imaginaryy status of ET and the progressive elusion of Elliot's
image.. In the establishing shot, the camera is behind
thee table which marks the distancing from both ET and
Elliot,, and accentuates the axis of action. Already in
shott 3 the 180-degree rule (which regulates spatial orientationn and match-on action and vision), is broken: in
shott 2, Elliot is framed with the fishbowl in the foreground.. The camera is thus in front of the table. He is
lookingg from the right side to left repeating his name,
addressingg ET. The following shot (shot 3), however,
depictss a detail of ET's feet.
Thee shot of ET's feet is a sequel to a halfmediumm shot of Elliot who has just introduced himself.
Firstt of all, the shot alludes to the impossible place of
thee focalizor; the 180-degree rule is abandoned to providee us with the view of this peculiar detail. Secondly,
inn the previous shot, (shot 2), Elliot is not looking
downwardd toward the floor, where the feet are located.
Too the extent that ET's feet are a part of the diegesis,
thee shot can be perceived as extradiegetic. On the one
hand,, this vision appears external because, according to
thee direction of the looks, the camera angle, and the
positionn of the characters within the mise-en-scène, it
cannott be attributed to either Elliot or ET. On the
otherr hand, the detail of ET's feet is focalized from a
privilegedd position, alluding thus to a very subjective
visionn after all. Furthermore, as a disruption of spatial,
temporall and consequently, narrative continuity, ET's
feett seem to belong to an undefined space which is

detachedd from Elliot. ET is "coming from another
place,"" as it were, yet he is there with Elliot.*
Thee notion that ET may be an imaginary characterr is reinforced in the further elaboration of the
scenee depicting the interaction between ET and Elliot.
Inn fact, only Elliot is talking and addressing ET, showingg him his toys and personal gadgets. The exchange
off shots between Elliot and ET is only a simulation of
ann intersubjective exchange. This is most strongly
emphasizedd through their mutual inability to produce a
visionn of one another. They are supposedly communicating,, yet according to the cinematic signifiers, they
doo not see each other. In shots 5, 7, 9 and 11, Elliot,
focalizedd externally, is in medium close-up, in semiprofilee leaning on the table, while ET's head is just
abovee the surface of the table framed between the
fishbowll on the left and Elliot on the right. These are
shotss where Elliot is showing something to ET. In shots
6,, 8 and 10 where ET's reaction is to be expected, we
notee that ET's reaction may actually be coming from
somewheree else - more precisely, shot 6, (the transition
fromm shot 5) depicts ET from practically the same angle
ass in the previous shot. The camera is slightly repositionedd to the left, giving us a closer view of ET's head
ass he is watching the toy in Elliot's hand. Shot 8,
whichh succeeds shot 7 figures as another reaction, yet
here,, Elliot is in medium close-up playing with his toy
warriors.. In shot 10, the sequel to shot 9, which again
iss framed as 7 and 5, we are offered a detail of the
fishbowll and Elliot's toy shark.
Thee impossibility of an intersubjective
exchangee is even more evident in the final part of the
scene.. Here, Elliot is looking but the vision he is producingg corresponds neither to the direction of his look
norr to his position within the mise-en-scène. In the
transitionn of shots 14 to 15, 16 to 17 and 18 to 19,
thee close-up of Elliot focalized from his own eye level,
iss cut to a medium shot of Elliot and ET. In shots 14,
166 and 18 Elliot is focalized from his own eye level,

possiblyy even from a slightly lower angle, yet in the
shotss that supposedly display his vision, 15 and 17, he
iss focalized together with ET, from a slightly higher
angle.. Since the transitions do not obey the rules of
continuityy of the classical Hollywood style, (this applies
too a considerable extent to the previous sequence of
shotss as well) they can be perceived as jump-cuts.
Thesee jump-cuts do not cause disorientation; it is
ratherr a case of disturbed continuity of space and time:
Elliott is in a close-up addressing ET, but he is constantlyy looking in the direction which doesn't correspondd to ET's place within the mise-en-scène. As a
consequence,, the space of Elliot's close-up becomes
detachedd from the space where he is interacting with ET.
Thee importance of the off-screen space, the
spacee outside of the frame is especially stressed in shot
16,, (Elliot's close-up) where ET according to Elliot is
eatingg his toy car. In shot 17, Elliot snatches the toy
awayy from ET and he asks ET if he is hungry. In the
nextt shot, shot 18, where Elliot is in close-up, he
answerss the question by himself; he tells himself that
hee is hungry, which is the only concrete response in the
entiree "communication process" with ET that Elliot
receives. .
Onn the basis of the analysis of the scene we
couldd conclude that narration in the first part of the
scenee is focalized externally whereas in the second part
theree is a shift to internal focalization. Things are a bit
moree complicated than that, however. The external
visionn which informs us of the interaction between the
twoo characters can hardly be described as strictly external,, for it is too overtly restricted to what the characterss see, or rather, to what they do not see. It would be
evenn more incorrect to describe the focalization in the
secondd part of the scene as internal: Elliot is elaborated
ass a character who figures as a subject of vision (shots
14,, 16 and 18). Hence, there is implied shift from
externall focalization to internal focalization. When we
observee the content of his vision, we notice that it

SCENEE 6.

doess not correspond spatially or temporally to the place from which
itt was perceived. The undecidability between external and internal
visionn suggests that although Elliot cannot see ET from the place
wheree he is, this does not mean that ET does not exist. ET appears
too be in a different time/space continuum.

Claricttr-lBigee Uitftr Erasire
Thee opening of the following sample scene relies on our ability to
recalll the composition of the establishing shot in the sample scene
analyzedd above, where ET occupies the left part of the frame and
Elliott occupies the right part. In the following scene, the room still
hass the earlier atmosphere, but now Elliot is interacting with his
olderr brother Michael. As the smaller creature Elliot occupies the
formerr position of ET, whereas Michael as the larger one will for the
momentt stand in for Elliot. Elliot soon pushes Michael toward the
foregroundd where he is to wait until Elliot brings in the "goblin."
Thiss is a special moment. Elliot is finally going to prove to Michael
thatt the goblin really exists, but as the scene is elaborated, we are
nott sure whether the goblin is ET or Elliot. There is something even
moree important occurring here, and it has to do with Elliot's capacityy to act and to be perceived as a subject.
Michaell is in the foreground, facing the camera, making
facess and mocking Elliot, while in the background Elliot is preparing
too display ET. In shot 8, Michael, in medium-shot turns around and
inn the following shot, shot 9, Elliot, framed to his knees is standing
nextt to ET. In shot 10, Michael is in medium close-up, looking in
thee direction of Elliot and ET, flabbergasted. Finally, with a serious
expression,, he only manages to utter his brother's name. In the next
shott (shot 11), Michael's vision produces a close-up of his younger
brother.. Strangely enough, then, he appears totally shocked by the
sightt of Elliot. It seems that ET's presence has enabled Michael to
finallyy see his younger brother and conversely, on account of ET,
Elliott has been able to engage in an intersubjective exchange. But
theree is another exchange that took place here - the character-image
off ET is exchanged for the one of Elliot. While it is completely certainn that both Michael and Elliot can focalize internally, the questionn that emerges is - why is the image of Elliot employed in place
off the image of the "real" goblin? Who or what did Michael actually
see? ?

Elliott standing in for ET confirms the elusiveness of his own
character-image.. This can have serious repercussions for his subjectivity,, for ET may be the product of his imagination.

Placfigg i Call to

SOMOIO

"Above"

Beforee ET can return home he has to "phone home" and arrange for
aa spaceship to come to Earth. While hanging around the house, he
managess to construct a "communicator" out of discarded gadgets
andd toy parts. It seems that the purpose of this "ready made" device
iss to produce meaning rather than a connection with a planet millionss of light years away. Surprisingly enough, the meaning it producess is that it works. The "call" has to be made from that place in
thee forest where ET's spaceship has landed in the film's opening,
andd Elliot has to find a way to smuggle ET out of the house. He
workss out a scheme which involves his siblings: the three of them
willl go trick-or-treating on Halloween. Gertie will leave the house
earlier,, but their mother will be led to believe that ET, dressed up as
aa ghost is Gertie. Elliot and ET will go off to the forest to place the
call,, and afterwards they will meet up with Michael and Gertie.
Elliott is giving instructions to Gertie, who is marked in the
off-screenn space, while he applies make up in front of a mirror. It is
aa one-shot scene which starts with Elliot's close-up. As the camera
pullss back to reveal Gertie, we realize that it is Elliot's mirror reflectionn emitting instructions. The notion that Elliot is slipping away is
laterr fully elaborated in the scene in the forest. This scene can also
bee treated as a sequence of scenes, for it is interrupted with the
shotss of the surveillance crew wiring Elliot's home while the family
iss out. The arrival of "Keys" and his men makes ET's call home even
moree urgent. Now, it is not only illness that threatens ET; if he
doesn'tt get away he may be turned into a lab specimen. Since the
intrusionn into Elliot's home is happening while he is in the woods
withh ET, he has no knowledge of it. Eor the moment he is helping
ETT set up the communicator and they are waiting for it to start
transmittingg signals. They both look as if their health has considerablyy deteriorated. Elliot's Halloween make-up enhances this impression. .
Theree are two simultaneous processes at work here: 1) ET's
intentionn to break away from the image of Elliot, in order to 2)
establishh a link with a higher narratorial agency. Quite literally, he is

waitingg for a response from someone "above." The
scenee can be divided into 3 units: unit 1 (shots 1-12),
unitt 2 (shots 1-10) and unit 3 (shots 1-11). Unit 1 displayss the loss of ET's power to focalize internally. In
thee opening of unit 1, the image of Elliot appears in a
separatee shot (shot 2), preceding the shot of ET (shot
3).. Both ET and Elliot are focalized externally. No contactt between them is established in the two subsequent
shots.. In shot 2, Elliot is looking right to left scratching
hiss face with his right hand. In the following shot, ET
iss looking in the opposite direction scratching his face
withh his left hand. Although contact isn't established
betweenn Elliot and ET through an exchange of looks
forr example, we can establish a connection between
thee two images. The connection consists of similarity
manifestedd in reversibility. The image of ET appears as
thee mirror reflection of Elliot's image, which conversely
impliess that Elliot can be perceived as the reflection of
ET. .
Shott 3 confirms the implied loss of ET's power
too focalize internally. In shot 2 Elliot is looking
upward,, in shot 3 ET is looking upward. Neither one
seess anything; their looking produces no vision. Only
whenn they are placed together to perform a synchronouss action of looking upward (shot 4), can they see
(shott 5). The branch strung with rope is thus a product
off a shared vision - it is focalized internally by both
Elliott and ET. This is reconfirmed in shot 6 where they
againn focalize together, and see the branches (shot 7).
Inn the previous sample scenes, the interdependency
betweenn the two images was established through the
continuall exchange of the external focalization with
internall focalization. The implied narrator relied on
ET'ss vision yet Elliot's vision was necessary to produce
thee vision of ET. Now, the interdependency is establishedd literally, they are locked together as it were,
(shotss 4, 6, 9 and 12) which leaves the impression that
ETT may not be going anywhere after all.
Inn that sense, their looking upward is extreme-
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lyy significant, because there is no one "out there" to
returnn their look. It is this absence of vision from
abovee that charges their situation with a sense of
hopelessness.. In the closing of unit 1 (shot 8), the
communicatorr begins to operate, signaling the possibilityy that someone "up there" has received the message.
Inn the short pattern formed in shots 4-7, Elliot and ET
aree both looking toward the branches and manage to
producee a vision of the branches. Their look remains
unreciprocated,, however, because there is no one out
theree who can return their look. This pattern is disruptedd by the insertion of the shots of the communicator
(shott 8, 10, 11). In shot 12, Elliot and ET are still
linkedd together, yet they are expressing hope. The
(absent)) vision from above that is awaited as a
responsee to the longing looks of Elliot and ET is displacedd onto the communicator. The insertion of the
shott of the communicator affects the further developmentt between the images of ET and Elliot - in shot 12,
Elliott "slips" to the edge of the frame.
Unitt 2 (shots 1-10) further problematizes the
establishedd interdependency. But now, ET is trying to
breakk away from Elliot. In shot 6, Elliot takes position
oppositee ET, trying to convince him to stay. ET
motionss his head to the left. A slight pan follows,
droppingg Elliot from the shot. Shot 7 is a close up of
ETT looking up (a jump-cut), while off-screen Elliot is
stilll cajoling him to stay. In shot 10, as in 8, for a
moment,, Elliot is dropped from the shot. But then he
movess backwards and sinks to a kneeling position. He
iss looking up, towards ET, while ET also looks upward,
repeating,, "Home, home..." In unit 1 we could trace
internall focalization in the instances where Elliot and
ETT focalize together. In unit 2, the shots are focalized
externally.. In unit 3 (shot 1-11), a whole new pattern is
establishedd in relation to vision.
Inn unit 3, for the first time in the film, ET and
Elliott can engage in an intersubjective exchange and,
whatt is more, they can focalize internally. Nevertheless,
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thiss exchange is not at all reciprocal. In shots 8, 9 and 10 from unit
2,, ET persistently avoids sharing the space in the shot with Elliot or
establishingg eye-contact with him. Elliot's sinking to a kneeling
positionn at the end of unit 2 links his point of vision to the low
anglee in unit 3. The kneeling position furthermore secures the vantagee point of a "divinity" for ET. In shots 2, 4 and 6 Elliot is focalizedd internally from a high angle, hence "from above" whereas ET is
focalizedd internally from a low angle, "from below" (shots 1, 3, 5
andd 7). Elliot's voluntary subordination proves that nothing is
resolvedd yet. On the contrary, the situation is even more complicated
becausee ET has literally become bigger than Elliot. Elliot is not only
dependentt on ET. The disparity in the angles of vision additionally
suggestss that he is completely dominated by ET.
ETT ultimately breaks away from this high/low pattern; rather
thann returning Elliot's look (shot 7), ET looks up. A low angle shot
off the trees follows (shot 8), then again a shot of ET looking up
(shott 9). By looking away from Elliot, ET is repeatedly trying to
breakk away from Elliot. ET's search for contact outside and away
fromm Elliot implies a crisis for both character-images: ET's look is
nott reciprocated and neither is Elliot's. As subjects, they are both
leftt stranded, as it were, which indicates that they are mutually
dependentt on a higher authority - someone or something that will
makee it possible for ET to return home and finally resolve the crisis.
Inn fact, when Elliot wakes up alone by the communicator,
hee walks around in his Halloween cape searching for ET until he
assumess ET's position from shot 9. He is looking, yet what follows is
nott his vision, but only a fade-out. Elliot seems to have vanished.

Motfetr'ss Filloro to Resolve too Crisis
Havingg spent the night in the forest and realizing that ET has disappeared,, Elliot looks around but does not manage to find him. He
returnss home alone and pleads with Michael to go back to the forest
too find ET. The following sample scene opens in Elliot's room. Elliot
andd ET are lying on the floor opposite each other dead-alive. The
situationn is highly dramatic. Michael is inviting the mother into the
roomm to help them. As it turns out, the mother cannot save Elliot
becausee she is in such a panic that she cannot distinguish between
Elliott and ET.
Throughoutt the entire scene, ET is the one who is calling

"mother"" and reaching out to her, while Elliot is completelyy disconnected from her. In the opening of the
scenee a shot/reverse shot pattern is established between
thee mother and ET (shots 3-7). In shots 3 and 5 she is
focalizingg internally, producing a vision of ET (shots 4
andd 6), and strangely enough, she does not see Elliot.
Inn shot 7 she looks, and in shot 8 Elliot briefly returns
thee look. He immediately turns his head to the right,
however,, urging a cut to ET (shot 9). The mother is
noww in a close-up (shot 10), reacting again to ET and
nott to Elliot. ET continues to address her as she orders
Michaell to take Gertie out of the room (shots 12 and
15).. The shot of the dying ET is interpolated (shot 15)
ass a follow-up to the shot of Gertie (shot 14) who is
tryingg to tell her mother that ET is harmless. With
Elliott eliminated from the action, because the mother
failss to see him, there is only the image of ET, who in
mother'ss eyes signifies a threat. Just as she cannot see
Elliot,, she cannot perceive ET as a weak creature who
desperatelyy needs help.
Inn the montage sequence (shots 12-22), which
depictss the mother's panic and the resulting "last
minutee evacuation," ET is the danger from which she
wantss to escape. The mother's inability to resolve the
crisiss and intervene productively in the restitution of
Elliot'ss subjectivity is radicalized in the closing of the
scene,, particularly in the transition of shots 19-21. In
shott 19, the mother is on the left, with her back to the
camera,, Michael is on the right carrying Gertie toward
thee camera. In the background, on the left we can see
Elliott on the floor. The mother and Michael are moving
diagonally.. As the shot progresses Michael crosses to
thee left side, revealing ET on the floor in the backgroundd on the right. The mother, displaying the tendencyy to move diagonally, seems to be rushing toward
ET.. This is confirmed in shot 20 where ET is reaching
outt to her. In shot 21, the mother is crouching. We still
doo not see Elliot. It seems she is ready to pick up ET.
Whenn she stands up again and turns toward the cam-

era,, she is carrying Elliot.
Inn the continuity of action, the shot of ET replaces the
hypotheticall shot of Elliot who is actually picked up from the floor
inn shot 21. If ET is figuring as both a threat for Elliot and as Elliot
himself,, it means that when ET remains alone on the floor, reaching
out,, screaming for mom (shot 23), that the mother did not manage
too rescue her son. The opening of the scene additionally demonstratess that there is no intersubjective exchange between the mother
andd Elliot. The mother does not recognize him as a subject. Hence,
thee rescue operation will have no effect because the mother cannot
helpp Elliot restore his subjectivity. For this to happen, a father figure
willl need to emerge on the scene.

Tutt Fahila Collmsiag oito ike Stery
Thee one person who, according to Elliot, could definitely know what
ETT is about is his unreachable "extraterrestrialized" father. The
absencee of an adult male figure is emphasized throughout the
entiree film. In Elliot's line of action, the only adult male person is a
teacherr who is framed from the waist down. Outside Elliot's line of
actionn the all-male surveillance crew are following their own line of
action,, searching for ET. The outstanding figure is "Keys" who also
pursuess the search alone, lingering on, trying to track down the
alien.. The first clue he finds are the M 'n Ms, the clue intentionally
leftt for ET to lure him to Elliot's home. In this last phase, "Keys" has
finallyy arrived at Elliot's home. Just in time, it seems, to release
Elliott from having to be ET in order to prove that ET exists. As 1
havee already mentioned, the rescue of both Elliot and ET is linked to
thee working of subjectivity, which can principally be traced on the
levell of the story. The interdependency between the two characterimagess analyzed in the first two phases points to the paradox mentionedd earlier: ET is the focalizing agent on whose vision narration
depends,, yet at the same time he is elaborated as the product of
Elliot'ss imagination. This implies that the mapping of subject positionss through the play of visions is a semiotic product of narration
whichh "tells" that the interaction between Elliot and ET is taking
placee at "home." The way in which the narrative space is inhabited
byy Elliot and ET enables us to conclude that ET's home can also be
understoodd as Elliot's mind.
Inn addition to the film's ending, when ET touches Elliot's

foreheadd and tells him he will be "in there," another
scenee points to Elliot's mind as ET's home. The first
timee ET expresses his desire to phone home he points
towardd the sky; the shadow of his index finger is projectedd onto Elliot's forehead. While these clues support
thee notion that ET may be the product of Elliot's
imagination,, or that he can be stored in Elliot's memory,, the findings established on the narrational level
havee enabled us to observe the ways "home" affects
Elliot'ss subjectivity. Similarly, the crisis of Elliot's subjectivityy traceable in phase three, is bound up with the
homee produced through the play of subject positions.
Thee resolution of the crisis will occur at home, but this
requiress another person to step into that narrative
space.x11 The restitution of subjectivity will come to
coincidee with the rescue operation that takes place in
Elliot'ss physical home. Hence, fabula will need to intervenee into the story. The rescue operation involves the
separationn of Elliot and ET, an operation involving a
wholee crew of scientists. The one who will resolve the
crisiss of Elliot's subjectivity, however, is "Keys," the
onlyy adult figure who can see Elliot without confusing
himm with ET.
Whenn "Keys" approaches Elliot in the following
samplee scene, he is outfitted like a spaceman. In the
openingg of the scene, an "alien" hand enters the shot
andd taps on the quarantine glass to get Elliot's attention.. Elliot is under medical treatment; he opens his
eyess but appears only semi-conscious. The following
shott is a close-up of "Keys" and we can attribute the
dismemberedd alien hand to him. He is wearing a helmet
andd we notice the image of Elliot reflected in its surface,, an announcement, as it were, of the potential
recuperationn of his character-image. "Keys" displays
heree a spectral quality, the visor shields his face, and to
producee a vision of "the man behind the mask" Elliot
hass to rely on what he hears.
Thee man, dressed in an outfit that echoes the
armorr of Hamlet's dead father, does not say, "1 am thy

father'ss spirit," but he can be interpreted as a fatherfiguree nonetheless. Even though Elliot can focalize
internallyy in the scene and engage in an intersubjective
exchange,, what truly propels the exchange is the voice
Elliott hears behind the visor, rather than the vision of
thee spaceman's spectral figure. What he hears cannot
strictlyy be separated from what he sees, because the
"specter's"" voice conditions Elliot's vision. Conversely,
thee content of Elliot's vision, the unidentifiable man
withh a helmet on his head lends authority to the voice.
Thee "authority of the voice" as a condition for the productionn of a specific vision brings up the second implicationn that the concept of focalization entails: we are
ultimatelyy conditioned to perceive the world in a certainn way, or in other words, we are told how to see.
Thee "authority" invested into the spaceman's dismemberedd voice is the voice of the "father." Hence, "Keys"
iss a personification of narratorial authority. As the one
whoo restores the crisis he accordingly gives meaning to
thee interplay between focalization and narration in the
film. .
Thee restoration of Elliot's subjectivity is elaboratedd in accordance with the spectral nature of this
mann who visits him. While the spaceman's position
withinn the wise-en-scene appears fixed, Elliot is elaboratedd as if "switching places." In shots 2, 8 and 10 the
spacemann is in a close-up, focalized from his own eyelevel,, with the image of Elliot reflected in the visor. In
shotss 4 and 6 the two of them are focalized together
inn a sort of an establishing shot which enables us to
draww conclusions about their positions within the wiseen-scène.en-scène. It is evident that "Keys" is oriented left to
right,, which according to the 180 degree rule, would
imposee the right to left orientation on Elliot. In shots
1,, 3, 5 and 7, however, Elliot is oriented left to right.
Thiss is especially pronounced in the transitions of shots
44 to 5, and 6 to 7. In shots 5 and 7 the camera crosses
thee axis as if renegotiating spatial relations: Elliot's
head,, positioned on the right side of the frame in shots

44 and 6, is suddenly on the left side (5 and 7).
Furthermore,, in shots 1 and 7 he is framed closer than
inn shot 5, although all three shots are focalized from
thee same position, Elliot's low eye-level. And finally, in
shott 3, he is viewed from a slightly higher angle.
Consideringg that the spaceman is not changing his
positionn within the mise-en-scène, the different positionss from which Elliot is viewed retroactively allude to
thee spaceman's ubiquitous vision.
Evenn though the only two shots focalized
externallyy (4 and 6) anchor the two characters into the

mise-en-scène,mise-en-scène, focalization and the working of the cinematicc signifiers are laboring to simultaneously establishh and disavow the narratorial authority of both Elliot
andd the spaceman. What is more, the constant uncertaintyy about the spatial relations conveys the impressionn that they are elaborated as being both equally
imaginaryy and real. The alien hand in the scene's openingg draws attention to Elliot's (and our) encounters
withh ET from the beginning of the film, where the
shotss of ET's hand, operating metonymically, suggest a
veryy present, subjective vision. In this sample scene, it
iss the spaceman's hand that enters the shot, and the
formerr metonymie operation now acquires the status of
aa metaphor. What this means is that the
impossible/possiblee place from which Elliot is viewed in
shotss 1, 5 and 7, serves to emphasize the spectral
naturee of "Keys" and asserts that, just as ET's hand was
standingg in for an unfamiliar agency, the spaceman's
handd is standing in for ET. Furthermore, it thematizes
thee return of the unfamiliar as familiar. The invention
off the "fatherly alien" who can take the place of
"alienatedd father" is what finally conditions Elliot's
subjectivity.. Elaborated as ET, but capable of acting as
aa subject, the spaceman "Keys" becomes an ideal substitutionn for ET, just as ET was the ideal substitution
forr the absent father. Elaborated as the substitution for
ET,, he makes the departure of ET possible. Elliot's little
handd viewed from his own point of vision now con-

firmss that Elliot can be a subject like the "father" who has come to
takee ET's place.
Andd sure enough, in the subsequent scene which depicts the
separationn of Elliot and ET, Elliot's capacity to act as a subject is
provenn (scene 10). He regains his character- image by going through
thee pain of separation. In this scene Elliot and ET are finally able to
reciprocallyy exchange glances. This implies that their interdependencyy is definitively resolved.

Thee Father As i Speeter
I ff ET - The Extraterrestrial, as here analyzed, can indeed serve as an
examplee of the textual system at work in the new Hollywood cinema,, it suggests that the specificity of this system lies in the interplay
betweenn narration and focalization or, in the subtle conjunctions of
"persons"" and focalizors. The accompanying effect of this system is
thee decomposition of the character-image. Decomposition of the
character-imagee puts pressure on the notion of character-bound
narration.. With respect to this, 1 have argued that in filmic texts a
distinctionn needs to be made between character narration focalized
internallyy and character narration focalized externally. The continuouss exchange between external and internal focalization infers a
correspondingg clash between levels of narration. The specificity of
narrationn in this film is that it produces a clash of visions, joint or
splitt visions or an overlapping of narratorial agents, in order to "tell"
uss that there is a constant uncertainty between reality and fantasy,
betweenn the possible and the impossible.
Byy tracing the play between focalizors 1 was able to determinee the ways vision affects the structuring of subjectivity in filmic
narratives.. The discussion of focalization does not end here, however.. For in Bal's view focalization is to be understood beyond the
story-worldd itself, which implies that vision can be accounted for
evenn if it cannot be attributed to an "experiencer" or an identifiable
entity.. Bal's concept of the focalizor needs to be regarded in relation
too her concept of the narrative consisting of three layers: the text,
thee story, and the fabula. This in my opinion is crucial for the discussionn of subjectivity in new Hollywood films such as ET-The
Extraterrestrial.Extraterrestrial. For as the analysis of the film confirms, the structuringg of subjectivity is ultimately coterminous with a world-view constructedd on the level of the fabula. x n
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Thee decomposition of the character image as it is related to
thee conflicting positioning of subject positions as well as points of
vision,, prepares the terrain for the "fatherly alien" who will bring
orderr into Elliot's "home." The collapse of the fabula onto the story,
whichh corresponds to the collapse of "homes," is dependent on the
notionn of triple mobility. Triple mobility infers a mobilizing of subjectivityy on the level of the fabula and gives way to the process of
fabulation.. Fabulation affects the process of telling, or rather, it
structuress the telling according to a specific world-view: when the
fatherr is absent, the home is a crisis. The crisis involves the father
andd the son. The world can survive only if the father is re-invented.
Althoughh the working of subjectivity can be traced on the level of
thee story, the fact that resolving the crisis in Elliot's mind home,
requiress the arrival of the "father" to Elliot's physical home points to
thee function of the fabula in the process of telling.
Thee fabula in question may be understood in terms of a
tendency,, characteristic of new Hollywood cinema, to redefine but
alsoo reinstitute patriarchal myths, to give a new face to history, or
simplyy to repair the father. There is something else we can conclude
att this point: even though the invisible narratorial authority, personifiedd by "Keys," has the power to resolve the crisis of Elliot's subjectivity,, it simultaneously points to its own spectral nature. If we
returnn to Spielberg and his vision as a social agent, ET-The
ExtraterrestrialExtraterrestrial proves to be a very useful point of departure. Firstly,
itt enables us to problematize vision in relation to "home" as a structuree of meaning, which governs subjectivity. Secondly, and this will
bee even more clear in the analysis of Back to Future, the sense of a
troubledd home reflects the very prominent preoccupation of this cinemaa with a troubled paternity. This concern with restoring order at
homee in turn has significant social and historical implications.
11 will explore the notion of "home" further in the following
chapters.. In chapters three and seven, 1 will focus on home as
archive,, in the Derridian, xin but also Benjaminian (messianic) sense,
wheree it can be understood as a memory of the past projected into
thee future. x , v In chapter three, 1 will particularly take up the significancee of home as the mnemic archive for the preservation of people'ss origins. x v Indeed, racial intolerance, oppression and injustice
signifyy also that "archive" is out-of-joint, that there is a mal
d'arehwe,d'arehwe, as Derrida describes it. This sickness of the archive -

archivee fever - indicates that b o t h home and history are o u t o f
order. .

Footmtts s
'' In "The New Hollywood," Schatz states the following, "Jaws was a social,
industrial,, and economic phenomenon of the first OTder, a cinematic idea and
culturall commodity whose time had come. In many ways, the film simply
confirmedd or consolidated various existing industry trends and practices"
(19).. Wyatt's position in his High Concept is that high refers not to high art,
butt to a film's high visibility, memorability, and simplicity. From the perspectivee of marketing, this concept involves the look, the hook, and the book,
(thee look of the images, the marketing of hooks, and the reduced narratives
(22).. Wyatt begins with a famous comment by Spielberg, "if a person can tell
mee an idea in 25 words or less, it's going to make a good movie. 1 like ideas,
especiallyy movie ideas, that you can hold in your hand." Ibid. In "Jaws,
Ideologyy and Film Theory," Stephen Heath draws on Jaws to point to the
wayss Hollywood cinema, much like the avant-garde film, engages with the
materiall conditions of film in order to produce an "other" cinema.
^^ This unidentifiable vision is crucial for genres such as fantasy, horror,
thrillerr or science fiction. There is no need to say that these genres could not
att all function without the manifestation of a "supernatural subjectivity,"
withoutt the invisible forces that intrude upon, or threaten the characters'
worlds,, or invest the characters with a contradictory meaning as is the case
inn ET-The Extraterrestrial In Spielberg's Jaws, for example, this strategy is in
thee first instance employed to increase suspense. It takes quite some time in
thee film until we actually see the shaTk but we do see people attacked and
beingg killed. More importantly, the shark is made present through its foealizationn (enhanced by a memorable music score introduced in the veiy beginningg of the film). We do not see the shark looking, but we do know that the
filmm is about a shark; when we see the shots filmed under water where the
cameraa is moving closer toward a body swimming, this vision can retrospectivelyy be attributed to the shark. What causes suspense and discomfort is
preciselyy the fact that this vision is so overtly subjective yet the focalizor
itselff is not revealed. The remarkable side of this kind of uncertainty is that
evenn though it is concretely the vision of the shark, it can simultaneously be
attributedd to a focalizor outside of the fictional world. As a result, it can
comee to represent an outside force that has a sort of a "shark-like" effect in
itself.. This becomes clearer when we take into consideration the fact that the
officialss of a small town try to cover up the fact that the killer shark visits
theirr beaches. Since they do not take immediate action, such as to close the
beaches,, these officials are themselves responsible for the deaths. The vision
fromm beneath the sea, the controlling gaze that kills can thus symbolically be
attributedd to their corrupt ideology.
*"" In "Structural Analysis of Narratives," Roland Barthes reminds us that in
Aristoteliann poetics, the notion of character is secondary, entirely subsidiary
too the notion of action: "Later the character, who until then had been only a
name,, the agent of an action, acquired a psychological consistency, became
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ann individual, a 'person,' in short a fully constituted being." Barthes adds,
however,, that from its very outset, structural analysis has been reluctant to
treatt the character as an essence. In Morphology of the Fairy Tale, Vladimir
Propp,, has reduced characters to a simple typology, based not on psychology
butt on the unity of actions assigned to them by the narrative. Image-MusicTextText (104-5). Since then, the problems raised by the classification of the
characterss of narrative are in the process of being resolved. Greimas, for
example,, has proposed to describe and classify the characters of narrative not
accordingg to what they are but according to what they do, thus, as actants.
Consideringg that this participation is ordered in couples, the infinite world of
characters,, as Barthes points out, is also bound by a paradigmatic structure
whichh is projected along the narrative. The view that 1 have apprehended is
thee distinction established by Mieke Bal between actors and characters. In
thee chapter "From Actors to Characters," Bal states that an actor is a structurall position, while a character is a complex semantic unit (1997). According
too Bal, character is the actor provided with distinctive characteristics which
togetherr create the effect of a character. On the basis of the semantic content,, that is, of different principles which work together, the image of the
characterr is constructed. It is within this line of thought that I am referring
too the decomposition of the character-function, as well as the decomposition
off the character-image.
ww
This "triple plot-line" can be opposed to the double plot-line which characterizess the classical Hollywood style. See Bordwell, Steiger and Thompson,
Thee Classical Hollywood Cinema, in particular part 1, section "Story Causality
andd Motivation" (2-23). In classical Hollywood cinema one plot-line principallyy involves heterosexual romantic love. They add that more commonly,
"thee second line of action involves another sort of activity - business, spying,
sports,, politics, crime, show business -, any activity, in short, which can providee a goal for the character" (16).
vv
It is in this sense that the events and images which seem too obvious and
evenn banal can allow us to catch a glimpse of the sublime. 1 have introduced
thee notion of the sublime in the title of this chapter in order to underscore
thee film's capacity to simultaneously mobilize the working of the story and
thee fabula. Although the exploration of the sublime is not the focus of this
study,, relevant inspiration for this view is Ginette VerstTaete's discussion
"Fromm the Sublime to the Ridiculous Is But a Step" in her Fragments of the
FeminineFeminine Sublime: in Friedrieh Schlegel and James Joyce. See also Brian
McHale'ss discussion of the rhetoric of contrastive banality in Postmodernist
Fiction.Fiction. McHale especially emphasizes the relation between banality and the
fantastic.. Drawing on Tzvetan Todorov's study of the fantastic, McHale
assertss that the banalization of the fantastic sharpens and intensifies the
confrontationn between the normal and the paranormal (76-77).
^^ Bal specifically theorizes focalization in part 2 of Narratology which deals
withh aspects of the story (142-160). Nevertheless, to comprehend fully the
implicationss of the concept it is necessary to take into consideration the referencess to focalization in part 1 which discusses the text, as well as to part
3,, which deals with the elements of the fabula.
^^ Technically speaking a dissolve is the superimposition of a fade-out over a
fadee in. In a fade-in, the screen is black at the beginning and the image
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appearss gradually. It is considered a "punctuation mark."
™™nn A match would imply counteropposing left-right orientation, to right-left
orientation,, for example.
ww
1 will return to this difference in chapter 4. This is very much related to
thee notion of cinema as an ideological apparatus which induces an imaginary
responsee on the part of the spectator. It positions the spectator by addressingg him or her through visual devices such as first-person point of vision and
shot-reverse-shott cutting which form a close bond between spectator and
thee text. As 1 have explained in the introductory chapter, the psychoanalytic
theoryy of suture, predicated on the capacity of cinema to position the viewer
andd "stitch" him or her into the text, takes the character's alignment with
thee camera rather loosely. These views are based on the workings of classical
Hollywoodd films. Within suture theory, first-person vision does not distinguishh between internal and external focalization based on the character's
inclusionn or exclusion from the shot. According to the theory of suture, a
character'ss view is considered as first-person vision even i f the camera is only
simulatingg the point of vision of the character.
x
l nn Theory of Film Practice, Burch proposes that cinematic space consists of
twoo different kinds of space: that included within the frame and that outside
thee frame. He defines screen space as "including everything perceived by the
eye."" The off-screen space is divided into six "segments." Pertinent for the
discussionn is Burch's contention that off-screen space may be divided into
twoo categories: imaginary or concrete. "This off-screen space might conceivablyy remain imaginary if no wider shot, no shot taken from another angle, or
noo camera movement is introduced revealing the person to whom an arm
belongs,, to whom an off-screen glance is directed, or the exact off-screen
segmentt toward which an exiting character has headed" (21-22).
Inn his analysis of Pabst's Pandora's Box, Thomas Elsaesser, discusses Lulu's
"symbolic"" configuration, by pointing to the clash between the real and the
imaginaryy space. He stresses the importance of the effect of disorientation;
onn the one hand, the editing and the dynamic of the point of view shots
workk to establish the illusion of a real space, yet the impossibility of anchoringg Lulu within this space invokes the impression of her imaginary nature.
Thee shot of ET's feet can be taken further, for they appear as an element, to
putt it in Slavoj Zizek's terms, which cannot be integrated into the symbolic
reality.. It is a case where a banal object becomes elevated into a sublime
Thing.. See for example, Zizek's discussion on the Hitchcockian cut in his
LookingLooking Awry.
"" For an inspiring account of the multiple ways space can be inhabited, see
Gastonn Bachelard's The Poetics of Space, particularly chapter 2, "House and
Universe." "
* "" The father suffering a crisis is also the main theme of Spielberg's Close
EncountersEncounters of the Third Kind and Hook. For a discussion on ET-The
ExtraterrestrialExtraterrestrial and Close Encounters see for example, Vivian Sobchack's
"Child/Alien/Father:: Patriarchal Crisis and Generic Exchange", and Marina
Heung'ss "Why E. T. Must Go Home: The New Family in American Cinema."
Inn a somewhat different sense, the process of "fathering," as 1 will demonstratee in the subsequent chapters, is at work in Spielberg's Indiana Jones trilogy,, as well as Schindler's List. It is interesting to add, that the preoccupa-
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tionn with the crisis of paternity that characterizes the films of the late 1970s
andd the 1980s remains central in the year 2000. In those films where
Spielbergg acts as the producer his role in the process of "fathering" is implicit.. In that sense, apart from numerous examples of blockbuster films
Spielbergg is also engaged in the "fathering" of "art films." For example, the
productionn company Dreamworks SKG (Spielberg, Katzenberg, Geffen) is
behindd the film American Beauty. Here, the story of a father in crisis is told
byy a father who is already dead. Hence, even though he is dead he personifiess the highest narratorial authority.
50111
1 am referring specifically to Dem'da's Archive Fever: A Freudian
impression.impression. See chapters 3 and 7 of this study.
****** Derrida's own inspiration in relation to the concept of the archive is
drawnn from Freud, but it is also related to Benjamin's concept of history. In
"Thesess on the Philosophy of History," Benjamin develops the notion of the
temporall index of the past, by means of which past is referred to redemption,, implying conversely that the future does not have a Messianic function,
butt that it is interwoven into the historical now.
x vv
In chapter 3, where 1 analyze the films of the Indiana Jones trilogy, 1
arguee that the structure of the fabula can be compared with Freud's Moses
andand Monotheism. I discuss the film's attempt to refigure the Oedipal myth in
vieww of Freud's attempt to "rewrite" Jewish history.
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Trawfliigg tirtigh Tine. Resciiig Usury
Thee state of things in the film Back to the Future by Robert
Zemeckiss is as follows: Marty McFly's father George is not good at
confrontations.. He is so afraid to stand up to his boss Biff that even
whenn Biff wrecks George's car, George takes the blame. This feature
off the father has a negative effect on the entire McFly family: his
wifee Lorraine, Marty's mother has a drinking habit which helps her
too slip away into the fabricated memories of her past, Marty's sister
doess not have a boyfriend because her mother is advising her to
waitt until destiny brings her together with someone, Marty's brother
Davee believes he is better off with no ambitions, and finally, Marty
himselff is afraid to send his demo tape to a record company because
hee fears rejection. For this state of affairs to improve father George
McFlyy would have to go back to his teenage years and resolve his
fearss of confronting Biff.
Accordingg to Thomas Elsaesser, the time travel genre in
contemporaryy American cinema reflects America's sense of being
troubled.. The overt preoccupation of time travel films with a disorderedd past, signifies that the symbolic order is no longer in place,
thatt it is no longer functioning (Elsaesser 1998b). Elsaesser puts forwardd the case that these pasts are usually not official pasts, but
secret,, personal, often painful pasts to which characters return,
"contraryy to the so-called 'end of history' - because of a persistence
off history, the 20th century has left us with a hard core of history
thatt returns, as a symptom, compulsively and over and over again"
(2).. Elsaesser's claim is that "time" in the time travel genre relates
lesss to the future than it does to the past, less to nostalgia than to
traumaa (2).
Becausee time travel is about encountering the self, as
Elsaesserr asserts, these films can yield important insight into the
waysways public, historical and civilizational traumas affect subjectivity
andd identity. Cinematic representations of the self are not arbitrary,
however.. The only way social roles and markers of difference can
enterr public domains of representation is through symbolizations,
andd in the case of American popular cinema these representations
aree circumscribed by the roles found in the nuclear family (4). What
wee learn from these films, on the basis of the relations within their
nuclearr family is, that paternity is traumatized, and is no longer
securedd by the white totemic fatheT. More precisely, the home is

troubledd because as a subject, the father no longer functions.1
Elsaesser'ss discussion on time travel brings to the fore the
cruciall concerns of this chapter, that is, the connection between the
structuringg of subjectivity, the structuring of the narrative, and time.
Whenn taking into account the narratological terms for the operation
off rescuing both history and subjectivity, it is useful for a start to
considerr the Dutch term geschiedenis. While it corresponds to the
termm fabula, geschiedenis can also be translated as - history.11 The
correspondencee in meaning between fabula and history has importantt implications for the theorizing of subjectivity on the level of
thee fabula. In the first instance it underscores the mobilizing of
visionn on the level of the fabula. This vision, 1 would argue, plays a
cruciall role in the process of "telling" history. More precisely, and
thiss will be even more clear from the analysis of the specific scenes,
thee reframing of the fabula in Back to the Future is produced by the
narrationn that "tells" that both the father and history need to be
rescued.. This preoccupation with rescuing the father is socially and
ideologicallyy determined and it is bound up with focalization which
exceedss the fictional world. In the case of the film in question, this
subjectivee vision not only informs, but also (re)fashions both history
andd the fabula.
Thee re-vision of history presupposes a reordering of the
eventss as well as traveling through time. Just as importantly, however,, the necessary improvement cannot occur without subjects who
engagee in the process of time traveling. The analysis of the film will
showw that while the father's traumatized subjectivity is symptomatic
off a troubled home, world or history, the doubling of the son's character-imagee is symptomatic of the pressure this dysfunctional symbolicc order puts on the offspring. As is the case with Back to the
Future,Future, the rescue is dependent on the multiple functions of the
son'ss character-image; in the course of the film, Marty's characterimagee is ultimately doubled into two images, thus two Martys: the
imagee of Marty who has just arrived from the past to the present
(thuss back to the past's future), and the image of another Marty, the
onee who is just about to embark on his time travel to the past.
Ass in ET-The Extraterrestrial, the main characters are not
elaboratedd as fixed entities. There is a difference, however: in the
formerr film the character-image is decomposed; here, as 1 have
alreadyy mentioned, it is doubled and even tripled. In both films we
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aree dealing with a crisis of paternity: in the former, the crisis is
resolvedd through the arrival of the substitute father; in the latter
film,, the son will have to go back in time and act in place of the
father.. In other words, the son will have to re-visit the past which
hauntss the entire family. Precisely because Marty is doubled and tied
too different temporal continuums, he has the capacity to see both
prospectivelyy and retrospectively. Marty's vision structured through
thee tension between the future and the past, models the vision of
thee higher focalizing agency. The structural dependency between his
pastt and his future vision is a semiotic product of the narration that
"tells"" that the (re)framing of history is predicated on the intersubjectivee dependency between the father and the son.

Sibjeeflvltyy as aa Allegory ef DlftériÊce
Changingg history is thus interrelated with an individual process Martyy is doomed to remain split in time, locked in the tension
betweenn his past and his future self. The doubling of his characterimagee enables him, however, to perpetually revisit the past and
"improve"" the father. One Marty can have a "new" successful father
becausee another Marty is engaged in the re-construction of the
"old"" father. The structure of meaning we can trace on the basis of
thee relations between Marty's character images points both forward
andd backward; as a meaningful entity, Marty can only be traced in
thee movement between temporal continuums, and between other
characters.. Marty McFly's diegetic function is interrelated to that of
hiss father George and his father's adversary, Biff. Marty functions as
aa symptom of Biff, and a trace of George. In both guises he is an
indexicall sign of his own self split in time.111
II read the conceptual process reflected in this structure as
thatt of spacing, temporization, différance.™ In the work of Saussure,
Derridaa starts from the idea that every concept is inscribed in a chain
orr in a system within which it refers to other concepts, by means of
aa systematic play of differences. In opposition to Saussure, however,
Derridaa argues that the differences, continuous on the level of the
signifier,, always postpone the attachment of the signifier to the signifiedd so that signification remains an ongoing process. His theorizingg of the sign is part of his ongoing project to undo the myths of
origin,, in the first instance, that of speech as the origin of language.
Derridaa argues his way out of the opposition between meaning as

effectt and language as cause via the notion of the trace; a trace, as
hee explains, is no more an effect than it has a cause. He introduces
thee term différanee which points to the undecidability between the
referentt and the meaning, and alludes to a continuous alternation
whichh does not rely on synthesis. Différanee also reminds us that the
productionn of meaning occurs in time, hence, meaning is dependent
onn the event, but it can be disclosed on the basis of a structure. The
Frenchh verb différer means to differ and to defer. Différanee sounds
exactlyy the same as difference (to differ) and as the progressive form
off différer (to defer). The ending -ance effectuates not only a new
meaning,, but it designates the space and time between difference as
differing,, and difference as defering. Hence, it points to a particular
structuree of meaning. v
Thiss decentering of the sign provides a basis for theorizing
thee narrative modality predicated on this decomposition. 1 suggest
thatt in the new Hollywood narratives such as Back to the Future,
différaneedifféranee is thematized, and here it is in the first place related to
thee structuring of subjectivity.v1 As a character, Marty McFly is producedd through difference and deferral. He goes back in time to his
ownn origin, but as it turns out, he is the condition of that origin; as
such,, he can be understood as both a sign and the condition of signification.. As a sign Marty at the same time designates the differencess on which that sign is predicated; he is dependent on - that is,
hee is both different and the same as - his father George, as well as
hiss father's adversary Biff. The close reading of the sample scenes
willl show that the dynamic process of producing difference as a literalizationn of meaning production through deferral of time emerges
ass a prominent feature of this mode of filmic narration.V11
Forr the purpose of articulating the specificities of the
modalityy of narrative produced through the structure of différanee,
ass well as its effects, 1 will endorse Bal's semiotics of narrative. Since
thiss modality of narrative is closely related to the structuring of subjectivityy we need to establish the relations between the subject positions.. Conversely, when it comes to establishing the trace of subjectivityy we need to take into account the structuring of the narrative:
Thee notion does not necessarily point backwards to some originn it allows one to reconstruct. Rather, the trace, as symptomm or index, relates to its co-text by contiguity. Projecting
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thee network of a semantic space onto the continuous parts of
thee enunciated, it becomes progressive rather than regressive,
pointing,, not to the outcome of an original activity but to
thee form of a structure. (Bal 1994:105)
Bal'ss statement implies that meaning is not something stable that is
too be filled in, but it is processed via nonsynonymous forces; a trace,
symptomm or index should not be thought of in terms of what they
meann or where they come from, but in relation to the structure we
cann extract on the basis of specific relations between subject positionss as well as characters.vni Hence, these structures embody the
Derridiann theory of meaning production, inflected by Bal's emphasis
onn the narrativity of that process.
11 have isolated three interrelated processes of meaning productionn in Back to the Future where the structure of time travel
governss the structuring of subjectivity. In each of the processes, differencee (between subject positions and characters) is produced
throughh time travel, and in that sense, the process of meaning productionn can be observed as an allegory of différance. In this chapter
11 will address the following manifestations of différance produced
throughh narrative structuring: 1) the process whereby the father is
elaboratedd as incapable of intersubjective exchange and thus
emergess as the negative emblem of différance; 2) the intersubjective
processs located in the exchangeability of subject positions and characters;; and 3) the process of producing difference as sameness.
Actually,, in all three instances the process of producing differencee as sameness is at work. The reason 1 have nevertheless isolatedd this process is to problematize the relation between vision and
thee narrated content. Via the story a new fabula is produced, but
thiss is only possible due to the fact that Marty is acting simultaneouslyy from the past and the future. He is both different and the
same,, and his ability to focalize, to color the story with subjectivity
iss inextricable from his capacity to act upon the fictional world of
thee fabula.
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Ass 1 have already noted, the structure we can trace on the basis of
subjectt positions and characters points both backward and forward
andd can thus be brought into relation with the notion of différance.

Thee tracing of this process of meaning production involves a parallel
examinationn of the story and the fabula. This implies that we need
too take into account the subject positions expressed on the level of
thee story, as well as the elements of the fabula such as actors and
events.. The crucial issue here is the production of difference through
time,, or rather the conceptualizing of subjectivity in relation to time.
Thee father's inability to act, to move through space, that is to trace
hiss presence in time, echoes his inability to assert himself as a subjectt of vision.
Scenee 1 revolves around three characters who are locked
togetherr in the wheel of history of this filmic narrative: the father,
(Georgee McFly), the son (Marty McFly) and Biff. It is the opening of
thee film, we are in the year 1985, in the McFly home. We enter the
scenee with Marty and encounter George and his boss Biff in the
midstt of a discussion. Biff has wrecked George's car but George will
havee to take the blame. George is forced into a defensive position,
becausee Biff insists that the car had a "blind spot" which supposedly
causedd the accident and made him spill beer on his suit. Marty is the
indirectt victim of Biffs brutality, for as we soon find out he needed
thee car to go to the lake with his girlfriend Jennifer. Marty's functionn in the scene is twofold: he challenges Biffs dominating force
byy offering himself as the object of confrontation, and later, he
challengess George's weakness by positing himself as the subject of
confrontation.. As it turns out, the confrontation between Biff and
Martyy cannot be radicalized because George is attached to it as the
otherr side of the coin, or, in terms of Saussure's definition of the
sign,, as the two sides of a sheet of paper, such that the confrontationn between George and Marty cannot even begin in Biffs absence.
Inn this set-up, the father appears to be "stuck" between Biff as his
nightmaree from the past, and Marty, who functions as the reminder
thatt the unresolved past comes back from the future.
Underneathh George's humiliation and Marty's hopelessness it
iss possible to extract a succession of three interactions: Biff/George
versuss Marty (shots 1-5), Biff versus Marty (shots 6-10) and Marty
versuss George (shots 11-13). In shots 1-5, Marty acts as the observer
off the interaction between George and Biff; in shots 7-10 he is
placedd in the confronting position with Biff; and in shots 11-13
Martyy attempts to confront George but George immediately gives in.

Martyy VCTSUS George/Biff: Who Controls
thee Flow of Time?
Inn shots 1-5 where Marty acts as the
observer,, the space he occupies is rather
undefined,, though it is a vantage point
fromm which the interaction between
Georgee and Biff is presented. The shots of Marty (shots 2, 4 and 8)
interpolatedd into the 3/4 medium shot of George and Biff confirm
Marty'ss position as the outsider, but their main function is to "cut
1""" and thus block the excess of Biffs dominating force. The excess
cann be noted in the duration of the shots where Biff and George are
interacting;; shot 1 (21"), shot 3 (11"), shot 5 (24") and shot 7 (20").
Theirr interaction appears a well-known routine where George is subordinatedd and passive and Biff is dominant and active. Marty's
arrivall into the above situation interrupts the ritual, but more importantly,, it throws the power relations out of balance. In shots 1, 3
andd 5 Marty is posited as the focalizor, both Biff and George are
objectss of Marty's observation and thus equally subordinated to his
pointt of vision.
Martyy versus Biff: A Force Blocked by Vision
Biffss urge to move and frustrate the set-up in which he is being
watchedd is thus a logical outcome; Biff exits shot 5 and intrudes
uponn Marty's space (shot 6). There is not much he is able to do
theree except take a few candies from the bowl, exit the shot and
finallyy return to his original position (shot 7). In shot 7, Biff takes a
longg walk all the way to the kitchen "pulling" the camera along,
againn trying to expand his territory as it is defined by the frame. At
thee end of shot 7, however, Biff still remains no more than the
objectt of Marty's vision. This irritates him to such an extent that he
startss marching (shot 9) toward Marty forcing the camera to withdraww backwards, and on top of that forcing Marty's internal focalizationn to shift to external focalization. After having physically
attackedd Marty's vision he will also attack it verbally. From the
shot/reversee shot relationship established between Biff and Marty in
shotss 7-10, it is evident that Biff cannot really disturb Marty's positionn as the focalizing agent. Even though the shift in focalization
fromm internal to external suggests Biffs momentary advantage, the
cameraa moving backwards is expressing an imaginary retreat, for

Martyy is standing still, ready to face Biff. And in fact, as it is evident
fromm shot 11, Biff cannot cause Marty to move, nor can he cross
Marty'ss space; instead, to leave the McFly house Biff takes a turn to
thee left.
Biffss question, "What are you looking at, butthead?" does
nott cause Marty to withdraw, but it "intimidates," paradoxically
enough,, the higher, invisible focalizing agent. The focalizor's reactionn to Biff indicates that the power of the invisible authority is
weakerr than that of Marty. It is a moment where story clashes with
thee fabula; as a character Biff is intervening into the vision which
exceedss the fictional world. At the same time, Marty's vision, elaboratedd as superior to that of the highest authority is affecting Biffs
action.. We have to recall here the technical difference between the
storyy and the fabula; the fabula has been defined as a series of
eventss and can be understood as material or content that is worked
intoo a story. But, as is the case with the filmic narrative in question,
ann aspect of storytelling and concretely Marty's focalization, determiness the events of the fabula. Conversely, Biff as the agent of
actionn affects the position of the highest narratorial agency.
Martyy versus George: The Father Stuck in Time
Thee third interaction (shots 11-13) between George and Marty could
betterr be described as a confrontation which is resolved before it
evenn had a chance to begin. Marty exits shot 11 disengaging himself
fromm George and in shot 12 assumes a position which potentially
allowss an exchange of looks. In shot 13 George immediately gives in
andd thus misses the opportunity to act as a subject.
Thee three interactions described above can be distinguished
inn terms of focalization as well as action. The cinematic signifier
whichh proves pertinent for determining the characters' capacity to
actt is the camera movement. The intrinsic capacity of film to capturee time is most evident through movement. It involves the characters'' movement through space, and in that Tespect, the subjects'
presencee in time is confirmed through action. Each of the three
interactions,, Marty versus George/Biff, Marty versus Biff and Marty
versuss George, can be observed in terms of the characters' movementss through space. In the opening of the scene, before the first
interactionn is set up, it is Marty who makes the camera move when
hee walks into the house and assumes his position as the observer. In
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thee interaction George/Biff versus Marty, it is Biff who traverses trie
spacee of the McFly home, pulling the camera along.
Althoughh Marty stands still in this part of the scene, his disadvantagee is recuperated through his ability to see. Marty's position
ass a subject is confirmed in the second part of the scene, in his
interactionn with Biff; that is, Biffs ability to move can be understoodd as symmetrical to Marty's ability to see. In the third interaction,, Marty versus George, Marty takes control of the camera movement.. The one who does not have the ability to move through space
iss George. He is "moved" when Biff pulls his tie, he does not dare to
doo more than appear on the edge of Biffs newly conquered territory
(shott 17), or remains far away in the background (shot 11). Thus it
iss not only his fifties image, hairstyle and glasses that anchor George
inn another time. In the given situation George's inability to trace his
presencee in movement through space echoes his inability to trace his
presencee in time. Finally, his inability to cause action or produce
visionn infers a crisis of subjectivity.
Thiss father is introduced as stuck in space and time and
thus,, in terms of spacing and temporization, he can be understood
ass a negative emblem of différance. He is not capable of making
himselff present in space and time and this has a negative effect on
thee entire family. As the following scene demonstrates, the family
memberss are framed by a vision of the past.

Frialigg ike Preseet Ttroigh the Pist
Whilee in ET-The Extraterrestrial the low camera angle functions as a
signn of subjectivity, in Back to the Future, the camera movement,
apartt from confirming the characters' capacity to make themselves
presentt in space (and time), proves to be a very prominent sign of
subjectivee vision. In the subsequent scene (scene 2), time functions
ass a focalizing agent, and it is the camera movement that enables us
too trace this invisible subjective vision. The following events dovetail
directlyy to the previous scene. The McFly family is having dinner,
theyy seem to be actively communicating but in fact there is a constantt play of evading the possibility of a dialogue. Either a character
whoo is addressing another character looks away not expecting the
otherr person to return the took, or, as is the case with George, he is
completelyy unaware that he is being addressed. It is a situation
wheree the father appears as one of the kids, watching TV and doing
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hiss "homework" at the same time.
Throughh her ability to motivate the camera to move, the
motherr is presented as the dominant figure in the McFly family. Her
abilityy to move through space, however, is connected to the alcohol
shee fetches every time she rises from the table. Apparently, Lorraine's
drinkingg habit helps her to sustain her role in this family. Because
Georgee is busy watching a rerun from 1955 and writing a report for
Biff,, she is left to deal with family matters and parental guidance.
Shee is very judgemental and her views on how teenagers (especially
thee girls) should act are based on the rules which held in the 50s.
Herr lecture is supported with a story she has told a million times
aboutt her and George as teenagers and how destiny brought them
together.. In shots 4, 6, 9, and 11 she is directing her attention
towardd the opposite side of the table where George is seated, for he
iss the one who plays such an important role in her idealization of
thee past. In shot 5 he reacts as if he just woke up from a dream, in
shotss 7 and 10, he is not even looking at Lorraine. Instead she provokess a reaction of the invisible focalizor. More precisely, in shots 6,
99 and 11, the camera is moving toward Lorraine.
Sincee there is no one on the other side of the table who
couldd motivate the camera to move forward, it is possible to concludee that the camera movement is provoked by Lorraine's story
aboutt the events from the past. The romantic story about "The
Enchantmentt Under the Sea Dance" which took place in 1955 can
thuss for the millionth time find its "happy ending" in the present
onlyy because the present is re-framed according to the past. Framed
byy the past, Lorraine finishes her story and waits for George's
response.. In the next shot, (shot 12) George indeed turns toward
Lorraine,, but not to react to her story, for he wasn't even listening.
Hee is cracking up with laughter, totally absorbed with his Jacky
Gleasonn show.
Theree is an additional conclusion we can draw here: if we
recalll the "timid" focalizing agency from the previous scene we
couldd possibly infer that this father is a personification of such an
authority.. In this scene, the absence of the father's reactions again
makess way for this subjective vision. The only thing this authority
seeminglyy has to offer to the McFly family is the time-frame of the
past.. By tracing the father's subjectivity it is easy to conclude that
thiss father needs to "repaired." The improvement will entail inserting

thiss father into the structure of différance. In that respect, Derrida's
termm helps us not only to illuminate the working of a subjectivity
conditionedd through the tension between the past and the future
self,, as is the case with the son, but it is equally useful for characterizingg the negative emblem of this type of subjectivity. Clearly, the
father,, as the negative emblem of différance is stuck in between the
pastt and the future. The implied crisis of paternity carries a promise,
ass Elsaesser suggests, "not only for men, but also for women, not
onlyy for Americans but for all multi-cultural societies" (10). While
thee time travel genre may give way to another, improved masculinity
andd paternity, it also reconfirms the already dominant preoccupation
off Western culture with fathers and sons.
Moree precisely, in the films in question, we can trace the
productivee value of time travel, but the rescue of the "world," of
history,, and of the symbolic order is conditioned by the relationship
betweenn the father and the son. Even though the mother is sufferingg a crisis of subjectivity, the troubled father personifies the crisis
off the higher narratorial authority. In chapters five and six 1 will
demonstratee that within the symbolic universe of the father, the
femalee characters are traditionally posited in between an intersubjectivee exchange, as a negative emblem of différance. As a result of this
tendencyy the production of subjectivity is obstructed. Unlike the
troubledd male subjects, however, who are ultimately inserted into
thee structure of différance, the female subjects do not have this
option.. This has to do with the vision which determines the limits of
whatt is conceivable and acceptable, vision which ultimately (restructuress the possibilities of existence. If time travel is about encounteringg the self, the rescue operation can work insofar as the subject is
capablee of engaging in an intersubjective exchange. As is the case
withh new Hollywood blockbusters, only the male characters are envisionedd as capable of doubling and exchanging places with each
other. .

Thee Pliy With Fitire History
Blockbusterr films such as Back to the Future are preoccupied with
restoringg the symbolic universe of the father, but the regressive
naturee of this narrative-ideological purpose is established through
strategiess which, paradoxically enough, put pressure on this fixation.
Onee clear example is the elaboration of the narratorial authority as a
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vulnerablee entity in scenes 1 and 2. The clash of contradictory paradigmss is particularly evident, however, in the new Hollywood's narrativizingg of time travel. As far as time travel in Hollywood films is
concerned,, two prominent SF inventions made such a journey possible.. One is the apparatus known as the time machine, the other is
teleportationn or "beaming down." 1x Both time traveling devices owe
theirr efficacy to "science." A close analysis of the film Back to the
FutureFuture confirms, however, that time travel, and accordingly "science,"" owe their efficacy to the strategies of narrative.
Inn the film in question, the working of "science" in the productionn of time travel is manifested on two levels. On a more obviouss level, time travel is elaborated as an illusion, as a cinematic
attractionn in its own right. On another level, time travel is elaborated
ass an intersubjective process. In the beginning of the film, Doc
Emmett Brown invites his young friend Marty to witness the time
travell experiment. He asks him to record this "historical event" on
video.. Doc's experiment commences with the launching of his dog
Einsteinn on a journey through time. The experiment is elaborated as
aa spectacle staged by the scientist; Doc's ability to manipulate his
objectt of knowledge is emphasized in his toying with the time
machinee via the remote control. The "scientific" object being put on
displayy gives a Cartesian twist to this brief episode: "third person"
visionn emerges as a major factor in the production of time travel.
Thee Cartesian subject, traditionally defined through its abilityy to produce "objective" vision, and by extension "objective"
knowledge,, has been one of the central concerns of contemporary
epistemology.. Philosopher Lorraine Code explains that within the
Cartesiann paradigm the construction of the subject-object relation in
thee production of knowledge is conditioned through the privileged
rolee of vision:
Withh its roots both in Platonic philosophy and in the sophisticatedd development o f optics in the early modern scientific era,
itt is no wonder that vision would have emerged as a model
bothh of knowing per se and of the best and most natural
relationshipp between knower and known. [...] For Descartes,
whoo contributed to the science of optics and for whom vision
figuress preeminently as a source of sensory experience, the
choicee of this model is not surprising. But the (often unspo-

ken)) assumption that vision can set the standards for perceptuall accuracy, knowledge, representation, and theories of
mentall imagery is less plausible. Rather, the privileging of
visionn structures the conceptualizations of problems of knowledgee in ways that are more matters of happenstance and historicall accident than necessity. (Code 1991:140)
Thee new Hollywood cinema plays on the illusions this paradigm promotes.. On the one hand, the film is introducing the myth of science
viaa sophisticated optical illusions, on the other hand, the myth is
alsoo decomposed via the structuring of the narrative. In the episode
describedd above from the film's opening, Doc operates his machine
withh the remote control, in the film's closing, however, Doc himself
willl be incorporated into the time machine. What is implicitly put on
displayy in the former case, is the new Hollywood technology; the
goall of the implied "scientists" is not to make time travel work, but
too produce the illusion that it works. Time travel as demonstrated in
thee scene owes its "objectivity" to a large crew of specialists, animators,, pyrotechnicians, still photographers who are all actually coveringg up the impotence of "science" to make time travel possible/
Butt the closing scene reframes this relation between science
andd vision. In the latter case, as it is elaborated in the scene of
Marty'ss departure to the future, and contrary to the implicit scientistss from Industrial Light and Magic, Doc Brown is engaged in an
intersubjectivee process with the time traveling vehicle. To harness
thee energy from the bolt of lightning which is about to strike the
clockk tower and transport Marty back to the future, Doc employs his
ownn body as a conductor of electricity. Doc's "becoming" of the
timee machine is emphasized in his hanging from the clock tower tryingg to reconnect the broken circuit.xl Doc's arm becomes the third
handd of the clock doubling the composition of his invention - the
fluxx capacitor - that enables time travel.
Thee scientist's becoming the object of knowledge, or the
ultimatee suspension between Doc and the time machine, literalizes
Code'ss assertion that if primacy is given to intersubjectivity, knowledgee produced can change both knower and the known. In that
respect,, through the narrativizing of time travel, this new Hollywood
filmm incorporates the concerns of contemporary epistemology influencedd by feminism and postmodernism.*11 The primacy given to
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intersubjectivity,, traceable particularly through the structure of différance,férance, displays in addition a postmodenist desire to rescue those
historiess and subjectivities which were silenced by the dominant fiction.. Or, to put it in Elsaesser's terms, because time travel is about
encounteringg the self, the acts of self-displacement make possible a
re-assessmentt and reconciliation with the present. Nevertheless, the
playy with the intersubjective exchange and the demythologizing of
thee Cartesian subject is enveloped within a vision which forges its
ownn "scientific enterprise" - the re-invention of the father.
Theree is another instance in the film where the narrativizing
off time travel underscores the new Hollywood's capacity to absorb
culturall information from heterogeneous domains. It is an instance
off "second person" discourse which dovetails with the above discussionn and illuminates the relation between narrative and epistemology.. Bal explains that the concept of second-personhood has a triple
allegiance:: 1) it indicates the derivative status of personhood; the
fundamentall impossibility to be, both psychologically and socially, a
personn without the traces of the person's grafted being; 2) as presentedd by Benveniste and subsequent theorists in his vein, secondpersonhoodd indicates the reversible relationship of complementarity
betweenn "first" and "second person" pronouns whose use produces
subjectivityy and constitutes the essence of language precisely
becausee the pronouns do not refer to fixed positions; and 3) second-personhoodd indicates those persons, subjects or discourses formerlyy referred to as the "object" but now engaged in the dialogue
off the performance. Considering that the "first" and the "second
person"" positions are by definition reversible, Bal explains that one
off the ways to measure the engagement of the "second person" in
thee production of knowledge is precisely by examining the actual
reversibilityy of "first" and "second" person (Bal, 1996: 165-194). x "'
Inn Back to the Future, the second person discourse is staged
throughh Doc's look into the camera as a way to simulate time travel.
Dr.. James Watson "accidentally" discovered that the DNA code is a
double-helixx spiral after a "flash" while descending a spiral staircase
att Oxford. x l v In a similar manner, Doc Emmet Brown in Back to the
Future,Future, had a flash when he fell from his toilet and hit his head on
thee sink while he was trying to hang a clock. This caused him to
accidentallyy discover the flux-capacitor which makes time travel possible.. In "practicality," the flux capacitor is built into a De Lorean

racingg car and it needs the electrical power of 1.21 gigawatts, generatedd by plutonium, before it can transport someone through time
att the speed of 88 miles per hour. Doc Brown's plan to travel
throughh time is frustrated, however, and the one who accidentally
findss himself in the year 1955, is Doc's friend Marty. In the year
19555 there is no plutonium. Hence, the only way Marty can be
launchedd back to 1985 is through a bolt of lightning. Doc Brown is
soo excited when this possibility is confirmed that he moves towards
thee camera, points to it, looks at the camera and exclaims, "Next
Saturdayy night we're sending you back to the future!"
Thee cases in which a character looks at the camera in a fictionn film are quite exceptional because the effect is that the characterr is actually addressing the viewers. The illusion of the filmic world
thuss far created is momentarily disturbed and the viewer is thrown
outt of his or her hitherto experience of the screening. In relation to
thee experience of temporality, what occurs is the collapse of the
physicall time of the screening onto the physical time of the viewing.
Thee look into the camera therefore has the effect of a stress which
cann be described as the filmic expression of a "real" present.50' In
thrillers,, particularly those by Hitchcock, the character's look into the
cameraa can be understood in terms of its psychological value. It
increasess tension and discomfort, and foregrounds the sense that a
characterr is at a "dead end," he or she could be "facing" the danger
thatt is either coming from within, or threatening from the outside.
Thee fact that there may be no one out there to return the look does
nott make it any less subjective. On the contrary, this unidentified
subjectivityy can yield important conclusions regarding the characters'
psychologicall make-up. xv1
AA look directed to the camera has been used in cinema veritéité or documentaries as a means to sharpen the viewer's sense of
"everydayy reality" and to underscore the moment of "truth," so to
speak.. This is particularly noticeable in the films of Jean Luc
Godard:: the actors often address the camera creating a distantiation
effectt in the Brechtian sense. What is more, the "apparatus" itself is
revealedd and directed at the viewers, as in Mépris, for example.50*"1
Thee specific feature, which accompanies the engagement of the secondd person, is a direct intervention of the text into the time of the
viewer.. By directly addressing the viewer, the text assumes not so
muchh the role of the speaker, but instead it assumes the role of the

performer.. In Ernst van Alphen's terms, it is an instance where the
textt is looking for an encounter with the viewer (Alphen van, 1997).
Itt is for this reason, 1 would suggest, that second person discourse
cann also be seen as a performative event. In that respect, 1 would
add,, rather then showing us the image of the second person, second
personn discourse puts the "phatic" dimension of the text into play,
wheree the viewer's experience becomes the defining part of the
film.™'" "
Inn that particular moment, the second person discourse
engagess the viewer in the production of the present. It engages him
orr her in the process of exchanging the present with the future and
thee past. By addressing the camera Doc Brown is directly addressing
thee viewer so that the viewer momentarily becomes involved in the
discourse.. The viewer's present is Doc Brown's future; if Marty is to
goo back to the future he needs to return to the viewer's very present.. In that particular instance Doc Brown and the viewer are both
"first"" and "second persons"; Doc's solicitation of the "second persons"" works to constitute Doc's "1," but since it is also the solicitationn of the "second person's" present, only the return of the look,
thuss the exchange of positions can place Doc in the past. Clearly, in
BackBack to the Future the second person discourse is not employed to
showw the image of "you" but to engage both "first" and "second
person"" in the process of time travel.
Thee reason 1 am going into such lengths to describe
aa single moment in a new Hollywood blockbuster film
iss two-fold. Firstly, 1 want to dispel the notion that a
secondd person needs to have its own image in order
forr Benveniste's concepts to work. Second, 1 want to
emphasizee this cinema's overall tendency to initiate a
playy between narrative and epistemology, albeit for regressive purposes.. The second person discourse has epistemological implications
particularlyy through its insistence on the historical present. The
"phaticc calling" of the text to communicate with us, is thus appropriatedd as a means to take us for a ride through time. The offscreenn space Doc is addressing is inhabited by me. For that one brief
moment,, 1 experience myself as the object of Doc's focalization, and
accordinglyy 1 experience "my time" as constitutive of the structure
off time travel. The main issue here is the narrative modality of the
discoursee not its linguistic nature; my "1" becomes operative only

throughh the relation with a "you." Hence, the deixis staged through
Doc'ss look into the camera requires my presence, but, even more
importantly,, for the time travel to work the deixis requires my present. sent.
Ann additional element in this scene indicates that subjectivityy is not something given that can be shown in an image but that it
iss a product of relations between the past and the future. Doc
Brownn not only looks at the viewer but he also points his index fingerr in the same direction. His index finger is an indexical sign; it
suggestss the indexical relationship between the pointer and that
whichh is pointed to, the inside and the outside of the frame. x , x The
factt that Doc Brown points forward but actually says "back to..."
underscoress once more the paradox of traveling through time. Time
travell evidently cannot be conceived on the basis of the opposition
presence/absencee or inside/outside. Instead, it is the systematic play
off differences, of traces of differences, of the spacing by which elementss relate to one another. This suspension between the inside and
thee outside, the past and the future, helps us grasp the notion that
subjectivityy cannot be illustrated as a unified investment.

Rtnenberligg the Fitire
Unlikee his father who is stuck in space and time, and does not have
thee ability to assert himself either as a subject of action or a subject
off vision, Marty can see both prospectively and retrospectively. When
hee arrives in the past, his vision is informed by the future, when he
Teturnss to the new improved future he has helped to create, his
visionn is informed by the old state of things. In scene 3 time is
againn inscribed as a focalizing agent. In contrast to scene 2, where
thee family relations are framed through the subjective vision of the
past,, here, it is the present framing the past as a present, that is, it
iss an instance of "remembering the future."
Uponn his arrival to the year 1955 Marty goes to the local
diner.. He accidentally witnesses an interaction between Biff and
Georgee as teenagers. He becomes aware that he is seated next to his
futuree father when he recognizes the Biff-George relationship from
thee present. Marty is framed next to George when Biff shouts offscreen,, "Hey, McFly!" (shot 1). Both Marty and George turn their
headss synchronously to the left, towards Biff. Biff is looking leftrightt addressing George (shot 2). In shot 3, which has the function

off a reverse shot, in place of a shot of George, a shot of Marty follows.. He is looking left-right, hence, he is not looking at Biff,
insteadd he is sharing Biffs point of vision. He seems to belong to a
spacee outside the mise-en-scéne\ he is focalized from a very subjectivee position, yet this vision cannot be attributed to any of the characters.. In shot 5 the camera even moves closer to Marty in an
extremee close-up. Again no one in the diner is looking at him. It is
thereforee possible to conclude that the memory of the relationship
betweenn George and Biff from the future, triggered this camera
movement.. The situation in shot 6, the shot Marty is observing, is
elaboratedd as a déjè vu - Biff is abusing George, George is afraid to
fightt back. The seemingly unmotivated camera movement provides
aa time-frame for Marty's vision. It underscores both the difference
andd the sameness of what was/is happening in the past/present and
thatt which is/was happening in the present/past. This time-frame
securess a privileged position for Marty. As the one who is coming
fromm the future, he has the power to redeem the past as both fabula
andd history. x x This power to see both in prospect and in retrospect,
ass 1 have already noted, conditions Marty's capacity to affect the
actionss and events.

Takligg the Nice of the Filler
Inn sample scene 4, Marty follows George to a street in the suburban
areaa where he discovers that George is sitting on a tree branch lookingg through binoculars. He realizes that George is looking at the figuree of a semi-nude woman behind a window on the opposite side of
thee street. George's vision (shot 3) is mediated by Marty; that is,
George'ss looking is embedded into Marty's vision. In shot 5 Marty is
lookingg and in shot 6 we see the product of his internal focalization,
aa figure of a woman in her underwear. Even though Marty refers to
Georgee as a Peeping Tom, he is the one who produces a subjective
visionn of the female body. George, framed together with the object
off his vision, is only the implied Peeping Tom.
Martyy is elaborated as a focalizing agent with a higher
authority,, but more importantly, here, the father's vision is embeddedd into the vision of the son. This capacity to see in place of the
father,, will soon be complemented with the capacity to act in place
off the father. If we recall the father's incapacity to function as the
agentt of vision or the agent of action in scenes 1 and 2, we can

graspp the potentially productive effect of Marty's capacity to act and
seee in father's place. At one moment George slips from the branch
andd lands in the middle of the street. To prevent George from gettingg hit by a car, Marty pushes him away from the street (shot 13).
Ass a consequence of this heroic action, Marty interferes with the
coursee of events. He gets hit by the car and ends up lying unconsciouss on the street. It just happens that the accident occurs in front
off Lorraine's house and that it was Lorraine's father driving the car.
Martyy will be brought into the house and Lorraine, Marty's future
motherr will fall in love with him instead of with his future father
George. .
Thiss apparently successful execution of the Oedipal trajectoryy is the convenient starting point for the operation of rescuing history,, because it will need to be undone. George should have been
thee victim of the accident that occurred in front of Lonaine's house,
forr it was an ideal chance for him to provoke Lorraine's interest in
him.. Marty's interfering with the course of events prevents his parentss from falling in love and brings his own existence and that of
hiss siblings into danger. It is extremely difficult for Marty to repair
thiss damage because George's self-esteem is so low that he does not
daree act on his interest in Lorraine. Marty is so desperate that he
decidess to play a trick on George. Having found out that George is
obsessedd with science fiction, Marty dresses up as a visitor from
anotherr planet and orders George to ask Lorraine to the dance.
Interestinglyy enough, Marty appears as the notorious Darth Vader, a
cultt father figure of the new Hollywood cinema. xx1 This intertextual
reference,, coming from George's future, points to the mobility of
diegeticc roles and underscores Marty's function as both the son and
thee father. Just as importantly, it places Marty on the side of the
Fatherr - the authority who rules the symbolic universe.

Focillziigg t l i Story. Ravlslig ike Fibila
Marty'ss multiple vision conditions his simultaneous presence in the
futuree and the past, but also in the story and the fabula. Scene 5
takess place the morning after Darth Vader's visit. George is finally
readyy to take action and approach Lorraine. Marty accompanies
Georgee to the diner where all the high school kids hang out; he
givess George a few last tips and remains in the background. George
managess to approach the table where Lorraine is seated and com-

mencess his speech. Everything is going fine at first but
thenn the speech is brutally interrupted, twice. On the
levell of the fabula he is interrupted by Biff and on the
levell of the story he is interrupted by Marty. In shot 8,
hee is interrupted by Marty's vision, and in shot 13, he
iss interrupted by Biffs action.
Althoughh it is in Marty's interest that George
andd Lorraine fall in love, in this scene he is elaborated
ass both the rescuer and the aggressor. The shot of
Martyy at the bar (shot 8) interpolated into George's
speechh has a disturbing effect and for the first time
interruptss George's action. In the sequence of shots 477 a shot/reverse shot is established between George
andd Lorraine. Just as George has succeeded in getting
herr attention (shot 7), the shot of Marty (which comes
inn place of the shot of George), interrupts the flow of
thiss event. George even stumbles in his speech. He tells
Lorrainee she is his density, instead of destiny.
Nevertheless,, when Biff definitely obstructs
George'ss attempt to ask Lorraine to the dance and
humiliatess him, Marty stands up to Biff. On the one
hand,, functioning as the aggressor, Marty's role in
George'ss life is similar to the role Biff plays. On the e
otherr hand, however, by being able to act like Biff,
Martyy is also able to confront Biff and thereby fulfill
thee role that George is unable to perform. In the previouss scene, Marty overpowers George's focalization of
Lorraine,, but he saves him from being hit by a car.
Here,, in a similar manner, Marty's multiple function
occurss simultaneously on different levels: on the level
off the story he is the aggressor, while on the level of
thee fabula he is the rescuer. As in the previous scene,
Marty'ss rescue causes more damage. Lorraine's infatuationn with Marty is confirmed, but in the long run, as
samplee scene 6 shows, the conflation of Marty and Biff
enabless George finally to confront Biff, and as if by
mistake,, change history - Marty's capacity to stand in
forr the other characters as a subject of vision and a
subjectt of action, makes this time travel possible.

Thee Exchangeability of Diegetic Agents
Onn the basis of the information gathered so far we can
concludee that Marty is represented as a character who
comess into being, so to speak, on the account of his
capacityy to exchange places with George and Biff. This
iss radicalized in scene 6 where Marty stages an act that
iss supposed to offer George the possibility of proving
thatt he is a man who can stand up for himself and the
womann he loves. The purpose of the scheme is to undo
thee mother's infatuation with the son, and thus in the
firstt place, it involves an exchange of the paternal and
thee filial position. The act involves the exchange of
characters:: Marty will take Lorraine to "The
Enchantmentt Under the Sea Dance" but he will first
talkk her into "parking" with him. When he starts gettingg "fresh" George will arrive on the scene, punch
Martyy in the stomach and rescue Lorraine.
Thee Oedipal drama which Marty accidentally
triggeredd in scene 4 is endangering his existence. To
undoo the damage he has to create the conditions for
thee mother to fall in love with the father. The mother's
infatuationn with the son comes to symbolize the sense
off a troubled history, and therefore, setting history in
orderr presupposes that the two major protagonists of
thee symbolic order, the father and the son, exchange
places.. In Marty's scheme, however, George is required
too play a courageous man of action instead of a wimp
whoo gets the girl because the girl's father hit him with
aa car. The son is the one, then, who decides which role
thee father is going to play in the operation of rescuing
history.. Interestingly, the role Marty assigns to himself
correspondss to the role Biff plays in George's life. As
thee one who could potentially molest a girl, Marty is at
thee same time assuming Biffs role in history.
Ass soon as the rescue operation starts to
unfoldd the problems arise. First of all his mother is
behavingg in a way totally opposite to the role Marty
hadd in mind for her. Lorraine does not at all mind
"parking"" with him, she smokes and drinks, and what is
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more,, she seems ready to be seduced. Just as Vie is tryingg to recover from the shock, the car door opens and
insteadd of being confronted with George, Marty is suddenlyy faced with the wrong character - Biff. Biff pulls
himm out of the car and takes his place (scene 6A, shots
8-14).. As a consequence of this intervention from the
"outside,"" resulting in the exchange of places between
Martyy and Biff - when he arrives to the parking lot a
feww moments later ready to perform his "hero" act,
insteadd of a fictional bully George finds the worst
nightmaree of his life - Biff. The process whereby
Marty'ss scenario is being played out is gradually turningg into a different scenario. It is an instance, 1 would
suggest,, where the story, or the process of telling is
reconstructingg the fabula.
Evenn though Marty and Biff have exchanged
places,, George's role remains the same - he has to rescuee Lorraine. The question is whether he can go
throughh with it in a situation where the story and the
fabula,, or rather fiction and reality have collapsed onto
eachh other, and where he has to execute not only his
rolee in the story but also his role in history. In scene
6B,, shot 2 George puts on an act, raises his finger
threateninglyy and orders that Lorraine be left alone.
Whenn he discovers that Biff is in the car with Lorraine
andd that she is really crying for help, he hesitates and
thenn repeats the gesture and the rehearsed line. This
hass unwanted consequences: when he attempts to
punchh Biff in the stomach Biff grabs his arm and starts
twistingg it. To get out of this situation George needs to
bee more than the puppet hero he was going to play in
Marty'ss narrative. His ultimate victory over Biff is elaboratedd as a call of masculinity: in the series of shots 11
too 17 (scene 6C), before he strikes Biff, there are three
interpolatedd shots of George's hand in the process of
clenchingg (12, 14 and 16). The hand is dismembered,
andd it appears that George is suddenly becoming aware
thatt this unfamiliar object loaded with an extreme
powerr is at his disposal. Firm and erect, it enables him

too produce a historical knock-out. Marty's journey into
thee past causes a severe disorder because by mistake he
takess his father's place. Nevertheless, by creating the
conditionss to put the father back into place, Marty not
onlyy secures his own existence but succeeds in procreatingg a new and improved father. The effect exchanges
placess with the cause - the son "engenders" the father.
Wee can additionally notice that the deferral of
subjectivityy staged in the story, an example of which is
thee second person discourse, can also be observed on
thee level of the fabula. The exchangeability of " 1 " and
"you"" mirrors the structure of time travel generated
throughh the exchange of diegetic agents. The "first"
andd "second person" are neither different persons nor
onee and the same person, just as Marty is neither the
sonn nor the father, and the present is neither the
futuree nor the past. Whether we are dealing with an
exchangee of " 1 " and "you," Marty and George, the past
andd the future, each of the terms appear as the differencee of the other, or to put it in Derrida's terms, "as
thee other different and deferred in the economy of the
same."" It is a process where Marty is going back in
timee to the origin, yet he is both the origin and the
trace.. As a character Marty is "deferred": he is never
functioningg as Marty because he is at the same time
functioningg as George, as Biff, or as we shall see
below,, as his own self split in time.

Doublingg the Character-Image
Iff Marty is deferred and suspended between the past
andd the present, how can he return to where he came
from?? Evidently, time travel confronts us with a paradox,, especially in its backward sense. If one can exist in
aa time before one was born, then what was the nature
off that existence? As we learn from the film Back to
thethe Future, Marty's "repairing" the events from the past
endangerss his own existence. But if he were to be
deletedd from existence then he could not have traveled
intoo the past in the first place to do the reparation.

Thee logical problem is trie subject of a study by
UmbertoEcoo (1990).
Inn his study on possible worlds in the humanities,, arts and sciences, Eco distinguishes this type of
worldd as an "impossible possible world." According to
Eco,, an impossible possible world does not merely
mentionn something inconceivable, it rather builds up
thee conditions of its own conceivability. Eco explains
thatt when we are dealing with language, the temporal
orr spatial linearity of signifiers makes the recognition
off inconsistency more difficult. Thus the representation
off impossible possible worlds can be taken superficially
ass conceivable for pages and pages before one realizes
thee contradiction they display:
Itt is impossible to accept a situation where the
samee character splits into four different Toms.
Butt in the course of the narrative discourse the
contradictionn disappears because of a simple linguisticc trick: the Tom who says " 1 " is always the
onee with a higher exponent. (Eco 1990:79)
Ass 1 have argued, this is not due to the linguistic
naturee of discourse but to its narrative modality.
Hence,, it also holds for a cinematic narrative. Eco mentionss Back to the Future as an example of a filmic
impossiblee possible world. He asserts that what is at
stakee in the film is that we see the situation from the
pointt of view of the "higher" Tom. The scene Eco is
referringg to takes place at the location of Marty's
departuree to the past, and his arrival back to the future
(scenee 7). In the film's opening, Doc Brown is shot by a
groupp of revengeful terrorists and thereby, his plan to
travell through time is forever frustrated. To save his
ownn life Marty jumps into the time machine and accidentallyy escapes to the past. Once he is in the year
19555 Marty repeatedly tries to inform Doc Brown about
thiss unfortunate future event, but Doc refuses to listen.
Martyy has only one option left; to undo his friend's

death,, he must return to the future a few minutes before the terroristss arrive on the scene and finally warn Doc.
Scenee 7 opens as Marty is rushing towards the "past event"
onlyy to find out that he has arrived too late. There is nothing he can
doo except observe the replay of the past where Doc Brown is shot
whilee he, that is, his past self, jumps in the De Lorean time machine
andd speeds off into the past. It is a scene where two temporal continuumss overlap, so to speak, yet we are not confused because we
aree offered the point of vision of Marty 1 who has just arrived into
thee future, and we can easily discern him from Marty 2 who is just
aboutt to leave to the past. The entire scene is elaborated as a spectaclee for Marty 1; in shots 5, 7, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 and 22 he is
placedd in the position of the observer. The scene is elaborated as
Martyy 1 sees it. In other words, the events are focalized through
Martyy 1, which implicitly alludes to his higher subject position. He is
thee implied " 1 " or the "first person," not the one who says " 1 " but
thee one who looks, the subject of vision. Through my analysis of
bothh ET-The Extraterrestrial and Back to the Future, 1 have demonstratedd that the linguistic category of person can be constituted in
cinematicc texts as well, as it is primarily narrative structure not languagee that produces it.
Onee of the semiotic activities of the subject position of
Martyy 1 is in the first place to differ from Marty 2. He differs in the
sensee that he is granted the point of vision upon which narration
depends,, from which 1 infer that Marty 1 has a higher status as a
potentiall subject than Marty 2. Having witnessed Marty 2 literally
takee off into another temporal continuum, we can possibly draw the
conclusionn that the splitting of Marty's subjectivity is irreparable,
andd that he is therefore locked in a time loop, in the unbridgable
differencee between the past and the future.
Inn order to further problematize the role of focalization in
timee travel, it may be useful to briefly draw a comparison between
BackBack to the Future and two other time travel films - Chris Marker's
LaLa Jetée and Terry Gilliam's Twelve Monkeys. Gilliam's film is a
remakee of La Jetée, yet it employs the essential strategies of Back to
thethe Future, rather than those of its pre-text. 7Yve/ve Monkeys, just as
BackBack to the Future narrativizes the logical paradox, or the time loop
paradox,, whereas in La Jetée, the time traveler ends up caught in
thee paradox, in between two temporal continuums, as it were. In
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Marker'ss and in Gilliam's films, the time traveler is haunted by a
childhoodd dream. In the former, the dream takes place on the jetty
wheree the protagonist as a boy sees a man get shot. In the latter
film,, the dream is situated at the airport. As in La Jetée, the boy sees
aa man get shot and die. In both La Jetée and Twelve Monkeys the
timee traveler is the one who ends up being shot in the end, realizing
thatt what the boy saw in the dream was the scene of his own death.
Ass in Back to the Future, in Twelve Monkeys the time loop
paradoxx is also resolved through the structure of focalization. The
boy,, James Cole is the focalizor of his own death as an adult, and it
iss on account of his point of vision, that his death is "undone." He
willl grow up and continue to be haunted by this scene he saw as a
boy.. He will travel in time, get shot, and this event will again be
focalizedd by the boy. The loop will continue ad infinitum. In La
Jetée,Jetée, the scene of death is elaborated in entirely different way. As
ann experimental film, it is composed of still photographs, and the
timee traveling story is told by the off-screen narrator. In the first
instance,, the deferral of time is not achieved through the exchangeabilityy of subject positions or characters, but through the negation
off the first mobility of film, made possible by the alteration of
frames. x x nn With regard to focalization, the protagonist who ultimatelyy dies on the jetty is elaborated as the agent with the highest
authority;; he focalizes the scene where he has both returned to the
beginningg and arrived at the end. This opens up a whole new
dimension.. Regarding this time travel in retrospect, the protagonist
cann be understood as a specter, a ghost who comes to visit the
scenee of his death.
Whetherr the time traveler visits the scene of his death, or
thee scene of his procreation, the telling of this traveling through
timee is dependent on the time-frame of the narratorial authority.
Thiss time-frame points both backward and forward. A character such
ass Marty McFly whose character-image is doubled and even tripled
inn the course of the film, personifies this narratorial authority. This
iss particularly evident in the following scene.

letweeee the Prospective a i l Retrospective Vlsloe
Inn scene 2 Marty is able to frame the past/present according to the
future,, but it is in the film's closing that he definitely emerges as
thee agent with the highest authority. Once he has arrived back in
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thee future, Marty is shocked by all the changes that took place in his
family.. He wakes up and finds that everything is different. The
housee is redecorated, his brother has a good job, his sister has severall boyfriends, and finally, his parents seem happy and satisfied with
theirr lives. Back in the future, Biff is not George's boss anymore,
ratherr he waxes George's two cars. Marty is especially surprised by
alll the new discourses (in the sense of Foucault). His parents are
talkingg about their tennis game, Linda wants to know which one of
herr boyfriends called her, and most surprising of all, the mother
approvess of Marty's trip to the lake with his girlfriend Jennifer.
Everythingg and everyone is so different in the McFly family; only
Martyy has remained the same.
Butt by way of the hierarchy of the points of vision and the
cameraa movement, we can also notice that the "new" state of things
echoess the old power relations. Via Marty, in scene 3, we were able
too recognize the signs from the future. Here, Marty's vision helps us
too note that the power relations have not actually changed. In the
interactionn George/Marty versus Biff (shots 29-34) the camera angle
suggestss that George and Marty have a considerable advantage over
Biff.. Nevertheless, Marty and George need to focalize together in
orderr to see Biff, (shots 30, 32, 34), whereas Biff can act alone
(shotss 29, 31, 33). What is more, Marty and George are fixed to their
positionn by the door, while Biff is moving freely. When George
movess away from the door in shot 34, Marty is still looking in the
samee direction but without George he cannot produce a vision of
Biff.. And indeed, Biffs vitality is confirmed in the shots that follow
(shotss 37-39). First he barges into the house carrying the copies of
George'ss new book. Then he chooses where he will place the box
andd thereby arranges the entire wise-en-scene. And finally, by
ostentatiouslyy dangling with the keys of Marty's dream-car, Biff
definitivelyy confirms his status as the "key figure" in the McFly famiiy. .
Thiss double-faced closure is mirrored in the temporal tensionn that Marty's presence in the scene evokes. He is back in the
future,, suspended between the familiarity of the past and the unfamiliarityy of the future. His sense of displacement is marked in the
unmotivatedd camera movements. When Marty is talking to Lorraine
inn the shot/reverse shot set up (shots 20-24), we can notice that in
thee shots of Marty (shots 20, 22, 24) the camera is constantly mov-
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i n gg closer on M a r t y , stressing the presence o f an
unidentifiedd agency. This subjective vision marks
Marty'ss disbelief and astonishment, b u t it also indicates
t h a tt the rescuing o f history is far f r o m completed. We
cann interpret this closure in terms o f the sequel, Back
toto the Future 2, and 3, where setting the f u t u r e history
i n t oo order, again requires a c o n f r o n t a t i o n w i t h Biff.
Moree i m p o r t a n t l y , however, this u n i d e n t i f i e d subjective
visionn that underscores Marty's suspension between the
pastt and the f u t u r e reminds us t h a t time travel is
alwayss about the " n o w " o f history, and t h a t our pasts
andd futures are always determined by our present.

footnotes s
11

For an indepth exploration of the connection between narrativee and the models of signification operative in our society
seee Christine van Boheemen's The Novel as Family Romance:
Language,Language, Gender, and Authority from Fielding to Joyce.
nn
1 am referring to the Dutch edition of Bal's Narratolgy, titled
Dee theorie van vertellen en verhalen. In Dutch, the third narrativee layer, the fabula is referred to as geschiedenis.
™™ To index, trace, symptom, we could add here parergon, as
inn Derrida's The Truth in Painting, or pharmakon as in
Dissemination;Dissemination; thus according to the necessity of the context,
wee could add to the chain in which différance lends itself to a
certainn number of nonsynonymous substitutions. Derrida
explainss that each substitution is also a displacement; he
pointss out that the word "trace" refers to a certain number of
contemporaryy discourses and relates the concept of trace to
whatt is at the center of the latest work of E. Lévinas and his
critiquee of ontology ("The Trace of the Other"), and he refers
alsoo to Nietzschean and Freudean discourse (Derrida: 1982). In
thiss study 1 will especially focus on the notion of trace as
relatedd to Bal's semiotic of narrative, and elaborated in her
discussionn of subjectivity in language in On Meaning Making:
EssaysEssays in Semiotics.
ww

It is necessary to break away from the logocentrism of
metaphysicss and cast aside the view that there is effective
presencee of an origin in a historical development. The philosophicall position which presupposes a critique of the authority
off presence will determine the way we theorize the sign, and
justt as importantly, the way we relate to the sign. The most
influentiall concept of the sign was elaborated by Ferdinand de
Saussure.. Saussure defines language as a system of signs and
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thee central question for him is the identity and the function
off the sign. He argues that signs aTe arbitrary and conventionall and that each is defined not by essential properties but by
differencess that distinguish it from other signs. A language is
thuss conceived as a system of differences. Derrida sees
Saussure'ss concept as representative of the Western tradition
off thinking about language, and therefore, his critique of
Saussure'ss concept of the sign is at the same time a critique
off Saussure's philosophical position which treats speech as
superiorr to writing. Derrida explains that the signified concept
iss never present in and of itself, in a sufficient presence that
wouldd refer only to itself.
vv

Important for this discussion is the text "Différance" from
MarginsMargins ofPhilosophy and "Freud and the Scene of Writing"
inn Writing and Difference.
^^ Bal contends that narrative is the exemplary type of discoursee where différance is generally thematized - the features
whichh allow conceptual reversals and double teleology. "Visual
Storytelling:: Fathers, Sons and the Problem of Myth," in
ReadingReading Rembrandt, Beyond the Word Image Opposition.
v
"" 1 will be referring to sections from Jacques Derrida's Of
Grammatology,Grammatology, and Margins of Philosophy especially the sectionn "Différance." 1 will treat the notion of différance, as an
economicc concept designating the production of differing
/deferring.. Although Derrida at the same time states that différanceférance is neither a word nor a concept, and points to the
dangerr of employing terms such as production, constitution
andd history, in Margins of Philosophy he also states that these
conceptss can be employed for their strategic convenience and
inn order to undertake their deconstruction at the currently
mostt decisive points.
v , , ,,

This slippery narrativizing mode of signification binds
tracee to index and symptom. A trace just like an index is
motivatedd by contiguity, one form of which is continuity;
theree is a juxtaposition in time or space or causality between
thee sign and the object for which it stands. Peirce defines the
indexx as "a sign which stands for its object in consequence of
havingg a real connection with it. A pointing finger is its type.
Off this sort are all natural signs and physical symptoms"
(1993:: 379). Peirce places emphasis on the existential bond
betweenn the indexical sign and its object. Because the indexicall sign is understood to be connected to the real object,
(foott print, signature, a bullet hole), it is capable of making
thatt object conceptually present.

Freudd explains that a symptom actually denotes the presence
off some pathological process, "A symptom is a sign of, an
instinctuall satisfaction which has remained in abeyance; it is a
consequencee of the process of repression." In his text "La
Différance,"" Derrida relates his concept of the sign to Freud's
project. .

Inn The Sublime Object of Ideology, Slavoj Zizek discusses the symptom in
termss of its movement "back to the future." In that respect he states that
"symptomss are meaningless traces, their meaning is not discovered, excavatedd from the hidden depth of the past, but constructed retroactively - the
analysiss produces the truth; that is, the signifying frame which gives the
symptomss their symbolic place and meaning" (56).
•** "Beaming down" was established as a standard device already in the Star
TrekTrek television series. It is also used in the new Hollywood cinema; one
examplee is James Cameron's Terminator and Terminator 2, The Judgment
Day.Day. G.H.Wells's, The Time Machine appeared as a film only once, as George
Pal'ss The Time Machine, (1960). Time travel as a motif did not appear in
manyy films, it is much more present in SF novels; Robert Heinlein's All You
ZombiesZombies or David Gerrold's The Man Who Folded Himself are just few exampless of narrativizing the paradox of time travel.
xx
In Cinefex 24, the special effects experts give an extensive report about the
complexx task of making time travel work. It is interesting to compare J. G.
Frazer'ss discussion on sympathetic magic, from his study on magic and religionn The Golden Bough, with the new Hollywood scientists' engagement in
thee production of the "illusion" of time travel. Frazer discerns two basic principless of magic, the Law of Similarity and the Law of Contagion. On the
basiss of the Law of Similarity "the magician infers that he can produce any
effectt he desires merely by imitating it: from the second he infers that whateverr he does to a material object will affect equally the person with whom
thee object was once in contact, whether it formed part of his body or
not"(l4).. He calls the former, Homeopathic or Imitative Magic and the latter,
Contagiouss Magic. Frazer further adds that both branches of magic may be
categorizedd under the term Sympathetic Magic "since both assume that
thingss act on each other at a distance through a secret symapathy, the
impulsee being transmitted from one to other by means of what we may conceivee as a kind of invisible ether, not unlike that which is postulated by modernn science for a precisely similar purpose, namely, to explain how things can
physicallyy affect each other through a space which appears to be empty"
(16).. In the case of new Hollywood cinema, the scientific collapses onto the
magical,, as it were, for the scientists are engaged in enhancing the spectatorialrial belief (in the sense of Metz), in time travel. Metz's notion developed
fromm Baudry's apparatus theory, that films come into being through the Activee work of their spectators is radicalized through the efforts of wizards
workingg for Industrial Light and Magic.
*** The absurdity of Doc's action is comparable to the situations characteristic
off slapstick films where Harold Lloyd is holding on to a hand of a clock
mountedd on a skyscraper. The third hand of the clock reminds us at the same
timee of Fritz Lang's Metropolis.
x
""" See for example Jean-Francois Lyotard's discussions "The Pragmatics of
Narrativee Knowledge," as well as "The Pragmatics of Scientific Knowledge" in
TheThe Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge.
x 11
" Bal examines three works: Lorraine Code's What Can She Know, Johannes
Fabian'ss Power and Performance , and Hubert Damisch's, L'Origine de la perspective.spective. Bal explains that the specificity of these works lies in their concern
withh investing the object of knowledge with subjectivity by placing the sub-
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jectt in the position of the object.
* "" In his personal account o f the discovery of the structure of DNA, The
DoubleDouble Helix, James D.Watson describes the connection between helical
staircasess he saw in Oxford and the helical symmetry of biological structures
(Watson,, 1968)
ww
In the section "Glumac, mizanscena i kompozicija" ("The Actor, Mise-enScèneScène and Composition") of his Pojam i struktura fflmskog vremena, (The
NotionNotion and Structure of Filmic Time, 1976, not translated), Ante Peterlic discussess the relationship of filmic characters in relation to time on film. He
elaboratess the ways in which a look at the cameTa creates the effect of a
"real"" present.
X V II
An outstanding example is the opening of Vertigo where Kim Novak
staress directly at the camera. For a close textual analysis of the structures of
Hitchcock'ss look see Bellour's "The Birds: An Analysis of a Sequence." The
lookk addressed to the camera exceeds the diegetic world of the film and in
thatt respect it also transcends its symbolic reality. For an analysis of the ways
thee Lacanian Real becomes embodied in Hitchcock's films, see Zizek's
LookingLooking Awry and (ed.) Everything You Always Wanted to Know About
Lacan...Lacan... But Were Afraid to Ask Hitchcock.
x v nn
In Godard's line Femme est une femme, for example, the process of
tellingg is repeatedly interrupted with the tableaux which emphasize the theatrical,, Brechtian influence. The actors are addressing, dancing or singing to
thee camera. The viewers are thereby urged to maintain a position both inside
andd outside the fictional world.
x v n ii
The point of departure for van Alphen's concept of phatic art is the
emphasiss on language's capacity to constitute subjectivity and in that respect
hee brings forward the concepts of Benveniste. He foregrounds the use of
deixis:: the subject positions such as " I " and "you" is cosubstantial with the
situationn of language use. He particularly underscores the fact that deixis
requiress presence: "it only signifies within the historical present and in relationn to others." Van Alphen analyzes Christian Boltanski's work and argues
thatt these works should be seen as performative events in which the relationshipp with the viewer in the historical present is actively and insistently pursued. .
X I XX
The concept of the indexical sign, one of which is a pointer, pertains to
Charless Sanders Peirce's distinction between three types of signs - index,
icon,, symbol. For a discussion on Peircean semiotics see Bal, On Meaning
Making. Making.
x xx
Elsaesser suggests that Marty's time travel has historical reasons which are
specificallyy American and deeply implicated in questions of race and otherness.. In relation to this particular scene, where Marty recognizes the future
mayorr of Hill Valley in the African American soda jerk, Elsaesser writes: "The
traumaa at the heart of the film, it would seem, is not so much - or not only
-- the inadequacy of this particular specimen of fatherhood which is George
McFly,, but the very idea of paternity and masculinity in relation to white
Americann middle-class culture, which [. . .] must pass via the trauma of race
iff it is to find a stable identity inside the terms of a symbolic OTder [. . .] (6).
Inn his view, this passage into the symbolic order via the traumas of race
announcedd in Back to the Future is played out in another film with a time

travell structure - Pulp Fiction. This point was also raised by Sharon Willis in
"Borrowedd 'Style': Quentin Tarantino's Figures of Masculinity" in her High Contrast:
RaceRace and Gender in Contemporary Hollywood Film. Willis argues that in Pulp Fiction
raciall difference operates in such a way as to interrupt white paternal authority by
introducingg an imaginary black male, either alternate father or rival brother.
x x ll
There is an additional reference to the Star Trek series in the gesture the
"Vulcans"" use as a greeting.
xx
"" See Gaudreault's discussion in "The Cinema of the Lumière Brothers," In Early
Cinema,Cinema, Space Frame Narrative. See also Constance Penley's discussion on La Jetée
inn "Time Travel, Primal Scene and the Critical Dystopia," in Close Encounters, Film,
FeminismFeminism and Science Fiction. Penley analyzes different instances of time travel
withinn the psychoanalytic framework, relating the journey to the past with the primall scene. She also discusses a prominent case of time traveling in the new
Hollywoodd cinema -Terminator 2 - Judgement Day. In this film, to save the future,
andd to preserve his own future existence, the son sends an android to the past, to
thee time he was a boy. As the one who protects the boy and acts together with the
mother,, the robot comes to function as the father. For an analysis of La Jetée in
relationn to the haunting of time, see Chapter 3 of Paul Coates's Film at the
IntersectionIntersection of High and Mass Culture, "Limits of Our Language, Limits of Our
World:: Beyond the Ideology of SF."
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Thee adventures of doctor Henry Jones junior, alias Indiana Jones,
whoo is engaged both in an academic career as a university professor
andd in field research, cohere around his profession as an archeologist.. In the first film of the trilogy he is introduced as an accomplishedd scholar. As a professor of archeology, expert on the occult
andd a collector of rare antiquities he is approached by intelligence
agentss who have just tTaced a German communiqué sent from Cairo
too Berlin. The agents inform doctor Jones that Hitler is obsessed
withh the occult and that the Nazis have teams of archeologists all
aroundd the world searching for religious artifacts. They cannot decipherr the message, nor can they understand where Hitler's interest
lies.. It is only when doctor Jones explains that "the staff of Ra" and
"Tanis,"" mentioned in the communiqué, are related to the "Ark" and
thatt the army which carries the Ark before it is invincible, that the
agentss begin to grasp the importance of the message. They want
Indianaa Jones to find the Ark before the Nazis do and they are preparedd to pay handsomely.
Thee adventures take place in the mid 1930s, hence that
periodd of history when the Nazis were actually in power. In the third
filmm of the trilogy Indiana's adventures take him to a Nazi rally in
Berlin.. It is a scene where book-burning is in process, flags and bannerss displaying the swastika are waved euphorically (scene 1). Hitler
iss himself present, surrounded by a crowd of children who are pushingg their autograph books at him in order to obtain his signature.
Havingg retrieved his father's Grail diary, Indiana is trying to get away
fromm the hysteria of the rally. Suddenly, he finds himself face to face
withh Hitler (shots 3-12). Hitler mistakes him for one of his followers,
takess the diary, opens it to the first page and signs his autograph.
Here,, a layer of history is added to the fabula, whereby reality
becomess entangled with the story. To establish a connection
betweenn the man who signed the Grail diary and Hitler, we have to
relyy on extra-textual knowledge. Visual resemblance between the
characterr in the film and the actual historical figure triggers a name.
Thee information based on the iconic relation is immediately confirmedd through the indexical sign - his signature (shot 10). The confirmationn of identity based on indexicality yields more than just a
furtherr qualification of the character-image, it also helps us to give
meaningg to the interaction between Indiana and Hitler. Hitler's sig-

naturee has scarred the Grail diary, just as Hitler himself has corruptedd history. The indexical relation furthers the process of semiosis
andd enables us to disclose the symbolic value of the interaction:
Indiana'ss repossession of the diary figures as a promise for a future
history.. This episode, 1 would suggest, emblematizes the "work of
archeology"" in the trilogy. It enables us to conclude that even
thoughh arche is tied to the past it can be reconstructed through the
presentt of meaning production.
Ass in Back to the Future, the rescue operation will prove codependentt on the re-structuring of the geschiedenis, implying that
thee re-vision of the fabula will have an immediate effect on the
tellingg of history. Unlike Marty McFly, however, or Elliot and ET,
whoo are interpellated in the process of telling through the structures
off focalization, as well as action, Indiana's main function is to propell action. In ET-The Extraterrestrial the character-image is decomposed,, in Back to the Future it is doubled; in the trilogy, the character-imagee can be defined as an action-image, not so much in the
Deleuziann sense, but rather in the vein of Greimas, hence as an
actantiall position.1 One of the aspects of understanding the fabula,
accordingg to Greimas, is the subdivision of actoTS into classes. In this
modell the classes of actors are called actants.11 The elements of the
fabulaa play a crucial role here, or more precisely, the relationship
betweenn the events, the actors and time does. We can trace three
generall actants in the trilogy: 1) the good: Indiana Jones as Moses
thee son/Short-Round/Indiana Jones as the Arthurian Knight; 2) the
evil:: the Nazis/the Egyptians/Kali worshipers/the British colonial
empire;; and 3) the object of archeological quest: the Ark/ Indiana as
Mosess the father/Sivalinga/lndiana as the father-figure to ShortRound/Holyy Grail/Henry Jones senior.
Thee actual oppressor from our recent history who functions
ass the villain in two films of the trilogy inevitably brings about a
sensee of preposterous history.1" More importantly, however, the distortionn of the fictional world is reconfirmed through the preposterouslyy structured relations in the narrative. As in Back to the Future,
thee disordered geschiedenis puts pressure on the offspring. The
analysiss will show that the rescue remains dependent on the son's
capacityy to re-generate his father. That is, the inversed generational
orderingg is required to order the world. In Indiana Jones and the
LastLast Crusade, for example, Indiana's structural position as actant is

dependentt precisely on his capacity to exchange positions with the
actantt who is at the same time the object of his quest - his father.
Inn Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom, Indiana himself functions
ass a father who is brought back to life by the Chinese boy ShortRound.. In Raiders of the Lost Ark as the analysis will show, he functionss as "Freud's Moses" - the Egyptian son who is at the same time
thee father of the Jewish race. ,v When we take into account the relationshipp between the actantial positions, we can note that the
accomplishmentt of the archeological quest is bound up with Indiana'ss capacity to function as both the origin and the trace, the son
andd the father, the subject and the object of his quest. The
exchangeabilityy of actantial positions makes it possible to set the
temporall sequence in order. Through the process of telling governed
byy the structure of différance, the temporal sequence of both the
fabulaa and history will come into being. The new Hollywood's
"time-out-of-joint"" is not new. We see it in the films' pre-texts such
ass in Philip K.Dick's novel by the same title published in 1959, not
too mention Shakespeare's wordplay and structural play from the sixteenthh century which insinuates a similar disruption of orders based
onn linearity, sequence and place, most famously expressed in Hamlet'ss words that "time is out of joint." v Derrida also discusses Hamlet'ss assertion in detail. He relates the dis-jointing of time with historyy and the world:
Inn the "time is out of joint," time is either le temps itself, the
temporalityy of time, or else what temporality makes possible
(timee as histoire, the way things are at a certain time, the
timee that we are living, nowdays, the period) or else, consequently,, the monde, the world as it turns, our world today,
currentnesss itself, current affairs: [...] Time: it is temps, but it
iss also 1'histoire, and it is Ie monde, time, history, world. (Derrida,, 1994: 18-19)
Thee world and time join in history but also in the fabula; the preposterouss world is characterized by a specific temporal structuring
or,, more precisely, an (dis)order where the effect precedes the cause.
Thee analysis of the trilogy will demonstrate that the disjointed time,
worldd and history ultimately structure our understanding of issues
suchh as ethnicity and race. It is my contention that such positioning
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orr ordering of the elements where the preposterously structured
relationss between time and the world come to infer a troubled history,, and by extension a troubled subjectivity, is the most prominent
strategyy of the new Hollywood cinema. In ET-The Extraterrestrial the
absencee of the father provokes a crisis of Elliot's subjectivity. In
BackBack to the Future, the father is elaborated as suffering a crisis of
subjectivity.. Moreover, while this father comes to personify the crisis
off the authority which exceeds the fictional world, the son, with his
prospectivee and retrospective vision personifies the agency who has
thee capacity to affect a future history.
Withh respect to this, 1 would suggest, Indiana personifies the
urgencyy to prevent the arche from being snatched, scarred or erased.
Thuss he works through his competence as an arche-ologist. This
workk of archeology, as 1 have mentioned earlier, is dependent on the
exchangeabilityy of actantial positions. As in Back to the Future, 1
willl read the conceptual process reflected in this structure as différance.férance. 1 will argue that in the case of the trilogy, the insertion of
Indianaa into the structure of différance conditions his function as
thee son who is also the father of racial, ethnic and religious identity.

Thee Work of Arcioologv: Strietorlio too Nirntlve
Thee implied intertwinements between fabula and history as they are
relatedd to the specific work of archeology in the trilogy evoke the
conceptss of Michel de Certeau rather than those of Michel
Foucault. v11 The difference between the two concepts of archeology
impliess in the first place a distinction between two concepts of history;; history as a series of silenced discourses, and history as a narrativee structure.^ 1 While Foucault is examining the archeology of
discourses,, in The Writing of History, de Certeau focuses on the
archeologyy in a discourse:
Perhapss it is a question of giving a specific content already to
thee "archeology" that Michel Foucault has surrounded with
neww prestige. For my part, born as a historian within religious
history,, and formed by the dialect of that discipline, 1 asked
myselff what role religious production and institutions might
havee had in the organization of the modern "scriptural" societyy that has replaced them by transforming them. Archeology
wass the way by which 1 sought to specify the return of a

repressed,, a system of Scriptures which modernity has made
intoo an absent body, without being able to eliminate it. This
"analysis"" allowed me also to recognize in current labors a
"past,, accumulated" and still-influential labor, (de Certeau,
1988:: 14)
Inn de Certeau's view the historian's discourse is always in fact a productionn of fiction, a fabrication of former interpretations, implying
thatt ultimately, historiography is dependent on narrative structuring.
Accordingg to de Certeau, fiction in any of its modalities - mythic,
literary,, scientific, or metaphorical - is a discourse that informs the
reall without pretending either to represent it or to credit itself with
thee capacity for such a representation^ 111 Historiography on the
otherr hand has the ambition to speak the real and it is this ambition
thatt "turns into a mythic structure whose opaque presence haunts
ourr scientific, historical discipline" (de Certeau, 1986).1X Hence, de
Certeau'ss archeology presupposes that (the writing of) history is
dependentt on the modes of telling, and conversely, that the process
off telling can inform us about history.
Thee recurrence of the Oedipus myth in the new Hollywood
films,, or rather the recurrence of a corrupted version of the myth
havee come to symbolize a sense of a distorted historical present.
Throughh our own indexical relation with this cultural myth which
conditionss historical coevalness, we can interpret the implied distortionn as related to our historical present. x Traditional history, in contrast,, "thrives on distancing the past from the present in order to
graspp it better" (Bal, 151). In Back to the Future, the preposterous
historyy is indexed through the preposterously structured relations in
thee Oedipal scenario. Similarly, in the Indiana Jones trilogy, particularlyy in the last film of the sequel, the wrongs of history can be
apprehendedd through the urgency to reverse the chronological
sequence.. But contrary to the Oedipal scenario, the father will be
repaired,, rather than killed.
Inn Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade, Indiana is invited to
goo on a mission to recover the Holy Grail. It appears that the man
whoo had been engaged in the project has disappeared and Indiana is
askedd to take his place. When he mentions that it is his father who
shouldd rather be invited since he is the expert on the subject, lndi-

anaa is informed that the missing person is precisely his father Henry
Jones.. Hence, Indiana's search for the "Cup of Christ" becomes in
factt a search for his father. In order to force Indiana to guide the
wayy to the temple where the Grail is hidden, Nazi stooge Walter
Donovann shoots Henry. Since the healing power of the Grail can
savee his father, Indiana seems to have no other option but to face
thee final challenge of the Crusaders. Once he is in the Well of Souls,
ass a true knight he chooses the right chalice. He delivers the water
fromm the Well of Life to his dying father and thereby undoes his
deadlyy wound (scene 2).
Thee story does not end here, however. Elsa, the German
archeologistt who had managed to seduce both the father and son,
ignoress the warning of the guardian Knight, snatches the Grail and
rushess out of this sacred place. When she steps on the edge of the
Greatt Seal, the ground beneath her starts to shift and then splits
open.. Indiana's attempt to save her is without success because
insteadd of reaching out for Indiana's hand, Elsa stretches in the
oppositee direction reaching out for the cup. As a result of this rescuee attempt Indiana ends up on the verge of the abyss, moments
awayy from losing his own life. His father grabs one of his hands, but
hee cannot pull him out because Indiana, just as Elsa did, is trying to
reachh the Grail. The father finally manages to save his son by calling
outt his name. We have to remember that throughout the entire film
thee father keeps calling his son "Junior" even though the son wants
too be called "Indiana." The father (who is himself re-created through
thee work of archeology of the son) is about to bring the son back to
lifee and, in accordance with biblical narrative this act of (re)creation
occurss through the act of naming.*1
Paradoxically,, the name the father utters is "Indiana," the
namee the son had chosen for himself in the future. Therefore,
throughh the "work of archeology" of the son, the father is brought
backk to life, but this in turn secures the son's own existence because
thee father is the one who can teach him what arche is really about.
Throughh this work of archeology the past is both re-named and reframedd through the present; that is, the arche is generated through
thee present of the meaning production. Unlike Ulysses, Agamemnon,
orr Oedipus, who are tied to the archaic levels of the reign of their
predecessors,, Indiana as well as his alleged predecessor is generated
throughh the "now" of the process of telling.
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Wieii Telliig is All Tfttrt Is
Thee work of archeology (as doctor Jones tells his students) presupposess that myths cannot be taken at face value. Nevertheless, the
biblicall myth about the Ark [Raiders of the lost Ark), the Hindu
mythh about Sivalinga [Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom) or
thee Arthurian myth about the Holy Grail [Indiana Jones and the Last
Crusade)Crusade) are taken to account for the origin of invincibility, fortune,
gloryy and eternal life. By positing Hitler as a threat to the
artifact/origin,, and by inventing the savior of the endangered origin/artifactt (chiasmus intended), Spielberg's trilogy reinforces the
importancee of arriving at, and re-producing the origin. Apart from
introducingg the actual historical figures who pose a threat, the
sequell simulates scientific explanations (provided by the experts) and
archeologicall quests (traveling to far-away places). The result of this
strategyy of confusing history with fiction, replacing explanation with
story,, is that the trilogy is ultimately sending off its own myth. As
thatt myth has it, the archeologist, Henry Jones junior, alias Indiana
Jones,, manages to protect and thus preserve the series of artifacts/"origins"" from the forces of evil and darkness.
Thee problem of interpreting a narrational mode where historyy is fictionalized and fiction is historicized is comparable to Freud's
workss on origins, Totem and Taboo and Moses and Monotheism.
Althoughh both texts can be read as examples of mythical discourse,
orr as Freud called them himself, theoretical fictions, they need to be
consideredd separately, especially in terms of considering Freud's own
stakess in the writing of his history of the Jewish people in Moses
andand Monotheism. But before we can make the distinction between
thee creation of the Oedipal myth as in Totem and Taboo and the
refiguringg of Jewish history as in Moses and Monotheism, it is first
necessaryy to point to the features which principally define the realm
off mythical discourse. In a later section of this chapter 1 will bring
too the fore de Certeau's discussion of Freud's writing of history. In
thiss section Totem and Taboo will be taken as a point of departure
forr a discussion of mythical discourse. According to Bal, this work
exemplifiess mythical discourse in that it constructs an argument
whichh tries to explain structures by stories, and consequently, it
replacess articulation with origin (Bal, 1991).
Thee emerging issues are relevant for an examination of
Spielberg'ss trilogy, because what the trilogy obscures is the same

thingg which myths in general try to conceal - the subject of vision.
Thee story by which Freud accomplishes his narrative explanation of
humann phylogenesis, appears as a rendering of a universal truth. Bal
explainss that the universalism of myth allows the subject to obliteratee its contingent nature by obliterating itself (Bal 1991: 98):
Thee idea of myth allows this illusion to be entertained and
alsoo the need for it to be repressed. [...] Thus conceived, myth
cannott be defined but as an empty screen, a structure that
appealss to the individual subject because of its pseudostability,, a stability that helps overcome the feeling of contingency.
(Bal,, 1991: 98)
Accordingg to Bal, this illusion of the stable signified allows the user
off a myth to project more freely, because s/he can hide behind a
supposedlyy stable, eternal and hence, undisputed truth. Bal distinguishess Freud's Totem and Taboo, as a paradigmatic case of mythicall discourse, "where fantasy and primal fantasy come together in a
pseudohistoricall escape from history," as a staging of an "explanation"" through the conflict between universalism and historicity:
Thee utmost universality is in this view equal to the utmost
historicality,, via the assumption that the further removed from
thee present, the older, the truer the story is and the more
generall its range of application. Within this line of thought,
originn counters - replaces - articulation. (Bal, 1991: 111)
Whenn origin replaces articulation, Bal notes, "ideas and fantasies get
aa father and become sons" (Bal, 1991: 111). But the father constructedd through mythical discourse only obscures the actual
"father"" of mythical discourse. This discursive strategy whereby ideas
acquiree the status of a father-origin can be compared to a Platonic
schemaa that assigns the origin and power of speech, of logos, to the
paternall position. In fact, Plato privileges speech over writing
becausee in his view, writing, unlike speech always needs a "father"
too attend it. In "Plato's Pharmacy" Derrida argues that Plato comes
too his explanation precisely through recourse to mythical discourse,
thatt is, through the myth of Theuth as the father, the inventor of
writingg (Derrida, 1981). Moreover, the fact that speech or logos does
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nott need a father implies according to Derrida, that the paternal
positionn is already invested in logos. In his view, this fatherly positionn of logos ultimately discloses the blind spot of idealist philosophy.. Accordingly, the recourse to the myth about the origin of writing,, which produces the origin, or the inventor-father of writing, at
thee same time tries to cover up the actual "father" of Plato's own
logos. .
Thee expression "father of logos" cannot be understood as a
simplee metaphor. One must rather proceed to undertake a general
reversall of all metaphorical directions, "no longer asking whether
logoss can have a father but understanding that what the father
claimss to be the father of cannot go without the essential possibiliy
off logos" (Derrida, 1981: 81). By pointing to the fact that the relationshipp between logos and its father is conditioned through différance,férance, Derrida is indirectly pointing to the interdependency
betweenn the subject in the text and the subject of the text. The narratedd content can only be known on the account of the narrator.
Thee father-as the origin produced through the process of telling
dependss on the father of the discourse, the narrator.X11 The problem
off accounting for the subject of the text is particularly acute when
mythicall discourse is at stake:
Iff the meaning of the myth is unstable, it is because of this
veryy split between the subject who tells the story about itself
andd the subject it tells about [...] The story is virtually nonexistent,, and the telling of it is all there is to it. The telling in
turnn is different each time, so that the meaning is unfixed.
(Bal,, 1991: 98)
Becausee the telling is all there is, we tend to forget that the narratedd content is always inextricable from the narratorial authority
responsiblee for the framing of this content. The geneological break
whichh is obscured through this process, that is, the occurring
absencee of the "father" (of the text) needs to be supplied through
thee process of analysis. The absence is supplied by those who attend
it,, "who are present with the presence of a father." This is a supplementationn conditioned through différance.xm

Consequently, the

responsibilityy for logos, for its meaning and effects goes to those
whoo are involved in the production of meaning:

Bljll l

Thee importance of telling reassigns responsibility, taking it
fromm the teller, who disposes of the means to propose his or
herr own view, and assigning it to the viewer, reader, listener,
whoo takes over by processing the work. In this light, myth
becomess a pre-text and a pretext that is, in both senses of
thee word. (Bal, 1991:127)
Criticall discourse based on the narrative fallacy intrinsic of mythical
discoursee whereby origin replaces articulation, appears quasi-objective.. It is precisely this narrative fallacy, however, that conditions the
restorationn of origins in the trilogy. As it so happens, the trilogy
stagess a conflict between universalism and historicity not only to
generatee its own myth, but to put the origin into place. As in mythicall discourse, the geneological break or the estrangement from the
originn which occurs in the act of telling is covered up. In my own
archeologicall quest, 1 will demonstrate that it is possible to "recover"
thee subject of vision; and, that the process of disclosing the subject
off vision is dependent on fabulation, that is, on the ideological and
personall concerns which inform the vision of the fabula. It is on this
levell that we will be able to trace the interdependency between the
subjectt in the text and subject of the text. If in Totem and Taboo
originn replaces articulation, in the Indiana Jones trilogy, articulation,
orr a specific mode of telling, is required both to produce and to
erasee the origin. As 1 have suggested, it is through différance that
archearche is ultimately re~produced. What needs to be examined then is
thee rhetorical and historical specificity of this signifying structure.
Throughh the play with the split of the paternal position, underscored
throughh the exchange of actantial positions, both the origin and the
fatherr are put into place.
Freudd has suggested that the semantic structure emerging
fromm his analysis of a primal society in Totem and Taboo is the
Oedipall structure; he concludes this work with the assertion that
"thee beginning of religion, morals, society and art converge in the
Oedipuss complex," (Freud 1990: 219). The production of an origin
off a particular race through the erasure of that very origin, or the
refiguringg of both the fabula and the father traceable in the Indiana
JonesJones trilogy, however, is comparable to Freud's discursive strategy
inn his later work, Moses and Monotheism. In Freud's Moses, Judaism
TerminableTerminable and Interminable, for example, Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi
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givess an account of Freudian psychoanalysis by drawing a relation
betweenn psychoanalysis based on ethnicity and Freud' Jewish heritage: :
Thatt Freud should have turned to history to solve his Jewish
riddless comes as no surprise. Historicism of one kind or
anotherr has been a dominant characteristic of modern Jewish
thoughtt since the early nineteenth century, while the historicall bent of psychoanalysis itself is, theoretically and therapeuticallyy part of its very essence ...Predictably, the only Jewish
historyy that could be of moment to him was the history of
thee Jewish psyche, and it was not through the scrutiny of an
endlesss series of texts and documents that it could be fathomed.. In order to recover it, Freud the historian employed a
blatantlyy ahistorical, and even anti-historical method, at least
ass we ordinarily conceive the rules of the game. (Yerushalmi,
1991:: 19)
Evenn though it may be far-fetched to claim that Spielberg's turn to
thee "history" of the late 1930s serves to solve his own Jewish riddles,, it is not far-fetched to contend that Spielberg's turn to history
echoess a re-turn of Freud's Jewish riddles. xiv The repairing of historyy through the reinvention of the fabula in the trilogy will turn out
too be comparable to the strategies Freud deploys in Moses in
Monotheism.Monotheism. My contention is that much like Freud who is preoccupiedd with the refiguring of Jewish history, the narratorial authority
off the films in question intervenes into the fabula in order to "correct"" both the past and the future. The concealing of the geneologicall break in mythical discourse provides the geneological foundation,
forr it elicits the "origin" of a particular group of people. 1 will argue
thatt mythical discourse as it is bound up with the re-structuring of
thee fabula reveals a preoccupation with the preservation of racial,
ethnicc and religious identity.

Inn the three films of the trilogy Indiana Jones is successively interpellatedd into the myths of Judaism, Hinduism and Christianity.
Unlikee the forces of evil who want to cannibalize peoples' origins,
andd thereby erase "otherness," Indiana Jones radicalizes the possibil-

ityy of existing as both different and the same.^ The fact that Indianaa is nairativized through différance implies that he thematizes the
decompositionn of the sign and the splitting of the origin. Comparablee to the paradox implied in Freud's "Moses the Egyptian," the
decomposedd image of Indiana Jones is predicated on "making room"
forr difference.
Whilee in the first and third film of the trilogy Hitler representss the force of evil, in the second film Indiana's adversaries are
nott the Nazis but Kali worshippers. The problem of race is temporarilyy replaced with the problem of colonization expressed through the
dominationn of a religious cult. Due to the evil practices of Kali worshiperss the people of a village in India are faced with draught,
hungerr and death. The Kali worshipers are stealing the children from
thee village and, as we soon find out, the worshipers of evil have set
upp work-camps in the Pankot Palace where the imprisoned children
aree digging away in search for the two missing Sivalinga stones.
Althoughh the film does not deal with the Nazis, the year is 1935,
andd we know that at this time in history, the "world is out-ofj o i n t . " x v ll In 1935 the Nazis were already in power, but even more
pertinentt to this film is the fact that India was still colonized by the
British.' 0 " 11 The film does not take the actual colonizers as the representativess of evil - this is displaced onto the Kali worshipers. The villagee chief explains to Indiana that the maharaja has taken the
Sivalingaa or the sacred stone from the village shrine, because the
peoplee in the village refused to pray to the evil god. As an expert in
archeology,, Indiana is familiar with the Sankara legend in which five
rockss with magic properties are mentioned; the one who succeeds in
puttingg all five rocks together will acquire infinite fortune and glory.
Thiss time Indiana is accompanied by a courageous streetwisee Chinese boy, Short-Round and the spoiled but attractive clubsingerr Willie, who became involved in the adventure by accident,
thatt is, against her will. Short-Round was orphaned when the Japanesee bombed Shanghai, and in that respect he is a direct victim of an
actt of colonization. Willie, on the other hand can be understood as
aa personification of the Western obsession with fortune and glory in
far-awayy lands.^ 1 " It is in the company of this woman and this
childd that Indiana will depart on an elephant journey towards the
Pankott Palace. The threesome symbolizes a nuclear family which
conditionss the development of familial relations especially between
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Indianaa and Short-Round. As an eminent archeologist, Indiana is
cordiallyy received upon arriving at the palace and be is offered the
pleasuree of dining with his royal host. At dinner we find out that the
maharajaa is actually a young boy who is utterly bored with the conversationn of his adult guests and that the figure in charge is Chattar
Lai,, the maharaja's prime minister. Apart from doctor Jones, the
otherr prominent guest introduced here is Captain Blumbart, a British
officiall who came to inspect the state of affairs in Pankot. Doctor
Joness commences a discussion about the Thuggee cult or the practicee of Kali worship with human sacrifices. It existed in Pankot in
thee past, but Captain Blumbart proudly asserts that the cult has
beenn dead ever since the British army did away with it. With this
commentt Captain Blumbart is implicitly perverting the role of the
Britishh army in India, for he is leading us to believe that the British
aree liberators rather than colonizers. Because he does not seem to
understandd his own relation to the people of India, it is quite clear
thatt he is not the one who can help them.
Whenn doctor Jones attempts to establish a connection
betweenn the sacred rocks of the Sankara legend and the doomed village,, he is again told there is nothing to worry about; the prime
ministerr contends that any implications of the revival of the cult are
basedd on mere misunderstanding. But already during the first night
off their stay in the palace Indiana and his companions will realize
thatt if something is not done immediately, the people from the villagee will disappear. The spectacle that Indiana, Willie and ShortRoundd secretly observe is rather disturbing; as an expert on the
occult,, Indiana will identify it as a Thuggee ceremony, which consistss of ripping a victim's heart out and, while he is still alive, throwingg him into a fire pit. Indiana also notices a human skull with three
rockss inside it. He reminds his companions of the legend that states
thatt when the rocks are together the diamonds inside glow - implyingg that in this particular instance, the sacred rocks are energizing
thee ceremony of evil. As soon as the ceremony is over, Indiana rushess to take the rocks from the shrine of evil and thereby to disempowerr his adversaries. But just as he is about to proceed with the
missionn in search of the imprisoned children, Indiana is captured by
thee guards. The master of evil ceremonies, Mola Ram has a special
plann to punish his new prisoners. Short-Round will be chained up in
thee catacombs with the other children, Indiana will be forced to

drinkk human blood and become hypnotized and fall into the "black
sleepp of Kali Ma," while Willie is to be sacrificed during Indiana's
initiationn ceremony.
Thee condition for the installment of an evil force is the
arrivall at the origin. The "work of archeology" in which the Kali
worshipperss are engaged echoes the work of archeology of the
Nazis.. Both forces of evil presuppose the wiping out of whole races:
theyy presuppose an effective absence as a condition for the installmentt of their evil presence. Captain Blumbart, juxtaposed to the
childd maharaja, underscores the patronizing role of the representativee of the British colonialist empire. Precisely because he is a colonizerr who sees himself as a liberator, the people's doom escapes his
view.. Indiana is elaborated in the exact opposite way: he appears as
thee answer to people's prayers and he will come to personify their
ownn endangered origin. Indiana ends up hypnotized, with no control
off his actions. He is about to tie Willie up and throw her into the
firee pit. Hence, the only one who can change the order of things is
thee little Chinese boy, Short-Round. Short-Round manages to free
himselff from the chains and interrupts the Thuggee ceremony. He
burnss Indiana with a torch which causes him to snap out of the
hypnosis,, and bringing Indiana back to life.
Thee "father" is re-born via the "son." This reversal conditionss a restoration of the "family." This is clearly an inter-racial family;; in the closing scene of the film Indiana and Willie are functioningg as parent figures, not only to Short-Round, but for all the childrenn who have safely returned to the village and now surround
them.. Hence, Indiana figures as the father of a nuclear family as
welll as the father of a race. He is able to act out his role as the savior,, because unlike the colonizer in the film, he enters an exchange
wheree the oppressed, in the guise of a chained child could save him.

Titt Overlipplig el Areheoleglcsl Fields
Thee question of race as it is related to the endangered origin is elaboratedd in a somewhat different manner in the first film of the trilogy,, Raiders of the Lost Ark. The force of evil is Hitler and the artifactt he wants to acquire, the Ark, is directly related to the genealogy
off the Jews. The connection between the Ark, the Jews, and Hitler is
establishedd in a scene from the film's opening where the intelligence
agentss come to the university to seek help from doctor Jones in
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interpretingg the German communiqué. While explaining
too the agents the significance of the Staf of Ra in
locatingg the Ark in which the Ten Commendments were
deposited,, doctor Jones makes use of a picture from a
book.. It is a very vivid drawing of a group of people
carryingg the Ark. We learn here that these people are
thee Hebrews, which implies that the artifact Hitler
wantss to obtain belonged originally to them.
Ass the story goes, doctor Jones is asked to go
onn a mission and find this artifact before the Nazis do.
Hiss mission takes him to Egypt where the Nazi diggings
havee already transformed the landscape and where
thousandss of natives are engaged in heavy labor under
thee surveillance of German officers. The visual means
employedd to depict this "archeological field," the
desert,, the pyramids, people wrapped up in their traditionall robes, construction posts spreading in all directions,, in combination with the extremely wide angle
whichh emphasizes the monumentality of the action,
transformm the geographical location into a historical
site.. The comment coming from the local archeologist
andd Indiana's friend, Sallah, underscores all that is
insinuatedd via the images, "It looks as though the
pharaohss have returned." Due to the collapse of archeologicall sites a similarity is established between the
menn in uniforms from the 1930s and the mighty
oppressorss from another, mythical time.
Iff the pharaohs have returned it means that
thee Hebrews are suffering a life in bondage. Evocation
off this mythical site is an evocation of the biblical narrativess which are constitutive of Jewish identity. Biblicall narratives are deployed from the outset. As we
knoww from the explanation of the experts, doctor Jones
andd his older colleague Marcus Brody, the Hebrews put
thee crushed pieces of the tablets in the Ark and when
theyy reached Canaan, they put the Ark in the Temple of
Salomonn in the city of Jerusalem. The Ark remained
theree for many years until it suddenly disappeared
withoutt a trace. As Marcus Brody informs the agents,

inn 980 B.C. an Egyptian pharaoh invaded the city of
Jerusalem,, took the Ark and hid it in secret chambers
calledd The Well of Souls in the city of Tanis. About a
yearr after the pharaoh had returned to Egypt, the
wrathh of God came over the city; Tanis was consumed
byy a desert storm that lasted an entire year.
Thee analogy between the pharaohs and the
Nazis,, which is made in the conversation between doctorr Jones and the intelligence agents, is reconfirmed in
thee scene where the two "archeological fields" come to
overlap.. But there is more than simply an iconic relationn at work here, because what appears as the repetitionn or the collapse of historical sites will condition an
indexicall relation. As Bal has it, "an indexical relation
betweenn the screen and the myth is obscured by the
illusionn of an iconic relation" (Bal, 1991: 128). In the
trilogy,, the visual resemblance between the past (of the
pharaohs)) emerging in the present (of the Nazis), or
rather,, the iconic relation between the two historical
sitess produces the indexical relation. The iconic relation
enabless us to see the similarities between the sites, but
thee indexical relation urges the connection between the
pastt and the future. Because the Ark as well as a life in
bondagee are constitutive of Jewish identity, the
attemptt of the Nazis to seize the Ark signifies that
bondagee from the past is coming back from the future.
Therefore,, the affirmation of the "origin" is
urgentt because the old oppressors in the guise of the
neww despots are threatening to erase it. Hitler's obsessionn with that which the Jews possess, is radicalized in
aa scene from the film's closing where the theft of the
Arkk by the Egyptian pharaoh is restaged. The sequence
beginss with a procession of Nazi soldiers and officers
whoo are carrying the Ark to a special place where the
Arkk is to be opened and where the archeologist Belloque,, employed by the Nazis, will "test" its magical
powers.. Even though the film has established a relation
betweenn the Nazis and the pharaohs, there is another
analogy.. The image from doctor Jones's book from the
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film'ss opening which represents the Hebrews carrying the Ark, overlapss with the image of Nazi soldiers carrying the sacred artifact
whichh belonged to the Hebrews (scene 3 A).
Thee Hebrews are absent from the scene but their presence is
conditionedd through the Nazis who have come to take their place.
Theree is a contradictory analogy at work here: on the one hand, a
connectionn is established between Hitler and the Egyptian Pharaoh;
onn the other hand, however, the Nazis come to figure as the
Hebrews.. The information coming from the future compels me to
questionn the implications of the exchange. Considering that we possesss information from the future, where Nazis will kill six million
Jews,, we can interpret the scene as a premonition of the future
whichh has already taken place in the past. With respect to this, 1
wouldd suggest, the scene thematizes the paradox involved in treatingg the sign as the origin of meaning. This paradox echoes the
absurdityy of Hitler's obsession to seize the Jewish "origin." By
investingg the sign with a contradictory meaning, by supplying the
imagee of the Hebrews via those who attempted to exterminate them
inn the future, the subject o f vision radicalizes the possibility of providingg effective presence of an origin precisely through this very
impossibility.. Having come into possession of the Hebrew artifact,
thee Nazis have also taken the place of the Hebrews in the mini-narrative.. Spielberg's trilogy reconfirms de Certeau's discussion: the
arrivall at the origin is essentially not related to a return to the distantt past, because the production of the origin as well as arche
occurss through its simultaneous erasure, that is, through the present
off meaning production. x1x Paradoxically then, having arrived at the
originn of Jewish identity, the Nazis have become that which they
wantedd to erase from the face of this Earth - Jewish.

Strietirligg the Subject of Vlsloi
Inn The Raiders of the Lost Ark the Nazis need to find the head-piece
off the Staff of Ra, because the head-piece holds the crucial informationn for locating the Ark. When the staff is placed on a given spot in
thee Well of Souls at a precise time of day, the sunlight beaming
throughh the head-piece will point to the place where the Ark is resting.. If the staff is too long or too short, the location marked by the
sunn will be a faulty one. As it so happens in the film, the French
archeologistt Belloque who is engaged by the Nazis, acquires a false

head-piecee and as a consequence, the archeological diggings he
instigatess prove futile. Unlike Belloque, Indiana Jones knows how to
tracee the genuine head-piece.
Hiss retrieval of the head-piece is related to an Oedipal
dramaa which is embedded into the fabula. He first makes a detour
too Nepal to restore contact with his former professor and father-figure,, Abner Ravenwood who invested his entire life and professional
expertisee in finding the head-piece of the staff of Ra. Even though
Ravenwoodd is dead, as Indiana discovers, the head-piece is still safe,
forr Ravenwood's daughter Marion is wearing it on a chain around
herr neck. Correspondingly, before we are confronted with Indiana
Joness dressed up in a Moses-like manner - with a prototypical headdresss and holding a staff as he walks across the desert leading his
ownn crew of Ark-diggers - a transgenerational relationship is establishedd between Indiana and Ravenwood as the "father of the headpiece."" From the conversations between Indiana and Marion we
learnn that Ravenwood had broken off all contact with his student
whoo was "more than a son to him." The reason why the "son"
becamee alienated from the "father" was Marion; that is, Ravenwood
wass not ready to give Marion up to Indiana. Now that Ravenwood is
dead,, however, Indiana can take his place as both the holder of the
head-piecee of the staff of Ra, and as the holder/the father of Marion.
Itt seems, then, that the "return of the pharaohs" through
thee Nazis calls also for the return of Moses via Indiana Jones. In
termss of the film's narrative, however, the Moses-like outfit also
appearss to be a logical necessity. Considering that Indiana Jones
needss to operate undercover while digging for the Ark, the Mosesdresss works in the first place as his disguise. xx This discursive procreationn of Indiana Jones as both the son and the father serves as a
preparationn for the figure of Moses that he soon comes to represent.
Inn other words, the filial and the paternal position acquire yet
anotherr function when they are brought into relation with the
Egyptiann son Moses who is at the same time the father of the Jewishh race.
Indiana'ss function as representative of the Mosaic tradition
iss confirmed in the scene where the Ark is finally opened. Belloque
wantss to see what is inside the Ark and he wants to be sure of the
presencee of its divine content. In the company of the Nazi officers
Belloquee stages a spectacle with a traditional Hebrew prayer. Instead
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off witnessing a spectacle, however, the Nazis themselves become a
spectaclee (scene 4). Their eyes suddenly pop out of the sockets, their
fleshh melts, their heads explode and body parts fly in all directions.
Thosee who attempted to exercise their power over the Ark through
thee power of the look are destroyed by their own scopic desire.
Meanwhilee the Nazi prisoners, Indiana and Marion obey the Second
Commandmentt and keep their eyes shut (shot 25).
Inn the Old Testament the name of God is too sacred to be
uttered,, as his presence, is too sacred to be imaged. The prohibition
againstt image-making from Exodus can be seen as a precursor of
thee critique of the metaphysics of presence: similarly, the Nazi
attemptt to open the Ark and "check" whether the Hebrew God is
"present"" results in their own destruction. As Francoise Meltzer
assertss in Salome and the Dance of Writing: "The prohibition against
image-makingg rests upon both God's ability to assume any manifestationn he chooses, and upon the repression of sensory representation.. God's very name, of course, means 'Present One.' The name,
tooo sacred to be uttered, is like God's presence, too sacred to be
represented"" (Meltzer, 88).XX1 Spielberg's film critiques the attempt
off the Nazis to see the Hebrew God, and at the same time distances
itselff from this act. Before Belloque opens the Ark, we notice a Nazi
cameraa crew preparing to film the entire event. The Angel of Death
willl destroy all the observers, but it is especially interesting to note
thee manner in which it blinds the cameraman (shots 33, 34). The
angell enters into the camera via the lense, flows out through the
viewfinder,, and burns the cameraman's eyes. Most importantly, this
cameraa is marked by a swastika, which emblematizes the relationship
betweenn the focalizor and the focalized content. Spielberg is
expressingg a critical view here, albeit in a shot that lasts only a
moment.. This intervention reminds us that the subjectivity of the
cameraa is always implied, that there is no such thing as the objectivityy of the camera. Even when the subject of vision is not symbolized
ass conveniently as in Spielberg's film, what the camera sees is determinedd by a subjective framing.
Inn terms of the structures of focalization in the scene itself,
wee can gather that not one focalizor is able to survive the act of
looking.. Indiana and Marion remain alive because they refrain from
focalizing.. The film draws on the contradiction between the prohibitionn of images and fascination with images; telling seems to be

allowed,, while imaging is prohibited. Yet the text in which this is
"told"" is itself visual. This paradox is comparable to the tension
betweenn iconicity and indexicality which resides in mythical discourse.. The prohibition of image making is, as Meltzer asserts, a
prohibitionn of mimesis. But if mimesis is necessary to memory, and
Meltzerr quotes Derrida here, "we remember that which we mentally
re-representt to ourselves" (Meltzer, 10). Because there must always
bee a time lag between the event and its memory, mimesis is necessaryy to thought itself:
Representationn quite obviously means to present again. This is
certainlyy the crux of mimesis. But it also means to bring
beforee the mind, to display to the eye, to symbolize, to stand
inn the place of. The word "representation," then, tied as it is
too the notion of mimesis, is also and equally tied to that of
thought,, or at least to the way in which we represent thought
too ourselves. Consciousness is thought brought before the
mind;; mental concepts are mimetic of our experience; words
themselvess can stand in the place of thoughts, objects, people;; writing may stand in the place of speech (or vice versa).
Evenn the biblical tradition that prohibits representation, or
image-making,, serves to increase its power by virtue of
acknowledgingg the potential seduction of the image. (Meltzer
10) )
Whatt the scene evokes is a discourse on the Second Commandment.
Indianaa knows the Law, and he respects it. According to Meltzer, the
Mosaicc Law which on the one hand, prohibits image-making, but on
thee other hand, remains oblivious to the production of images
throughh discourse, secures the power of the One who has instituted
thee Law precisely through his implied invisibility, and irrepresentability.. This Law, issued via the Word, affects pictorial representation.
Theree are three issues to be considered here: 1) the potentially
regressivee nature of the Law which governs representation; 2) the
potentiallyy productive value of the Law in the case when the imagemakerss are evil forces such as the Nazis, who are threatening to
insertt their own symbols in the place of God's image; and 3) the
paradoxical,, visual representation of these issues.
Thee reference to the Second Commandment in the scene

fromm The Raiders of the Lost Ark is also a reference to
thee roots of Judaism; and the confirmation of the
powerr of the Law is accordingly an affirmation of the
Judaicc tradition. The affirmation of the tradition is
urgentt because the Nazis are threatening to erase it.
Preservingg the tradition and the Law in this particular
casee requires, paradoxically enough, a disobeyance of
thee Law. In other words, the Law is redeemed through
filmicc images, hence precisely through disobeying the
Commandment.. The three issues listed above have
becomee particularly acute in the discussions and controversiess regarding Spielberg's Schindler's List.xxu As
Miriamm Hansen points out in "Schindler's List Is Not
Shoah:Shoah: The Second Commandment, Popular Modernism,, and Public Memory," the most difficult objectionn to this film is that "it violates the taboo on representationn (Bilderverbot), that it tries to give an 'image
off the unimaginable' (300)." Hansen adds that the critiquee of Schindler's List, in high-modernist terms,
reducess the problem of representing the unrepresentablee to a "binary opposition of showing or not
showing-ratherr than casting it [. . .] as an issue of
competingg representations and competing modes of
representation"" (202). According to Hansen, we need to
understandd the place of such a popular film in the
contemporaryy culture of memory and
memorializing:** 111 1

Whetherr we like it or not, the predominant vehicless of public memory are the media of technical
re/productionn and mass consumption. This is
especiallyy exacerbated for the remembrance of
thee Shoah considering the specific crisis posed
byy the Nazis' destruction of the very basis and
structuress of collective remembering. (Hansen,
1996:: 310)
Therefore,, paradoxical, visual representation of the Secondd Commandment is a strategy which ultimately helps

too preserve the memory of that which according to this Commandmentt must not be represented. In Thomas Etsaesser's view, the specificityy of Spielberg's films generally is that they enable us to recognize
aa typically postmodern hubris, that is, the faith that cinema can
redeemm not only the past and the real, but also that which was never
reall (Elsaesser, 1996). There is just so much that cinema can repair,
however.. The first film of the sequel ends in Washington D.C. where
Indianaa and Marcus Brody are arguing with the government officials
aboutt the Ark. Even though both archeologists insist that more
researchh needs to be done, they do not manage to remain in charge
off the archeological artifact. As we learn from the last shots of the
film,, the Ark is marked "top secret" and just as in the old times when
itt was snatched by the Egyptian pharaoh, it is placed in the "secret
chambers."" The Ark is in a safe place, but the year is 1936 and
Hitler'ss quest for the "origin" of the Jewish race has just begun.

Freed,, Spielberg aid tbs Restorative Faictioi ef Myth
Inn order to demonstrate the ways a myth can be subverted, and to
showw that through mythical discourse both the father and history
cann be refigured, we need to recall that even when they appear conjuredd up by themselves, myths are always "fathered." As 1 have suggestedd in the earlier sections, Indiana Jones personifies this natatoriall authority who is preoccupied with setting history in place. The
preposterouss ordering of events in each Indiana Jones film points to
aa dis-jointed history, requiring an according reversal. In other words,
thiss type of structural play with history presupposes the need to "set
thingss in order." Moreover, the disjointed history puts pressure on
thee characters. Indiana can act as a savior because he is elaborated
ass both different and the same. The despotic adversary loses the
contestt for the origin because Indiana Jones is elaborated as both
thee origin and the trace. As such, he urges us to establish a connectionn between contradictory poles, the oxymoron implied in joining
"Indiana"" and "Jones." 1 will suggest that this oxymoron is comparablee to the contradiction implied in the notion of "the Egyptian
Moses." "
Dee Certeau begins his analysis of Freud's historical novel
MosesMoses and Monotheism by pointing to the oxymoron "the Egyptian
Moses"" which unites two contradictory poles, the Jew and the
Egyptiann (de Certeau, 314). This strategy of Freud works to interior-
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izee the division which has until then figured as a "distinction" with
respectt to others. "Separation from the Egyptian had been the
foundingg act of the election of the Jews, its doublet being the act
thatt instituted Yahweh as unique and as creator through his separationn from the world" (314). By installing two in place of the one,
Freudd is annihilating the self-identity "that has been acquired
throughh the elimination of a "remainder." "Identity," as de Certeau
asserts,, "is not one, but two. One and the other" (314). De Certeau
describess this strategy as the principle of writing, of analysis (which
iss division, decomposition), and of history. 1 have suggested earlier
thatt this strategy is comparable to the narrative modality of différance,férance, which is the structure at work in new Hollywood films such
ass the Indiana Jones trilogy.
11 have brought the structure of différance into relation with
aa disjointed history, and demonstrated that the repairing of this historyy is predicated on the geneological break or the discursive dependencyy between the father and the son. The historical period in which
Freudd was writing his theoretical fiction of history is that period
whenn Nazi anti-Semitism already took hold. Freud himself was a victimm of racial hatred and he was eventually forced into exile. The
questionn he posed regarding the rising tide of anti-Semitism was not
thee obvious question, "why do they hate the Jews?" Rather, his
pointt of departure was, "how did Jews come to attract such
hatred?"" Slavoj Zizek describes this attitude as a historical gesture:
Itt is precisely here that, for the sake of democracy itself, one
hass to gather strength and repeat the exemplary heroical gesturee of Freud, who answered the threat of Fascist anti-Semitismm by depriving Jews of their founding father; Moses and
MonotheismMonotheism is Freud's answer to Nazism ... by way of an
almostt masochistic inversion, Freud targeted Jews themselves
andd endeavored to prove that their founding father, Moses
waswas an Egyptian. Motwithstanding the historic (in)accuracy of
thiss thesis, what really matters is its discursive strategy: to
demonstratee that Jews are already in themselves "decentered,"
thatt their "originality" is a bricolage. The difficulty does not
residee in Jews but in the transference of the anti-Semite who
thinkss that Jews "really possess it,"... the anti-Semite is the
onee who "believes in the Jew," so the only way effectively to
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underminee anti-Semitism is to contend that Jews do not possesss "it." (Zizek, 1995: 220)
Sincee an in-depth analysis of Freud's work is beyond the scope of
thiss chapter, 1 will limit the discussion to a consideration of the
work'ss nanative strategies as they are related to the intertwinement
off history and myth.
Ass 1 have already noted, by joining "Moses" and the "Egyptian,"" Freud erases the constellation which symbolized the opposition
off Israel and Egypt. Secondly, there is an inversion Freud foregrounds,, which served to Judify the Egyptian Moses, and which
Freudd explains through the structure of "family romance." Freud
drawss on Otto Rank's The Myth of the Birth of the Hero, as a model
forr this structure. In the stereotypical myth there are two families,
thee royal family and the modest family. The royal family abandons
thee hero, the poor family adopts him and they take care of him until
hee takes vengeance upon his father and supplants him. Freud takes
recoursee to this myth to argue that the family romance traceable in
thee Biblical text is in fact an inversion of the original structure, and
thatt this inversion serves a concrete purpose. In Exodus, a modest
familyy of Levites abandons Moses, the noble family of the Pharaoh
raisess him, and when he grows up, he returns to his true family. x x l v
Whilee the structure in the pre-text glorifies the hero, the biblicall inversion, according to Freud, obliterates the Egyptian origin of
Moses.. De Certeau comments on Freud's strategy in the following way:
Inn fact, this detail is secondary in respect to the fact that,
becausee it is produced in a Jewish place, the legend establishess the same (the Jewish place) as an origin: the Jewish birth
functionss here as a noble origin, and it legitimizes the place
byy classifying foreignness in the (apparently) noble exteriority,
wheree the hero of the family was provisionally adopted, (de
Certeau,, 1988: 334; italics in original)
Thee two in the same place, which in the model myth signified the
singlee place occupied by both the son and the father, is transformed
inn the biblical legend into one existing in two places. The operation
yieldss a profit, as de Certeau suggests in his interpretation of Freud's
narrative,, foT it saves the identity of the place where the legend is
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produced.. It saves the place where the legend was "fathered," for
thee "father" of the discourse is ultimately the one who produces the
"son,"" and in this particular case, it is the father who needs the son
too construct his own origin, that is, "noble place." By evoking the
biblicall inversion of the family romance, by demonstrating that the
discoursee in question is a construct, Freud is simultaneously engagingg in a re-construction, or re-fabulation of the legend.
Anotherr move Freud takes is to reexamine the opposition
betweenn monotheistic and iconoclastic religion in ancient Egypt; his
argumentt is that monotheistic religion is in fact a displacement of
iconoclasticc religion. He distinguishes an Egyptian Moses and a Midianitee Moses; the former Freud compares to a mythical figure by the
namee of Akhenaton who, akin to Moses, abolished the cults and
idolss of Egyptian polytheism and established a monotheistic worship
off the new god Aton. In the place of Aton, Freud contends, the
Midianitee Moses introduced Yahweh, the volcanic demon of the
Midianites.. According to Freud's narrative, the Jews rebelled against
thee Egyptian Moses, personified in the figure of Akhenaton, and the
rebellionn resulted in murder. They repressed this murder and consequentlyy they only remember the Midianite Moses as their founding
father. .
Inn his Moses the Egyptian: The Memory of Egypt in Western
Monotheism,Monotheism, Jan Assman asserts that with this inversion Freud is
ablee to practice différrance: to reverse the traits of Aton and Yahweh,, whereby all the imperfections of the biblical God and his Law
comee to be attributed to Yahweh,, the God of the Mididanite Moses,
whereass the Egyptian deity comes to stand for the true and perfect
religionn (Assman, 1997: 155).
Theree are several important reasons why Freud's historical
novell is pertinent for this study: first, as 1 have already suggested, it
iss exactly this type of structure, the structure of différance, or the
productionn of origin through erasure that is projected onto the field
off archeology in the Indiana Jones trilogy. The archeological field as
aa screen for transference comes to bear the mark of the Freudian
de-centering,, the racial bricolage, the filial production of the father
throughh alienation, or through the preposterous ordering of events.
Historyy seems to be out-of-joint because the mnemic archive is outof-joint;; and Freud's intervention into the myth from the past is
boundd up with the attempt to "correct" both the present and the
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future. xxvv In that respect, the issue of ethnicity needs to be taken
intoo consideration not only in terms of the mythical content, or the
subject/protagonistt in Moses and Monotheism, but in terms of the
splitt between the subject in the myth, Moses, and the subject of
vision,, Freud.
Freud'ss historical novel demonstrates the ways history can
bee renegotiated through mythical discourse. This is precisely my own
contentionn in relation to the mythical discourse at work in the Indianaa Jones trilogy. Freud's history of the Egyptian Moses is an exemplaryy case of narrativizing différance. This structure is comparable to
thee oxymoron implied in joining "Indiana" and "Jones." Indiana is
conceivedd according to the image of the fortune hunter whom
youngg Henry encountered as a scout. He is an adventurer who can
jumpp onto a moving train, drive a car, ride a horse. Jones is conceivedd according to the image of the father; he is a book-worm who
doess nothing, but study.
Thee structuring of the new Hollywood narrative implies a
refiguringg of the Oedipal myth, and this refiguring can be observed
ass analogous to the decentering of the origin, the racial bricolage
traceablee in Freud's Moses and Monotheism. Thanks to Indiana
Jones,, a place for difference is created, for he is constructed through
aa simultaneous decomposition into the multiple elements structuring
thee tension between the son/the father, Indiana Jones/Henry Jones,
Indiana/Moses,, or Indiana/Arthurian Knight.
Too understand that history can be renegotiated through
mythicall discourse - and it is in this respect that Bal's discussion on
thee "fathers of myth," and Derrida's critique of Lévi-Strauss' structurall analysis of myths confirms its relevance - we need to take into
accountt the present of meaning production. xxv1 The arche, to put it
dee Certeau's terms, emerges through the process of division, through
itss simultaneous death and birth, through negation and affirmation,
throughh science and fiction. "It is the historiographical equivalent of
thee Egyptian Moses: science-fiction is the law of history" (347). In
thiss manner, archeology, just as history, becomes more than simply a
processs of re-counting and re-telling, it becomes a process of repairing.. One of the crucial conditions for the restorative function of history,, as we learn from Spielberg's Indiana Jones and Freud's Egyptiann Moses, is precisely mythical discourse. The room for the other,
thee place of difference needs to be marked in mythical discourse, it
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needss to be fabulated; only then can it affect memory and accordingly»» cultural history.
Thee productive aspect of this perspective is that a place for
differencee is created. 1 will explore this potential of mythical discoursee further in chapter seven where 1 discuss Spielberg's
Schindler'sSchindler's List. The aspect which requires critical investigation,
however,, is the investment of this cinema in the already prominent
preoccupationn of Western culture with fathers and sons. De
Certeau'ss definition of Freud's project as a "theoretical fiction" can
shedd some light on the problem 1 am announcing:
Thee text initiates a play between religious "legend" [Sage) and
Freudiann "construction" [Konstruktiori],

between the object

underr study and the discourse performing the analysis. This
playy takes place in the fuzzy area of an ambivalence, in what
givess "fiction" the meaning both of a production [fingere, to
fashion,, to fabricate) and of a disguise or a deceit. Everything
iss unraveled in the field of relations between the labor that
constructss and the ruse that would "make us believe" in the
fictionn - a mixed terrain of production and lure. What history
createss and what narrative dissimulates will meet in that very
place.. Moses and Monotheism is situated at this intersection
off history and fiction. But its elucidation does not escape
whatt it is elucidating. In the fashion of a fantasy, it tells a
storyy of what is produced in a tradition. This theory of fiction
iss indeed a "theoretical fiction." (308-9)
Whatt Freud's narrative reveals then, are the strategies by means of
whichh theoretical fictions are generally produced. It will suffice to
mentionn the women in the trilogy: Marion, the daughter-figure
patronizedd by Indiana; Willie the combination of vamp and spoiled
bratt as well as a personification of the fortune hunter; and Elsa the
treacherouss female scholar and Nazi collaborator. While they are
productss of the same fabulation as Indiana Jones, they unfortunatelyy constitute only a residue in the production of a future history.
Thee effect of theoretical fictions on the construction of female characterss will be the particular focus of chapters five and six. In the
nextt chapter 1 will examine the new Hollywood's preoccupation with
redeemingg the father in relation to the son's capacity to give both
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thee father and history a new face. 1 w i l l suggest that mythical discourse,, which plays a crucial role when it comes to repairing the
fatherr and history, in the case o f female characters, still needs to be
reinvented. .
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Deleuze distinguishes between action-image and time-image. The analysis
demonstratess that Indiana cannot be constrained by this division. Even
thoughh he functions as an actant, hence as a structural position, the analysis
demonstratess that his character-image is overlaid with grains of time. In that
sensee he can rather be understood as an action/time-image. Indiana functionss as a frame of reference, a slot to be filled. This may give the impression
thatt everything about these films is extremely banal, too obvious and overtly
simplistic.. 1 would suggest, however, that precisely the fact that Indiana
Joness has the capacity to function as a frame of reference gives rise to a play
off historical sites, and persons, that come to overlap in a single screen. When
hee is not outfitted in a suit and a bow tie, which indicates his role as an academic,, the accessoires of Indiana Jones point to a man-of-action. He appears
ass a combination of cowboy, lion tamer, and explorer. He refuses to ride a
camell but, as a typical hero of the westerns would, insists on a horse. Thus
whenn he takes off on a chase after a Nazi truck, it is the horse of the hero
fromm a western that becomes counterposed to a Mercedes. The self-referentialityy of cinema in these evocations of generic stereotypes works not only
towardss a confusion of historical periods, but the conflicting relations
betweenn these stereotypes also condition the exchange of history and myth.
"" Bal explains that the model starts from a teleological relation between the
elementss of the story: "The actors have an intention: they aspire toward an
aim.. That aspiration is the achievement of something agreeable or favorable,
orr the evasion of something disagreeable or unfavorable [. . .] An actant is a
classs of actors that shares a certain characteristic quality. That shared characteristicc is related to the teleology of the fabula as a whole. An actant is
thereforee a class of actors whose members have an identical relation to the
aspectt of telos which constitutes the principle of the fabula" (1997: 197).
"•• In her article on the preposterous events in the works of William Shakespeare,, Patricia Parker explains that the word preposterous comes from posterousterous (after or behind) and pre (in front or before), that it connotes a reversall of "post" for "pre," back for front, second for first, sequel for beginning
andd that more generally, the term alludes to the inversions that disrupt a
"proper"" or "natural" sequence (Parker, 1992). The notion of preposterous
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historyy is discussed in more detail in Bal's Quoting Caravaggio: Contemporary
Art,Art, Preposterous History.
"^^ 1 am referring here to Yerushalmi's discussion of Freud's Moses and
MonotheismMonotheism in Freud's Moses, Judaism Terminable and interminable. 1 will
deall with both works in the subsequent sections of this chapter.
vv
In "Nostalgia for the Present," Fredric Jameson takes Dick's novel in terms
off its "paradigmatic value for questions of history, representation, and historicityy in general...Historicity is neither a representation of the past nor a
representationn of the future (although its various forms use such representations):: it can first and foremost be defined as a perception of the present as
history:: that is, as a relationship to the present which somehow defamiliarizes
itt and allows us that distance from immediacy which we call historical" (523).
^^ What Foucault called "archeology" are those histories which are excluded
fromm history; in Madness and Civilization, The Birth of the Clinic and the The
OrderOrder of Things he is disclosing a transgressive history which emerges as a
disorderr within the order of things.
v nn
In the third volume of his Time and Narrative, Paul Ricoeur also discusses
thee interweaving of history and fiction; while de Certeau insists that fiction
andd history are quasi-identical, Ricoeur asserts that fiction is quasi-historical
justt as much as history is quasi-fktive, "History is quasi fictive once the
quasi-presencee of events being placed 'before the eyes o f the reader by a
livelyy narrative supplements through its intuitiveness, its vividness, the elusive
characterr of the pastness of the past, which is illustrated by the paradoxes of
standing-for.. Fictional narrative is quasi-historical to the extent that the
unreall events that it relates are past facts for the narrative voice that
addressess itself to the reader. It is in this that they resemble past events and
thatt fiction resembles history" (190). Although theorized from different
pointss of departure, de Certeau's and Ricoeur's views can be said to coincide
onn those points where the overlapping of history and fiction concerns the
refigurationn of time.
^ ^^ De Certeau's view on history can be brought into relation with his conceptss of popular culture. In his Practice of Everyday Life, he argues that the
popularr has a transhistorical constancy. The popular has the capacity to
inscribee displacements into ordinary language which scientific reason has
eliminatedd from operational discourses in order to institute "proper" meanings.. According to de Certeau it is precisely in the popular that we can trace
responsess to the distributions of power in socioeconomic and symbolic formations. .
•** De Certeau takes the notion of the real from Lacanian psychoanalysis; by
reall he implies a world of unmarked space and time that cannot be mediated
byy language or signs. The object-universe, like the unconscious dimension of
historyy is impervious to language.
xx
1 am drawing here on Bal's ideas from Quoting Caravaggio: Preposterous
History,History, particularly her discussions on the deixic relation between the sign
andd the analyst which is predicated on indexicality. 1 have dealt with this
relationn in the previous chapter in connection to "the image of the second
person." "
1010
Recall for example Benjamin's discussion on the creation through the act
off naming in his "On Language as Such and on the Language of Man." In

SelectedSelected Writings.
What Derrida questions in Plato's Pharmacy is precisely the idealist propositionn that truth or nontruth can be discovered in ourselves by ourselves, or
thatt knowledge can be sought in oneself by oneself.
x 11
" Derrida explores the association between writing and pharmakon in
Plato'ss Phaedrus. He explains that "one and the same suspicion envelops in a
singlee embrace the book and the drug, writing and whatever works in an
occult,, ambiguous manner open to empiricism and chance, governed by the
lawss of magic and not the laws of necessity." Hence, Derrida examines the
oppositionn Plato sets up between books, dead and rigid knowledge shut up
inn biblia, recipes and formulas, and pharmakon as the living knowledge, or
simplyy pharmakon as it is opposed to medical science. "In dealing with Plato,
whoo knew so well on occasion how to treat myth in its archeo-logical or
paleo-logicall capacity, one can glimpse the immensity and difficulty of this
lastt opposition. The extent of the difficulty is marked out - this is, among a
hundredd others, the example that retains us here - in that the truth - the
originall truth - about writing as a pharmakon will at first be left up to a
myth.. The myth of Theuth..." (73).
x vv
" The relation between Freud's heritage and his work but also Yerushalmi's
"dialogue"" with Freud is discussed in Derrida's Archive Fever: A Freudian
impressionimpression and Richard J. Bernstein's Freud and the Legacy of Moses.
ww
This will be discussed particularly in the following chapters in relation to
thee cinematographic apparatus.
X V II
In Cinema without Walls, Timothy Corrigan discusses the Indiana Jones
trilogyy as an example of "cartoon narratives'* which bring about the recycling
andd remaking of the classical. He also describes it as a case where heavens
aree made out of historical hells. "As in Spielberg's Indiana Jones cycle
(beginningg 1981), hell in many of these films becomes an unrecuperable historicall moment like the holocaust of World War 11 and heaven becomes the
mythh of an archeologist's prehistory. Mediating between the two and often
replacingg narrative logic itself is usually the spectacle of technology. Thus,
thee counterpart of Spielberg's transcending narratives is Claude Lanzmann's
ShoahShoah (1985), [. . .] epic of hell put in place by a fascist technological apparatuss whose shattering of human subjectivity and motivation (in the name of
aa Christian teleology of heaven on earth) counterpoints Spielberg's technologicall heaven" (164). Corrigan announces the debate which will actually
emergee with Spielberg's Schindler's List.
xv
"" In fact, the film begins in a Shanghai nightclub, in a spectacular scene
whichh brings about a clash of Chinese and American culture. See for example
CinemaCinema and Urban Culture in Shanghai 1922-1943, ed. Yingjin Zhang. In
thosee years the films produced in Shanghai were very much influenced by
Hollywoodd productions. With respect to this, Spielberg's staging of a clash
betweenn cultures can be understood as an attempt to forge the space for
othernesss in his new Hollywood film. Making a Chinese version of the theme
songg from the Hollywood musical Anything Goes from 1936 can be understoodd as a new Hollywood way of refraining the act of colonization.
x v 11
" Willie is introduced as a singer but she is also the girlfriend of a powerfull but corrupt local man. All Willie cares about are diamonds and finding a
richrich husband. Her disappointment when she finds out that the maharaja is a
xnxn
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youngg boy reminds us of Marilyn Monroe's disappointment in Gentlemen
PreferPrefer Blondes when she learns that the millionaire is just a kid.
x cc
" In his critique of Spielberg's Schindler's List, "Toward a Theory of Spielbergg History,"Armond White contends that this film is submerged by hegemonicc criticism and that his earlier films are actually much more "historical."
Hee mentions the example from the Last Crusade where Adolf Hitler autographs'ss Indiana's father's personal diary. "It unexpectedly summed up the
psychic,, historical imagination... Such clever business didn't necessarily identifyy Spielberg as Jewish, or as a history scholar, but it evidenced the wit, the
politicall preoccupation and the sensibility of an auteur...The Last Crusade's
self-reflexive,, accordion like compression of the Indiana Jones series play
withh history, anthropology, and colonialist lore." Miriam Hansen would disagreee with this; she asserts that in Schindler's List, Spielberg uses the devices
off classical Hollywood style "in a relatively more intelligent, responsible, and
interestingg manner than one might have expected, for instance, on the basis
off Spielberg's earlier work." in "Schindler's List Is Not Shoah" (306). It may
bee important to add that Spielberg himself has expressed regret for the way
hee dealt with Nazis in the Indiana Jones trilogy. BBC documentary on the
occasionn of Saving Private Ryan. 1 will return to these opposing views in
chapterr seven.
x xx
It is important to recall scene 1, where in order to perform his work as
arche-ologist,, Indiana must first survive the interaction with Hitler. The only
wayy he can do this is under false pretenses. He must be a master of disguise,
aa magician, a master of presentation; in effects premonition of the character
whoo can perform the miracles of history, such as Oscar Schindler, as 1 will
demonstratee in chapter seven.
xx
'' Relevant here is W. J. T. Mitchell's "What Is an Image?" in Iconology:
Image,Image, Text, Ideology, particularly his reformulation of the question "what is
ann image," into "how do we transform images, and the imagination that producess them, into powers worthy of trust and respect," or yet more precisely,
"whatt interest does the split between images and words serve?" Bal explores
thiss problematic in her work, she addresses this question for example, in
"Readingg Caravaggio Basic Instincts and Their Discontents," in her Quoting
Caravaggio:Caravaggio: Contemporary Art, Preposterous History.
x x nn
At this point 1 am only introducing the discussion that I will deal with
specificallyy in chapter seven.
x x 11
" In "Subject Positions, Speaking positions: From Holocaust, Our Hitler
andd Heimat to Shoah and Schindler's List," in The Persistence of History,
Thomass Elsaesser sets up a distinction between internal and external limits of
representationn which coincides with Hansen's notion of popular modernism.
5 0 vv
" This is according to Freud's narrative.
x x v
ll am drawing here on Derrida's Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression.
X X V II
I am referring to Derrida's "Structure, Sign, Play" from Writing and Differenceference where he critiques Lévi-Strauss' structural study of myth. Derrida
arguess that in the work of Lévi-Strauss there is a neutralization of time and
history. .
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Trilogy V

Thee Eclipse af ike Father
Ass opposed to the Indiana Jones trilogy, the historical period in the
StarStar Wars trilogy is not specified.1 The words, "A long time ago in a
galaxyy far, far away..." that appear on the screen with each film of
thee trilogy conflict, however, with the futuristic space vehicles in the
shotss that follow. In the generic clash between fairy tale and science
fictionn we can immediately note a temporal disjunction: on the one
handd we are told that the events took place in the far-away past,
butt on the other hand it is clear that this past is also the future in
whichh the events are yet to take place. In this far-away time and
space,, in the past that is yet to come, a civil war is being fought
betweenn the Rebel forces and the evil Galactic Empire. It is a time of
darknesss and fear in the galaxy, because the Empire has invented its
ultimatee weapon, an armored space station called the Death Star,
whichh has enough power to destroy an entire planet. In this constellationn where life on the planets is determined by the Death Star, the
centrall figure is lord Darth Vader, a former Jedi knight and at presentt an agent of evil. Before he was seduced by the evil side his
namee was Anakin Skywalker, and his special predisposition to harnesss and control the life energy or the "Force," as the Jedis call it,
wass in the service of good.
Vader'ss children, the twins Luke and Leia were separated at
birthh and sent off to different destinations in order to ensure that
Vaderr would not find them and make them heirs to his throne of
evil.. Both Luke and Leia are ignorant of the fact that they have a
sibling,, and they believe that their father is dead. In the course of
thee trilogy their paths will intersect, because both the son and the
daughterr will fight on the side of the rebellion, hence, against
Vader'ss evil Empire. Vader, as they will find out in the third film of
thee trilogy, is of course their father. The master myth-maker of the
neww Hollywood cinema, George Lucas, has clearly spelled out his
personall motivations and his conscious employment of cinematic
meanss to transform the future, the outer space, into a mythic universe.. According to Lucas, in the case of America, the hero's wanderingss across the vast universe emerged as a necessity, after all the
"mythicall spaces" in the country itself were already settled. In other
partss of the globe, as he remarked, there is still that place "over the
hill,"" the place of the mythic past. The only place over the hill that
remainedd for Americans after the exhaustion of the Wild West was
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thee vast universe.11
Throughh the clash of genres, pretexts and media, typical of
thee new Hollywood cinema, and of which the Star Wars trilogy is the
precursor,, Lucas not only invents a mythic universe but he also
reconstructss a symbolic universe. In that respect, as 1 will explain in
thee course of this study, the trilogy thematizes the conditions of the
constructionn and decomposition of the cinematographic apparatus
andd accordingly, reveals the constructed nature of the order that
endorsess its ideological effects. The de/composition of both the
apparatuss and the symbolic universe involves bringing into relation
formerlyy incompatible or seemingly irreconcilable elements. It sets
upp a highly complex and conflicting semantic field. Just as importantly,, however, it involves an overall organizing principle or structuree that governs these events which will have taken place in the
future.. It is a structure that orders the adventure of the hero and it
consistss of three parts: departure, initiation and return (Campbell,
1948);; Lucas has identified Joseph Campbell's The Hero With a
ThousandThousand Faces as his major source of inspiration for turning the
outerr space into his own mythic universe.111 In the course of this
chapterr 1 will demonstrate the ways this basic structure is bound up
withh the structure of différance, implying in the first place that the
structuree of the narrative reinforces the structure of character subjectivity. .
Althoughh the hero is composed as a son/daughter, the son,
Lukee Skywalker, is the one who will go through the process of initiationn in order to face the father ultimately. For that reason, in the
subsequentt analysis 1 will place the major emphasis on the discursive
interdependencyy between the father and the son as the underlying
motorr of this filmic narrative. ,v In episode IV, the first film of the
trilogy,, we encounter Luke and Leia as young adults. Leia is a
princesss fighting on the side of the rebellion, Luke is living with his
auntt and uncle, unhappy and bored with his life as a farmer, dreamingg of going away to the pilot academy. Their paths will intersect in
thee first film of the trilogy, although it is not until the last film that
theyy will come to know that they are brother and sister. The first
filmm begins with a battle between Rebel spies and the Imperial
trooperss on board of the Death Star: Princess Leia and her rebel
companionss have stolen secret plans of the battle station which
reveall a deficiency of the Death Star system. Just before she is
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arrestedd by the troopers, Leia manages to place a message into the
androidd R2D2. It is a message for Obi-Wan-Kenobi, the old Jedi
knight,, to whom she appeals for help. R2D2 who is also the keeper
off the secret plans, manages to leave the battle station together
withh another android, 3CPO. They travel to the planet Tatooine,
wheree R2Ü2 is to find Obi-Wan and deliver the message. After arrivingg on Tatooine, both androids are snatched by android dealers,
Jahvas,, who put them on the market and as it turns out, sell them
too Luke's uncle Owen. During the first night R2D2 escapes, driven by
hiss mission to reach Obi-Wan. Feeling responsible for the android's
escape,, Luke rushes to retrieve him before uncle Owen finds out
whatt happened. Chasing after the android, Luke comes in contact
withh Obi-Wan and Princess Leia's desperate plea for help. Just as
importantly,, Luke comes closer to information regarding his origin.
Unlikee uncle Owen who has declared Luke's father dead and
avoidss talking about him, Obi-Wan shares important pieces of informationn with Luke. Obi-Wan tells Luke that his father was not just a
navigatorr but that he was also the best Jedi in the galaxy, and that
hee was betrayed and murdered by Darth Vader. Obi-Wan is introducedd as Luke's first teacher, with whom the process of initiation
willl begin. The first step Luke will have to take is to learn to use the
so-calledd life-saber, the elegant weapon which belonged to his
fatherr when he was a Jedi. Obi-Wan offers the life-saber to Luke,
tellss him that he needs his help in delivering the android to the
rebels,, and that the time has come for Luke to start learning about
thee Force. The Force is all around us, the old Jedi tells Luke, but it
cann be harnessed to produce either evil or good deeds. The people in
thee galaxy are suffering because there hasn't been a Jedi who is
strongg enough to face VadeT, the servant of evil. Luke is reluctant at
firstt to respond, in Campbell's terms, to "the call for adventure,"
whichh means becoming involved in the war against the Empire. But
whenn he returns home and sees that the Imperial troopers have
burnedd everything and killed his aunt and uncle, he firmly decides
thatt he will become a Jedi knight like his father and fight against
evil.. Luke is ready to depart.
Thee sudden absence of Luke Skywalker's substitute father
openss up the possibility for a new substitution as well as the "reinvention"" of a father. Apart from Obi-Wan who will partially occupy
thee evacuated place of the father in Luke's life, there is another

characterr who will fulfill this function. This is the ancient Jedi masterr Yoda, whose tiny stature seems to be in discrepancy with his
greatt strength. Just as Obi-Wan teaches Luke not to trust his sight,
forr eyes may deceive, Yoda teaches him that the appearance and size
off a body do not show one's actual strength. Luke will go through
thee process of initiation and he will gradually learn that Vader is his
father.. The Jedi training will teach him to follow his instincts and
thus,, by holding on to the feeling that there is still some good in
Vader,, Luke will eventually re-invent him. He will make Darth Vader
removeremove the mask of evil and reveal the face of the good Jedi,
Anakinn Skywalker. In other words, this "hero's return" will entail
supplyingg the image of his father.
Itt is important at the outset to grasp the ambiguity that the
namee Vader is invested with, because the eclipse of the father is
alreadyy marked in his name. Vader, the Dutch word for father,
simultaneouslyy hides and alludes to his father-identity. The name
Vaderr would thus infer a darkened father, a father hiding behind
vader.vader.ww In lethal Love, Bal discusses the typical art of naming in
biblicall love stories and the way that art exposes specific attitudes
towardd sexuality. By examining the construction of characters in the
Bookk of Ruth, from the point of view of the function of proper
names,, Bal demonstrates that a specific meaning that integrates the
characterr into its life, can also imprison it there:
Nott only is the name [...] so well adapted to the character
thatt we could say that it is iconic rather than the symbolic,
keepingg its indexical aspect; it is also narrative. For, far from
describingg just a feature of the character, it tells its action ann emblematic action, indeed, which thus becomes predictive,
butt which remains narrated action. This entails the problem of
chronologyy and its relation to analogy. (Bal, 1987: 73)
Ball points out that a particular name charges the character with a
narrativee role and a semantic content, but she also emphasizes that
theree are cases where the character is not completely defenseless
againstt the name, and in such situations it can assume the focalizationn of its own life. Vader assumes focalization of his own life with
Luke'ss help. It is through the intersubjective exchange, but also
throughh the collapse of the fabula onto the story, as 1 will demon-
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stratee in the subsequent sections, that Vader will come to stand for
thee father. As 1 have argued earlier, in the case of new Hollywood
cinema,, and specifically the Star Wars trilogy, focalization needs to
bee considered in relation to fabulation, and it is therefore the subjectt of vision who is also the myth-maker who is ultimately responsiblee for clearing up the father's name. The double teleology implied
inn the name Vader enables us to follow the relation between analogy
andd chronology and in that respect, 1 would suggest, Vader's name
summarizess and interprets Vader's function in the trilogy.
Ball asserts that since the names that tell can only tell the
crucial,, determining action by which the destiny of the character is
summarized,, "the bond they make between chronology and analogy
comess close to mise en abyme, a microstructure that contains a
summaryy of the overall fabula in which it functions" (Bal, 1987:75).
Thee mise en abyme does not propose only one interpretation, as Bal
pointss out, but offers different possibilities. Since the problems
regardingg the name have to do with narrative subjects, with social
lifee and unconscious allusions, Bal pursues three lines of analysis in
relationn to such an account: narratological, historical and psychoanalyticc (77). In terms of my study, the narratological aspect will be
conceivedd as intertwined with the historical and the psychoanalytic
aspect;; giving a face to the father's ghost via an intersubjective
exchange,, implies also "facing" the past, or giving a face to history,
whichh then, breaks the chain of haunting, of visitations, that would
otherwisee keep recurring in the future.

Tooo Stractirt of too Hunted look
Firstt of all, Vader wears a helmet-like mask which conceals his face,
andd his chest is shielded with protective armor. His entire costume is
blackk including his long, appropriately villain-like cape. He operates
withh the help of technical gadgets. The most prominent apparatus is
thee microphone installed in Vader's mask which modulates his voice
andd amplifies the breathing. Vader is thus, literally elaborated as
bothh a technical and an institutional body whose main function is to
engenderr fear. Just as it is not possible to see Hamlet's dead father
whoo returns as a ghost dressed in armor, Luke Skywalker's father,
Darthh Vader, remains hidden behind his techno-institutiona! body
untill the last film of the trilogy. In both instances, there is a spectral
effect,, or "visor-effect" as Derrida names it, which marks the

supremee power to see without being seen (Derrida, 1994).
Becausee the father is hidden behind the dark moon, the
Deathh Star, the mask of Vader, and the stories which describe him as
dead,, it is ultimately the father's voice that will inform the son of
hiss presence. It is precisely the spectral effect that conditions this
splitt between the voice and the body, and consequently enables the
sonn to supply the image of the father. v ' As in the case of Hamlet's
deadd father, who speaks the words, "1 am Thy Father's Spirit" while
hidingg behind a visor and a body of armor, Luke's father will also
makee himself present via the spectral body. In both cases, there is an
alienn body impersonating the father, but in the trilogy, the spirit
appearss entrapped in the techno-institutional body of the evil Galacticc Empire. Therefore, as the analysis will show, when Luke learns
thatt Vader is his father, he finds it difficult to attach this body to
thee father's voice, because he perceives Vader as a body that has
comee to usurp the place of the father. It is on condition of a split
betweenn the body and the voice that the name of the father can be
markedd separately from the place of the father. This tension, or the
splitt between the name and the place, conditions the spectral effect
andd produces what Derrida describes as the "haunted look." Derrida
assertss that the haunted look presupposes the secrecy of origin.
Sincee we do not see the one who sees us and who makes the law,
whoo delivers the injunction, we must fall back on his voice:
Thee armor lets one see nothing of the spectral body, but at
thee level of the head and beneath the
visor/curtain/screen/shade/blind/cover,, it permits him to see
withoutt being seen but to speak in order to be heard. (Derrida,, 1994: 9)
Thee spectral body can be faced when the separation between the
bodyy and the voice is realized; this realization is a precondition for
ann intersubjective exchange whereby the empty screen/visor can
acquiree a face. 1 would suggest that the tension Vader/father
emblematizess Derrida's notion of a spectral body, and that the trilogyy thematizes the problem of facing this specter. The trilogy ultimatelyy stages the conditions where Vader as a screen acquires a face
andd hence, the "darkened" father can be atoned. For the purpose of
thiss study 1 have taken the concept of the haunted look as a point
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off departure in dealing with the following interrelated themes: 1)
facingg the father, or giving the father a face, as the motor of the
narrative;; 2) de/composing the wall of Plato's cave as the screen
whichh discloses the conditions of its function, in order to re-read the
apparatuss theory of cinema in the light of the haunted look; and 3)
problematizingg the haunted look with respect to the de/composition
andd reinstitution of patriarchy. The relationship between the themes
iss to be understood as follows.
1.. Facing the Father, or Giving the Ghost a Face: The double movementt of ghosts and dead fathers, as dependent on the past that is
yett to come, exemplifies Derrida's thinking of the past as a legacy
thatt can come only from that which has not yet arrived, the
future. v l '' Problematizing the temporal aspect of the process of
"haunting"" or "visitation," that is, emphasizing the relation to both
thee past and the future, implies in the first place that ghosts are not
somethingg we can do away with, simply by sweeping them under a
doorr marked "the past." Freud already warned us that they will just
continuee to return. v i n There is, however, moTe at stake here than the
perpetuall return {of the repressed). We also have responsibility for
thee ghosts. This raises the question of whether, and how, one will
engagee in an interaction with the ghost. What emerges then, is the
problemm of facing the ghost, of giving him a face, of positing oneselff as a mirror reflection, and hence, of lending a face to the spectrall image. Once the father's voice that delivers the law acquires a
facee via the son, as is the case with the Star Wars trilogy, the law of
thee father is necessarily affected, interrupted and decomposed. The
laww that governs the "son's destiny," and imposes parricide as well
ass the perpetual haunting, loses its force, and can no longer be
endorsed. .
2.. De/composing the Wall of Plato's Cave: When fabulation is taken
intoo account, the concept of the haunted look helps us illuminate
thee ways the father-son relations are constructed. This in turn bears
onn the ways the idealist notion of the bedazzling Sun, as the Parent
off light, can be decomposed.1x As in Platonic, Aristotelian or Cartesiann discourse, the sun is interpreted as a specular circle, as a return
too itself without a loss of meaning. It rises in the East, but in the
eveningg of its journey it becomes interiorized in the eye and a heart
off the Westerner, that is, in the man of metaphysics/ The new Hollywoodd texts such as the Star Wars trilogy put pressure on this ideal-

istt image of the sun: just as the sun retains its blinding power duringg an eclipse and forces us to turn toward its reflection, the father,
obscuredobscured by the dark moon, comes to show his face via the son. We
cann see the father/sun by looking at the son/projected image. In
otherr words, we can see the sun when we turn toward the son. And
vicee versa.X1
Plato'ss dialogues, especially Book VII from the Republic,
whichh played such an important role in psychoanalytic film theory,
cann be related to the division of subject construction introduced by
Jean-Louiss Baudry into film studies: between the cinematic apparatuss itself, and the signifying processes generated through narrative.
Thee double teleology implied in the concept of the haunted look
sharpenss our awareness that the notion of the "subject-effect" producedd through the concealment of the technical base of the apparatuss needs to be re-examined. 1 will demonstrate the ways the trilogy
thematizess a decomposition of Plato's myth and discloses the ideologicall function of the apparatus. By drawing on Baudry's apparatus
theoryy 1 will explain that in the case of the new Hollywood texts
suchh as the Star Wars trilogy, the techniques of the symbolic collapsee onto the techniques of the imaginary. In the classical Hollywoodd cinema the ideological function of the apparatus was principallyy maintained through misrecognition, or rather through the conditionss of "forgetting" the discontinuity and the constructed nature
off the apparatus. In the new Hollywood cinema, 1 am arguing, this is
noo longer the case.
Inn that respect, 1 will explain that the shadows projected on
"thee wall of Plato's cave" as "mirror images," can be understood
beyondd the specular/imaginary dimension. Moreover, we need to
takee into consideration the collapse of the fabula onto the story,
hencee we also have to take into account the symbolic dimension.
Thee trilogy's simultaneous decomposition and reconstruction of the
fatherr as the apparatus, that is, the process of giving the ghost a
"face,"" presupposes an opening up of narrative spaces which were
onlyy implicit in the classical Hollywood cinema. What we see, then,
iss dependent on the structure of the haunted look. Via the haunted
lookk the father as both the sun and the apparatus appears on the
walll of Plato's cave.
3.. Reinstituting Patriarchy: Finally, the concept of the haunted look
cann be observed as a link between the scopic regimes that the trilo-
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gyy brings into play. On the one band, there is Vader's all-encompassingg ocularcentric eye; but on the other hand, through the
processs of "facing," the look of this blinding "rotten sun" is transfigured.. The "rotten sun" that imposes the law, from whose penetratingg eye nothing can be concealed, is also the father who monitorss the offspring, and thus, conditions judgement upon their
actions.. By tracing the process of facing, we can note a shift from
thee look that objectifies, that imposes subjection and submission,
andd blocks the production of subjectivity, toward the production of
thee reciprocal exchange of looks which yields the possibility of an
intersubjectivee relationship. Through the intersubjective exchange,
thee confrontation implied in the term "facing" is extended or better
yet,, reduced to its literal meaning - giving the ghost, but also the
institution,, a face.
Althoughh the haunted look presupposes taking into account
thee fact that ghosts will keep on arriving from the future unless we
gatherr the courage to face them, this position cannot be understood
ass a priori productive. The immediate critique we can extend to
Lucass echoes Gayatri Spivak's critique of Derrida's concept. She
commentss on the absence of the woman in his Specters of Marx and
states,, "If Derrida plays Hamlet to Marx's Ghost, there are no takers
forr Gertrude and Ophelia" (Spivak, 1995).X11 Since Vader is elaboratedd as a spectral body conditioned by the split between the body and
thee voice, the operation of constructing the father through the
decompositionn of Vader underscores the new Hollywood's appropriationn of critical discourse for its own purposes.*111 The aspects and
characteristicss of this narrative text are predicated on its fabula, and
ass 1 have argued in the previous chapters, fabulas of narrative texts
aree co-dependent with the critical, philosophical or personal concernss of the subject of vision even if we are ultimately dealing with
mythicc discourse. For that reason, 1 will bring into the discussion
Racine'ss Phèdre, the daughter of the rotten sun, whose forefather
deliverss his injunction through his gaze, who inflicts pain, and ultimately,, scorches the life out of his offspring.
Unlikee Luke Skywalker, who manages to confer his gaze
uponn the father without being burned, Phèdre does not attain a
positivee intersubjective exchange. The result of the blocking of the
exchangee of looks with the Sun leaves no other solution for Phèdre
exceptt projecting the look back onto herself, hence, ripping herself

apart.. By granting the son the possibility of supplying the image of
thee father, the Star Wars trilogy thematizes the production of lookingg that works toward un-masking the (evil) father, and inserting the
facee of the good father. Thus, as this new Hollywood space fantasy
hass it, through the haunted look which governs the process of "facing,"" the son is (again) generating his own father. x i v By becoming
thee father's creator, Lucas's son subverts the mythological role
assignedd to him - the role of his father's assassin. He gives a new
"face"" to his destiny, as it were, and escapes the tragedy that awaits
Racine'ss daughter. xv

Facligg tut Fatitr Tit Mtttr at » Mrratlvi
Itt is the impossibility to see the spectral body that conditions Darth
Vader'ss paternal presence. But even more importantly, this paradoxicall incorporation of the father as "being present without being
seen,"" conditions also the embodiment of the force of evil that
Vaderr represents in the trilogy. Since Vader figures as a spectral
body,, it is not possible to look him in the face just as it is not possiblee to see the face of an institution of evil. One can "see" the
institutionn of evil only when a face is projected on the specter's
screen.. Hence, there is a job for the son, Luke Skywalker, who will
providee the father-image for this in/visible entity. This difficulty of
lookingg at the father's face, of facing him is the motor of the narrative.. Correspondingly, the skills Luke is taught by Yoda as well as
Obi-Wann are intended to improve Luke's defense mechanisms and to
protectt him from being "burned" at the sight of the father.
Lukee and Vader interact on three occasions. The first
encounterr is Luke's premonition of the task that awaits him in the
future.. It occurs in the second film of the trilogy, The Empire Strikes
Back,Back, in a scene which literally elaborates the tension between facingg the father, and giving the father a face. Luke is at the Degoba
system,, a dark, misty, damp, and jungle-like environment, and the
homee of Yoda. The Jedi master is full of doubts regarding his pupil's
abilityy to learn to control the Force. For Luke is impatient and
impulsive,, and has trouble un-learning what he has previously
learned.. He is opinionated and judgmental, which limits his capacitiess to execute the "impossible." In other words, Luke cannot let go
off attaching meaning to things on the basis of what he sees, or
whatt is commonly understood. Just as he is shocked to find out that

SCENEE 1

thee "great Jedi master-Yoda" is actually an extremely small, and
painfullyy ridiculous creature, Luke is a priori intimidated by big
objects.. He fails to harness the Force which would enable him to lift
hiss space vehicle out of the swamp telepathically, because he confusess strength of mind with bodily strength.
Duringg his learning process, however, Luke slowly starts to
developp a "feeling," a sense of "seeing" without relying on his eyes.
Afterr one training session, he tells Yoda that he is disturbed by a
strange,, cold feeling of discomfort, but instead of engaging in a discussion,, Yoda instructs Luke to descend into a huge cavity, under a
tree.. When Luke asks him what he will find there, Yoda answers,
"Onlyy what you take with you." Interestingly enough, in the cave
Lukee encounters Vader, more precisely, a vision of himself engaged
inn a life-saber duel with Vader (scene 1). In the sequence of shots 16,, Luke is depicted as the subject as well as the object of his vision.
Inn shots 1, 2 and 5, he is looking. In shots 4 and 6, which are seeminglyy the product of his vision, his back is turned to the camera. In
thee first instance then, we can attribute this vision to Luke. The only
otherr creature present in the cave is a lizard (shot 3). The shot of
thee lizard rhymes with the shot of Luke looking (shot 5) but it also
announcess the possibility that Luke may be watched from an unexpectedd point of vision. In fact, when Vader appears at the end of
shott 6 we can also retrospectively attribute the vision of Luke (shots
44 and 6) to him.
Thee doubling of Luke's character-image builds up the initial
impressionn that he is watching himself, that the event played out in
thee cave is disengaged from his own spatio-temporal continum. The
arrivall of Vader on the scene, however, will introduce a contradictory
impression.. Vader, emerging at the end of shot 6 and positioning
himselff opposite Luke, can be understood as a product of Luke's
visionn in shot 5, and in the opening of shot 7. Nevertheless, shot 7
iss at the same time elaborated as a reverse-shot to shot 6. In the
coursee of shot 7 Luke pulls out his life-saber and engages in a duel
withh Vader. What occurs here is a collapse of sites. The clash
betweenn the real and imaginary space will enhance the force of
Luke'ss premonition. In shot 1 2, he strikes Vader with a fatal blow
andd decapitates him. When the head hits the ground the front piece
off the helmet explodes (shot 15), but instead of Vader's face, Luke's
facee appears in the cavity of Vader's helmet as an uncanny supple-
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mentt to the evil agency (17).
Thee cave where Luke accomplishes both feats, facing the
fatherr and giving the ghost a face is not Plato's cave, but the scene
neverthelesss functions as an indication of Luke's imprisonment in
thee world of shadows. Oblivious to the fact that Vader is his father,
andd not advanced enough to face him, outside, in the "upper
world,"" Luke is faced with the "cave allegory." The content of his
visionn projected on the imaginary screen (world of reflections) overlapss with the outside (world of "truth"). In the cave scene the imaginaryy space and reality overlap echoing the double function of Luke's
facee - belonging both to himself and to Vader. The scene can then
alsoo be understood as an "allegory of subjectivity," where facing
presupposess an exchange of subject positions, or, as is the case with
neww Hollywood cinema, a literal exchange of faces.'™1 Via the
processs of facing the father or giving the ghost a face, the process
off mirroring is at the same time posited and decomposed. If the
scenee is taken as a precognition of the task that awaits Luke, we
couldd conclude that "facing" Vader will be resolved through an
intersubjectivee exchange. Luke can give a face to Vader on condition
thatt his own subjectivity be decomposed. The resolution is suspended,, however, until the last film of the trilogy, The Return of the Jedi.
Thee second encounter between Vader and Luke in The
EmpireEmpire Strikes Back is an elaboration of Vader's wrath, triggered by
Luke'ss refusal to submit to the law of his corrupt universe. In the
firstt film of the trilogy, the Rebel forces have succeeded in destroyingg the Empire's greatest weapon, the armored space station - The
Deathh Star. And in the second film, as the title indicates, the Empire
takess revenge. Solo's old friend Lando Calrissian in Cloud City takes
inn fleeing from the Imperial forces, Princess Leia, Han Solo, Chewbaccaa the Wookie, and the androids. But unfortunately, Lando is
forcedd to cooperate with the Empire and deliver Solo and his companyy to üarth Vader. Luke is at the Degoba system at the time, but
withh his newly acquired skills, he "senses" that his friends are in
danger.. Even though Yoda advises him to stay and complete his
training,, Luke insists on rushing to their rescue.
Becausee his feelings for his friends are so strong, Luke fails
too sense that Vader has set up this entire ordeal in order to lure him
intoo a trap. Hence, Luke's mission is a total failure: Solo ends up
frozenn in carbonite and taken away by the bounty hunter Boba Fett,

andd Luke's encounter with Vader proves that it is Luke in fact who
needss to be rescued. Luke and Vader meet in a space adjoining the
carbon-freezingg chamber, with pipes ail around them, and the
accompanyingg sound of hissing coming from the discharge of steam.
Thee steam hinders Luke's and our own sense of orientation. Vader
makess himself present through his voice and he manages to surprise
Luke.. Indulging in his immediate advantage over Luke, Vader
remindss him that even though the Force is with him, he is not a Jedi
yet.. As the one who dictates the course of events, Vader thereby
provokess Luke to reach for his life-saber, and to enter the terrain for
whichh he is not yet ready, and where he will be crushed.
Vaderr begins the life-saber duel by inviting Luke to join the
Empiree but as Luke persistently resists, the attempt at persuasion
graduallyy progresses into an ultimatum delivered in a most forceful
manner.. At first, Vader allows Luke to demonstrate what he has
hithertoo learned, but when Luke repeatedly refuses to listen and
comply,, the duel turns into a ruthless beating of the son, and a displayy of the father's dark powers. Ultimately Vader holds his lifesaberr still while he telepathically moves heavy objects, and directing
themm at Luke, makes it impossible for Luke to defend himself. Nevertheless,, all he manages to accomplish is an intensification of
Luke'ss resistance (scene 2). As the final punishment, and a closure of
hiss fatherly invitation to join forces, Vader strikes Luke's hand holdingg the life-saber, and cuts it off (shots 14-16). At this moment,
whenn Luke is creeping on the bridge, totally defeated, Vader tells
himm that his father is not dead as Obi-Wan has told him, but that he
iss his father, and that it is Luke's destiny to join him.
Thiss new information constitutes Vader's ultimate attempt
too convince Luke to enter into his symbolic universe. He tries to
exertt his power over Luke by presenting himself as the father, worse
yet,, as a dead father who has returned, who has come to haunt
Luke.. The following dialogue is indicative of the clash between the
pastt and the present echoed in the split between the body and the
voice: :
Vader:: Obi-Wan never told you what happened to your father.
Luke:: He told me enough, he told me you killed him.
Vader:: 1 am your father.
Luke:: No, no. That's not true! That's impossible!

Vader:: Search your feelings. You know it to be true.
Luke:: No! No! No!
Att this moment the father traverses from the past into
thee present, right into the body of his own murderer;
thee traversal emphasizes Vader's status as a specter,
andd explains Luke's refusal to accept the genealogy
wheree the father's murderer is, paradoxically enough,
thee father himself.'™" Having disclosed his other identityy Vader acquires a double status, a double face, for
hee comes to stand for the father who is both dead and
alive.. Luke tells Vader he will never join him, and to
expresss his determination, he throws himself into the
abyssall shaft of Cloud City. After what seems a neverendingg fall, Luke is catapulted into the vast space
underneathh the city, but he manages to hold on to
somee fragile instrument, which appears to be the "gallows"" of Cloud City. There, hanging upside down like a
martyr,, alone and suffering the pains of mutilation, he
pleadss that someone hear his cry for help.
Inn terms of the mise-en-scène, the duel
betweenn the father and the son is staged on a bridge
hangingg above what seems to be a bottomless hole.
Theyy are in an undefined, in-between space, and both
characterss appear suspended. When Luke is defeated,
hee crawls away from the bridge onto a narrow extensionn where he can barely maintain balance. Vader
remainss on the bridge which now acquires the function
off a stable ground. To interpret this scene we need to
takee into consideration the ways the fabula intervenes
intoo the story: even though Vader has staged an initiationn ritual where he literally cuts off a piece of Luke,
Lukee does not want to enter his universe. xv,,, The piece
off Luke that has literally been cut off will need to be
restituted.. Luke will be supplied with a mechanical
hand.. This new hand implants a piece of machinery
intoo Luke that symbolizes that stuff of which Vader
andd his universe are made. This new connection
betweenn Vader and Luke recalls the conditions for
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enteringg into the symbolic order; the Law of the Father presupposes
nott only subjection, but also the forceful amputation of the self.
Butt Luke's task is not only to take Vader's place. The process of
Oedipalizationn is reversed, for here, instead of taking the father's
place,, the son's task is to give the father a face.
TheThe Empire Strikes Back also brings to the fore the analogy
betweenn the father elaborated as suffering eclipse and the characters'' universe itself suffering eclipse. xix There is little reason for joy
inn the closing of this film: Solo is frozen and shipped off to the
wickedd Jabba the Hutt, Luke is saved by princess Leia, but he is
damagedd emotionally and physically. Looking back, there is a morbid
familyy picture in the last scene of the film: Luke puts his arm on
Leia'ss shoulder as they are heading off into the unknown. The
androidss 3CP0 and R2D2, placed next to the young couple on board
off the star cruiser, come to figure as their offspring.
Ass 1 mentioned earlier, the vision in which Luke gives a face
too Vader actually takes place in the third film of the trilogy, The
ReturnReturn of the Jedi, and it is here that the bond between chronology
andd analogy invested in the name Vader becomes evident.
Byy resisting the dark side, and believing that he can reveal the good
inn Vader, Luke succeeds in establishing an intersubjective relationshipp and providing Vader with the face of his father. As if aware that
hee cannot kill the living-dead, Luke puts himself at Vader's mercy in
thee ultimate confrontation with the evil Emperor. The Emperor is
torturingg Luke with electric bolts that pour from his fingers, while
Lukee is on the floor, reaching out toward Vader, but repeatedly callingg out for his father to help him. Just as the Emperor is about to
increasee the intensity of impulses to a level that would finally kill
Luke,, Vader grabs the evil master from behind and throws him into
thee bottomless shaft of the throne room. xx All this is happening
whilee the Death Star is under attack from the Rebel fleet, and the
Imperiall troops are in confused disarray. Luke carries the weaking
spectrall body trying to find an escape route, but collapses (scene 3,
3A): :
Vader:: Luke, help me take this mask off.
Luke:: But you'll die.
Vader:: Nothing can stop that now. Just for once, let me look
onn you with my own eyes.

Whenn the mask comes off an incredibly pleasant and
warmm face appears (shot 9). Just like the Wizard of Oz
whosee authority was implemented through masquerade,
orr more precisely, through technical apparati which
madee him look magnificent and powerful, Darth Vader
ass an institution of evil suddenly disintegrates and all
thatt remains is a timid, vulnerable man who is ready to
die,, purged, as it were, of his horrific spectral body.
Thee Jedi returns in the guise of Luke but this return
alsoo implies the return of the Jedi Anakin Skywalker
whoo was obscured by Vader. In this scene both characterss are focalized externally and there is a reciprocal
exchangee of looks. In the shots 3, 5 and 7 Anakin Skywalkerr is still wearing the mask, without which, as the
storyy goes, he cannot survive. In shots 9, 11, 13, 15,
17,, 19, 21 and 23 he is without the mask, engaged in
ann intersubjective exchange with Luke. At the end of
thee scene, he dies, as if unable to survive the reciprocal
exchangee of subject positions with his son. Accordingly,, this scene where the "facing" of the father takes
placee through the exchange of looks, indicates also
thatt Luke's face has acquired the status of the solar
face,, the face that burns those who look at it without
protection,, while the status of reflection or the projectedd image is displaced onto Vader. The son is then elaboratedd as both the condition of the father-image and
itss consequence. This process confirms that the son is
thee condition and the consequence of the structure of
différancedifférance implied in the term "sun," just as the name
Vaderr both implies and obscures the identity of the
father. .
Thee interaction whereby the son and the father
exchangee looks radicalizes Bal's notion of the correctionn of analogy through chronology, that is, of turning
Vaderr into the father. The fact that the name Vader
tellss a story, that it is tied up with the double teleology
impliedd in the deferral of meaning between father and
Vader,, is mirrored in the intersubjective relationship
betweenn the son and the father. The analogy reflects

thee chronology of différance - the son's face in which
thee father is reflected, the face that brings the father to
life,, is also the face that causes Vader's death. In other
words,, the birth of the father is conditioned on the
deathh of Vader. It is thus through the focalization of
thee son that the productive, repairing look can be conferred,, and that both Vader and his evil universe can
acquiree a new face. This is also the principle of an
intersubjectivee exchange, and to engage in it, to let
oneselff be re-born in the process, one is at the same
timee subjected to death. When Luke tells his dying
fatherr that he wants to save him, the father replies,
"youu already have." This operation of saving is ultimatelyy conditioned on two levels: that of the story and
thatt of the fabula. The level on which the intersubjectivee exchange is played out is the level of the story,
markedd in a separate discursive unit (scene 3). The
exchangee of looks that occurs in the final interaction
betweenn Vader and Luke, where the subject positions
off both characters are marked by the reciprocal capacityy to focalize, corrects the view expressed by Vader's
name.. The myth that the father is a despot, a "Vader"
whoo needs to be devoured, is re-figured. Fabula interveningg into story conditions the resolution of the narrative:: through the operation of facing, the son managess to reinsert the father into the universe obscured
byy Vader. The father will live on, safely stored in our
mnemicc archives.

Facingg the Wall of Plato's Gave
Evenn though the sun in the Star Wars trilogy is not
directlyy compared to the father, the father is elaborated
ass suffering eclipse. The fact that he is hidden behind
thee dark moon, the Death Star, or the mask of Darth
Vader,, makes the father no less powerful. On the contrary,, the fact that his strength is concealed makes
Luke'ss mission to face him even more difficult. As 1
havee noted earlier, the concept of the haunted look
helpss us trace the ways the father-son relations are
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constructed,, or rather, the ways the idealist notion of the bedazzling
Sun,, as the Parent of light, is decomposed through the process of
narration.. The double teleology implied in the concept of the hauntedd look, or the telling en abyme triggered by the tension between
father/Vader,, as well as sun/son, implies also that the ideological
apparatus,, in this case the cinematographic apparatus, overtly displayss the conditions of its de/composition.
Inn the previous chapter 1 have established an encounter
betweenn Spielberg and Freud, in order to explore the relation
betweenn narrative, history and issues such as race and ethnicity. My
presentt aim is to establish a connection between the symbolic universee of the new Hollywood cinema and the wall of Plato's cave, in
orderr to demonstrate that via the structuring of the narrative, both
thee former and the latter can be decomposed. At this point it is
importantt to recall that critical narratology takes issue with the narrativityy traceable in critical discourses that inform the world views
andd by extension fabulas of filmic narratives in this case (Bal, 1997).
Itt is along these lines that it can become even clearer that this
approachh does not presuppose application but rather encourages the
settingg up of a context where complementary or opposing agents
cann speak to each other. xxl By thematizing the father through the
structuree of différance, Lucas brings to the fore the split between
thee sun and the son, that speaks to Derrida's deconstructive reading
off Plato's cave myth, just as Spielberg's oxymoron "Indiana Jones"
addressess Freud's oxymoron "Egyptian Moses."
Thee tension between father and offspring in the Star Wars
trilogyy enables us to trace the ways psychoanalysis becomes entangledd with Platonic idealism, as well as Derridian deconstruction.
Finally,, the fact that Vader as the spectral body or as invisible institution,, is ultimately supplied with a face, displays the preoccupation
off the new Hollywood cinema with altering the symbolic order. The
specificityy of this cinema is that it makes the invisible apparati that
predefinee the representational field visible.XX11 For it stages the conditionss of their altering, facing and impairment. Jean-Louis Baudry's
apparatuss theory is the crucial point of departure because its foundingg argument regarding the ideological effects of the apparatus is
thatt the spectators, much like the chained prisoners in Plato's cave
myth,, are oblivious to the strategies which endorse control. x x i n
Accordingg to Baudry, the ideological surplus value is attained

throughh the concealment of the production. xx1v
Itt is useful to remind ourselves of the analogy Baudry draws
betweenn the imaginary constitution of the self and spectators' identificationn with the images projected on the screen. Baudry compares
thee discrepancy Lacan noted at the mirror stage, between the
infant'ss immature powers of mobility and maturation of his visual
organization,, with two conditions repeated during cinematographic
projection:: suspension of mobility and predominance of the visual
function.. Mobility is suspended in the sense that the spectator occupiess a centra] and illusory position in the entire cinematic arrangement.. He or she is positioned in such a way that the images, or in
Baudry'ss terms "reality" is coming from behind the head onto the
screenn which lies ahead. One of the two essential means of restoring
continuityy of movement and temporal dimension to the sequence of
staticc images is through projection. The second means relies on the
particularr kind of narrative, in this case, the classical Hollywood narrative,, predicated on cinematic devices such as continuity editing,
character-boundd vision and shot/reverse shot cutting. x x v In Baudry's
view,, when continuity is restored, meaning and consciousness are
restoredd as well.
Ass a result of the technical bases of the apparatus, the
spectatorr identifies less with what is represented, the spectacle itself,
thann with what stages the spectacle. As 1 have noted above, Baudry
comparess this to the effect of the mirror which assembles the fragmentedd body in a sort of imaginary integration of the self. Baudry
pointss out that there is a double identification at work here:
Firstt level of identification attached to the image itself derives
fromm the character portrayed as a center of secondary identification,, which constantly must be seized and reestablished.
Thee second level permits the appearance of the first and
placess it "in action" - this is the transcendental subject/apparatuss whose place is taken by the camera which constitutes
andd rules the objects of this world. (Baudry 1986:295)
Inn relation to this, I would suggest that by thematizing the de/compositionn of the father, the new Hollywood cinema is also problematizingg the trancendental gaze of the camera, or the transcendental
subject/apparatus.. In terms of Baudry's apparatus theory, the pro-
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ductionn of the ideological value is conditioned by the invisibility of
itss production. In terms o f new Hollywood films, as 1 am arguing,
thiss production is visible and hence, explicit. Furthermore, this cinemaa reflects on the conditions of the construction of the apparatus,
andd it raises our awareness that we are "imprisoned" in its fantasmaticc effects to the extent that we are imprisoned in the
idealist/essentialist/positivistt notion of the (unified) subject. By narrativizingg the operation of "facing" (the father/sun), as well as the
doublee teleology implied in the verb "to face," Lucas' trilogy
inevitablyy complicates the relation between two psychic fields, the
imaginaryy and the symbolic. While the imaginary designates the relationn between the ego and its images, the symbolic is defined as the
determiningg order of the subject; the symbolic produces the subject
throughh language and realizes its closed order by the Law, that is,
thee Law of the Father. xxv1 In the symbolic universe of the new Hollywoodd cinema, the Law of the Father is simultaneously produced
andd effaced.
Ass 1 have stated earlier, it is the idealist philosophy that
servess as the basis for Baudry's theorizing of the effect of the real in
cinema:: in the darkness of Plato's cave Baudry locates both the originn of what has become known as the cinematic apparatus and the
humann desire for imprisonment in the world of dreams, hallucinations,, and illusions. xxv1 ' The idealist conception of the fullness and
homogeneityy of being, according to Baudry, corresponds to the
transcendentall subject incorporated into the apparatus. In his view
thiss type of subject can be located in Plato's prison-house narrative
fromm the Republic. Since Baudry does not make a reference to Book
VIII where the famous allegory is described, it will be useful to
remindd ourselves of Plato's allegory.
Inn the world of shadows live prisoners like ourselves who are
chainedd by their necks and ankles and who can only see their shadowss or the shadows of one another which the fire throws on the
oppositee wall of the cave. According to Plato, to the prisoners, the
truthh would be literally nothing but the shadows of the images.
Whatt will naturally follow i f a prisoner is released is that the glare of
lightt will distress him, and he will be unable to see the realities of
whichh in his former state he had seen the shadows. The shadows he
formerlyy saw will seem truer than the objects which are now shown
too him, and when he approaches the light, his eyes will be dazzled.

Bl l

Hee will require growing accustomed to the sight of the upper world:
firstt he will see the shadows best, next the reflections of men and
otherr objects in water, and then the objects themselves. Last of all
hee will be able to see the sun. As Plato explains, the prison-house is
thee world of sight, the light of the fire is the sun, and the journey
upwardss is the ascent of the soul into the intellectual world (Plato,
1937:: Book Vll 773-780).
Inn setting up the apparatus theory, Baudry approaches the
referentiall effect of cinema as an aspect of the viewing situation by
elaboratingg an analogy of it with Plato's scene described above.
Then,, he sets up another analogy by comparing the scene of the
cavee with the Freudian unconscious, and as a result of this second
analogy,, the Freudian conscious becomes analogous to Plato's idea
off Good located outside of the cave. Baudry asserts that the access
too the world of truth or to the conscious is only through dreams,
throughh shadows, through the unconscious. As a result, the viewer
remainss eternally helpless, for as Baudry explains, "the unfolding of
images,, the rhythm of vision and movement, are imposed on a personn in the same way as images in dream and hallucination." Accordingg to Baudry, cinema just like dreams does not offer the dreamer
thee possibility of exercising any kind of immediate control:
Inn dream and hallucination, representations are taken as realityy in the absence of perception; in cinema, images are taken
forr reality but require the mediation of perception. This is
why,, on the one hand, for the realists, cinema is thought of
ass a duplicate of reality - and on the other cinema is taken as
ann equivalent of dream - but the comparison stops here, leavingg unresolved the problem raised by the impression of reality.
Itt is evident that cinema is not a dream: but it reproduces an
impressionn of reality, it unlocks, releases a cinema effect
whichh is comparable to the impression of reality caused by
dream.. The entire cinematographic apparatus is activated in
orderr to provoke this simulation: it is indeed a simulation of a
conditionn of the subject, a position of the subject, a subject
andd not reality. (Baudry, 1986a: 316)
Inn Baudry's view, the images projected on the screen appear to be a
simulationn of a condition of the subject, and this simulation is pro-
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vokedd by the cinematographic apparatus. Cinema, just like the
dream,, does not offer the viewer the possibility of exercising any
kindd of immediate control, and in that respect, the spectators as well
ass dreamers can be compared to the "positioned prisoners" of Plato's
cave.. Therefore, this disposition of cinema to submit the spectator
too the transcendental gaze of the camera/apparatus/ideology is theorizedd by means of psychoanalysis and idealist philosophy: Plato's
scenee is read through Freud and into the cinematographic apparatus.
Regardlesss of the technical constraints, however, the subject
off the new Hollywood cinema is not fixed. The analyses repeatedly
demonstratee that this subject is emphatically decentered, which is
clearlyy noticeable in the decomposition of the character-image.
Insteadd of the idealist preoccupation with the wholeness of being
conditionedd on the denial of difference, this cinema employs the
structuree of différance. Therefore, in this case, difference is at the
samee time denied and asserted. In that respect, Vader can be taken
ass a concept comparable to Derrida's neologism différance pointing
explicitlyy to something that would, within the idealist conception,
remainn implicit and hidden, that is, unified. By pointing to the fact
thatt the Law of the Father is not unified, it accordingly demonstratess that the symbolic can be re-ordered.
Thiss operation of deconstruction can also be observed in
termss of Derrida's preoccupation with disclosing the father of mythicall discourse, or rather, with breaking up the fullness of being,
impliedd by Plato's idealism. In "Plato's Pharmacy" Derrida reads the
ambiguitiess in Plato's dialogues especially by comparing the passage
fromm the Republic, with a passage from Phaedo. In the prison-house
allegory,, the bedazzlement experienced in facing the sun forces one
too look at the shadows and reflections. It is only the ascent of the
soull into the intellectual world that allows one to see the sun in its
properr place as the parent of light. In Phaedo, however, as Derrida
pointss out, Socrates fears that in the contemplation of true existence
hee could lose the eye of his soul in the same way that people may
injuree their bodily eye by observing and gazing on the sun during an
eclipse: :
Socratess (to Cebes): Well, at that point, when I had wearied of
myy investigations, 1 felt that 1 must be careful not to meet
thee fate which befalls those who observe and investigate an
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eclipsee of the sun; sometimes, 1 believe, they ruin their eyesight,, unless they look at its image in water or some other
medium.. 1 had the same sort of idea: 1 was afraid 1 might be
completelyy blinded in my mind if 1 looked at things with my
eyess and attempted to apprehend them with one or other of
myy senses; so 1 decided 1 must take refuge in propositions,
andd study the truth of things in them. (Plato 1972: 99D-100)
Hence,, Socrates proposes that reality be approached not by the
"direct"" method of sense-perception and observation, but by the
"indirect"" method of propositions
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Inn the section "The Father of Logos," of "Plato's Pharmacy,"
Derridaa establishes a filial relation between the sun and logos, and
hee asserts that the Good, in the visible-invisible figure of the father,
thee sun, or capital, is the origin of all onta (being), responsible for
theirr appearing and their coming into logos, which both assembles
andd distinguishes them:
Thee good (father, sun, capital) is thus the hidden illuminating,
blindingg source of logos. And since one cannot speak of that
whichh enables one to speak (being forbidden to speak of it or
too speak to it face to face), one will speak only of that which
speakss and of things that, with a single exception, one is constantlyy speaking of. And since an account of reason cannot be
givenn of what logos (account or reason: ratio) is accountable
off owing to, since the capital cannot be counted nor the chief
lookedd in the eye, it will be necessary, by means of discriminative,, diacritical operation, to count up the plurality of interests,, returns, products, and offspring [...]. (Derrida, 1981: 83)
Thee movement through which the sun presents itself as absent and
becomess invisible requires that its place be supplied along with différanceférance and diacriticity. The recourse to logos, out of fear of being
blindedd by any direct intuition of the face of the father, is a
recoursee that protects us from the sun - protects us, as Socrates
proposes,, in a way analogous to what occurs on the level of the
sensiblee or the visible:
LogosLogos is thus a resource. One must turn to it, and not merely
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whenn the solar source is present and risks burning the eyes if
staredd at; one has also to turn away toward logos when the
sunn seems to withdraw during its eclipse. Dead, extinguished,
orr hidden, that star is more dangerous than ever. (Derrida,
1981:: 84)
Derrida'ss consistent preoccupation with deconstructing the father of
discoursee suggests that even Plato, if read from a philosophical positionn which seeks critical accountability for the discourse, can appear
ass the father of logos. Once the eye of the philosopher comes to be
theorizedd as potentially incapable of apprehending the Sun, the
strictt borderline between the world inside the cave and the world
outsidee the cave comes into question. In a broader sense this is
comparablee to the technical line that divides the "first" from the
"third"" person. In other words, if we take into consideration the
analogouss order of the sensible or the visible that Derrida brings
intoo focus, we cannot make a strict separation between the eyes
imprisonedd in the cave, and the eyes outside of the cave that need
protectionn from the face of the sun.
Justt as the sun is reflected in its reflection/offspring//ogo5,
thee subject is reflected in the discourse/logos. Hence, to account for
thee /ogos/discourse/offspring/son, the place of the sun/father needs
too be supplied. And vice versa. The relation between the two is that
off différance, which implies ultimately both analogy and chronology.
Thus,, the subject-effect is conditioned through supplement, and
"imprisonment"" can be taken as one particular mode of conditioning
subjectivity. x x , xx This is to a considerable extent the distinction we
couldd establish between the new Hollywood films in question and
thee classical Hollywood films on which Baudry's findings were based.
Inn Baudry's theory, the subject that is reflected in the screen
-- a positioned and a hallucinating subject - implies that there is a
universall subject-effect. This premise is based on the supposition
thatt there is a mythical movie theater, a mythical viewer and a
mythicall filmic text: in short, the time, space and the protagonists
off a myth. As a result, all the responsibility for the discourse eternallyy remains in the hands of the reality-in-dream emitting apparatus.
Byy contrast, Lucas's new Hollywood trilogy demonstrates the ways
thee screen can be affected when the apparatus/gaze acquires a new
face.. The figure of Vader elaborated as a specter, as the one whose

supremee power is re/instituted through the haunted look, confirms
thatt specters and apparati can be challenged, or more precisely, reconstructedd through the process of "facing."
Thiss is reinforced, as 1 have stated earlier, through the separationn between Vader's body and his voice which comes to mark the
placee of the father. Vader's voice is not a voice-over, but because he
wearss a mask, his voice cannot be perceived as strictly synchronous
withh his body. Hence, his voice transcends his body. In The Acoustic
Mirror,Mirror, Silverman discusses the implications of the violation of the
rulee of synchronization, and she asserts that when the voice is left
withoutt an identifiable locus it becomes privileged to the degree
thatt it transcends the body. Conversely, she asserts, the voice loses
powerr and authority with every corporeal encroachment, "from a
regionall 'grain' to definitive localization in the image. Synchronizationn marks the final moment in any such localization, the point of
fulll and complete 'embodiment' (Silverman 1988: 49). Silverman
suggestss that the dominant cinema holds the female subject much
moree fully than the male subject to the unity of sound and image,
andd she asserts that in his most exemplary guise, "classic cinema's
malee subject sees without being seen, and speaks from an inaccessiblee vantage point" (51). In the new Hollywood cinema, however, the
separationn between the body and the voice, suggests on the one
hand,, an extreme example of the invisible power. On the other hand,
thiss split at the same time alludes to a crisis of the father: the
father'ss voice appears entrapped in an institutional body. The father
doess not have absolute power for he is obscured by Vader, hence,
bothh the power of the invisible institution and its subversion can be
understoodd as a construct. This implies that we can note a transformationn on the level of the filmic text: more specifically in terms of
thee difference between the classical Hollywood cinema and the new
Hollywoodd cinema this yields the assumption that the effects of the
cinematographicc apparatus itself are susceptible to change.
Vader,, symbolizing the spectral body, is ultimately dependentt on the fact that he is emblematic of différance, while as 1 have
statedd at the outset of the chapter, the name Vader conveys the
fatherr suffering eclipse. The operation of "correcting" Vader into the
fatherr is linked to the haunted look. The haunted look in the trilogy
iss the semiotic product of narration that tells that the father is
trappedd in Vader's spectral body. In Bal's terms, this narrative func-
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tionn corresponds with a philosophical "reflecting reflection":
Thee dramatic confrontation with the same by the perception
off the different is staged in the mise en abyme. The identity
iss constructed by a dialectic between the unique and the
identical.. The wise en abyme, then, is unique in that it tells
metatextuallyy its own version of the fabula, its own story, by
repeatingg the fabula. The figure integrates the min-oring
betweenn the imaginary and the symbolic reflection. In the
mirror,, the subject recognizes itself as a topic, by the mutual
focalizationn of the mirroring and the mirrored subject. In
intellectuall reflection, the speaking/thinking subject reflects
onn its own status, thus becoming in its turn an object, radicallyy different. (Bal 1987: 88)
Thee name Vader tells its own version of the transgenerational
father-sonn conflict. This conflict is mirrored in the name Vader but
itt is also re-figured through the tension between the different and
thee same. If the screen is taken as a mirror, Lucas also takes into
accountt both aspects of the term reflection distinguished in the passagee 1 just quoted. Bal points out that the ambiguity of the word
reflection,, meaning both mirroring and thinking, leads to two considerationss of self-reflection: self-reflection as mirroring leads one to
considerationss of the Lacanian mirror stage, as a first, visually based
constructionn of the self in self-alienation, whereas discursive selfreflectionn leads to self-critique. 1 would suggest that on the overt
level,, this is exactly what new Hollywood cinema is doing: reflecting,
repairingg and reinstituting the order of patriarchy.
Baudry'ss theory proves a useful point of departure for theorizingg the dependency between the three apparati, of ideology, of
cinemaa and of the psyche. In spite of the fact that the cinematographicc apparatus is susceptible to change, its connection to the
ideologicall fixations which affect the psychic mechanisms still holds.
Myy own stakes in the debate are related to the central aim of this
study,, that is, examining the role of narrative in the entire process. 1
willl return to this issue in later chapters and in particular in the
concludingg chapter. x x x

Likee Skywilkor vs. Plèdre

Inn "White Mythology" Derrida argues against Aristotle's thesis in
TopicsTopics that heliotropic metaphors are bad metaphors because it is
difficultt to know what is proper to the sun, and thus, every
metaphorr which implies the sun does not bring about clear and certainn knowledge. According to Aristotle, every object of sensation
whenn it passes outside the range of sensation becomes obscure
becausee it is not clear whether or not it still exists. If we say, foT
example,, that the sun is the brightest star that circles the earth, this
propertyy of the sun would not have been correctly assigned, for
whenn the sun sets, we can not see whether it is still moving above
thee earth because sensation then fails us.
Derridaa contends, however, that since the metaphoric trope
alwayss implies a sensory kernel, which cannot always be present in
actt and in person, the turning of the sun always will have been the
trajectoryy of metaphor - certainly of bad metaphor, as Derrida
asserts,, which furnishes only improper knowledge. But as the best
metaphorr is never absolutely good (without which shortcoming it
wouldd not be a metaphor), Derrida asks whether it is not the bad
metaphorr that always yields the best example. Thus, metaphor
meanss heliotrope, both a movement toward the sun and the turning
movementt of the sun. Because the metaphoric does not reduce syntax,, Derrida writes, but on the contrary organizes its division within
syntax,, it is carried away with itself; it cannot be what it is except in
erasingg itself, indefinitely constructing its destruction. Hence, the
sunn as a bad metaphor always implies delay, deferral and detour; its
presencee always needs to be supplied and the condition for supplementationn is precisely its absence.
Whatt emerges from the Star Wars trilogy is that the father is
alsoo a bad metaphor, because the father, just as the sun, or the Parentt of light is produced as dependent upon logos, Vader, and
throughh an exchange with the son. Like the sun, a "white mythology"" effaces itself from view even as it continues to structure our
reality.. The trilogy thematizes the father as a heliotropic metaphor,
butt by decomposing the father it displays the awareness that the
fatherr is a "bad metaphor," and accordingly it displays the conditionss of "white mythology." xxxl On the one hand, then, Lucas's
Vader/fatherr works to reveal the ideology that imposes the Law of
thee Father, but on the other hand, the metatextual intervention
enwrappedd in the mise en abyme works to improve and re-institute
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thee father. Critical discourse thereby comes to be reflected, in the
doublee sense of the word, in the artistic discourse of the trilogy.
Inn the following chapter 1 will examine the ways a de-centeringg of subjectivity governs the representation of female subjectivity.. The critique of the authority of presence will be brought into
relationn with the discourse of the two masters of suspicion who have
inspiredd Derrida's project, namely, Nietzsche and Freud. When it
comess to the representation of women, the "white mythology" that
hauntss Aristotle, 1 would suggest, in a similar manner haunts the
criticall discourse of deconstruction which is ostensibly invested in
re-affirmingg the father's responsibility for the discourse. In philosophicall discourse, for example, there is an obvious preoccupation
withh the Father of the discourse, and the logos, or the son; similarly,
inn psychoanalytic discourse the order in the symbolic universe is
predicatedd on the Law of the Father.XXX11
11 have suggested earlier that the process of facing presupposess a haunted look because it breaks the chain of haunting throughh the in ter subjective exchange, the term "facing" is extended
too "giving the ghost a face." This look questions the terms under
whichh the myth of philogenesis is constructed. For the transgenerationall father-son conflict which generates the murder of the father
iss replaced by the process of facing the father. The structure of mise
enen abyme, or reflecting reflection, as well as the structure of différanceférance inherent in the process of facing, confirms that looking is
tiedd up not only with seeing, but also with telling. In that sense, the
trilogyy can be understood as doubly subversive. It decomposes the
Cartesiann perspectivalism, but it also makes possible the exchange of
positionss along the vertical axis whereby the son gazes at the father
withoutt getting burned. It is the son in the final scene who acquires
thee position of the blinding sun. K** 111
11 would like to make a comparison between Luke Skywalker
andd Racine's Phèdre in order to demonstrate how gender difference
iss constructed precisely through the play between the sun and the
son.. In Racine's Phèdre we can trace only the thematizing of ocularcentrism,, hence, Phèdre does not manage to escape the eyes of her
invisiblee ancestor Helios the sungod, or of her father Minos, nor
doess she succeed in giving a face to her destiny. She is predestined
too take on her tragic role as both the (grand)daughter of the sun,
andd as mother of the (step-) son. 1 would suggest that Phèdre is

tornn in-between the sun and the son on more than one level - she
figuress as both the connection and the break between the father
andd his offspring. In his study On Racine, Roland Barthes emphasizes
thee visual order in Phèdre, and he asserts that to love is to see.
Accordingg to Barthes, imagination is retrospective, and memory
alwayss has the distinctness of an image. As a connection between
thee sun and the son, Phèdre evokes the image of Hyppolitus in the
facee of Theseus, and vice versa. Barthes asserts that there is an everimmanentt but never achieved exchange, the image is repeated, never
transcended.. 1 would argue that it is precisely because Phèdre is
stuckk in-between, and made to figure as the tension that the
exchangee cannot be achieved; she is both the condition and the
consequencee of tension between the father and the son.
Whenn Phèdre reveals her love for her step-son to Oenone,
herr nurse and confidante, for the first time she describes the power
off her infatuation with Hyppolitus as the power to evoke his image
everywhere: :
Phèdre: :
Evenn when my lips invoked the goddess' name,
11 worshipped him. His image followed me.
Hvenn on the altar's steps, my offerings
Weree only to the god 1 dared not name.
11 shunned him everywhere. O crowning woe!
11 found him mirrored in his father's face! (285)
Thee son mirrored in the image of the father will prove fatal for Phèdre.. When she receives the news that her husband and Hyppolitus's
fatherr King Theseus is dead, she is encouraged by Oenone to act on
herr feelings for her step-son. As she is disclosing her feelings to the
son,, Phèdre invokes through him the image of his father. Just as the
facee of the son was invoked in the face of the sun, here, the face of
thee sun is invoked in the face of son:
Phèdre: :
11 love King Theseus, not as he once was,
Thee fickle worshipper at countless shrines,
Dishonouringg the couch of Hades' god;
Butt constant, proud, and even a little shy;
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Enchanting,, young, the darling of all hearts,
Fairr as the gods; or fair as you are now.
Hee had your eyes, your bearing, and your speech.
Hiss face flushed with your noble modesty. (635)
Weree Theseus alive, Phèdre's desire for Hyppolitus could be
describedd as adulterous and incestuous. Since his death, however, a
neww constellation is possible. Phèdre's prospects turn out to be
extremelyy dismal because, firstly, Theseus who was believed to be
deadd is actually alive and returning home, and secondly, Hyppolitus
iss in love with princess Aricia.
Struckk by panic and fear, and obsessed with jealousy, Phèdree succumbs to Oenone's ill advice; she tells her husband that it
wass Hyppolitus who tried to seduce her. The father, as the unconditionall master of the son's life, condemns him to death. Hence, Phèdre,, who hitherto secured a connection between the father and the
son,, comes to function as a break between the son and the sun. For
thiss paradoxical role that destiny conferred upon her she will be
punished: :
Phèdre: :
Wretch!! and 1 live and can endure the gaze
Off the most sacred sun from which 1 spring.
Myy grandsire is the lord of all the gods;
Myy forebears fill the sky, the universe.
Wheree can 1 hide? In dark infernal night?
No,, there my father holds the urn of doom.
Destinyy placed it in his ruthless hands.
Minoss judges in hell the trembling dead.
Ah!! how his horror-stricken shade will start
Too see before him his own daughter stand,
Forcedd to admit to such a host of sins
Andd some perhaps, unknown even in hell!
What,, father, will you say to that dread sight?
11 see your hand slip from the fateful urn;
11 see you searching for new punishments,
Yourselff your own kin's executioner. (1285)
Phèdree cannot escape the eyes of the invisible, merciless "father"

whoo gazes down upon her and induces judgment upon her actions.
Itt is difficult to pinpoint Phèdre's transgression, for she is elaborated
ass the transgression itself. Furthermore, as 1 have already noted, she
appearss to be both the condition and the consequence of the
father-sonn relations geared by the law of the primeval horde.
Unlikee Luke Skywalker from the Star Wars trilogy, who is
bothh the condition and the consequence of the father-image, Phèdre
iss stuck in-between the father-son image. As a condition for fathersonn relations based on parricide, Phèdre will need to commit suicide
oncee the murder is executed, in order to atone for the transgenerationall father-son conflict. xxx1v
Therefore,, Phèdre serves as the condition, a consequence as
welll as expiation for the conflictual sun-son relations. As something
in-between,, the sun and the son, as a source of tension, she also
"getss in-between" the son and the sun, and hence, robs the sun of
itss purity, as it were. She becomes a stain, a reminder of the crime
andd therefore, she must disappear. Paradoxically enough, her status
ass a connection and break between the two poles secures protection
forr Phèdre from the burning gaze of the forefather. Again, unlike
Lukee Skywalker, she cannot exchange looks with the father/sun, she
cannott escape the look that kills, nor can she "face" the father. She
cann only project the lethal gaze onto herself. Phèdre's death is also
ann expiation of Theseus's "mad atrocious wish," and ultimately, a
neww father-daughter relationship will be formed; now that the son is
gone,, his beloved, Aricia, will become Theseus's "daughter." xxxv
Iff looking is to be considered in terms of the specters that
needd to be faced, this brief analysis of the state of things in Racine's
Phèdre,Phèdre, in comparison with the Star Wars trilogy, enables us to note
thee various levels of interdependency between looking and mythmakingg or fabulating. On the one hand, the new Hollywood cinema
hass come a long way from the myth of philogenesis in Totem and
Taboo,Taboo, as well as regarding the de-centering of Platonic heliocentrism.. On the other hand, however, a character such as Phèdre
echoess the status of a certain type of female character in the new
Hollywoodd blockbusters; as 1 will demonstrate in the next chapter,
thesee women still do not have the position to give a new "face" to
theirr destiny. Unlike Luke Skywalker, Phèdre cannot give a face
eitherr to history or myth - as the one who remains outside of an
intersubjectivee relationship, she neither has the look that heals nor
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thee look that kills. The specter does not come to haunt her, because
shee is not the one who executed the killing nor is she the one who
hass the capacity to face him. The act of re-instituting the law of the
fatherr conditioned on the tension between the sun and the son is
evidentlyy dependent on fabulations which constrain the woman to
thee in-between spaces. It would be unjust, however, to claim that
Lucass did not take into consideration the potentially productive
valuee of an in-between space where the female subject can be
"housed." X X X V II Women's existence in a "non-place," a "non-territory,"" need not necessarily end with a critique of the narrational mode
whichh reinstitutes dominant patriarchal myths, because the i n betweenn space can be taken as a possibility from which a subject
regardlesss of gender can view him- or herself within his or her culturall present.

Tiee Homed Look aid the Predictive Look
Myy point of departure in relation to the process of construction and
reconstructionn of the symbolic universe of the new Hollywood cinemaa is that this process is dependent on a world-view expressed on
thee level of the fabula. To recapitulate briefly, the world-view generatedd on the level of the fabula is bound up with a vision into which
thee vision of a character is embedded. Therefore, 1 argue that the
visionn produced through the fabula, the discursive interdependency
betweenn fathers and sons manifested on the level of the story, is
ultimatelyy dependent on the third mobility of the narrative, that is,
onn a vision predicated by the fabula. Fabulas of narrative texts, as 1
havee suggested earlier, are dependent on critical and philosophical
concernss of the outer world.
Narrationn in the new Hollywood cinema then, involves the
levell of the story traceable on the level of the filmic text, and it is
dependentt on the level of the fabula, that level where the general
preoccupations,, conceptions and misconceptions of the outer world
aree generated. While this process is at work in all narratives, the
specificityy of this cinema lies in its treatment of the fabula. The
filmss thematize and renegotiate the rules and laws expressed on the
levell of the fabula, and thereby they make visible that which was
invisiblee in the classical Hollywood cinema. They make visible the
conditionss for decomposing and restructuring the Law of the Father.
Hence,, they display the former suppression of the ideological effects
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off the cinematographic apparatus, and the concealment of the fact
thatt what we consciously see is actually the effect of the unconscious.. The unconscious itself has become the scene of the discourse
wheree a character such as Marty McFly takes on the function of a
Freudiann symptom as it were, entrapped in the perpetual movement
off

Nachtraglichkeit
Thiss is so because the functioning of the cinematic appara-

tuss which creates the conditions of reception specific to the film
spectatorr and generates the fantasmatic quality of cinematic significationn is very much dependent on the filmic text itself. In addition,
inn new Hollywood blockbuster films, the mode of production, the
distributionn as well as the viewing conditions, put pressure on the
notionn of the apparatus resembling the spatial logic of Plato's cave.
Thee technical basis which enhances the "forgetting of the technical
apparatus"" has been transformed, and the denial of difference necessaryy for the enforcement of the ideological effect has been disclosed.. This historical, technological and economic phenomenon has
hadd a profound effect on the transmigration of discourses, creating
aa clash, as 1 suggested in chapter two, between the apparatus interlockedd with the narrative, offering a fixed point that is conceived to
bee a source of meaning, and the questioning thereof in contemporaryy epistemology, feminism and postmodernism. In that respect, we
cann say that on one level, the new Hollywood is playing out the
postmodernistt desire to rescue history from oblivion which can be
confirmedd through the general tendency to "set history in order."
Thee de-centering of subjectivity that is manifested in the suspension
off characters and temporal continuums naturally displays, its own
agenda. .
Thee prominent characteristic of the subjectivities generated
viaa these narratives is a high level of de-centeredness and the capacityy to incorporate the image of the "other." When the level of the
fabulaa is taken into consideration, however, we can conclude that
thee repairing of both the subject and history is dependent on the
repairingg of the father. The father, stepping overtly into the fabula,
ass demonstrated earlier, underscores the intervention of the Law,
creatingg an overlapping of the diegetic and the extradiegetic world.
Thiss coalesces with my contention that, in the films in question,
subjectivityy is ultimately generated through the third mobility, that
is,, through vision mobilized on the level of the fabula. Subjectivity
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producedd on this level, 1 would suggest, is in broader terms comparablee to the psychoanalytic concept of subjectivity as it is predefined
byy the gaze, which functions as the visual variant of the symbolic
order. .
Whilee the gaze can be defined as the inapprehensible
agencyy that predefines the subject generally, the specificity of the
neww Hollywood films in question is that they thematize the productionn of subjectivity within the symbolic universe. Thereby they displayy the strategies necessary for the re-ordering of the symbolic,
implyingg that the inapprehensible agency is ultimately brought into
thee realm of the apprehensible. In that respect, 1 would argue, the
fabulaa has a crucial impact on both narration and subjectivity in the
neww Hollywood cinema. Although the principal preoccupation with
repairingg the father involves a close cooperation between the discursivee strategies expressed on the level of the story, the decomposition
andd restructuring the Law of the Father which informs the world of
thee fabula points to the ways fabulas may be deployed to fashion a
particularr symbolic universe.
Inn The Threshold of the Visible World, Kaja Silverman asserts
thatt it is the look that helps us to determine the parameters through
whichh the world is pictured, regardless the limitations of the visual
fieldd and the material practices which organize the visual field (Silverman,, 1996). Here, 1 would emphasize on the basis of my analyses
off the new Hollywood films, that the look can also be understood in
termss of the fabulas played out in the visual field. According to Silverman,, productive looking necessarily requires a constant conscious
reworkingg of the terms under which we unconsciously look at
objectss that make up our visual landscape. x x x v n Thus, Silverman
callss for texts which are capable of implanting in the viewer "synthetic"" memories - texts which are in a position to put marginal elementss of the cultural screen in contact with the viewer's most
meaningfull memories, and thereby validate what would otherwise be
neglectedd or despised. In such an act of heteropathic recollection,
otherr memories are woven into my mnemic reserve, such that not
onlyy what resides outside the given-to-be-seen, but what my moi
excludess - in other words, the "not me" - is introduced into my
memoryy reserve (180-5). x x x v i n
Silvermann points to aesthetic works as privileged domains
forr displacing us from the geometral point and encouraging us to

seee in ways not dictated in advance by the dominant fiction/gaze.
Investingg marginalized subjects with the power to tell and see, fabricatingg new relays and new stories is one of the crucial conditions for
delimitingg what Silverman calls the "look's agency." In my view there
cann be more ways of achieving this aim. Because subjectivity can be
observedd as the effect of the discourse and by extension the imaginary,, but also as the effect of the fabula and by extension the
gaze/symbolic,, the displacement of the look on the level of the
thresholdd between the ego and its images is not the only way of
attainingg a restorative effect.
Inn addition to the fact that it is invested in the re-institutionn of patriarchy, the new Hollywood cinema itself displays exemplaryy cases of the potentially restorative function of cinema. One of
thee most convincing examples is the case of heteropathic identificationn in ET-The Extraterrestrial, manifested in the relationship
betweenn Elliot and ET. According to Silverman's definition, through
heteropathicc identification the subject identifies at a distance from
hiss or her visual imago; this type of identification is introjective,
incorporatingg the other as an external ego ideal. That is, a heteropathh negates the self in favor of the other, and he or she can be
provisionallyy described as a selfless person. The ideality invested via
Elliott in the alien and curious looking creature, to the extent that it
becamee adored by millions of (not only) children, is an effect that
cannott be ignored or undermined. The analysis of the interdepend e n tt of subject positions between Elliot and ET demonstrates preciselyy the ways cinema can invest marginal or unattractive subjects
withh ideality. In other words, it shows us how "others" can be
investedd with attraction. Indiana Jones's capacity to oscillate
betweenn the self and the other, similarly confirms this cinema's preoccupationn with the self-image, rather than just the i m a g e . x x x i x
Thee Star Wars trilogy, with its allegory of subjectivity and its
reframingg of the entrance into the symbolic order, brings to the fore
thee conditions that regulate both telling and seeing. Seeing differently,, that is, forging the possibility of attaching a new face to the
futuree history is bound up with fabulation. This is most pronounced
inn the multiple function of the process of facing the father. Luke's
character-imagee is doubled, and as this is elaborated in the trilogy,
thee decomposition of his character-image - his acquiring a double
face,, as well as a mechanical hand - is dependent on his "destiny."
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Thee son u r g e n t l y needs t o respond to the call o f destiny, because
thee father's universe is eclipsed by Vader. Precisely because the
processs in question is the motor o f the narrative, it can, ultimately
yieldd an intersubjective exchange. Through the process o f facing, the
father,, the fabula, and ultimately the destiny o f the son come i n t o
b e i n g .. And conversely, the vision expressed on the level o f the f a b u laa is reflected in the (new) face t h a t the son w i l l attach t o his father
andd his destiny.
Thee "destiny" of male characters is clearly b o u n d up w i t h
thee structure o f différance.

In the f o l l o w i n g chapter 1 w i l l take this

issuee f u r t h e r and demonstrate that in the case o f female characters
inn the new Hollywood's symbolic universe, destiny is conceived in
oppositee ways. M o r e precisely, j u s t like P h f d r e , the w o m e n are
entrappedd in the play between the sun and the son, that is, they
emergee as the negative emblem o f différance.

1 w i l l argue that it is

preciselyy narrative that plays a crucial role in re/conceptualizing
identitiess and subjectivities.

footnotes s
11

Even though George Lucas directed only the first film of the sequel, The
StarStar Wars, he not only wrote the stories of all three films, but he has inventedd the entire mythology of the series. See the discussion in notes 2 and 3.
Thee first film of the trilogy, The Star Wars, is also referred to as episode IV,
andd it was only after having made episode V and VI, hence twenty-two years
later,, that Lucas returned to the beginning to make episode 1 The Phantom
Menace. Menace.
"" "1 researched kids' movies and how they work and how myths work; and 1
lookedd very carefully at the elements of films within that fairy tale genre
whichh made them successful. [ . . .] 1 found that myth always took place over
thee hill, in some exotic far-off land. For the Greeks it was Ulysses going off
intoo the unknown. For Victorian England it was India or North Africa or treasuree islands. For America it was out West. There had to be strange savages
andd bizarre things in an exotic land. Now the last of that mythology died out
inn the mid-1950s, with the last of the men who knew the old West. The last
placee left 'over the hill' is space." Quoted in The Movie Brats (133). The vast
universe,, however, does not only allude to the trilogy's appropriation of the
future/thee science-fiction genre; figuring as the past, it also alludes to the
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appropriationn of new spaces/new territories. The term "appropriation" may
appearr both suited and problematic because Lucas does not draw on a concretee pretext. He invents his mythic universe by taking recourse to a plethora
off sources: samurai tales, fairy tales, myths of the Knights of the Round
Table,, and these sources are combined with the pretexts generated through
masss media.
"•• In the article by Orville Schell titled "A Galaxy of Myth, Money and Kids"
inn The New York Times, March 2 1 , 1999, an interview with Lucas is included.
Thee interviewer reminds Lucas that while, as he himself stated, mythologies
evolvee over a long period of time, the mythology of Star Wars is "created out
off whole cloth" which could imply that there is "a kind of distortion in the
process."" Lucas' response is indicative of his being inspired by Campbell: "1
haven'tt really distorted the process. Even though 'Star Wars' is a completely
neww story, it's using the same old motifs. 1 mean it's still 'The Hero with a
Thousandd Faces.' The hero does have a thousand faces and this is just one of
them.. I'm obviously contemporizing my stories and personalizing them. What
11 am saying in my films is: these are emotional issues that 1 care about, that
camee out of my time, which are the 50s, 60s and 70s. But they embody agelesss themes, a distillation of a lot of different mythologies from around the
world"" (28). The "multiple faces" are even more pronounced in the Indiana
JonesJones trilogy, as 1 have pointed out in the previous chapter. Indiana Jones is
overtlyy interpellated within Judaic, Christian and Hindu mythology.
ww
In chapter six 1 will discuss the implications of the shift the trilogy takes
fromm Leia as the leader of the Rebel forces, to Luke as the hero who will
restoree freedom to the galaxy. There, 1 will also draw a comparison between
Leiaa and Kurosawa's Princess Yuki from The Hidden Fortress.
vv
See The New York Times, January 26, 1997, Eric P. Nash, "The Names
camee from Earth," 11 and 22.
"" 1 am drawing here on Silverman's discussion in The Acoustic Mirror. The
relationshipp between the body and voice with respect to Vader will be
addressedd in a later section of this chapter.
^^ Derrida's own inspiration, as 1 have noted in chapter 1, comes from Benjamin'ss notion of our "weak messianic power." Derrida quotes from Benjamin'ss "Theses on the Philosophy of History," in order to underscore the
"now"" of history: "We should quote and reread here all these pages - which
aree dense, enigmatic, burning - up to the final allusion to the 'chip' (shard,
splinter:: Splitter) that the messianic inscribes in the body of the at-present
[Jetztzeit)[Jetztzeit) [ . . . ] " . Specters of Marx, (181).
v 11
" See Freud's discussion "The 'Uncanny'." Amongst the multiple effects of
thee uncanny, Freud mentions that many people experience the feeling in the
highestt degree in relation to death and dead bodies, to the return of the
dead,, and to spirits and ghosts (1955: 241).
KK
1 am referring here to Plato's Republic particularly Book VIL 1 will address
Plato'ss discussion in the subsequent sections of this chapter, in relation to
Derrida'ss rereading of Plato's text in the section "The Father of Logos," in his
Dissemination.Dissemination. I will draw a connection between Derrida's interpretation and
Baudry'ss recourse to Plato's cave allegory from the Republic.
xx
1 am drawing on Derrida's discussion in "White Mythology" from Margins
ofof Philosophy, that is, his critique of Aristotle's view that heliotropic
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metaphorss are bad metaphors. Derrida contends that although the sun, just
likee a cultural fixation, 1 would add, hides itself, does not mean it does not
exist. .
500
Apart from staging a tension between the sun as the father, and the son
ass the offspring, the trilogy additionally introduces another constellation:
Luke'ss home planet of Tatooine receives solar energy from "twin suns." The
sunsett on Tatooine is a double sunset, or the setting of two suns.
OTOT
Spivak adds, "In the current global conjuncture, woman is the dubiously
felicitouss out-of-joint subject of the strictly Marxian vision, in a number of
ways."" Spivak argues that if rereading Marx is important in post-Soviet
Europe,, rethinking woman in Islam is crucial in the context of that intemationalityy "which does not have the convenient name of a continent." She
readss Assia Djebar's Far from Medina in terms of author's struggles to reconfiguree the past, "to imagine the ancestors (daughter, father, historians) as
ghosts."" In "Ghostwriting." 1 will discuss this problem further in chapter six
i n f l a t i o nn to Judith Butler's concepts.
" nn 1 have addressed this issue in chapter 2; through the narrativizing of time
travel,, the new Hollywood film in question there incorporates the concerns of
contemporaryy epistemology influenced by feminism and postmodernism. The
primacyy given to intersubjectivity displays a postmodernist desire to rescue
thosee histories and subjectivities which were silenced by the dominant fiction.. Nevertheless, the play with the intersubjective exchange and the
demythologizingg of the Cartesian subject is enveloped within a vision which
forgess its own agenda - the re-invention of the father.
****** Lucas has proposed this generic term to emphasize that it is broader in
scopee than "science fiction." In The Movie Brats (133).
^ O rr Icarus, Prometheus or the Mithraic bull.
50,11
Literalization of facing is radicalized in John Woo's Face Off. In this film,
byy means of plastic surgery, two male characters exchange faces. The new
facee conditions a new destiny.
X V I 11
For an inspiring elaboration of the notion of traversal, see Catherine
Lord'ss The Intimacy of Influence.
XV1
"" The scene can be understood as a "rite of passage." Arnold van Gennep
firstt used this term in 1907 in his book The Rites of Passage to refer to those
ritualss that mark the passage o f the individual through various stages in the
lifee cycle. Victor Turner reminds us that Van Gennep first grouped all the ritualss "that accompany transitions from one situation to another and from one
cosmicc or social world to another" (13). Quoted in Turner's "Religious Celebrations"" (201-219) from Celebration: Studies in Festivity and Ritual, ed. Victorr Turner. Turner explains that these transitional rites can be divided into
threee phases: separation, margin (or limen, denoting "threshold" in Latin)
andd reaggregation. "The first phase clearly demarcates sacred space-time
fromfrom mundane space-time. Sometimes violent acts (circumcision, knocking
outt teeth, shaving hair, animal sacrifice) betoken the 'death' of the novice
fromfrom his former socio-cultural state. The third phase represent the often exuberantt return of the novice to society and the desacralization of the entire
situation.. Symbols of birth and renewal are frequently displayed in reaggregationn rites [ . . .] For between separation and reintegration there occurs the
liminall stage, a period and area of ambiguity, a sort of social limbo [. . .] In

liminalityy the novice enters a ritual time and space that are betwixt and
betweenn those ordered by the categories of past and future mundane social
existence"" (202).
x xx
* The notion of the characters' universe suffering eclipse is comparable to
thee situation introduced in the opening of Back to the Future, where the
entiree family is affected by the father being "stuck in time," that is, elaboratedd as the negative emblem of différance. Similarly in ET-The Extraterrestrial,
discussedd in chapter one, the absence of the father causes a crisis of son's
subjectivity. .
x xx
The presence of the evil Emperor implies that the authority of the "father"
iss always dependent on a higher narratorial authority. The Emperor personifiess the highest authority in the trilogy, whereas Vader as the darkened father
iss the direct consequence of this evil force.
*™*™ Bal particularly elaborates this view in Double Exposures: The Subject of
CulturalCultural Analysis.
xx
"" In The Rise of the Network Society, Manuel Castells defines the informationn age as a culture of "real virtuality," which presupposes a collapse of a
symbolicc environment on our everyday reality. A mechanism which operated
implicitly,, as the hidden foundation of our lives, now, with the new technologyy becomes explicit. From a different theoretical perspective, Slavoj Zizek
alsoo discusses the consequences that the previously concealed "symbolic
order"" has for "reality" itself. In " 'The Thing That Thinks': The Kantian
Backgroundd of the Noir Subject," Zizek discusses the replicants in Blade Runner,ner, who have arrived at the impossible point of knowing how they are structuredd (qua Thing). As such, they have a "full recollection" which amounts to
fillingg out the void that constitutes them qua subject of consciousness, in
ShadesShades of Noir ed. Joan Copjec (199-227). The (un)making of the symbolic
orderr is also thematized in films such as The Matrix, The Truman Show and
Pleasantville.Pleasantville. See also Zizek's discussion in "The Matrix: The Truth of Exaggerations."" Zizek's discussion can also be related to Cameron's film Titanic.
Inn the Sublime Object of Ideology, Zizek relates the symbolic overdeterminationn of the actual "unsinkable ship" to the images taken by the undersea
cameras:: "[...] its last resort is not that of representation but that of a certain
inertt presence. The Titanic is a Thing in the Lacanian sense: the material
leftover,, the materialization of the terrifying, impossible jouissance" (71). In
connectionn to this 1 would add that in Cameron's film documentary images
off the actual Titanic are combined with the digitalized, that is, fabricated
imagess of the ship. If the sinking of the Titanic can be taken as a symbolic
"sinkingg of the 1 9 t n Century, then the "sinking of the 20™ Century" can be
seenn through this process whereby symbolic is overlapping with the real.
xx
" '' In the first part of the discussion 1 will be referring to both articles.
"Ideologicall Effects of the Basic Cinematographic Apparatus," is the first articlee which influenced Metz's conception of primary cinematic identification.
Thee second is "The Apparatus: Metapsychological Approaches to the Impressionn of Reality in the Cinema. In the latter text Baudry sets up a stronger
connectionn between the scene of representation as presented by Plato and
thee Freudian unconscious.
^x™^x™ In "The ldealogical Effects," Baudry asserts that cinematographic specificityficity refers to a work, that is, "to a process of transformation. The question
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becomes:: is the work made evident, does consumption of the product bring
aboutt a 'knowledge effect' [Althusser], or is the work concealed? If the latter,
consumptionn of the product will obviously be accompanied by ideological
surpluss value. [ . . .] one may ask, do the instruments (the technical base)
producee specific ideological effects, and are these effects themselves determinedd by the dominant ideology" (288-9).
x x vv
Film theorists have not referred to character-bound vision but rather first
personn point-of-view. As 1 have noted in the introduction, this implies that
theree is no difference between internal and external focalization. One of the
specificitiess of the new Hollywood cinema is to engage in playing with the
hierarchyy of narrational authority traceable precisely in the difference
betweenn first and third person.
XXV11
Lacan's notion or rather metaphor, as he calls it, the Name-of-the-Father
derivess from the mythical, symbolic father of Freud's Totem and Taboo. "How,
indeed,, could Freud fail to recognize such an affinity, when the necessity of
hiss reflexion led him to link the appearance of the signifier of the Father, as
authorr of the Law, with death, even to the murder of the Father - thus showingg that if this murder is the fruitful moment of debt through which the subjectt binds himself for life to the law, the symbolic Father is, in so far as he signifiess this Law, the dead Father." "On the Possible Treatment of Psychosis"
(199)) in Écrits.
x x v nn
Baudry's ideological approach is informed by Husserl's idealist philosophy.
x x v mm
In the commentary to Plato's Phaedo, R. Hackforth asserts that it is
impossiblee to find an English word that would suit the shift of meaning
investedd in Jogoi. "In some sense the hgoi are images of reality: they are like
reall being, but in what sense?" (138)
X X I XX
In that respect, feminist film theory was quick to note that the identificationn induced by the cinematographic apparatus was based on the relay
betweenn the male characters and male viewer, while the female characters
camee to embody the excess. Rather than narrative agents they functioned as
icons.. See Laura Mulvey's "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema," and Claire
Johnston'ss "Towards a Feminist Film Practice: Some Theses."
30044
Jean-Louis Comolli was even more resolute than Baudry that the cinematographicc apparatus is ideological in itself. In "Technique and Ideology:
Camera,, Perspective, Depth of Field" he argued that cinematic technology is
partt of the complex of determinations and norms. His critique was very much
aimedd at Andre Bazin's ideas of the "realism" of the filmic image. In Techniquesniques of the Observer, Johnathan Crary takes Comolli's argument further
andd argues that the nineteenth century witnessed the shift from a "geometrical"" to a "physiological" optics. Keeping in mind the theoretical concerns
regardingg cinematic technology, what is of particular interest to my project is
thee way narrative affects the working of the cinematographic apparatus.
5 0 0 00
For a discussion on "white mythology" see also Robert Young's White
Mythologies:Mythologies: Writing History and the West
xxx
"" Jean-Joseph Goux has advanced the argument that in Greek philosophy
phalluss was aligned with logos. Even though the paternal signifier is no
longerr available to us consciously, according to Goux, it is present in the
contemporaryy unconscious and it governs Lacanian theory of the phallus. In
"Thee Phallus: Masculine Identity and the 'Exchange of Women', " differences.

Seee also Silverman's discussion on this topic in "The Lacanian Phallus," in
thee same issue. Luce lrigaray discusses Plato's hystera in Speculum of the
OtherOther Woman and asserts that Plato's cave is a metaphore for a womb, but
thiss womb is in fact a matrix for reproducing images of the father.
x x x 11
" The clash that the trilogy thematizes between the Sun of elevated
beauty/father,, and the Sun of combustion/Vader, is comparable to the
Mithraicc cult of the Sun, as it is represented in the myths of Icarus,
Prometheus,, or the Mithraic bull. In "The Disenchantment of the Eye: Surrealismm and the Crisis of Ocularcentrism," Martin Jay discusses the ways that
thee surrealists subverted the Platonic tradition of rational heliocentrism by
turningg to mythic alternatives. Jay introduces Georges Bataille's assertion
thatt if the sun could be split into an elevating, rational source of light, not
too be looked at directly, and an aggressive, dismembering, blinding, sacrificial
sourcee of destruction, so too the eye itself could have several conflicting
meanings.. Bataille makes a distinction between the horizontal and the verticall axis of vision - and it is within the vertical axis that the sun destroys all
thatt enters into conflict with it.
x x x l vv
Phèdre:
Eachh moment's precious. Listen. It was 1,
Theseus,, who on your virtuous, filial son
Madee bold to cast a lewd, incestuous eye. (1625)
[...]] 1 have instilled into my burning veins
AA poison that Medea brought to Greece.
Alreadyy it has reached my heart and spread
AA strange chill through my body. Even now
Onlyy as through a clowd 1 see the bright
Heavenn and the husband whom 1 still defile.
Butt death, robbing my eyes of light, will give
Backk to the sun its tarnished purity.
x x x vv
Theseus:
Wouldd the memory
Off her appalling misdeeds die with her!
Lett us, now that my error's all too clear,
Goo out and mourn over my ill-starred son.
Lett us embrace my cherished son's remains
Andd expiate my mad atrocious wish,
Renderingg him the honours he deserves,
And,, to appease the anger of his shade,
Lett his beloved, despite her brothers' crime,
Bee a daughter to me from this day. 1650
xxxv
'' 1 will address the productive and the limiting aspects of princess Leia's
characterr in chapter 6.
xxxv
"" It may suffice to mention at this point that Silverman re-reads Lacan's
theoryy of the mirror stage which can be understood as threshold between the
egoo and the images of which the visual world consists. This includes the selfimage,, assuming that the mirror stage lays the foundation of a self-image
thatt is idealized, the ideal ego. Silverman reminds us that not every image is
framedd by a positive response from the outer world, wheTeas the subject is
dependentt on such affirmation for the formation of the ego. The world can
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sendd back an image of the self that is fragmented due to an insufficient confirmationn of the mirrored image as a whole. 1 will deal with this issue in
chapterss 5 and 6.
xxxvn
'' Libidinal investment as it is related to the look's desire is very much
dependentt on narrative. This is the case with a type of cinema such as that
byy Fassbinder, discussed by Elsaesser in Fassbinder's Germany. Elsaesser identifiess these films as pertaining to Fassbinder's symbolic universe, hence, they
aree predicated on a "synthetic mythology." This thesis is worked through in
hiss study of the New German Cinema. In Elsaesser's view myths are "fables of
identity,, promises of reconciliation, the assertion of unity in the face of and
ass protest against fragmentation and division in the fabric of lived continuities"" (214). On this subject see also Anton Kaes' From Hitler to Heimat: The
ReturnReturn of History as Film.
xxxixx Nevertheless, as 1 will demonstrate in the following chapter, the productivee strategies are generally appropriated for the purpose of reasserting
territoriall control on the cultural screen. The crucial issue here is the new
Hollywood'ss capacity to engage in a play with those discourses which criticizee phalloeentrism and territorialism. We are confronted with a contradiction
wheree "selfless" male subjects who are capable of identifying heteropathically
aree at the same reaffirming their dominance on the cultural screen. My argumentt in relation to this problem is that productive vision has to inform the
fabula,, or rather new myths have to be invented for an alternative possibility
off female (and other) existence to occur. Only then can the structures of
looking,, linked to heteropathic identification have a truly productive effect.
Forr a discussion on the current difficulty of positing a politically progressive
filmicc mode against an ideologically counterproductive counterpart, see
Davidd Kodowick's The Crisis of Political Modernism: Criticism and Ideology in
ContemporaryContemporary Film, in particular the preface of the book.
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SoonSoon her eye fell on a little glass box that was lying
underunder the table: she opened it, and found in it a very
smallsmall cake, on which the words "EAT ME" were beautifullyfully marked in currants. "Well I'll eat it, said Alice,"
andand if it wakes me grow larger, I can reach the key;
andand if it makes me grow smaller, I can creep under the
door:door: so either way I'll get into the garden, and 1 don't
carecare which happens!"
Lewiss Carroll, Alice in Wonderland

Desiree aid TerritoriilisM
Inn trie previous chapter the role of the cinematographic apparatus in
thee structuring of subjectivity was at issue. 1 argued that the technicall basis of the apparatus in connection with the interlocking systemss of narrativity, continuity and point of vision underscores cinema'ss capacity to engage with the process of the unconscious. This
inevitablyy brings to the fore the relationship between cinema and
psychoanalysis.. On the basis of the preceding analyses of new Hollywoodd films 1 have suggested that one of the characteristics of this
typee of cinema is that it mobilizes the techniques of the imaginary,
simultaneouslyy with the techniques of the symbolic. This means that
itt does not rely on the suppression of the differences and discontinuitiess that conditioned the subject-effect crucial for the ideological
functioningg of the cinematographic apparatus. The decomposition of
thee initial illusion or misrecognition which provides the basis for the
impressionn of unified subjectivity has become the main theme, so to
speak,, of these filmic texts, and thus the (re)working of the symbolic
orderr is manifested explicitly and overtly, rather than implicitly. 1
Inn addition 1 have demonstrated that the structuring of narrativee is co-related to the reversal of the Oedipal structure. The
specificityy of this process o f Oedipalization is that it produces the
father,, rather than the son. Instead of internalizing the authority of
thee father, the son has to recreate, that is, repair this authority. If,
accordingg to the psychoanalytic scenario, the son's "destiny" is to
takee the father's place, in Hollywood's reversal of this scenario his
destinyy is to reinvent the father. 1 have suggested that the thematizingg of the paternal authority can be brought to bear on Lacan's
notionn of the Law-of-the-Father which governs the symbolic order.
Thee fact that the father is no longer functioning implies that his
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symbolicc universe is out of order.
Inn this chapter 1 will suggest that the overall preoccupation
withh the genealogy of the subject and its simultaneous reconstructionn is mapped as a form of territorialism." What this means is that
evenn though the father is in a continuous process of reconstruction,
thee resolution of the crisis is still predicated on the phallocentricity
off the symbolic order. 1 am basing the notion of territorialism as it is
relatedd to desire on Kaja Silverman's discussions in The Subject of
SemioticsSemiotics and The Threshold of the Visible World (Silverman 1983;
1996).. In the former work Silverman offers a critical account of
Freud'ss and Lacan's concepts of the subject, and asserts that Freud's
andd Lacan's arguments are themselves congruent with phallocentricityy for they "attempt to justify and naturalize the privileged position
off the paternal within our culture" (Silverman, 1983: 131). In the
latterr work she takes the connection between desire and territorialismm further and explores the ways colonization of idealization by the
screenn can be countered through, what she calls the "productive
look."11'' The screen is that "repertoire of ideologically marked representationss through which the members of a particular culture are
visuallyy defined and differentiated from one another" (Silverman,
1996:: 244). Those subjects who dominate the screen are the subjects
whoo are invested with ideality, who appear more desirable.
TerTitorializationn of the subject is thus closely related to
thee territorialization of desire, and this is dependent on cultural
mediation.. In The Subject of Semiotics Silverman shows that cultural
mediationn already occurs at the pre-oedipal stage. Here, the infant's
bodyy is prepared for the sexually differentiated scenarios into which
itt will later be inserted. The second stage occurs with the entry into
thee symbolic order and the acquisition of language. To put it briefly,
thee constitution of the subject through language is predicated on
divisionn - the subject acquires "meaning," because it lets go of its
"being."" The self-loss conditioned through the entry into the symbolicc inspires in the subject a profound sense of lack. As a result,
thee subject not only learns to desire, but it also learns what to
desire.. Silverman argues that the structuring of desire as it is related
withh the desire of the Other, with the symbolic order which produces
it,, and ultimately with the family (where the Oedipal scenario is
playedd out), is based on male subjectivity. This has profound repercussionss on the constitution of the female subject - woman emerges
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doublyy territorialized, at both the anatomical and cultural levels.
"Phallus,"" the term Lacan has introduced to designate all
thee values which are opposed to lack, sustains two radically different
meanings,, and as Silverman states, "neither of which at all points
maintainss its autonomy from the penis" (Silverman 1983: 183).
Whilee it signifies the "fullness of being," it also refers to the cultural
privilegess and values "which define male subjectivity within patriarchall society, but from which the female subject remains isolated. [...]
Shee lacks lack and while signifying castration within the symbolic
orderr she nonetheless continues to be the phallus" (186). ,V
Thee desire of the Other, which in Lacan's scenario leaves the
womann in the position of Lack, need not be universal or absolute.
Accordingg to Silverman, the Other can be conceptualized as historicallyy and culturally specified In terms of new Hollywood cinema, as
myy analyses repeatedly show, the Other produced by the Symbolic
Laww of the Father exerts pressure on the male subject. Nevertheless,
thee male subject retains the central role in the structuring of the
narrativee implying that the structuring of subjectivity is cut to the
measuree of male desire. The territorializing tendency of the phallocentricc symbolic order is still at work in the Hollywood films, but
now,, 1 would suggest, it is obscured by the repeated inscription of
"trouble,"" inadequacy, or lack onto the male subject. vl We are confrontedd again with a contradiction typical of new Hollywood: to
repairr the male subject who is incapable of functioning within the
symbolicc order, Hollywood cinema engages in a play with those discoursess which criticize the phallocentric universe and
territoriall ism .V11

Stlfltsss Caloilzers?
Silverman'ss The Subject of Semiotics and The Threshold of the Visibleble World can be taken as examples of cultural critique which the
neww Hollywood films absorb and subvert for their own narrative-ideologicall purpose. In the latter work, Silverman makes the connection
betweenn desire and territorialism even more explicit, and complementss the feminist concerns with colonial and postcolonial discourse.. She draws on Frantz Fanon's Black Skins, White Masks, and
examiness the consequences of the screen's privileging the white
malee look. According to Silverman, the screen is a mediating agency
andd it intervenes between the gaze and the subject as spectacle. This
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mediatingg agency most often aligns the gaze with the privileged
(whitee male) look and as a result only certain subjects have access to
aa flattering image of self. Because our identifications must always be
sociallyy ratified, these are the images that inspire identification.
Theree are subjects who do not enjoy such a privilege, and as Silvermann asserts, "others have imposed upon them an image so deidealizingg that no one would willingly identify with it" (29). vin
Inn the opening of the film Innerspace, however, we are confrontedd with deidealized images of the two leading (white) male
characters. lxx Tuck Pendelton is a self-conscious pilot and Jack Putterr is a hypochondriac assistant manager of a supermarket. Jack's
miserablee life spins around frequent medical check-ups and fears of
nott being able to "measure up." He has recurring nightmares in
whichh he fails to enter the correct prices into the cash register. Additionally,, he is pursuing a relationship with a woman who only
humiliatess him. In contrast to Jack who is insecure and overly sensitive,, Tuck is bursting with self-confidence. In spite of the fact that
hee behaves in a way completely opposed to Jack, Tuck is equally
dysfunctionall in his professional and personal life. After an evening
inn which he takes great pleasure in becoming drunk and insulting
hiss colleagues and superiors, he is thrown out from an important
reception.. His girlfriend Lydia is the one last person who truly cares
aboutt him, but Tuck takes her for granted. She seems to have no
otherr choice but to walk out him. It is clear from the outset that
eachh man possesses exactly that which the other man lacks. Only
whenn their forces are joined together can they produce a perfect
mann who is able to get the girlfriend back and secure his position
withinn the symbolic universe of the father. x
Thee co-operation between Tuck and Jack appears as a
logicall and urgent strategy. To reinstitute their place within the
symbolicc universe the male characters have joined forces. What is
thematizedd here is the constitution of male subjectivity, particularly
thee division that inspires the sense of lack. The structure of desire
accordingg to which the intersubjective exchange between these characterss is modeled is captured in the "authorization code"
"EATME."X11 Here recourse to Alice in Wonderland becomes useful.
Thee little narrative where Alice can get into the garden insofar as
shee lets herself become bigger or smaller can in itself be perceived as
aa structure of desire. The terms of exchange are clearly spelled out
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byy the Other, or rather by that authority who controls the entry into
thee garden. To come to terms with the ways a territory is interwoven
intoo the structure of desire in the films in question, 1 will to work
withinn a double framework, psych o-semiotics and the semiotics of
narrative/ 111 Precisely in those moments where psychoanalysis and
thee theory of narrative overlap can we comprehend the interdependencyy between narrative and the cultural screen, or in my own
terms,, between narrative, territorialism and the symbolic universe of
thee new Hollywood. In the film lnnerspace, the invisible authority
desiress that Jack become smaller - only by becoming smaller can he
enterr into the "garden." His inflated ego prevents him from functioningg well in the society and forming a heterosexual union. He is
"tooo big," and this metaphor is taken literally in the film.
Inn order to improve his professional status Tuck agrees to
takee part in a miniaturization experiment. He is to be miniaturized
andd together with his spaceship injected into the body of a rabbit.
Duee to an unfortunate course of events, however, he is injected into
Jack'ss body. With Tuck navigating through his body, calling out tryingg to establish contact, Jack's hypochondriac nightmares finally
comee true. Tuck, on the other hand, has to deal with the fact that
hee has become practically invisible to the human eye. In the course
off their interaction Jack literally learns to listen to the voice in his
body,, while Tuck learns to look at the world through someone else's
eyes.. By the time they retrieve the stolen chip that can bring Tuck
backk to his normal size, the two men have become one: Tuck is the
masterr of the inner space, Jack of the outer space.
Thee male subjects complement each other's functions, and
thiss is underscored through the transformation of the characterimage.. Here, we can observe a case where the self has literally collapsedd with the other. This willingness to incorporate the other (as is
thee case with Jack), or (in Tuck's case) readiness to see the world
throughh the eyes of the other, offers yet additional evidence of the
waysways productive strategies, such as investing a deidealized subject
withh ideality can be subverted for the purpose of reaffirming patriarchall domination. Now, that the invisible authority is changing the
termss of the exchange between the self and the other, it does not
sufficee to be a "man." Trie constitution of the male subject is
dependentt on his capacity to identify heteropathically with the
other.X1111 In narratological terms, this implies that his character-

imagee will be doubled, decomposed or collapsed with the characterimagee of the other.
Becausee the other is the other man, the question that
inevitablyy emerges here is: where does this leave the female (and
other)) subject(s)? At the moment when it becomes clear that the
heterosexuall relationship in the film will be successfully restored,
Lydiaa appears without a territory, "sandwiched" between the two
men.. While Jack kisses her, Tuck is transferred into her body. There,
inn the vast unknown of the female innerspace he will encounter the
alien-lookingg foetus of his unborn child and happily exclaim, "I'm a
dad!"" But for this successful trajectory into fatherhood to occur, one
mann has to be outside the woman's body, the other inside. Correspondingly,, Tuck's soon to be enjoyed position as husband and
father,, seems to depend on "coitus" with another m a n . x i v With
respectt to this, 1 will argue that the recuperation of male subjectivity
iss attained at the expense of the female characters. The woman is
positedd in the middle of the exchange between the two men. As a
resultt of this type of narrative structuring, the female character
emergess as what 1 will call the "negative emblem" of Alice, or the
negativee emblem of différance.
ECOIOHVV

of Beslre, or Narntlve Ecoiony

Desiree and territorialism as they are related to the representation of
womenn as the negative emblem of différance raises the issue of the
relationn between the economy of desire and narrative economy. At
thiss point, it is important to recall that it is the economic principle of
desiree that enables the tracing of various structures on the basis of
signs.. Freud has distinguished economic concepts in relation to the
psychicall energy attached, for example, to an idea, to an object, or to
aa part of the body (cathexis).5™ In his work Freud and Philosophy: An
EssayEssay on Interpration Paul Ricoeur extensively theorized the principle
off exchange of cathectic energy as elaborated by Freud.'™1 What is
mostt relevant in Ricoeur's philosophical interpretation for the present
discussionn is his insistence that an exchange of cathectic energy can
alsoo be theorized as an intersubjective exchange.
Ricoeur'ss analysis of Freudian psychoanalysis in various ways
addressess the possibility of mapping out the intersubjective field of
desire: :
Itt is from the analytic situation itself, as a language relation-
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shipp that all discussion must begin. The discourse on the
unconsciouss becomes meaningful only in the interlocutory
discoursee of analysis; the transition from desire to language
byy means of renunciation finds its manifestation in the psychoanalyticc talking cure; the constitution of the subject in
speechh and the constitution of desire in intersubjectivity are
onee and the same phenomenon; desire enters into a meaningfull history of mankind only insofar as that history is constitutedd by speech addressed to the other. (Ricoeur 1970: 388)
Ass Ricoeur reminds us, an economics of desire is not just an
exchangee of psychical energy; the terms of that exchange are constructedd historically, and can be interpreted through discourse. With
respectt to this, 1 am suggesting that within the narrative economy of
neww Hollywood, the intersubjective process in the concrete filmic
textss works towards the production of male subjectivities, whereas
thee constitution of female subjectivities is blocked and while the
intersubjectivee process simultaneously works toward their destruction.. Moreover, because the structure of intersubjective exchange is
modeledd on the structure of desire, which governs these narratives,
thee colonizing tendency of the films is obscured. The fact that the
malee subjects must learn to desire differently only reconfirms the
bondd between the economy of desire and the narrative economy.
Inn the previous chapters 1 demonstrated that the (restructuringg of male subjectivity is bound up with the structure of difference,ference, and 1 took its specific features as the basis for theorizing
thee narrative modality at work in new Hollywood films.* 1 "' The
structuree of différanee presupposes temporal and spatial deferral,
andd 1 have particularly placed an emphasis on the ways temporal
reversall (of the Oedipal structure) affects the character-image. It is
usefull here to recall the father from Back to the Future, whose
inabilityy to trace his presence in time has a negative impact on his
character-image.. In the film's opening he is elaborated as a negative
emblemm of différanee, and therefore, he has to be repaired.
Thee father, emerging as stuck in time, puts pressure on the
traditionall division between the temporal and spatial axis based on
thee difference between men and women. J. T. Mitchell reminds us
thatt the generic distinction between the temporal and spatial arts
positedd by G. E. Lessing is culturally associated with gender
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(Mitchell,, 1986: 95-115). x v i n The relation between the arts based on
thiss opposition has ideological implications, and in that respect, the
space-timee division in the arts can be conceived "as a dialectical
strugglee in which the opposed terms take on different ideological
roless and relationships at different moments in history" (98). Accordingg to the state of affairs in the paternal universe of new Hollywood,, male characters are at pains to sustain the validity of William
Blake'ss slogan that "Time is a Man, Space is a Woman." Nevertheless,, their mobility across the temporal axis is sustained through a
complexx set of storytelling strategies. xix Adapting the narrative
economyy to cater to male desire seems urgent, for the crisis has also
affectedd the male body. x x
Ass my analyses demonstrate, this crisis is resolved through
thee reinsertion of male characters into the temporal axis, governed
byy the structure of différance. In order for an ideal man to emerge
onn the level of the fabula, specific strategies must be at work on the
levell of the story. As 1 have mentioned earlier, the constitution of a
malee subject who desires differently and who is willing to become
thee other requires that the character-image of the male subject be
decomposed,, doubled or collapsed with the character-image of
anotherr man. Thanks to these strategies, Blake's slogan still resonatess in these films, ensuring that women remain confined to the
spatiall version of the axis.
Inn Alice Doesn't, Teresa De Lauretis critiques the dominant
culturall discourses and argues that while the "transhistorical," narratologicall view of narrative sructures seems to have given way to an
attemptt to "historicize the notion of narrative by relating it to the
subjectt and to its implication in, or dependence on the social order,"
thesee efforts nevertheless "reaffirm an integrative and ultimately traditionall view of narrativity" (105). XX1 Regarding the problem of
femalee subjectivity, Ue Lauretis proposes that rather than taking an
anti-Oedipall stance it can be more productive to work within a contradiction,, that is, both with and against Oedipus. Although, 1 agree
withh De Lauretis that narrative is the key for restructuring female
subjectivity,, 1 contend that the Oedipal scenario fails to provide the
solution.. With respect to this, 1 would argue that the subversion of
thee Oedipal structure has already been appropriated in the new Hollywoodd films for the purpose of renegotiating male subjectivity. In
otherr words, working with and against Oedipus puts pressure on the
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malee subject but, at the same time, the process of Oedipalization
makess possible the resolution of this pressure.
Thee process of storytelling based on this apparent contradictionn has a profoundly negative effect on the female subjects. The
statuss of female characters within the symbolic universe of the new
Hollywoodd cinema, in many ways echoes the position of Racine's
Phèdree - she is in a position between the sun and the son. Her functionn as the subject of narration, vision and action is restricted to this
mythologicall role. In terms of restrictions that affect woman's functionn as a narrative agent, we can also recall the image of Andromeda
tiedd to a rock waiting to be rescued by Perseus (Mulvey, 1989: 20),
nott to mention a series of "lethal women" from biblical narratives
(Bal,, 1992; 1987). x x i i What is of particular relevance to this study is
thee space linked to the representation of women, that space of
monstrouss content inhabited by Medusa (Bal, 1996a; 1999). The
examinationn of the structure of desire reveals a profound connection
betweenn narrative fictions and theoretical fictions.**1'1"1" One such fictionn produced ubiquitously by the narratives is the male capacity to
transferr to alternate spaces, whereas the woman, as the supposed
"objectt of plenitude," remains the "force" that secures the interactionn between m e n . x x l v That in-between space is at issue here, the
spacee which blocks the production of female subjectivity causing the
conversee of decomposing or doubling the character-image.
Inn the following chapter 1 will demonstrate that an alternativee possibility for female existence first has to be fabulated; that is,
productivee vision has to inform the level of the fabula. 1 will argue
thatt the alternative possibilities for female existence can only be
forgedd insofar as the "father universe" is replaced with an alternate
normativee injunction. x x v This means that woman's mythological role
cann be subverted insofar as new myths are invented. Only then can
thee structures of looking, bound up with heteropathic identification,
ass well as with the structure of différance, have a productive effect
onn the representation of the female subject. This foregrounds the
relationn between the structuring of subjectivity and the third mobilityy of narrative. As 1 have argued in the previous chapters, third
mobilityy is dependent on the fabulations, or rather, the cultural and
ideologicall determinations which exceed the diegetic world. An
examplee of such a fabulation is the idea that the symbolic universe
cann be set in order insofar as one man desires to merge with the

other.. For the moment 1 will postpone the theme of the monstrous
contentt which marks the space in which the female character is
housed.. 1 will first examine the conflicting strategies of storytelling
employedd for the purpose of repairing patriarchal myths and sustainingg territorial control.
Thtt Stlf, t k t Qthsr, M i the H Ï B »
Inn the film Innerspace, the ideal image of the male subject can be
procuredd thanks to the fusion of two male characters - two characterss function as one. Their co-operation governs the process of storytelling.. Jack is elaborated as the agent of vision, the focalizor
throughh which the higher authority expresses itself. The story is
focalizedd through Jack, and since he functions as Tuck's medium,
Tuck'ss voice literally tells Jack where to look and what to do. Nevertheless,, even though Tuck is seemingly the higher authority, Jack
provess to be Tuck's medium in a double sense - Tuck sees through
Jack,, but he will also be perceived through him. Tuck's main functionn is to guide Jack's vision as well as action. His voice will transformm Jack from a timid man into an agent of action. By the same
token,, Jack's agreeable character and vulnerability will improve
Tuck'ss relations with the outside world. Male subjectivity cannot be
recuperatedd without the joining of these two characters; but even
moree importantly the restorative effect is achieved through a process
off telling where the narrator is literally embodied in the
focalizor. xxv1 1
Jackk is at first terrified and refuses to co-operate, but
Tuckk convinces him that "they are in this together" and they "gotta
helpp each other out." The joining of forces is tested in the scene
wheree Jack encounters Tuck's girlfriend Lydia. The scene opens with
aa shot of Lydia walking down the street. The same image appears on
Tuck'ss monitor, in the cock-pit of his (inner)space-vehicle located in
Jack'ss body. Tuck spots Lydia and draws Jack's attention to her. The
relationn between narration and focalization noted above is thematizedd in the scene's opening. Lydia recognizes Tuck's car and starts
marchingg over to Jack who is behind the steering wheel wearing
Tuck'ss jacket. She is attractive and impulsive and as a trained journalistt and investigative reporter, Lydia immediately takes charge of
thee situation demanding to know what Jack is doing in Tuck's car.
Jackk is intimidated and overpowered by her attitude and doesn't
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managee to utter a word. Only when he bears Tuck's voice instructing
himm what to say can he get a hold of himself. He repeats Tuck's
exclamation,, "Lydia, shut up and listen," which causes her to snap
outt of her inquisitive mode {shot 13).
Inn shots 13 and 15, Lydia is focalized internally by Jack, but
thee production of his vision is dependent on Tuck, the authority
whoo tells Jack how to position himself in relation to Lydia. Because
Tuckk figures as the authoritative voice, he not only affects Jack's
action,, but he also frames his vision. We are reminded here that
visionn is hierarchically structured: even when it is reported in first
person,, there is a higher authority orchestrating its production. At
thee same time though, Tuck cannot enact his authority without his
mediumm - Jack. Nor will he be able to get Lydia back without incorporatingg Jack's selflessness.
Tuckk continues to exert control through Jack by feeding
himm the rest of the information. Jack tells Lydia that Tuck is in troublee and that he needs her help. The scene continues in the restaurantt where Lydia again takes over the conversation. Rather than
beingg able to use this opportunity to ask her help retrieve the stolen
chipp necessary to amplify Tuck to his normal size, Jack is confronted
withh a plethora of questions. Lydia insists on knowing where Tuck
is,, but at this stage Tuck does not want Lydia to know that he is the
sizee of a microbe. The series of shots of Jack and Lydia at the table
aree interrupted by the shots of Tuck in the cock-pit in front of the
monitorr giving instructions to Jack. In shots 19 to 22, Jack and
Lydiaa are depicted with an equal distribution of authority. In this
shot/reversee shot order both characters are present in the shot, and
hence,, they are both focalized externally.
Inn shot 23, Jack is focalized internally, which clearly displays
Lydia'ss advantage as the focalizing agent. At that moment, a shot of
Tuckk is inserted (shot 24) reprimanding Jack for his meek attitude.
Thiss has an instant effect on Jack. In shot 25 he attempts to assume
thee dominant role by slamming his glass on the table. He does not
succeedd in reversing the distribution of authority. In shot 27 he is
againn focalized internally from Lydia's point of vision. Tuck's interventionn in shots 30, 33 and 34 does not help, for in shots 35 and
377 Jack is again depicted as the object of Lydia's vision. Jack is so
confusedd and stressed by this situation in which he finds it impossiblee to execute what the voice in his head is telling him to do, that

hee takes a pause from the conversation and visits the bathroom. x x v n
Ass he stands by the pissoir he engages in a conversation with Tuck.
Hee wants to know why Tuck is so determined to keep his whereaboutss from Lydia, and Tuck finally admits that he does not want
herr to know that he is so small.
Jackk responds with a question, "what's wrong with being
small,"" and the man eavesdropping on this conversation with the
"invisiblee other," gains the impression that Jack is talking to his
penis.. The man makes a point about how talking to " i t " will not
improvee its size. Since he is oblivious to the fact that Jack is negotiatingg with Tuck, this man's "fatherly" advice in the first instance
appearss to be both useless and out of place. The seemingly inappropriatee comment whereby Tuck is displaced to Jack's penis, reminds
uss however, that a phallocenric law governs the entry into the symbolicc order. Although Tuck is the one who is miniaturized in this
narrative,, Jack is the character who is actually "too small" and in
orderr to satisfy the appetite of the Other he must learn to become
"bigger."" Only then can he enter the space of the "garden." With
respectt to this issue, 1 would argue that the female subject comes to
markk that point around which the "big-small" discourse coheres.
Duee to the strategies of narrative which enable the repairing of male
subjectivity,, Lydia is turned into a site where the distance between
"big"" and "small" will be breached.
Inn spite of Lydia's attempts to find out what is really going
on,, Tuck (with Jack's assistance) manages to keep the crucial informationn from her until the last part of the film. Lydia is invited to
takee part in the adventure, but while Jack (with Tuck's help) is
turnedd into an action-hero, she is elaborated as a "would-be actionheroine."" In the closing of the restaurant scene, when Jack is
attackedd by one of the criminals, Lydia pulls out a gun charged with
electricity.. Rather than immobilizing the criminal, however, she renderss Jack unconscious. One action Lydia does exceedingly well in
thiss adventure is play her part as link between the men. Her primary
functionn in this narrative is to come between Jack and Tuck. Tuck
wantss her back, but Jack does not think Tuck deserves her.XXV111
Jackk thinks of himself as a better man for her, but Tuck insists that
Jackk doesn't stand a chance and claims that Lydia sees him in Jack.
11 would suggest that Lydia is elaborated as the border, the
differencee that joins the two men. With respect to this point, the
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fusionn of the male subjects in the film can be understood,, to put it in Derrida's terms, as a "hymeneal unification."" While "hymen" is a concept that binds unificationn to the feminine, Derrida introduces the concept,
inn "Double Session," to describe the marriage between
Plato'ss sun and Mallarme's lustre:
"Hymen"" (a word, indeed the only word, that
remindss us that what is in question is a
"supremee spasm") is first of all a sign of fusion,
thee consummation of a marriage, the identificationn of two beings, the confusion between two.
Betweenn the two, there is no longer difference
butt identity. Within this fusion, there is no
longerr any distance between desire (the awaiting
off a full presence designed to fulfill it, to carry it
out)) and the fulfillment of presence, between
distancee and non-distance; there is no longer
differencee between desire and satisfaction. (Derridaa 1981: 209)
Lydiaa marks that territory in-between Tuck and Jack,
thee point where unification of the men is complete.
Thee scene toward the film's closing, where Jack is kissingg her, while Tuck is being transferred into her body,
iss indicative of this fusion. The vision of Tuck's child
whichh confirms his status as a father, is produced by
Tuck.. But it is enabled through Jack. He is the one
whoo literally brings Tuck close to Lydia. Because she
hass become attached to Jack and does not mind being
kissedd by him, Tuck will be able to go inside Lydia to
playy the special song he shared with her. Although the
heterosexuall relationship will be restored, the union
playedd out on the level of the story is the one between
twoo men. Woman figures as the invisible veil in the
"coitus"" between the two. Remarkably, the production
off this vision is co-related with the third mobility of
thee nan-ative, or the world-view which informs the fabula.
Ass 1 have mentioned earlier, the male subject has

learnedd to incorporate the desire of the other, but the other is the
otherr man. We additionally have to recall that Tuck enters Jack's
bodyy through piercing or penetration, in other words, he is injected
viaa a syringe (nota bene, into Jack's rear end). x x , x The male subjects
aree not only joined through their complementary qualities, their
visionn and action, they are united through that in-between space
that,, as Derrida formulates it, "desire dreams of bursting." In the
filmicc narrative in question, this space stands between the inside and
thee outside of a woman. Derrida's unification of desire and satisfactionn through the hymen, just as new Hollywood's fusion of Tuck and
Jackk via Lydia, demonstrate how the feminine makes possible the
disseminationn of the masculine. Therefore, although the male subject
iss elaborated as willing to be territorialized by the other, and to
desiree what the other desires, this strategy only reaffirms his dominationn on the cultural screen.

(Ro)Prodictloii of Territorial Cootrol
Inn the film Junior the man does not travel to a new territory, such
ass the womb, but he rather creates that territory inside his own
body.. Alex Hess and his colleague, the gynecologist Larry Arbogast
aree researching the possibility of improving the expectancy rate in
women.. They are developing a new drug called "Expectine" but do
nott manage to convince the investors or the university of the validityy of their project. There seems to be no other option to prove that
thee drug is effective than the most radical one, that is, impregnating
aa man. The only man who has nothing to lose is the cold, stiff, and
unfriendlyy scientist Alex. Once he starts taking Expectine and a
strongg dose of female hormones, Alex begins to change drastically;
hee laughs and cries and is transformed into an emotional human
being.. Instead of concluding the experiment after five weeks of
pregnancy,, as planned, he decides to keep the baby.
Interestinglyy enough, the ovum used for the experiment was
stolenn from the visiting woman scientist, Diana Reddin, who functionss as a peculiar counterpart to her male colleague. Because Diana
iss preoccupied with her research and does not actually know when
shee will have time to bear children, she froze her egg, put the label
"Junior"" on the test tube and stored it in the fridge together with
otherr specimens. Considering that the woman scientist does not
havee time to be pregnant, the man seems to be doing her a favor by

bringingg her child into the world. Moreover, in comparisonn with the cold space of the fridge where Junior was
resting,, the male "womb" appears a more hospitable
environment. .
Thee male characters discussed in the previous
chapterss are also engaged in the process of engendering,, of giving birth (to their father); but in the film
Junior,Junior, the man's pregnancy is more than metaphorical.
Thee film can therefore be understood as a radicalizationn of Nietzsche's contention (which Derrida takes up
inn Spurs] that pregnancy in a man is no less praiseworthyy than it is in a woman (Derrida 1979: 65):
Pregnancyy has made women kinder, more
patient,, more timid, more pleased to submit; and
justt so does spiritual pregnancy produce the
characterr of the contemplative type, which is
closelyy related to the feminine character: it consistss of male mothers. (Nietzsche 1974: 129)
Thee comparison of the artist, genius or philosopher to
aa pregnant woman recurs in Nietzsche's works. In
BeyondBeyond Good and Evil he considers two types of men,
thosee who are able to become mothers, and those who
aree not exploiting their masculine potential to the limits:
Comparedd to a genius - that is to say, to one
whoo either begets or gives birth, taking both
termss in their most elevated sense - the scholar,
thee scientific average man, always rather resembless an old maid: like her he is not conversant
withh the two most valuable functions of man.
(Nietzschee 1968: 315)
Inn the Genealogy of Morals, philosophers' abstinence
fromm sexual intercourse, or their "chastity," is discussed
inn terms of their "maternal instinct." Nietzsche argues
thatt philosophers, just as athletes or artists, should
abstainn from sexual intercourse "during their periods of

greatt pregnancy." In another instance, however, when
itt comes to women scholars, Nietzsche presents their
procreativee powers as being equivalent to male sterility:
Whenn a woman has scholarly inclinations there is
usuallyy something wrong with her sexually.
Sterilityy itself disposes one toward a certain masculinityy of taste; for man is, if 1 may say so, "the
sterilee animal." (Nietzsche 1968: 279)
Thee woman scientist from Junior is smart enough to
takee precautions and preserve her egg while she is still
ovulating,, in case her academic career should postpone
motherhood.. She had no idea that the egg she was
savingg for herself would be snatched by her male colleaguee and partner in order to impregnate himself, and
nott with ingenious ideas but with her child.
Iss not her sexuality then, as well as her sterility,, determined precisely by the procreative male mother
thatt Nietzsche presents, who needs either woman's
blood,, her hormones, her egg, even her masculinity, or
alll of these elements simultaneously, in order to
engenderr his masterpiece? The character that Emma
Thompsonn plays in the film is made to display a "certainn masculinity in taste"; her "problematic sexuality" is
representedd in her physical and psychic posture. She
appearss in baggy trousers, a shirt and a vest (a type of
costumee she wears in the film Carrington where she
catchess the eye of a middle aged homosexual artist
whoo thinks she is a young boy). Furthermore, Diana
Reddinn is elaborated as a walking menace. She is so
neuroticc that she keeps knocking down objects and
bumpingg into other people, which provokes Larry Arbogast'ss comment, "It's a wonder that woman is still
alive." "
Therefore,, unlike Alex Hess, who is invested
withh a mobile sexuality, Diana's sexuality is elaborated
ass deviant. In fact, even though Diana is immediately
attractedd to Alex, he only becomes interested in her
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oncee he starts taking female hormones. His willingness
thenn to "turn into a woman" will make the heterosexuall relationship possible. xxx Alex's transsexuality, as well
ass his bonding with Larry, is justified through his scientificc project: he moves in with Larry, he is impatient
forr Larry to come home for dinner, he wants Larry to
touchh him and feel the baby kicking. And yet, at the
samee time, he is developing a relationship with Diana.
Whenn Diana finds out that Larry stole her egg for the
experimentt and that Alex is pregnant with her child,
shee is furious; while Alex can be both the mother and
thee father, she is left without a function. She neverthelesss decides to support Alex's project and eventually
claimm the right to be the child's mother. This is not at
alll easy, for Diana is forced to deal with the appropriationn and perversion of feminist discourse; when the
directorr of the biotechnology research program
attemptss to take over the project, Alex resists and
exclaims,, "My body, my choice!" Woman's historical
claimm to her own biological space and the right to
decidee how this "territory" will be treated, is thus
appropriatedd for the purpose of man's territorial expansion nxxxi i
Justt like Lydia in the film innerspace, Diana
willl come between the two men. When she attempts to
takee Larry's place by pointing out that it is her baby
Alexx is carrying, Larry replies, "But 1 put it in there!"
Andd in fact, Larry did inject the fertilized egg into
Alex'ss abdomen; what is more, he provided the egg and
Alexx provided the sperm. That is, Larry stole the egg
fromm Diana, and with the help of Alex's sperm, the in
vitrovitro fertilization could take place. As in the film innerspace,space, the interaction of the two men forms a perfect
identity:: Larry masterminds the project, Alex carries it
through;; Larry is extremely short, Alex is extremely tall;
Larryy has the role of the man in their relationship, Alex
playss the role of the w o m a n . x x x " The presence of the
actuall women in the film only complicates matters and
posess a threat to the relationship between the two

men.. Apart from Diana, there is another prominent
femalee character in the film, Larry's ex-wife Angela. As
wee learn from the film, Larry attempted for years to
impregnatee Angela without success and now she is
pregnantt with another man's baby. She needs Larry's
help,, however, because the baby's father has disappearedd from her life. It is clear that she is trying to
comee back into Larry's life, but each time she visits,
shee encounters Alex. On one occasion she witnesses a
situationn where Larry and Alex are involved in physical
contactt and she is repulsed by the possibility that they
aree a "twosome." The men tell her that she made the
wrongg assumption and that there is no reason to
worry;; all there is to it, is the fact that Alex is pregnant.. Larry breaks the news to Angela with considerablee pride because after all, even though he could not
impregnatee her, the baby Alex is carrying is living proof
off Larry's fertility.
Inn the scene just mentioned the two men are
elaboratedd as self-sufficient and the woman interrupts
theirr state of bliss. In shots 1 to 3 depicting Larry and
Alex,, both men are in 3/4 medium shot, focalized
externally.. Alex reveals his swollen belly to Larry and
wantss him to touch it. Larry hesitates for a moment
butt Alex insists. A shot of Alex in medium close-up followss (shot 4). He is addressing Larry, urging him to
showw the baby that he cares. In the reverse shot Larry
iss in medium close-up, and he is focalized internally.
Retroactively,, this vision could be attributed to Alex.
Thiss shot progresses with a movement revealing Alex's
bellyy in the foreground while Larry is tickling it and
sweet-talkingg the baby. In the shot's closing, Angela
appearss in the background implying that the action in
5.11 is also the product of Angela's vision. In the followingg shot (shot 6), focalized internally by Angela, the
twoo men are in a medium shot, startled, looking leftrightt extremely uncomfortable with the fact that
Angelaa has witnessed their interaction.
Thee scene further evolves with a balanced
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exchangee of external and internal focalization. We can
immediatelyy note that Alex and Larry appear in separatee shots only when they are alone. With the arrival of
Angela,, the two men are framed together, and hence,
theyy are juxtaposed to the shots of Angela. Shots of
Larryy and Alex are focalized internally by Angela (shots
8,, 14 and 16), and conversely Angela is focalized internallyy by Alex and Larry (shots 9, 11 and 15). There are
twoo ruptures in the scene and they are marked by the
cameraa movement: the previously mentioned shot 5
wheree Larry is tickling Alex's belly, and shot 16 where
Alexx lifts up his shirt to show his belly to Angela. The
latterr shot begins with a medium close-up of Alex; the
cameraa moves to his belly and tilts to the left to reveal
aa medium close-up of Larry. The belly underscores the
connectionn between the two men, and on both
accountss Angela produces the vision of their "science
project". .
Inn shots 5 and 16, Angela's focalization providess us with the evidence of Alex's and Larry's blissful
union.. The camera movement in shots 5 and 16 which
revealss the bond between the two male characters at
thee same time underscores a disruption, the implied
excesss in the series of static shots. On both occasions
thee camera movement simulates Angela's focalization.
Shee is the intruder, but the vision she produces - the
pregnantt belly - reveals the link between the two men.
Again,, the feminine figures as the unification point or
thee "hymen" between the self and the other. The
womann is in-between, she both confirms and threatens
thee tender attachment between the two men.
Whilee in Innerspace and Junior, male desire to
lendd one's territory to the other man seems to be satisfiedd thanks to science, 1 have suggested that this territoriall expansion owes its efficiency to a complex networkk of cultural discourses inherited, appropriated or
pervertedd to the measure of male desire. This in itself
wouldd not be problematic if the women were not
employedd as the excuse for the interaction between the

men.. Most problematic of all, however, is the ultimate resolution of
thee narrative: the "coitus" between men appears as the necessary
conditionn for the preservation of heterosexual relationships and consequently,, of the human race. x x x i n
Thesee analyses of Innerspaee and Junior also demonstrate
thatt the male subjects are produced through a signifying transaction,, or rather as the condition of a relationship between two signifiers.. Hence, through différance. The self-alienation or the self-violencee which conditions subjectivity, as well as the exchange of subjectt positions or the engagement in an intersubjective relationship, is
aa privilege granted to the male characters alone. The analyses
demonstratee that the female characters emerge in the middle of the
intersubjectivee relationship between the men, as a materialization of
ann ideology orchestrated by invisible, ghost-like agencies.

II Territory Stick l i the Gillet
Accordingg to Lacan, desire can be understood neither as an appetite
norr a demand for love that can be satisfied. In that sense, he focusess on the object that causes desire rather than on the object that
wouldd seem to satisfy it. As previously mentioned, in Lacanian terms
thee Other plays a crucial role when the object of desire is concerned.
Too designate the relationship between the object of desire and the
Other,, Lacan introduces the notion of the objet petit a. This notion
differentiatess the object from, while relating it to, the Other.
Thiss a is presented precisely, in the field of the mirage of the
narcissisticc function of desire, as the object that cannot be
swallowed,, as it were, which remains stuck in the gullet of the
signifier.. It is at this point of lack that the subject has to recognizee himself. (Lacan 1994:270)
Inn spite of the fact that desire is not an appetite, Lacan cannot resist
relatingg it to eating. Assuming for the moment that he has a good
reasonn for this choice of metaphor, then within this particular realm
off figures of speech and metaphoric productions of meaning an
appetitee for food can be interpreted as a metaphor of desire.
Here,, we must again take recourse to Alice in Wonderland.
Byy satisfying the demand of the Other that she eat or drink, Alice
cann become bigger or smaller. Through this process of double
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exchangee she can satisfy the appetite of the Other. If Alice were to
refusee to become bigger or smaller, or if she were to refuse to recognizee herself at the point of lack, as Lacan puts it, she would end
upp stuck in the throat, as it were, unable to transcend to the new
territory.. It is only through this process of exchange, an economy of
desiree which presupposes substitution, that she temporarily manages
too overcome the distance between desire and satisfaction.
Inn the film Death Becomes Her, the two women do not
wantt go anywhere; all they desire is to have an attractive-looking
body.. The two main characters, Helen Sharp and Madelyne Ashton
havee been competing with each other since their teenage years. We
encounterr them as adult women. Helen is a homely type and she
leadss a quiet life with her boyfriend Earnest A/lanville, Madelyne is
ann attractive and outgoing actress. When Madelyne seduces Earnest
intoo marrying her, Helen is so devastated that she can only find
comfortt in stuffing herself with food and plotting revenge. She ends
upp in a mental institution looking like a monster. x x x l v
Thee two women meet fourteen years later; now Helen is
thin,, young-looking and attractive whereas Madelyne does not managee to hide the signs of ageing. Furthermore, her marriage with
Earnest,, as well as her career, are going down the drain. Madelyne's
desiree to make her body young and attractive again brings her to a
mysteriouss woman who sells her a magic potion which guarantees
ann "eternal body." Madelyne is warned, however, that she must keep
thee body from becoming damaged because even if the body is physicallyy dead it remains alive forever. Madelyne does not really understandd what this means, until she gets killed. In a fight with Earnest
shee slips and falls down a long flight of stairs. She is physically dead
butt her body remains alive.
Itt turns out that Helen, just like Madelyne, has the same
problem;; the two women realize that they eternally have to cover up
thee fact that they are both dead and alive. Earnest, as a make-up
specialistt for the deceased, seems to be the perfect solution to the
problemm but he resists the temptation to drink the magic potion.
Unlikee Helen and Madelyne, Earnest is ultimately awarded with the
abilityy to transfer into a new space; he lives a long and full life and
dies.. The women, on the other hand, obsessed with keeping their
bodyy away from death, eventually "become d e a t h . " x x x v
Justt like the men in the two former films, the women in
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DeathDeath Becomes Her are invested with potentially opposite qualities:
Helenn is classy, prudish, homely and giving, while Madelyne is cheap,
sexy,, outgoing and selfish. But unlike the men who act together and
aree able to create a space where exchange can take place, the two
womenn are made to compete, to work against each other. During
theirr first encounter after Madelyne's show, they rush into each
other'ss arms like two old friends, but it is immediately clear that the
enthusiasmm is fake. Helen yells out "Mad!" and Madelyne returns the
courtesyy by shouting out "Hell!" Considering that the man in the
filmm is forced to choose between madness and hell, it is not at all
strangee that he opts for death instead. Earnest is portrayed as
manipulated,, impotent, drained of any life force, attending either to
hishis dead clients or his dead marriage. The only instance in the film
wheree he takes the initiative and sees the possibility of a heterosexuall relationship is when he realizes that Madelyne is both dead and
alive.. His exclamation, "You are a sign, you are an omen, you are a
burningg bush, we are being called that we belong together!" points
ultimatelyy to that place between life and death where a woman can
comee to exist simply because she is not there.
Inn the two films discussed earlier it is male desire that is at
issue;; in this narrative the desire is female. Unlike the men in these
filmss who can recognize themselves in the lack and resolve the
problemm of being "too big or too small," the women from Death
BecomesBecomes Her are elaborated as "becoming the lack."
Inn his paper "On Narcissism: An Introduction," Freud comparess the male and female sexes and argues that there are fundamentall differences between them with respect to their type of
object-choice.. Freud asserts that complete object-love of the attachmentt type is characteristic of the male. This division, it is necessary
too add, is contingent rather than natural. According to Silverman,
Freud'ss claim that women typically love according to the narcissistic
modee makes no sense until it is read with historical and cultural
specificity,, that is, in relation to "the deidealizing screen or cultural
image-repertoire,, which makes the female body the very image of
lack"" (Silverman, 1996: 33). Freud describes the male and female
object-choicess in the following way:
Itt (the male object-choice) displays the marked sexual overvaluationn which is doubtless derived from the child's original

narcissismm and thus corresponds to a transferencee of that narcissism to the sexual object. This
sexuall overvaluation is the origin of the peculiar
statee of being in love, a state suggestive of a
neuroticc compulsion, which is thus traceable to
ann impoverishment of the ego as regards libido
inn favor of the love-object. A different course is
followedd in the type of female most frequently
mett with, which is probably the purest and
truestt one. With the onset of puberty the maturingg of the female sexual organs, which up till
thenn have been in a condition of latency, seems
too bring about an intensification of the original
narcissism,, and this is unfavorable to the developmentt of a true object-choice with its accompanyingg sexual overvaluation. Women, especially
iff they grow up with good looks, develop a certainn self-contentment which compensates them
forr the social restrictions that are imposed upon
themm in their choice of object. Strictly speaking,
itt is only themselves that such women love with
ann intensity comparable to that of the man's
lovee for them. (Freud 1991: 82)
Silvermann explores what it means for a culture to valorizee a particular bodily configuration at the level of
thee screen. As 1 have noted earlier, she points to the
colonizationn of idealization by the screen which not
onlyy restricts ideality to certain subjects, while renderingg others unworthy of love, but also naturalizes the
formerr as essentially ideal. In that context she examines
Freud'ss description of female narcissism and asserts
thatt this vain but nonetheless imperative quest after
absolutee beauty has nothing to do with self-love.
Accordingg to Silverman this imperative is predicated on
thee impossibility for women of loving the self. "Only an
imaginaryy union with the desired image would make
possiblee a jubilant self-apprehension, but the image
remainss at an irreducible remove" (Silverman 1996: 34).

Freud'ss remark regarding the social restrictions imposed upon
womenn in their choice of object is an occasion to point out the historicall nature of such psychic mechanisms. Evidence of the changing
sociall conditions can be found in the new Hollywood's continuous
preoccupationn with investing the "deideatized" male subject with
ideality.. This is a position the female characters still do not enjoy on
thee cultural screen. Worse yet, as Death Becomes Her demonstrates,
womenn not only appear as victims of narcissistic desire. Paradoxicallyy enough, they are elaborated as guilty of longing for the very selfimagee which has been imposed upon them socially and
historically. x x x v 1 1
Thee closing scene of the film is actually quite disturbing
for,, as 1 will argue, it plays out what Lacan calls "the fantasy of the
bodyy in bits and pieces." Madelyne and Helen are leaving the site of
Earnest'ss funeral where two photographs are exhibited; one depicts
Earnestt as a middle-aged man, on the other he is captured in his old
age.. In the sermon he is praised for procreating generations of offspringg who will secure his immortality. The two women are dressed
inn black and their faces are veiled, but they seem irritated with the
eulogy.. They get up and leave the funeral service. When they are
outside,, Helen pauses and asks Madelyne to check her make up.
Whenn the veils are lifted we can see that nothing is left of the
youthfull beauty that both women were trying to preserve; Helen's
facee is literally peeling off and she urgently needs a can of spray
paintt to revivify it. The can is missing, it appears that one of them
hass dropped it on their way to the funeral, and this is confirmed at
thee end of shot 9 where Helen's foot, depicted in detail, is about to
stepp on the can.
Inn shot 11 she slips and begins losing balance; in a long
shott (12), her body sways announcing the inevitability of the fall
downn a long flight of stairs. A brief sequence of shot/reverse shots
followss between Helen and Madelyne {shots 13-16) which definitivelyy ascertains the female incapacity to engage in a productive intersubjectivee exchange. Helen reaches out for Madelyne's help, and at
firstt Madelyne reacts as if she will offer the other woman a hand
(shott 14), but in the next instant (the end of shot 14), she changes
herr mind and decides to take pleasure in Helen's misfortune. Helen
iss so aggravated with this gesture that she grabs Madelyne and
forcess her to fall as well. As a result of this interaction both charac-
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terss tumble down the stairs (shots17-24). In shot 25,
Helenn is filmed from a low angle, in a medium shot
facingg the camera and screaming in horror, for she is
justt a moment away from the fatal landing. Her body
hitss the ground and she breaks into pieces (shot 26).
Thee same destiny awaits Madelyne. In shot 27
shee is screaming as her body is about to hit the ground
andd disintegrate. In shot 28, she too lies on the
ground,, broken into pieces. The camera follows her
headd as it rolls over to where Helen's head has landed.
Silvermann analyzes the collapse of the imaginary allignmentt which results in the impossibility of indefinitely
sustainingg an identification with ideality, and she
assertss that Lacan never suggests that there might be
situationss in which identification fails to provide narcissisticc gratification. Perhaps this is so "because
Lacan'ss jubilant infant is simply gendered masculine,
andd because other "differences' simply do not figure in
hiss theoretical paradigm" (Silverman 1996: 20). Silvermann points out that Lacan ties this collapse of imaginaryy identification to the experience of bodily fragmentationn and disintegration, or what in "Some Reflections
onn the Ego" he calls the fantasy of the "body in bits
andd pieces."
Silvermann critiques Lacan's distinction between
thee fantasy of bodily disintegration as opposed to the
successfull imaginary allignment which evokes values
suchh as "wholeness" and "unity." She proposes that the
fantasyy of the body in bits and pieces is only one way
off apprehending the heterogeneity of the corporeal
ego,, the one that is dependent on the aspiration
towardd "wholeness and unity" (20). She adds that it is
inn fact the cultural value invested in the notion of a
coherentt bodily ego that creates such a dystopic apprehensionn of corporeal multiplicity (21). 1 would suggest
thatt the fragmentation of female bodies in Death
BecomesBecomes Her is predicated on this division between the
experiencee of "wholeness" accessible to male subjects
andd the impossibility of sustaining identification with

idealityy in the case of women. The film, thus, draws on the cultural
valuee placed on the notion of "wholeness," whereby "fragmentation"
becomess negatively charged, even though it is the only option open
too the women in the film.
Becausee these women are elaborated as dependent on their
negativee presence as the origin and cause of desire, a life force, pure
andd indivisible, they are not constituted through an intersubjective
exchange.. What marks them as women is the fact that they can
breakk into separate pieces; these body pieces are alive, wiggling and
jumping,, as a Lacanian lamella, destroyed yet indestructible. The
possibilityy of theorizing this notion of the experience of bodily disintegrationn in positive terms, however, requires different stories
whichh can open up and encourage alternative ways of radiating
ideality.. . x x x v i i

Uigligg For tie Ftaiilie Ideal
Withinn the narrative economy of the films in question, however, only
thee male subjects survive the "death of being." In fact, the division
off the subject enables the male subjects to merge with the other and
too complete the exchange, while the women are forced to break into
piecess and literally embrace death as their only possibility of presence.. The women in these films are not marked by the exchange
betweenn the different and the same, just as they are not marked by
thee Lacanian division of the subject between meaning and
b e i n g . x x x v i nn Instead, they emerge as monsters, stuck in the i n betweenn space which marks the representational paradox, the state
betweenn life and death (Bal, 1997).
Inn each of the films mentioned, the structure of desire is
boundd up with narrative economy. In lnnerspace and Junior, the
structuringg of the narrative as well as male subjectivity implies sharingg the space with the other, and learning to desire differently. In
DeathDeath Becomes Her, the women's incapacity to engage in a "bigsmall"" exchange works towards their entrapment in a state between
lifee and death. In conclusion 1 recall the two paths Freud saw as the
possiblee resolutions of the crisis of femininity:
Evenn for narcissistic women, whose attitude towards men
remainss cool, there is a road which leads to complete object
love.. In the child which they bear, a part of their own body
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confrontss them like an extraneous object, to which, starting
outt from their narcissism, they can give complete object-love.
Theree are other women, again, who do not have to wait for a
childd in order to take a step in development from narcissism
too object love. Before puberty they feel masculine and develop
somee way along masculine lines; afteT this trend has been cut
shortt on their reaching female maturity, they still retain the
capacityy of longing for masculine ideal - an ideal which is in
factt a survival of the boyish nature that they themselves once
possessed.. (Freud 1982: 82-84)
Ass Silverman contends, putting a man in the place of her ego-ideal
wouldd be the active solution to the crisis of femininity. In other
words,, unlike the women who position themselves as love objects
andd seek access to self-love through another person's love for them,
thesee women seek to embody the man who represents their narcissisticc ideal. Nevertheless, both the passive and the active solutions to
thee crisis of femininity only confirm that the female subject does not
havee easy cultural access to an idealizing image of self and thus she
identifiess heteropathically with alternative images. When we take
intoo consideration that the womb as a woman's territory has already
beenn appropriated for the purpose of disseminating the masculine, it
seemss that women can maintain their territorial tendencies only if
theyy have the capacity to long for a masculine ideal, that is, if they
aree to become men who want to bear children.
Thiss is not so strange, for in the economics of desire of the
neww Hollywood where men are made to act as Alice, the women are
constructedd as negative emblems of Alice. In Death Becomes Her,
thee women do not choose the passive or the active solution to the
crisiss of femininity offered by the cultural screen, they remain mired
inn the middle. The women are elaborated as guilty of a narcissistic
desiree that blocks the intersubjective exchange and, consequently,
causess them to break into bits and pieces. What makes the issue of
thee representation of women so disturbing is the new Hollywood's
capacityy to absorb cultural discourses from heterogeneous domains.
Onn the one hand these films seem to be working through the concernss of contemporary epistemology, influenced by feminism and
postmodernism.. On the other hand however, these narratives perpetuatee the myth of a woman as the "object of plenitude," or "lack."

HS S

Thiss contradiction forces women into the position of the object of a
nondiscursivee regime, into a state of bodily incoherence, as is the
casee in Death Becomes Her. In Innerspace and Junior, thanks to the
visionn expressed on the level of the fabula, the woman is turned into
aa site where the distance between the self and the other (man) will
bee overcome.
Iff the long-term concern of the feminist film theory with
thee representation of women in Hollywood cinema is taken into
consideration,, as well as the ways this cinema has managed to feed
thee feminist discourse back into its texts, then this cinema appears
too be playing a game with feminist theorists (among others). The
criticismm put forward by Claire Johnston and Laura Mulvey in the
seventies,, aimed at classical Hollywood's division of identification
betweenn active, male characters and passive, female heroines is evidentlyy being renegotiated in the new Hollywood (Johnston, 1971;
Mulveyy 1976). x x x , x Access to the gaze is not regulated through the
specificationn of generic boundaries (Doane 1987) and hence the vital
malee is not inscribed through his all-empowering gaze. It takes two
(orr more) men nowadays for a successful heterosexual relationship.
Moreover,, the male characters are granted the capacity to "dismember"" or to merge with each other and actively participate in the reinstitutionn of paternity, or in the resolution of the crisis of masculinity.^^ Earlier representations of women as phallic mothers of a
child'ss pre-Oedipal imaginary or the unempowered castrated mothers
off its post-Oedipal symbolic (Williams 1984) have been complementedd with the new Hollywood's men who can literally become mothers
andd bear children.
Thesee strategies notwithstanding, which generally work to
sustainn the order of a phallocentric universe, this is an occasion to
pointt out that the woman elaborated as the negative emblem of
Alicee is not the only type of female character in the new Hollywood
cinema.. There are two other possibilities offered to female subjects.
Onee option has to do with the active solution to the crisis of femininity,, and it involves action-heroines in the service of patriarchy.
Thesee are the action-heroines who can perform "masculine" tasks:
theyy are physically strong and display high combat skills, they can
actt as leaders, and maintain or restore the law and order of patria r c h y . 11 Most importantly, they are inserted into the Oedipal trajectory,, implying that they are initiated into the father's universe/'"
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11 w o u l d also extract a second o p t i o n - the female characters
whosee archetypal status as a "monster," as the negative emblem o f
différancedifférance

is deployed as a productive p o i n t o f departure. This w o u l d

i m p l yy t h a t the in-between space, a n o n - t e r r i t o r y on w h i c h these
w o m e nn are forced to exist can be taken as a possibility f r o m which
we,, and n o t o n l y we the w o m e n , can view ourselves w i t h i n our c u l turall present. The most i m p o r t a n t attribute o f the last type o f
femalee character is that she can transcend the options and goals t r a ditionallyy offered t o w o m e n . Her capacity to engage in an intersubjectivee exchange, as well as partnership w i t h another w o m a n ,
emergess as one o f her major goal-achieving strategies. While the
firstt possibility appears more frequently in recent years, the second
possibilityy is still an exception in blockbuster films.

m

' Still an

exceptionn to the rule, and the specificity o f the latter female characterr is that she operates outside the patriarchal universe. As 1 will
explainn in the f o l l o w i n g chapter, this female character is predicated
onn mythical discourse and a symbolic universe that draws its inspirationn f r o m the past that is y e t to come.

footnotes s
II

In my study the reworking of the symbolic order is related with what I have
calledd " the father suffering eclipse." In the films analyzed in the previous
chapters,, ET-The Extraterrestrial, Back to the Future, the Indiana Jones trilogyy and the Star Wars trilogy, 1 have demonstrated that the intervention of
thee fabula into the story effectuates both order and impairment of the father
universe.. The dark-ened father is also traceable in films such as Encounters
ofof the Third Kind, Gremlins, Hook, Mrs. Doubtfire, as well as The Shining.
Interestingly,, this tendency is traceable in the more recent examples of "art
films"" such as Happiness and American Beauty. Speaking of art films it is
usefull to recall Wim Wenders' Paris, Texas, where the main character is trying
too dress up in such a way as to appear a convincing father figure to his
youngg estranged son. The prime example of a precursor of this tendency is
RebelRebel without a Cause. In this film, teenager Jim Stark is suffering because in
hiss family the father is literally wearing the apron.
I II
A version of this chapter was published in the Territorialism and Desire
issuee of the European Journal for Semiotic Studies.
mm
1 have discussed this concept in the concluding section of the previous
chapter. .
ww
See also Silverman's discussion in "Lacanian Phallus".
vv
1 will explore the possibility of reconceptualizing the symbolic order in the
followingg chapter.
^^ We can draw a connection but also a distinction between the "inadequate"

mm

malee subjects of the new Hollywood and the male subjectivity in crisis in the
neww German cinema, for example. The process whereby masculinity needs to
bee repaired or renegotiated is traceable in the work of the new German
directors,, particularly Fassbinder, Wenders and Herzog. In New German Cinema,ma, Elsaesser discusses the specific features of this process and relates it to
thee historical "wound" of Germany, which effectuated a "fatherless" society.
Historyy had to return through cinema and for this to occur the possibility of
identificationn needed to be restored. These directors were invested in creating
aa new symbolic universe, implying that even though their films were narrative,, they rarely used the models identified with Hollywood narrative. Patternss of identification were established along themes which differ from those
off classical Hollywood (but coincide with those of new Hollywood), the most
importantt one concerning the relationship of interaction between male characters.. Silverman also addresses the crisis of male subjectivity in Male Subjectivitytivity at the Margins. Both accounts make a connection between the crisis of
masculinityy and history. In "Historical Trauma and Male Subjectivity," Silvermann draws on Jameson's concepts in heT discussion of the effects of WWII
onn male subjectivity as this is worked through in Hollywood films such as
Men,Men, and The Best Years of Our Lives.
^^ 1 have discussed this conflicting position in chapter 2 in relation to the
secondd person discourse.
v
" "" Colonization of the screen needs to be considered in terms of colonial
andd postcolonial discourse; in the first instance 1 am referring to colonization
ass the taking over of territory, of that imaginary geography onto which significationn (of the dominant ideology) will be mapped. Apart from Black Skins,
WhiteWhite Masks, additionally pertinent is Fanon's The Wretched of the Earth.
Fanonn emphasizes the ways territorialism implicates not only the land, but
alsoo the psyche and the subjectivity of the colonized people.
™™ Relevant here is Homi Bhabha's "Of Mimicry and Man." Bhabha argues
thatt the colonizer performs certain strategies in order to maintain power.
Onee such strategy is mimicry which produces the loss of agency while it
enabless poweT. New Hollywood cinema has devised strategies which at once
createe a selfless male subject even as the aim of this strategy is to preserve
thee territorial control of the cultural screen.
xx
The crisis of masculinity is not new in Hollywood; see for example "Introduction"" to Cohan and Hark's Screening the Male: Exploring Masculinities in
HollywoodHollywood Cinema. By the same token, male bonding has a strong tradition
inn this cinema; see Verstraaten's Screening Cowboys, Reading Masculinities.
Thee specificity of the examples of new Hollywood cinema is that here the
investmentt in the resolution of the crisis, particularly through male bonding
andd intersubjective exchange, has acquired spectacular dimensions. Apart
fromm Innerspace, and Junior, the films 1 analyze in this chapter, the crisis of
masculinityy (but also patriarchy and a dysfunctional symbolic order) are
addressedd in films such as Point Break, Face Off, Pulp Fiction, or Fight Club.
Inn the films Face Off and Fight Club we can also note an overlapping, clashingg and doubling of character-images. The doubling of the character-image
iss taken to extremes in the film Multiplicity where the male character clones
himselff in order to fulfill his Tole as a provider and a husband.
*•• This form is also traceable in the classical Hollywood era with films such
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ass the Incredible Shrinking Man which served as the inspiration for the film
Honey,Honey, 1 Shrunk the Kids. The main inspiration for Innerspace is of course
thee film Fantastic Voyage from 1966, based on Isaac Asimov story in which a
groupp of scientists are miniaturized and travel inside a human body. The referencee to Alice in Wonderland (also as a possibility of entering an alternative
world)) can be seen in the films Game, Matrix, and Alien Resurrection. In the
laterr section of this chapter, 1 will demonstrate that in the case of female
characters,, this structure has a negative effect.
* "" 1 am alluding here to Bal's discussion in On Meaning-Making, specifically
chapterr 4, " Psych opoeties."
x mm
1 have addressed the issue of heteropathic identification, and the ways it
iss appropriated in the new Hollywood cinema, in the previous chapter. In
FrancisFrancis Bacon and the Loss of Self Ernst van Alphen extensively theorizes the
losss of self as a precondition to "become the other," and the ways this loss is
mappedd out on the body.
x l vv
For a discussion of female characters being torn between two men, see
Mulvey'ss analysis of Duel in the Sun in Visual and Other Pleasures. Interestingly,, in the film Contact for example, the woman scientist is not directly
tornn between two men, but she nevertheless ends up in the middle of a
gamee operated by the men in the film.
ww
Freud explores the working of cathectic energy in "Instincts and Their
Vicissitudes"" and especially in "Beyond the Pleasure Principle." Freud writes:
"Inn the theory of psychoanalysis we have no hesitation in assuming that the
coursee taken by mental events is automatically regulated by the pleasure
principle.. We believe, that is to say, that the course of those events is invariablyy set in motion by an unpleasurable tension, and that it takes a direction
suchh that its final outcome coincides with a lowering of the tension - that is,
withh an avoidance of unpleasure or a production of pleasure. In taking that
coursee into account in our consideration of the mental processes which are
thee subject of our study, we are introducing an "economic" point of view
intoo our work" (Freud 1982:275).
1M1M
See also Peter Brook's discussion "Narrative Desire" in his Reading for the
Plot:Plot: Design and Intention in Narrative.
^^ 1 have introduced this concept in chapter 2 of this study.
x v mm
Mitchell states the following, "[. . .] Lessing has disclosed what is probablyy the most fundamental ideological basis for his laws of genre, namely the
lawss of gender. The decorum o f the arts at bottom has to do with proper sex
roles.. [. . .] Paintings, like women, are ideally silent, beautiful creatures designatedd for the gratification of the eye, in contrast to the sublime eloquence
properr to the manly art of poetry. Paintings are confined to the narrow
spheree of external display of theiT bodies and of the space which they ornament,, while poems are free to range over an infinite realm of potential
actionn and expression, the domain of time, discourse and history" (109-10).
x xx
" Blake, Jerusalem plate 92,11. 13-14. The Poetry and Prose of William
Blake,Blake, ed. David Erdman (NY: Doubleday, 1965). Quoted in Mitchell.
x xx
The connection between the crisis o f masculinity and the male body is
discussedd by Susan Jeffords in The Remasculinization of America, Gender and
thethe Vietnam War, and Hard Bodies: Hollywood Masculinity in the Reagan
Era.Era. See also Cohan and Hark's (eds.) Screening the Male. In Spectacular

Bodies,Bodies, Yvonne Tasker also addresses this issue. Films such as First Blood,
FirstFirst Blood Part 11, Rambo 111, Die Hard, Die Hard 2, Rocky, Rocky 11, Rocky
111,111, Rocky IV, Conan the Barbarian, RoboCop, create the sense of male vulnerabilityy rather than strength. Tasker asserts that in terms of the muscular
heroo it is possible to argue "that these male figures offer a parodie performancee of 'masculinity,' which both enacts and calls into question the qualitiess they embody" (111). In "Don't Look Now," Richard Dyer suggests that
whilee muscles allude to the male domination, they are also the evidence of
thee labour that has gone into the production of that effect. See also Pam
Cook'ss "Masculinity in Crisis?" Linda Huteheon describes the postmodern age
ass an age of "recessionary erotic economy brought about by fear of disease
andd a fetishization of fitness" (1989:141) As a result, the erotic has become a
partt of the body and its sexuality; in her view, the body is that site where
thee politicizing of desire can be observed, and accordingly, where it must be
challenged. .
^^ De Lauretis argues that these texts and discourses fail to "envisage a
materially,, historically, and experientially constituted subject engendered, we
mightt say, precisely by the process of its engagement in the narrative genres"
(106).. She points to the ways mythical positioning of the discursive agents
workss through the narrative form and stresses the effectiveness of symbols in
thee process, that is, the work of the symbolic function in the unconscious.
xx
"" 1 will return to Bal's discussion on Caravaggio's Medusa's Head in the
followingg chapter. For an elaborate account of the role of ideology in the
constructionn of female characters in biblical narratives, see Bal's Murder and
Difference,Difference, Death and Disyrnmetry and Lethal Love. See particularly Bal's
chapterr 5 titled "Sexuality, Sin and Sorrow: The Emergence of the Female
Character,"" from Lethal Love.
x x 11
" Catherine Lord explores this connection in her book The Intimacy of
Influence:Influence: Narrative and Theoretical Fictions in the works of George Eliot,
VirginiaVirginia Woolf and Jeanette Winterson.
x x vv
* Bal addresses the relationship between woman as the object of plenitude,, where wholeness can be observed as the absence of consciousness,
whichh respectively indicates an unknowing subject. In "Narcissus's Vision and
Semioticc Space," European Journal for Semiotic Studies. More extensively in
QuotingQuoting Caravaggio, chapters 7 and 8.
" ^^ I address this issue in relation to Judith Butler's concepts in the followingg chapter.
50CV
'' A similar type of relation between internal and external focalization is
thematizedd in the film The Truman Show. The creator of the show is monitoringg the action; he often intervenes and tells the actors what to say and
whatt to do.
xxv
"" In this scene the evidence that man is in crisis is also manifested in his
losss of power to act as the bearer of the look. What this new Hollywood text
appearss to be thematizing and overtly working through is the central male
anxietyy noted by feminist film theory in classical Hollywood cinema, which,
ass Laura Mulvey has argued in her seminal article "Visual Pleasure and Narrativee Cinema," is castration anxiety (Mulvey, 1989). While the films of the
classicall Hollywood cinema were structured in terms of the opposition
betweenn the sexes, albeit not always without difficulty - active male versus
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passivee female, man as the bearer of the look woman as the object of the
lookk - in the New Hollywood cinema this type of division is even more difficultt to sustain. In Mulvey's account, the codification of pre-existing patterns
inn narrative cinema structure the look in a split between male as bearer of
thee look and female as object of the look. Making the woman into the object
off the look was one way, according to Mulvey, of escaping castration anxiety,, that is, of disavowing castration; representing the woman as to-belooked-at-nesss was a strategic means of classical Hollywood narratives for
turningg her into a fetish.
Thee classical Hollywood's production of visual meaning in such a way as to
accountt for "woman's lack" corresponds to Freud's story about the origin of
fetishism.. Bal points out that the Freudian story where the boy sees-not
whatt the mother does not possess, implies a negative definition of vision:
"" 'Lack' is not the object seen but the supplement provided by the seeing
subject.. If this negative vision is as crucial in the formation of subjectivity as
itt appears to be in Freudian theory, 1 wish to emphasize the crucial negativity
off vision it implies. Vision then, is both bound up with gender formation and
withh semiotic behavior; it is an act of interpretation, a construction out of
nothingness"" (1996a: 79). Important here is vision which exceeds the fictionall world. Even though the man is not the bearer of the look in the film
Innerspace,Innerspace, the woman will nevertheless emerge as "lack."
x x v , nn
At one moment Jack even becomes hostile toward Tuck. To express
this,, he punches his own body. Since Jack is introduced as a hypochondriac
whoo asks Tuck to promise him that "no physical pain will be involved," it
meanss that he has undergone a considerable transformation.
x x l xx
Derrida writes, "The hymen, the consummation of differends, the continuityy and the confusion of the coitus, merges with what it seems to be
derivedd from: the hymen as protective screen, the jewel box of virginity, the
vaginall partition, the fine, invisible veil which, in front of the hystera, stands
betweenn the inside and the outside of a woman, and consequently between
desiree and fulfillment. It is the hymen that desire dreams of piercing, of
bursting,, in an act of violence that is (at the same time or somewhere
between)) love and murder" (213).
x x xx
Extratextual information plays a role in determining the extent to which
thiss male character has been transformed. Arnold Schwarzenegger was Mr.
Universee five times, but even more importantly, he is best known for his roles
ass the man of action. For example, in Terminator, he is introduced as a
killingg machine, but in Terminator 2, he is "reprogrammed" and although an
android,, he is capable of functioning as the ideal father-figure.
X X X II
In "Desire in Narrative," De Lauretis relates the emergence of the good
andd nurturing father in films such as Kramer vs. Kramer and Ordinary People
too "the need to reaffirm a patriarchal order that has been badly shaken by
feminismm and the lesbian and gay movements" (116). In terms of social
agency,, especially as it is related to the theme of "fathering" it is useful to
addd that two of the most prominent new Hollywood authors have become
associatedd with the image of a "good father." George Lucas' public image is
veryy much related to the Tole he plays in his private life as a single father to
hiss two adopted children. Similarly, Steven Spielberg often refers to his seven
children;; one from his first marriage with Amy Goldberg, one from the previ-
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ouss marriage of Kate Capshaw, his present wife, three children from his marriageriage with Capshaw, and two African-American children, he and Capshaw
adopted.. He is thus not just a father, he has become a father of a multiracial
family. .
xxx
"" It is important to note that the "buddy-buddy" structure, which coheres
aroundd the interaction between two men, can be traced back to classical
Hollywoodd cinema across a variety of genres. De Vito and Schwarzenegger
alsoo appeared together in Twins, another film Reitman has both directed and
produced.. The "buddy structure" has recurred in the film Thelma and Louise,
featuringg female protagonsists. While coupling of two female characters is
veryy rare, there are examples where a female character is paired with a male
protagonistt as in The Long Kiss Goodnight, True Lies, Twister or Strange
Days. Days.
x x x 11
" In her book Befween Men: English Literature and Male Homosocial
Desire,Desire, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick points to the paradox that the bonding of
menn involves; it is through male-dominated kinship systems that both
"obligatoryy heterosexuality" and homophobia are built into patriarchal structures.. For a discussion of male bonding across the axis of race see Fred
Pfeil'ss "From Pillar to Postmodern: Race, Class, and Gender in the Male Rampagee Film." Sharon Willis discusses Pulp Fiction as a productive case of male
bonding.. As 1 have mentioned earlier (note 19, chapter 2) by inserting the
symbolicc image of a black father or brother, this film in her view, interrupts
whitee paternal authority. "Borrowed "Style": Quentin Tarantino's Figures of
Masculinity"" in High Contrast. While the "buddy-principle" generally works
towardd reinstituting patriarchal norms such as heterosexual marriage, Julian
Sandell takes John Woo's Hong Kong films such as Killer and Hard boiled as
exampless of male intimacy without the usual homophobic frame. In "Reinventingg Masculinity: The Spectacle of Intimacy in the Films of John Woo."
x x x r vv
For a discussion on the images of monstrosity in Death Becomes Her,
seee "Mirror Images: Myths of Monstrosity in Death Becomes Her and Lorenzo'szo's Oir by Diana Postlethwalte.
x x x vv
Drinking a magic potion was mainly related to male characters starting
withh the adaptations of Robert Louis Stevenson's DrJackyll, Mr. Hyde. The
potion-drinkingg in The Nutty Professor (1963) and its 1996 and 2000
remakes,, indicate, however, that unlike female characters from Death
BecomesBecomes Her, the male characters acquire greater mobility.
xxxv
'' Before she drinks the potion Madelyn has exploited all the possibilities
off cosmetic surgery. The discourse on cosmetic surgery, as Anne Balsamo
suggests,, "offers provocative material for a discussion of the cultural constructionn of the gendered body because, on the one hand, women are often
thee intended and preferred subjects of such discourse, and on the other, men
aree often the bodies doing the surgery. Cosmetic surgery is not then simply a
discursivee site for the 'construction of images of women,' but in actuality, a
materiall site at which the physical female body is surgically dissected,
stretched,, carved, and reconstructed according to cultural and eminently ideologicall standards of physical appearance." In "On the Cutting Edge: Cosmeticc Surgery and the Technological Production of the Gendered Body"
(225),, This implies that current historical conditions of advanced technology
forr "improving the self-image" have managed to put new pressure on
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women. .
"" 1 will address the notion of woman as the subject of excellence in the
followingg chapter. At this point, it will suffice to recall the discussion on the
connectionn between the Lacanian Phallus - as a term which designates all
thee values which are opposed to lack, hence "fullness of being" - and
woman.. Here, it is useful to make a comparison between the female subjects,
thee supposed subjects par excellence stuck in the gullet of the signifier as in
DeathDeath Becomes Her, and the woman from Jane Campion's film The Piano.
Thee comparison is important because The Piano offers a different kind of
fantasy.. It is a narrative where the woman is elaborated as capable of survivingg the loss that the Other demands. Throughout the film the main character
Adaa feels complete to the extent that the piano is a part of her life. She is
practicallyy choking on her desire to keep it, not to let go of it, as if it were
onee of those privileged Lacanian objects such as the placenta, for example.
Adaa is mute and wild, and like the nature in the new world of New Zealand,
needss to be "civilized." In the film's closing when her voice is finally heard,
shee decides to dispose of the piano, and insists that it be thrown overboard.
Butt as the piano is sinking into the sea, she lets herself be caught by the
ropess attached to it and pulled below the surface. Just as she is about to
drown,, Ada disattaches herself from the piano by letting the shoe entangled
inn ropes slip off her foot. Once she is safe in her new life with Baines, she
reflectss on her piano - floating attached to the piano is her dead oceanic
self,, a grotesque figure of a corpse blown up like a balloon, a referent at the
bottomm of the sea, a living reminder, as it were, that a woman just like a
mann can enter the realm of meaning because she can survive the death of
being.. 1 will address this possibility of surviving the death of being in a Hollywoodd blockbuster film Alien Resurrection.
x x x v n ii
With the distinction between different and the same 1 am referring to
thee discussions based on the analysis of the films in chapters 1 through 4. In
alll the films the conceptual process reflected in the structure of subjectivity
iss that of spacing, temporization, différance.
xxxnixxxni
In addition feminist concerns are necessarily fragmented; the sign
"woman"" representing white, middle class women defined by passivity and
hysteriaa could not be sustained.
*"" Another example is foregrounded in the film Batman and Robin. The villainn in the film, Dr. Fries, is preserving his ill wife in an aquarium-like containerr until he finds the cure for her illness. She floats there, suspended
betweenn life and death. There is another woman in the film, Poison Ivy, who
echoess the mythological role imputed to women as deadly monsters. This
typee of character can also be traced in a film produced recently by film students.. In this project conceived outside of the constraints of the Hollywood
industryy - The Blair Witch Project - the gaze of the notorious and murderous
Blairr Witch collapses into the gaze of the female character in the film. She is
thee author of the supposed documentary, and the filming of her project
causess the film crew to tragically disappear. Taking into account the working
off ideology in blockbuster films and the so-called art films, it is possible to
concludee that the ideology of the independent production quite often echoes
thee ideology of high-budget productions. 1 have mentioned earlier the films
suchh as Happiness where the father is elaborated as a sick pervert, and Amerxxxv

icanican Beauty, where the father is tired of conforming to the laws of patriarchy.. The connection between woman and monster will be explored further
inn the next chapter.
* "" In Spectacular Bodies: Gender, Genre and the Action Cinema, Yvonne
Taskerr offers an account of the recent history of the action heroine. Tasker
describess the action cinema of the 1980s as a "muscular cinema." Taking
intoo consideration films such as Red Sonja, Long Kiss Goodnight, Strange
Days,Days, Speed, Twister, Terminator 2 and Blue Steel, for example, Tasker adds
thatt "masculinity" is not limited to the male body. She addresses the emergencee of a muscular female heroine and the problems these figures pose for
binaryy conceptions of gendered identity. For further implications of Linda
Hamilton'ss muscular body in Terminator 2, see also Hilary Radner's "New
Hollywood'ss New Women: Murder in Mind - Sarah and Margie," in Neale and
Smith,, and Sharon Willis' "Combative Femininity: Thelma and Louise and
TerminatorTerminator 2," in her High Contrast: Race and Gender in Contemporary Hollywoodlywood Film. In Working Girls: Gender and Sexuality in Popular Cinema,
Taskerr looks at female roles in other genres, and she establishes an important
connectionn between the representation of women and their status as social
agents.. This issue is particularly relevant for the Alien series which 1 will discusss in the next chapter. Sigourney Weaver who also plays the leading role in
thee films produced the last two films of the series.
x mm
While the film Thelma and Louise demonstrates the impossibility of
escapingg the laws of patriarchy, films such as Blue Steel, Silence of the
LambsLambs and Gl Jane radicalize the extent to which women are constrained to
appropriatee both museutinity and masculinity. In Gl Jane, the female characterr is trying to prove that women belong in the military. Frustrated by her
seargent'ss derogatory treatment, she exclaims, "Suck my dick!" In The Long
KissKiss Goodnight, faced with a complete crisis, the main female character
utterss the same line.
™"™" While examples of female friendship in films such as Desperately Seeking
Susan,Susan, Color Purple, Steel Magnolias, Waiting to Exhale, League of Their
Own,Own, She-Devil, The First Wives Club, and Hoys on the Side display a preoccupationn with women's issues, more generally the female characters in these
filmss are concerned with forging a space for themselves within the patriarchall universe.
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Althoughh the action-heroine is appearing more frequently in new
Hollywoodd blockbusters, her presence on the screen is still overshadowedd by her male counterpart. In the 1980s and 1990s the actionadventuree trend was especially pronounced and it encompasses a
rangee of genres - science fiction, thriller, war films or warrior films.
Thee propensity of action is the main feature of these filmic narratives,, but the male hero is the one who can execute all the spectacularr tasks. So far 1 have argued that a prominent characteristic of
thee action-adventure films of the new Hollywood is their preoccupationn with the crisis of masculinity, a renegotiation of paternity, and
ultimatelyy the reinstitution of patriarchy. The films bring about the
sensee of a troubled (family) history, of a symbolic order which no
longerr functions, implying that both the father and history need to
bee rescued. In narratological terms this is achieved through the
interventionn of the fabula into the story.1
Inn the previous chapter 1 discussed the effect that the
repairingg of male subjectivity has on the female characters. The
womann as the negative emblem of différance is posited in-between
thee intersubjective exchange, or in-between territories and, therefore,, she can also be perceived as deterritorialized or extraterritorialized.. She is the constitutive outside.11 In Judith Butler's terms the
constitutivee outside is the unspeakable, the nonnarrativizable. "It
meanss that identity always requires precisely that which it cannot
abide"" (Butler, 1993: 188). The emergence of the constitutive outsidee is predicated on entrance into the symbolic order, but the loss
effectuatedd in the process is structurally emblematized by the feminine.. The impossibility of taking part in an intersubjective exchange
iss the effect of the symbolic order as it is dependent on the fabulas
whichh perpetuate the representation of women as the negative
emblemm of différance or, to put it in Slavoj Zizek's terms, as subjects
parpar excellence.™ 1 am intentionally bringing into relation the two
versionss of what is, theoretically speaking, not at all the same
"thing,"" because 1 want to take issue with the notion of woman as
subjectt par excellence. 1 want not only to contest an interpretation
off woman as the "constitutive outside" of the Law of the Father or
ass the phantom of ideology which turns women into monsters, but
alsoo want to point to the discursive basis of such constructions as
welll as to their decomposition.

11

Myy aim here then is to explore the discursive potential of
thiss "constitutive outside." 1 am implying also that Lorraine Code's
questionn "what can she know?" will be related to alternative discursivee and narrative spaces where women can act as knowing subjects
(Code,, 1991). To explore the new Hollywood cinema's potential to
thematizee the "outside," we need to go far away into the future,
intoo the darkest corners of the universe. For it is there that the
father-apparatus,, or the central computer called "the Father," will
finallyy crash. On the basis of the films from the Alien series, Alien,
Aliens,Aliens, Alien 111, and Alien Resurrection, 1 will suggest that woman as
subjectt par excellence, and as constitutive outside of a specific ideology,, can in itself, to put it in Butler's terms, become open for contestation.. 1 will argue that this is dependent on an alternative symbolicc network based on alternative fabulas and world-views. In Alien,
sergeantt Ellen Ripley comes to figure as the alien creature, whereas
inn Alien Resurrection, she is elaborated as capable of reflecting on
herr status as a construct - as both a woman and an alien monster.
Thiss film is particularly important when it comes to redefining
femalee existence, because here the fabula hinges on the cooperation
betweenn two female characters who join forces in order to resolve
thee crisis.
Ass my analyses will show, the specificity of the fabulas of
thee Alien series lies in their concern with that in-between space
wheree the Law of the Father does not apply. By the same token, the
reversall of the Oedipal trajectory involving the intersubjective
exchangee between the father and the son is not at work in these
films.. Once we take into account the vision represented on the level
off the fabula, we can note that the resolution of the narrative in the
AlienAlien series does not include setting the patriarchal universe into
place.. As 1 have already mentioned, the reason for this is the fact
thatt the diegetic world in these films is set outside the Law of the
Father,, outside of its symbolic reality. Ripley, as an action heroine is
thuss predicated on a type of universe where the Law of the Father is
nott only challenged and repaired, but is ultimately replaced by a
neww category.
Zizek'ss theory of the sublime object of ideology as it is
relatedd to his theorizing of the Lacanian real is relevant for this
studyy (Zizek, 1992). But 1 will consider this concept in light of
Judithh Butler's rewriting of Zizek's theory (Butler, 1993). While Zizek
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iss opposed to poststructuralist accounts of discursivity and proposes
aa rethinking of the Lacanian symbolic in terms of ideology, Butler
arguess that both discourse and the category of the real need a criticall rethinking of the "feminine," and that along these lines the connectionn between Zizek's theory and poststructuralism is possible.
Off particular interest to my project is the possibility Zizek
proposess for rethinking the Lacanian symbolic. Zizek interprets politicall signifiers in terms of the notion of phantasmatic investment and
phantasmaticc promise. The phantasmatic promise of identity is the
cruciall point within political discourse as well as the inevitability of
disappointment.. The political signifier is an empty term and as such
itt offers the possibility for various phantasmatic investments to
occur.. For Zizek, signification itself is bound up with the process of
promisee and return; for a signifier to remain a signifier it must break
aa promise to return. As Butler explains, within psychoanalytic terms,
"thee impossibility of an identity category to fulfill that promise is a
consequencee of a set of exclusions which found the very subjects
whosee identities such categories are supposed to phenomenalize and
represent"" (191). Her view concurs with Zizek's claim that there is an
"outside"" to the socially intelligible and that this "outside" will
alwayss be that which negatively defines the social. Butler is radically
opposed,, however, to Zizek's view that this outside can be delimited
throughh a pre-ideological or prediscursive "law," because insistence
onn the pre-ideological status of the symbolic law has anti-feminist
consequences.. Butler objects to the idea that woman emerges as the
"outside"" itself, as the "stain" of the symbolic order. Under such
conditions,, she appears as that which cannot be symbolized and,
therefore,, she is not available as a political signifier.
Whatt interests Butler is the move Zizek makes from the signifierr as an always incompleted promise to return to the real, to the
politicall signifier, hence to that point where phantasmatic investmentss can occur. In that sense, a political signifier acquires its
powerr to define the political field through a two-way process, that
is,, through creating and sustaining its constituency. The signifier is
thuss capable of structuring and constituting the political field, of
introducingg new concerns and new subject positions. In that
respect,, the collapse of Ripley with the alien monster in Alien can be
seenn as both a political signifier and as the discursive occasion for
hope. ,v v

HI I

Inn the Alien films, the space of the monstrous content, the
spacee in which Zizek's phantom of ideology resides, the space
reservedd for femininity, is also a narrative space. This is where the
processs of (re)structuring the feminine will occur in the subsequent
films.. 1 would suggest then that it is precisely nan-ative itself that
cann play a central role in structuring the field of signification. It is
alongg these lines that we will come to grasp Butler's contention that
aa (political) signifier can be made into a site that can provide for a
futuree in which constituencies will form that have not yet had a site
forr such an articulation.
"Woman,"" according to Butler, can be taken as category, as
aa signifier, as a site of new articulations. Even though this term
alludess to a false unity, an all-inclusiveness, the initial suspension of
differencee is the condition for the production of future signifiers:
Itt is necessary to learn a double movement: to invoke the categoryy and, hence, provisionally to institute an identity and at
thee same time to open the category as a site of permanent
politicalpolitical contest. That the term is questionable does not mean
thatt we ought not to use it, but neither does the necessity to
usee it mean that we ought not perpetually interrogate the
exclusionss by which it proceeds, and to do this precisely in
orderr to learn how to live the contingency of the political signifierr in a culture of democratic contestation. (Butler, 1993:
222) )
Hence,, Butler, just like Zizek, is advocating the necessity of
acknowledgingg the universal term, ideology, as a site which is open
too contest, but she is also insisting on the possibility of subverting
thee universal term through repetition. According to Butler, what one
takess as a political signifier is itself a settling of prior signifiers. A
politicall signifier implicitly cites the prior instances of itself, drawing
onn the phantasmatic promise of those prior signifiers. Repetition can
havee a subversive function because it presupposes a return. But 1
wouldd add that, because signification occurs in time, repetition of
thee sign always implies spatial and temporal deferral, hence différance.férance. As my analyses of the films will show, the structuring of
femalee subjectivity is bound up with the narrative trajectory where
Ripley'ss shortcomings as "Woman," will be "corrected" through an
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intersubjectivee exchange with another female character. The
(re)structuringg of both Riply's and Call's subjectivity will ultimately
producee a new foreclosure, new constitutive outsiders, and future
signifiers. .
Inn the filmic texts that display a discursive interdependency
betweenn fathers and sons, or between male characters in general,
whatt is contested, subverted and thereby reconstructed is the signifierr of paternity. For Butler, the problem with Zizek's view is that for
himm the site of contestation is pre-ideological and prediscursive
whereby,, paradoxically, woman emerges as the very condition of this
prediscursivee order. A way then, to change the status of the woman
ass the rock upon which the symbolic stumbles, is to work with the
notionn that what counts as the real, in the sense of unsymbolizable,
iss always relative to a linguistic domain that authorizes and producess this foreclosure^
Inn the case of the new Hollywood cinema, due to the overt
preoccupationn with the (re)structuring of the signifier of paternity,
thee woman emerges as the "unsymbolizable." This foreclosure is
authorizedd or "fathered" through fabulations based on ideological
andd cultural determinations.^ This is facilitated through the persistentt investment in de/composing the father through the structure of
différance,différance, a privileged tool by means of which the new Hollywood
cinemaa displays a preoccupation with re-affirming the father as both
apparatuss and ideology. It is my contention that narration is a cruciall strategy for redefining the terms of the foreclosure. Tor it is
throughh the process of telling that repetition (of the same as different)) can occur whereby a new category can be introduced. This is an
occurrencee of the "new" then, that is itself only established "through
recoursee to those embedded conventions, past conventions, that
havee conventionally been invested with the political power to signify
thee future" (Butler 1993: 220). Narration, as 1 have demonstrated in
chapterr one through four, is a precondition for giving the apparatus
aa new face as a father. In a similar manner narration can yield the
possibilityy of attaching an all-together different category to the
apparatus.. "Woman" is only one possibility in the range of cultural,
intellectual,, personal, and political concerns which the dominant
ideologyy turns into the constitutive outside.
Justt like the type o f woman described as the negative
emblemm of Alice, Ripley can be seen as confined to an in-between

space.. The crucial difference, however, is that in the
casee of Ripley, this negative mark announced in Alien,
thee first film of the series, will be taken as a point of
departuree for renegotiating female subjectivity in the
filmss that follow, particularly Aliens and Alien Resurrection.tion. Intervention implies here more than revising the
film'ss fabula; it requires envisioning fictional worlds
whichh deal with uncertainty and therefore, as Code
putss it, "one must learn to see all over again" (Code,
1991:: 169).

Stagee 1: Ripley as the "Real at Its Purest"
Inn the film Alien Ripley can herself be understood as
thee alien creature. In Aliens she combines the two
pathss that Freud and the new Hollywood cinema offer
too women: motherhood and masculinity. One of the
mostt prominent examples of this type of action-heroinee is the combative mother from Terminator 2. In that
film,, the action-heroine is engaged in rescuing the
futuree history of the father universe; she is the mother
off the boy who orchestrates the entire operation from
thee future. To execute her historical role, this mother
needss to possess supra strength and high combat skills.
Althoughh similar markers of gender construction can be
tracedd on Ripley's body, in Aliens these features have
furtherr implications. Because the fabula of Aliens precludess the paternal universe and deals instead with an
"alienn zone," the de/composition implied in a "masculinee mother" becomes a precondition for the structuringg of (female) subjectivity. v "
AlienAlien HI depicts Ripley in a cul-de-sac. She
realizess that her long-term mission to fight off the
monstrouss creatures has become futile, for she herself
hass literally come to embody the alien organism. Her
onlyy option is self-destruction. Alien Resurrection is
alsoo Ripley's resurrection. She is brought back to life in
orderr to give birth to the agent of death. When the
monsterr is removed from her body she is not the Ripley
shee was. She is both different and the same. The
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evidencee of Ripley's decomposed subjectivity are her
physicall and emotional scars. Herein lies her strength as
aa subject of an alternative order. For what Ripley as an
embodimentt of both a woman and a monster is simultaneouslyy affirming and contesting is the category
calledd "woman as a subject par excellence."
Inn Alien, the Alien was the eighth passenger. In
AlienAlien Resurrection Ripley is number eight, the first
goodd clone after seven failed attempts. The special
relationshipp between Ripley and the aliens which leads
too her death and to her ultimate re-birth is elaborated
veryy carefully and systematically throughout the series
off films. In this section 1 will re-visit the space explored
inn the previous chapter where the female subject
remainss stuck in the gullet of the signifier, in order to
underscoreunderscore the discursive basis of its production. The
startingg point is the film Alien, where the monster is
introducedd as a "pure organism" which cannot be
killed. .
Inn his analysis of this film, Zizek describes the
Alienn as a "sprout of enjoyment" which threatens the
creww of the spaceship and at the same time constitutes
themm as a closed group. He writes:
Itt is the Real at its purest: a semblance, somethingg which on a strictly symbolic level does not
existt at all but at the same time the only thing
inn the whole film which actually exists, the thing
againstt which the whole reality is utterly
defenseless.. One has to remember the spinechillingg scene when the liquid pouring from the
polyp-likee parasite after the doctor makes an
incisionn with a scalpel dissolves the metal floor
off the space ship [...]. (Zizek, 1989: 79)
Ann equally horrific effect emerges from one particular
featuree of Alien's head: there are teeth behind the
teethh behind the teeth. But apart from its acid blood,
thee mise-en-abyme of teeth, and its raw, skinless flesh

inn some stages of its development, the Alien has the
tendencyy to latch onto people's faces. This is the way it
firstt enters the spaceship in Alien, enveloping the face
off officer Kane.
Whenn the members of the crew ask the science
officerr Ash about the possibilities of destroying the
Alien,, he replies: "...it is pure organism - it can't be
killed."" It is interesting to compare this pure, indestructiblee organism with Lacan's description of the lamella:
Lamellaa is something extra-flat which moves like
thee amoeba. It is just a little more complicated.
Butt it goes everywhere. And as it is something
thatt is related to what the sexed being loses in
sexuality,, it is like the amoeba in relation to
sexedd beings, immortal - because it survives any
division,, any scissipaous intervention. And it can
runn around. [...] But suppose it comes and
envelopess your face while you are quietly
asleep.... [...] This lamella, this organ, whose
characteristicc is not to exist, but which is neverthelesss an organ [...] is the libido. (Lacan, 1994:
197-8) )
Whenn we take into account different versions of the
alienn organism and the ways these are elaborated in the
film,, it seems as if the fabula of Alien was based on
Lacan'ss scenario. Because the actor who governs this
fabulaa does not exist on a strictly symbolic level, as
Zizekk puts it, we need to (re)define the terms of its
existence. .
11 have hitherto introduced the basic aspects of
thee two psychic fields, the imaginary and the symbolic
ass they are related not only to the effects of the apparatuss but also in relation to the process of narration.
Too recapitulate briefly, whereas the imaginary can be
understoodd as the threshold between the ego and the
imagess of which the visual world consists, including
thee self-image, the symbolic produces the subject

throughh language, and it realizes its order by the Law
off the Father. There is another field Lacan includes in
hiss methodological distinction, the field which designatess the space of the monstrous content - the real.
Thee real forms the residue of all articulation
whichh escapes the mirror of the imaginary as well as
thee grids of the symbolic. It is neither symbolic nor
imaginaryy and it can be understood as a foreclosed element.. It stands for that which is lacking in the symbolicc order (Laplanche ft Pontalis, 1988). The intersubjectievee exchange between male characters, for example, is
basedd on such a foreclosure. The women who come to
embodyy the Lacanian objet petit a, can also be understoodd as a residue, as the foreclosed element. The wigglingg pieces of female bodies in the closing of the film
DeathDeath Becomes Her have that lamella-like quality that
characterizess that which escapes the symbolic reality.
Justt like the alien organism, these women are an examplee of "the real at its purest."
Thiss collapse between the real and woman can
alsoo be seen in Alien. Towards the end of the film,
whenn Ripley remains alone on board with the Alien,
overtt clues are emitted which enable us to establish a
relationn between the two.(scene 1, Alien)

vni

The rela-

tionn is based on similarity. This is achieved through the
framing,, lighting, angle, shot duration and camera
movementt whereby the image of Ripley becomes
graphicallyy redefined. This intensely de-familiarizing
effectt can be traced in scene 1: in shot 1 Ripley's face
appearss in extreme close-up, from an angle which dissociatess the face from the rest of the body and producess displacement within the mise-en-scène. In shot
2,, a detail of the Alien replaces the shot of Ripley, and
inn shots 3 through 8, as a result of the working of the
cinematicc signifiers, the action that follows cannot be
clearlyy traced.
Thiss blurred and highly subjective vision
enhancess the suspense, for it builds up the impression
thatt the Alien could emerge from anywhere and at any

moment.. At the end of shot 8, however, instead of the
Alienn we are offered another extreme close-up of Ripley
filmedd again from an angle which augments the defamiliarizingg effect. In the shots that follow (9-16),
threee close-ups of Ripley (shots 10, 12 and 14) are
insertedd into the series of undefined images. In the last
shott of this series, shot 16, a detail of the Alien reappears.. In all the shots of Ripley, her eyes are wide
open.. She is constantly on the look-out for the Alien,
butt because of her position within the mise-en-scène
(shee is also hiding from the monster), her vision is very
limited.. She produces a vision of the Alien on two
occasions,, shots 2 and 16: in both instances we are
offeredd a detail of the alien creature. It is dismembered,
disembodiedd and dislocated, just like Ripley herself.
Thiss strategy is reconfirmed in scene 1a: shot
3,, for example, evolves in five stages. Paradoxically
enough,, with each detail of Ripley's body that is foregroundedd in the shot, commencing with the fingers
andd ending with a detail of her face, a new distance
fromm Ripley is effectuated. Ripley's face ultimately
appearss as a piece of flesh, hence, she too, can be perceivedd as a sort of a pure organism, the only Thing
thatt has a chance against the Alien. l x The similarity
impliedd between Ripley and this lamella-like organism
suggestss again the overlap of psychoanalytic and narrativee discourse. Furthermore, Zizek's assertion that the
Alienn can be perceived as the "real at its purest" suggestss that the woman has come to occupy this realm of
thee Lacanian real. Hence, the space "in the middle," the
spacee of the monstrous content is again marked via the
appropriationn of the image of femininity. The problem
thatt arises then - and this is related to Butler's project
discussedd in the previous section - is how to invest the
foreclosedd element with the power to signify the
future. .
Zizekk has extensively theorized the social-ideologicall topography of the phantom of ideology in
termss of the monstrous content to which it yields. He
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assertss that the crucial question is not what does the
phantomm signify, but how the very space is constituted
wheree entities like the phantom can emerge. He argues
thatt the fundamental gesture of a dialectical analysis
mustt be "a step back from content to form, that suspensionn of content which renders form visible anew"
(1992:: 63-4). Zizek contends that the analysis that
focusess on the ideological meaning of monsters overlookss the fact that, " before signifying something,
beforee serving as a vessel of meaning, monsters
embodyy enjoyment qua the limit of interpretation, that
iss to say, nonmeaning as such" (64). x
Thiss is quite significant in terms of his overall
philosophico-theoreticall project which focuses on the
waysways the sublime can be rendered. xi Zizek asserts that
aa way the sublime is rendered is as an object, a piece
off reality, into which the real of desire is inscribed by
meanss of an anamorphic grimace. "The boundary that
separatess beauty from disgust is for that reason far
moree unstable than it may seem, since it is always contingentt on a specific cultural space. [...] By means of
anamorphicc stains, the 'reality' indexes the presence of
thee subject" (Zizek, 1992: 64). Although it is necessary
too keep in mind that in order to give meaning to that
spacee in-between an act of exclusion has to be committed,, it is nevertheless necessary to reexamine the
symbolicc network which traditionally constrains women
intoo the position of its residue. Hence, the suspension
off the "content" is not the problem, nor the fact that
monsterss embody "nonmeaning as such." The issue is,
rather,, what do we do once this "nonmeaning"
becomess attached to femininity.
Zizekk rejects poststructuralism on - account of
thee subjectivation effect that, which according to him,
remainss oblivious to the "lack" produced in the
process: :
Iff we make an abstraction, if we subtract all the
richnesss of the different modes of subjectivation,

alll the fullness of experience present in the way the individualss are living their subject-positions, what remains is an empty
placee which was filled out with this richness; this original
void,, this lack of symbolic structure, is the subject, the subject
off the signifier. The subject is to be strictly opposed to the
effectt of subjectivation: what the subjectivation masks is not
aa pre- or trans- subjective process of writing but a lack in the
structure,, a lack which is the subject. (Zizek 1989: 175)
Iff we can conceive of a symbolic structure, we can also conceive of
differentt possibilities for its construction, and the process of subjectivationn need not presume oblivion to the "lack which is the subject."*"" In chapters one through four 1 have demonstrated that the
prominentt features of the new Hollywood blockbuster films, such as
thee decomposition and doubling of the character-image, the deferral
off subject positions or the suspension of the unification of subjectivity,, is conditioned on the third mobility of the narrative. The third
mobilitymobility is dependent on the fabula which promotes the relations
betweenn fathers and sons. Likewise, 1 have foregrounded the importancee of the Platonic schema that assigns the origin and power of
speech,, logos, to the paternal position, which ultimately yields to the
emergingg play with the split of the paternal position. In chapter five,
II focused on the examples in which the discursive dependency
betweenn fathers and sons is extended to the cases of discursive
exchangee between male characters in general. As a result of the
intersubjectivee exchange between male characters, the production of
femalee subjectivity is blocked. Female characters emerged as locked
inn the middle of the intersubjective exchange, as the "lack" produced
throughh the process of subjectivation.
Thiss "lack which is the subject," Zizek elsewhere gives
anotherr definition - he calls it the subject par excellence, or woman.
Thee view that woman is the subject par excellence needs to be
understood,, of course, in relation to Zizek's contention that the subjectt en general is a lack. But as the analyses of (not only) filmic
narrativess repeatedly demonstrate, the space where women monsters
aree created, that space of objet petit a, is an effect of discourses
predicatedd on a certain ideology. Hence, women as the negative
emblemm of différance remain outside the discursive exchange, or the
processs of subjectivation, which echoes their status as subjects par
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excellenceexcellence or as the real at its purest. In both instances
theyy emerge as the constitutive outside, as the residue
off the discourse and the symbolic. What interests me
here,, then, is not denouncing the ideology behind the
monsters,, but exploring the role of narrative in
(re)structuringg the space of the monstrous content; of
turningg this site into an alternative symbolic network.

Stagee 2-. Riplev. a Character That Matters
Ripley'ss alien status implied in the closing of Alien is
reconfirmedd in Aliens. While in the first film this is
achievedd through the physical similarity between Ripley
andd the Alien, the second film employs additional
strategies.. When Ripley's life-pod is finally found, she
iss still in cryo-sleep. We first see her face under the
transparentt capsule. She appears as a combination of
Sleepingg Beauty and Snow White, two fairy tale characterss who needed to be rescued from sleep and death,
respectively,, by a handsome prince. Unlike Sleeping
Beauty,, however, who was asleep for a hundred years,
wokee up and lived happily ever, Ripley wakes up to a
nightmare.. After fifty-seven years of floating through
thee universe she wakes up in a world where she is literallyy out of space and out of time. Her sole contemporaryy is the cat Jonesy, the only co-survivor of the
encounterr with the Alien.
Unfortunatelyy the cat cannot corroborate her
storyy about the monstrous creatures who killed all the
otherr members of the Nostromo crew. Since there is no
onee who believes her, Ripley becomes frustrated and
asocial,, hence, alienated from all the other characters
inn the film. Most importantly, there is no one who can
helpp her to work through her traumatic experience. As
aa result of this, the horrific images of the Alien burstingg out of her rib cage continue to haunt her. When
shee is invited to go on a mission which possibly
involvess confronting the Alien, Ripley refuses to go.
Nevertheless,, because the nightmares keep recurring,
Ripleyy decides to go "back to the future" and revisit

thee space of monstrous content/ 111
Shee goes on this mission as an advisor but again, no one
actuallyy believes that these monsters are as deadly and u n o b t a i n ablee as she claims. In the company of mercenaries recruited from the
marinee corps, Ripley still feels out of place - "a fifth wheel," as she
herselff comments on one occasion. To prove that she is not just a
surplus,, Ripley offers to drive a loader. The execution of this task,
wheree she displays extra-human strength, has a very specific narrativee function. It announces Ripley's capacity to embody the Other,
thatt is, to function as a de/composed subject. More concretely, a
loaderr is conceived as a huge and powerful semi-robotic mechanism
whichh becomes operative when it is "embodied" by the driver. Interestingly,, although Ripley proves to be just as useful as other memberss of the mission, the episode with the loader reconfirms her statuss as the one who actually stands out.
Onn the one hand, the story works in such a way as to make
Ripleyy fit into the group. On the other hand, when she appears to fit
in,, this is achieved through her ability to perform what no one else
can.. The extra (human) value invested in Ripley will undergo a series
off displacements. Just like she is capable of "wearing" the loader,
Ripleyy will demonstrate the same efficiency in operating a weapon
andd handling a child. In fact, at one point she is depicted as capable
off performing both actions at the same time. The child is a little girl
calledd Newt, the only person from the space colony who survived the
alienn invasion. The child reminds us of a "wild child," for she does
nott speak and clutches the head of a doll that has no body.
Att a time of crisis, apart from Newt, Ripley forges a special
bondd with corporal Hicks, the officer who takes charge after the failuree of the first operation. Hicks trusts Ripley's judgment and willinglyy shares his power with her. Elaborated as a "masculine mother,"
Ripleyy can be understood as a productive juxtaposition to the male
characterss elaborated as either male mothers or motherly men, as in
thee film Junior, for example. The two active solutions to the crisis of
femininity,, masculinity and motherhood are directly related to the
structuringg of the narrative. Because the officers in charge are not
upp to the task, Ripley needs to step in and take charge. Similarly,
shee seems to be the only one who qualifies as a substitute mother
too the orphaned child. Paradoxically again, the capacity to execute
bothh tasks simultaneously will confirm her position as different, as

extraa (human), as alien.
Noo matter how strong and capable she is,
evenn Ripley cannot wipe out the evil creatures. While
watchingg out for the alien organisms, she overlooks the
actuall monster in the group - Burke, the Company
man.. Burke's evil plan to smuggle the alien organism
too Earth by impregnating Ripley and Newt is frustrated.
Thiss episode warns us, however, that monsters can
neverr be erased or contained. Even though the remainingg members of the group have literally turned an area
off the space settlement into a container, the aliens
havee found a leak in its tightly sealed walls. All the
characterss except Hicks and the android science officer
Bishopp are killed, and Newt is lost on the way. Hicks is
heavilyy wounded. After Ripley drags him to the platformm where Bishop is waiting with the space vehicle,
shee decides to return to the alien nest and find Newt.
Equippedd with the weapon Hicks taught her to
usee and with extra ammunition, Ripley is prepared to
takee action against the Alien Queen and to retrieve her
child.. She finds Newt trapped in a cocoon and rescues
her.. Then she notices that the entire space is filled with
eggss and that the Alien Queen laying the eggs is standingg right in front of her. This juxtaposition of the two
impliedd mothers is quite disturbing. Before she leaves
thiss scene Ripley sets the eggs and the Alien Queen on
fire.. But the crisis still is not over because once she
reachess the platform she realizes that the Alien Queen
iss already there waiting to attack. Ripley lures the monsterr away from Newt. She emerges embodied in the
semi-roboticc mechanism which not only supplies her
withh extra-human strength, but as 1 mentioned earlier,
makess her look and act extra-human. She appears nonhuman,, a monster much like the Alien Queen. She
challengess the monster with the exclamation - "Get
awayy from her, you bitch!" - which in a perverted way
"humanizes"" the Alien Queen and reconfirms the
impliedd similarity between the two female monsters
(scenee 1 -Aliens).

Inn Alien, the similarity implied between Ripley
andd the Alien was achieved through the employment of
cinematicc signifiers which made Ripley look dismembered,, disembodied and dislocated. In this film, cinematicc signifiers are again at work to establish a visual
similarityy between Ripley and the Alien Queen. But
here,, the similarity is underscored through their respectivee functions in the film. They are both elaborated as
mothers.. The reason why Ripley engages in this duel is
preciselyy to protect her child from being snatched and
killed.. The shot of the child's frightened eyes (shot 3)
insertedd after the close-up of the angry beast (shot 2)
confirmss the urgency of Ripley's action.
Theree is another important difference we have
too note with respect to the previous film: the similarity
impliedd between the two female monsters is achieved
throughh "masquerade." x,v Ripley can be the same (as
thee alien monster) precisely through her capacity to
transform,, to be different. Embodied in the loader she
iss also putting on a performance. This is what ultimatelyy yields a positive outcome to her duel with the
beast. .
Ass a result of the masquerade, Ripley's entire
appearancee in this scene has a defamiliarizing effect:
fromm the moment she raises her mechanical arms in
shott 1, to the details of her heavy mechanical feet
movingg closer to the enemy (shot 6), it is clear that
Ripleyy is harnessing her supra-strength from the
mechanicall body-suit. But the defamiliarizing of Ripley
givess way to a series of correspondences with the
beast.. Her threatening appearance is especially pronouncedd in wider shots (shots 1,8, 11). The monster
reactingg to her by moving its head in shot 7 echoes
Ripley'ss mechanical movement in shot 8 as she is gettingg ready to strike. The similarity of appearance as
welll as the even distribution of strength is mirrored in
thee intensity of rage. This can be seen in the close up
off Ripley screaming at the beast (shot 20) that rhymes
withh the shot of the Alien Queen (shot 21). Remarkably,

whenn the duel is over and the monster is sucked out of the space
station,, the person left on the platform who prevents Newt from
beingg pulled into the abyss is the android Bishop. As he is lying
there,, with his body cut in half he greets Ripley with the comment,
"Nott bad for a human."
Wee can conclude that Ripley is most successful in dealing
withh the monster because she shares its attributes. In other words,
Ripleyy also qualifies as a female monster. Within this new construct,
Ripleyy is ultimately transformed into a monstrous m/other. The compositionn of woman and monster presupposes a decomposition of
bothh the former and the latter term. The crucial point here is that
thee terms for (re)structuring the space of the monstrous content are
definedd through Ripley. The difference between the first and the
secondd film of the series is that in the former Ripley is collapsed
withh the constitutive outsider - the eighth passenger.
Inn the latter film, the narrative trajectory is dependent on
thee structuring of Ripley's subjectivity. In the first stage, she is elaboratedd as an alien or displaced person. In the next stage, she
acquiress the status of both a mother and a fighter. Once these two
featuress are combined, she is ready to face her actual double in this
narrativee - the "alien m/other." To conceive of this type of female
characterr who can (at least provisionally) set the diegetic world into
balancee conflicts with our everyday reality and defies common sense
off the patriarchal universe. Its fabula belongs to the genre of science-fiction;; hence, it is dependent on our capacity to imagine a
futuree existence in a world far removed from our own.
Inn a similar manner, 1 would suggest, the monsterly "being"
needd not a priori be seen as loaded with negativity. Instead, to put
itit in Butler's terms, it can be interpreted in terms of its potentially
positivee ontological dimension. What is at stake here is an opening
upp of the possibility of redefining the (alien) space of the feminine.
Ontology,, as Butler comments, is not to be understood as a foundation,, "but as a normative injunction that operates insidiously by
installingg itself into political discourse as its necessary ground" (Butler,, 1990). This process is closely Telated to Butler's question:
Howw might the excluded return, not as a psychosis or the figuree of the psychotic within politics, but as that which has
beenn rendered mute, foreclosed from the domain of political
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signification;; bow might such socially saturated domains of
exclusionn be recast from their status as "constitutive" to
beingss who might be said to matter? (Butler, 1993: 188)
Wee can pose a similar question regarding the structuring of subjectivityy in the new Hollywood cinema: how can a female character
foreclosedd from the symbolic universe of the Father be recast into a
characterr that matters? We are given a clue in the Alien series. A
universee needs to be conceived where the Law of the Alien is at
work.. Thus, through the process of telling, popular Hollywood cinemaa is engaged in transforming the space of the monstrous content
intoo a discursive occasion for future signifiers.
Butlerr asserts that the production of the unsymbolizable or
thee unspeakable is also always a strategy of social abjection. Just
tikee Zizek, she emphasizes that every signifier is the site of a perpetuall méconnaisance. It produces the expectation of a unity, of a full
andd final recognition that can never be achieved, thus implying that
thee universal laws on which the regulatory mechanism of subjectproductionn are contingent cannot be exempted from discursive
rearticulation.. Butler adds that "to freeze the real as the impossible
'outside'"" to discourse is to institute a permanently unsatisfiable
desiree for an ever-elusive referent: the sublime object of ideology.
Thee fixity and universality of this relation between language and the
reall produces "a prepolitical pathos that precludes the kind of analysiss that would take the real/reality distinction as the instrument and
effectt of contingent relations to power" (207). Butler proposes that
thee open-ended and performative function of the signifier be
rethoughtt through the Derridian notion of citationality. xv She adds,
"thee future of the signifier of identity can only be secured through a
repetitionn that fails to repeat loyally, a reciting of the signifier that
mustt commit a disloyalty against identity - a catachresis - in order
too secure its future..." (220).
Butlerr argues for a site of political contestation which can
bee understood as a space of analysis where "woman" as a prescriptivee model for female subjectivity becomes open for re-negotiation.
Thiss presupposes that woman's status as a "stain" of the symbolic,
ass the real at its purest, as the negative emblem of différance, as a
statee of constitutive exile, and especially as a monster needs to be
consideredd in terms of a temporary linguistic unity. For this study,

thiss means that, for the moment, we need to put aside the "father
apparatus"" as a category, with all its repetitions and subversions of
whichh Vader is just one case, and look at the alternative possibility
off positing and subverting an entirely new normative injunction.
Inn Aliens, the episodes where Ripley is "dressed" in a loader
cann be taken as a masquerade, as a subversion of her status as a
surpluss element in the group. In a similar manner she emerges as a
soldierr and a mother. She "wears" her masculinity just as she carries
andd delivers Newt back to life. Accordingly, Ripley is not only a body
thatt matters, but, just as importantly, also a character that matters.
Iff the notion of woman as monster is considered as a product of the
existentiall void, her destiny will be sealed as such. Unless, that is, a
realizationn comes about that both woman and monster can be taken
ass a masquerade, as a subversion of both the former and the latter.
Inn the case of the Alien series, this presupposes conceiving a fabula
wheree the Law of the Alien is at work.
Ass we have learned from psychoanalytic discourse, for the
Laww of the Father to work, the Father must first be dead. This is
exactlyy what happens in the subsequent film, Alien 3. As a result, in
AlienAlien Resurrection Ripley will emerge as a living dead, two in place
off one.

Stigii 3: Cnshiig tfet Father-Uilvtrse
Inn Alien Resurrection the Company brings Ripley back to life in order
too condition the birth of the monster, which conversely implies that
thee monstrous mother, alias Alien Queen conditions the re-birth of
Ripley.. What the scientists do not consider, however, is that the
symbiosiss has affected both Ripley and the monster. In Aliens, Ripley'ss supra-human strength and motherly instincts are drawn from
herr passion to destroy the aliens and protect the child she has
adopted.. This is emblematized in the duel with the Alien Queen
wheree Ripley herself appears as a semi-robot, that is, as a semi-monster.. In Alien Resurrection, Ripley's extra-human strength is the
resultt of a genetic mix, hence, she is "denaturalized" biologically.
Herr strength to fight her worst nightmare and a long-term enemy thee aliens - is harnessed precisely through the alien qualities she
herselff has acquired. As the "alien woman," Ripley is not strictly a
parodyy of "woman," in Butler's sense, nor is her monsterly appearancee a case of masquerade as in Aliens. Remarkably, in the last film,

thee denaturalization of Ripley as an alternative possibility of female
existencee is taken further for, as 1 will explain, the biological split
providess the basis for the impairment of female subjectivity.
Too illuminate the ways the process of telling affects the
real/realityy relationship it is useful for the moment to consider the
relationshipp between science and fiction. The discursive basis of ideologyy that governs a particular symbolic universe can also be
observedd in terms of the discursive basis of science. This is especially
pronouncedd in the tendency in scientific discourses to associate the
femininee with the secrets of nature. Evelyn Fox Keller has closely
examinedd the relationship between science, language and gender.
Shee focuses on two motifs in the language of modern science, one
concerningg the secrets of life and the other the secrets of death
(Keller,, 1992). Keller relates these motifs to two specific historical
episodes:: the discovery of the structure of the DNA and the making
off the atomic bomb. In her view, the two episodes bring out the
dramaa between visibility and invisibility, as well as female procreativityy and male productivity - "a drama in need of constant reenactmentt at ever-receding recesses of nature's secrets" (41). She
writes: :
Thee story of the rise of molecular biology can be read as a
particularlyy vivid reenactment of this drama - a drama that in
thee initial phases of this reenactment was in fact quite explicitlyy cast in the language of light and life, its goal equally,
explicitly,, as the quest for the secret of life. The drama ended
oncee the secret was claimed to have been found, in the effectivee banishment of the very language of secrets, mystery, and
darknesss from biological discourse. (Keller, 1992: 41)
Hence,, the story of the secret of life was replaced by a molecule. It
wass displaced onto the story of the double helix.
Butt the problem that the unveiling of nature's secrets led to
iss that new secrets were invented, or rather, as Keller points out, the
namingg or renaming of secrets took place. The new secrets became
thee secrets of death, which veiled the production and the testing of
thee atomic bomb, and later of the hydrogen bomb. Keller also indicatess the significance of the appropriation of the metaphor of birth
whichh surrounded these scientific projects:
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AA certain interweaving of fantasies of birth and death that, at
leastt on a psychological level, can be seen to connect rather
thann distinguish the project of uncovering the secret of life
withh that of producing instruments of death. (Keller, 1992:
45) )
Thee cultural function of secrets, as Keller asserts, is always to articulatee a demarcation of a separate inviolable domain, invisible to outsiders,, a sphere belonging to God. This sphere of secrecy, inherent in
thee production of the instruments of destruction is culturally staged
inn the stories of mad scientists, such as Mary Shelley's Victor
Frankenstein,, who is pursuing the secrets of life. Rather than finding
thee secret of life, however, he abuses the secret of life to produce a
monstrouss organism who will become an agent of death.5™1
Thee discussion is pertinent for the film in question; here,
Ripleyy is introduced as a secret of science. In this narrative, however,
thee secret of life hidden in her DNA conflates with the secret of
death.. By bringing Ripley (back) to life the scientists will at the same
timee produce the agent of death. The scientists from Alien Resurrectionction are not working below ground in a basement. Nevertheless, the
projectt is guaranteed secrecy for it is being executed far away from
Earth.. Once they have surgically removed the foetus of the Alien
Queenn from Ripley's chest, the second, even more horrific phase can
begin.. This phase entails experiments in eugenics, related to the
overalll aim of developing a bio-weapons industry. For this experimentall phase, the Company has hired bounty hunters to snatch bodiess floating in hyper-sleep which they will use for breeding with the
aliens.. Even though they have no practical use for Ripley any more,
thee scientists keep her alive out of curiosity.
Itt turns out that the secret of death was not tightly sealed
afterr all. A young woman, Annalee Call, who arrives on the space
stationn with the group of bounty hunters knows that Ripley has
beenn brought back to life. Call is actually a terrorist who has infiltratedd into the group of mercenaries; her mission is to kill Ripley
andd frustrate the Company's plans to create an army of aliens. She is
tooo late in reaching Ripley, the Alien Queen is already in the hands
off the scientists. Call is not sure, though, whether Ripley should be
keptt alive because she does not know where Ripley's loyalties lie. So,
thee scientists keep Ripley imprisoned because they suspect that she
willl do anything to destroy the aliens, while Call fears that Ripley
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maymay side with the aliens and endanger the human race. In the first
phasee of their encounter Call is repulsed by Ripley, and even tries to
insultt her with remarks such as, "you are a thing, a construct..."
Unlikee Ripley who has become extremely pessimistic about the
prospectss of the human race, Call is very passionate about her cause,
andd reminds us of Ripley's determination in earlier films.
Thee interaction between Call and Ripley is marked by mutuall distrust; there is a mutual sense of superiority inferred in Ripley's
behaviorr toward Call as "too good to be a human," and conversely,
inn Call's matrix Ripley's monsterly features do not fit the definition
off human. The relationship between the two women, however, will
bee redefined through their joining forces in order to stop the aliens
fromm reaching Earth. Moreover, the crisis in the nanative is dependentt on the crisis of female subjectivity. The interaction between
Calll and Ripley, as 1 have already noted, will yield an improvement
off both women as subjects.
Thiss is possible, as we soon find out, because Call is a constructt just like Ripley. After she is shot, dies and disappears in a pool
off water, she too miraculously resurrects from the dead in one of
thee subsequent scenes. We learn that Call is not made of flesh and
blood,, but instead is a synthetic humanoid. In fact, she is an examplee of a scientific construct that has turned against its maker. The
twoo androids from the previous films, Ash and Bishop were both
constructedd by the Company. Call on the other hand is an auton, a
robott designed by robots. Autons were conceived as highly ethical
andd emotional with complex paradigmatic reasoning structures, but
thee government ordered a recall because these robots overrode their
ownn behavioral inhibitors; that is, they did not like being told what
too do. Call is one of the few that escaped the "massacre" and
escapedd intact.
Accordingg to Keller, it is in the space of invisibility and
secrecyy that social, psychological, and political expectations generallyy exert their influence. As a consequence, she contends, "what
begann as a socially constituted dream has been able to insinuate
itselff into material reality, inducing the objects of a nondiscursive
regimee to behave as reflections of our own purely discursive regime"
(93).. And conversely, 1 would suggest, if constitutive outsiders are to
becomee beings that matter, this will necessarily be a product of a
sociallyy constituted dream. Alien Resurrection plays with the possi-

bilityy of introducing such a dream. As it happens, Call, the one who
hass dreamt it up is a product of science, an artificial person. But
moree importantly, although Call is the rejected product, in Alien
ResurrectionResurrection she is the personification of the highest narratorial
authority.. She is the one who is programmed to have a vision of an
alternativee world where the Law of the Father does not apply. Her
missionn as well as her dream in this film seems incredibly naive and
yett it is truly urgent - she wants to save Earth.
Thee robotic features Call tried to conceal prove to be the
cruciall means of resolving the crisis: as a robot she can access the
mainframee of the computer. Since all the autons have burned their
modemss the only way Call can gain access to the central computer is
too patch in manually. She is extremely reluctant to take recourse to
herr robotic mode but Ripley convinces her that it is the only way to
stopp the aliens from reaching Earth. Accessing the central computer
calledd "the Father," is thus an important step Call has to take if her
missionn is to be accomplished.XV1' Now, her task is to plug into "the
Father"" and crash it. In sample scenes 1, 1a, 1b and lc, Call accompaniedd by Ripley is in the space station chapel engaged in the act of
creatingg future history. Ripley has located an electronic device which
displayss a screen reading of the Holy Bible. She pulls out a cord
fromm the Bible's port and hands it to Call who plugs the cable into
herr arm.
Thee sequence of scenes where Ripley and Call are engaged
inn an intersubjective exchange stand in stark contrast to the rest of
thee film. While most of the problems are resolved through physical
strength,, ability to climb, move under water, or skillfully handle
weapons,, this sequence does not involve such strategies. Yet, it is
heree that the crucial step in saving the Earth will take place. One of
thee conclusions we can draw is that the resolution of the mission
hingess on the intersubjective relationship between the two female
characters.. The (space station) chapel as the space where the central
shiftt in the course of the future events will occur, is indicative of
thee type of task that awaits Call. The fact that she has to plug into
thee "Bible" to gain access to "Father" can be understood as a
metaphorr for plugging into the symbolic network traditionally governedd by the Law of the Father. While this may seem self-evident,
whatt needs to be underscored is that an alternative normative
injunctionn is always dependent on replacing the signifier.

Whilee she is surveying the data, Call's voice
acquiress a mechanical quality, yet when she interrupts
thee process of scanning to address Ripley, her voice
changess back to normal. She retains this capacity to act
inn a dual mode while proceeding with her task; she
locatess the aliens and she also traces the presence of
Wren,, the last surviving military official. As he is rushingg toward the mercenaries' space ship the door in
frontt of him suddenly closes. He desperately calls
Fatherr but he receives a response given in Call's modulatedd voice, "Father's dead, you asshole!" Call's robotic
voicee replacing the voice of "the Father," is an overt
signn that the Law of the Father does not apply. In
termss of this filmic narrative, it means that the space
stationn and its deadly cargo will explode and will not
reachh Earth.
Call'ss dual mode of action can be traced in her
alternatee modes of focalization: in scene 1 for example
whenn she is preparing to plug into the computer system,, Call is focalized internally, whereas Ripley is focalizedd externally. In the exchange of shots between Call
andd Ripley, Call herself is present in the shots of Ripley
(2,, 6, 12), but once she is plugged into the system she
focalizess internally. In shot 16 she is looking and in
shott 17 she produces a subjective vision of Ripley. This
iss confirmed in sample scene l a : in shots 2 and 4 Ripleyy is focalized internally, but when Call momentarily
snapss out of the computer mode, her power as a focalizingg agent is interrupted (shots 1, 2 and 3). The computerr mode is reestablished in the last part of this segmentt when Call also temporarily resumes her capacity
too focalize internally (shots 5 and 7). When she pulls
thee computer cord out of her body (scene 1c) Call
returnss to her previous mode. In the exchange of shots
betweenn her and Ripley, Call is consistently focalized
internallyy (shots 5, 7, 10, 12, 14, 16, 21, 23), while
Ripleyy is focalized externally (shots 1, 4, 6, 8, 11, 13,
15,, 22, 24). This alludes to Ripley's higher authority as
thee subject of vision, but it also points to Call's depen-

dencyy on an external force.
Whenn this most important part of Call's mission is accomplishedd the two women have a brief moment to reflect on the situation,, particularly their own status as constructs. Ripley attends to
Call'ss "wound," or rather, the synth-organic wiring hanging from the
holee in her body. Call tells Ripley she is disgusted with herself and
cannott stand being what she is. She wonders what gives Ripley the
strengthh to go on living:
Call,, "How can you stand what you are?"
Ripley,, "1 don't have a choice."
Call,, "At least paTt of you is human. I'm just..."
Clearly,, both women are materialized through science. Ripley, as she
herselff puts it, has been turned into the "monster's mother," Call
springss from a generation of robots. Nevertheless, the discursive
interactionn between the two female characters is an example of how
thee space of the monstrous content can be restructured. The scene
wheree these two female constructs reflect on their status as nonhuman,, brings to mind Bal's discussion on Medusa, the mythological
femalee monster.
Inn her theorizing of the possibility of decomposing the
spacee of the monstrous content Bal engages in a deixic relationship
withh Caravaggio's Medusa's Head:
Medusaa looks away in order to get you to look away with her,
too escape the myth that binds her into an evasion from that
frighteningg role. Medusa "speaks," visually in an exhortative
mode,, enticing "you" to look, with her, foT the true source of
fright,, located in the ideology that turns women into monsters.. She is an expository agent. (Bal, 1996: 60)
Inn scene 1c Call emerges as an expository agent. "Look at me," she
sayss to Ripley, yet what she is also saying while looking away from
herr wound is, "look, 1 am not human." But Ripley does not just look
att Call's wound; she patches it up. Thereby, the wound becomes
thatt point around which the intersubjective exchange between the
twoo women coheres. Due to the persistent exchange of points of
vision,, the wound, depicted in detail (shot 9) as Ripley's hand is
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mendingg it, comes to signify the repairing of Call's
"wounded"" subjectivity. The wound, the rupture that
exposess Call's otherness, can also be understood as a
metaphorr for setting the intersubjective exchange into
balance. .
Thee imbalance 1 have previously mentioned
betweenn Call's and Ripley's points of vision is reciprocatedd precisely through this synthetic wound which
needss to be fixed. As a robot, Call's focalization
emergess as more mediated than Ripley's. As a wounded
robot,, however, she has the capacity to provoke compassion,, hence, human (re)action. What we are ultimatelyy seeing is an example of how a (wounded)
femalee character can be repaired through an intersubjectivee exchange with another female character. There
iss more to it, however, because we also come to realize
thatt the intersubjective exchange is tied to mending
thee marker of difference. What is mended is that rupturee which conditions the entrance into the symbolic
order,, the break between the self and the Other. As
AlienAlien Resurrection has it, this type of intersubjective
exchange,, where the female subject is repaired, precludess the father universe.

SCENEE 3 A

Whilee in this scene Call is "fixed" with Ripley's
help,, in the subsequent scene, this will be reversed. Call
willl help Ripley let go of her bond with the alien monster.. The Newborn Alien, the offspring of the Alien
Queenn rejects his birth mother and follows Ripley to
thee mercenaries' space ship. The beast has a lethal
effectt on everyone except her. In the closing scene
whenn the group is ready to leave the space station,
Ripleyy must again distract the monster to save the others.. But in this interaction with the Alien (scene 2) Ripleyy for the first time displays ambivalence toward the
monster.. For, in shots 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 9 Ripley
appearss touched by its affection. In these shots she is
elaboratedd as inseparable from the beast. At one
moment,, however, Ripley intentionally wounds herself
whilee caressing the sharp features of the Alien's face.

Whenn her hand is cut she waves it toward the window in order to
spilll her acid-like blood on it. Her plan to vacuum-suck the beast
outt of the space ship is effective. The acid-blood produces a hole in
thee window and the creature is pulled out into space. Ripley's disattachmentt from the monster is painful, tears roll down her face as
thee creature screams and reaches out to her. The difficulty of the
separationn is enhanced in the subsequent moment - Ripley too is on
thee verge of being sucked out by the pressure.
Calll who is observing the scene straps her body, hooks herselff to a wall, and grabs Ripley's hand to keep her from slipping
awayy into space (scene 3, shots 1 -3). In terms of the metaphorical
productionn of meaning in this scene, 1 suggest that with Call's help
Ripleyy has managed to survive the wound of separation. The two
womenn hold on to each other during the moments of strong turbulencee caused by the explosion of the space station (scene 3a, shots
1-5).. A wider shot follows of a longer duration (shot 6). Ripley and
Calll emerge together, two bodies posing as one. Their eyes are wide
open,, they seem to be looking at something extraordinary, but in
fact,, their gaze is directed at the camera, at us.
AA deixic relationship is thus opened up where we too are
invitedd to look. The reverse shot is a window of the space ship, and
ass the camera moves closer to it, we see the clouds, the first trace
thatt they are approaching Earth. Excited and overwhelmed, one of
thee two men in the cockpit, Joner, gets up from his seat, moves over
too the co-pilot Vriess, grabs him and kisses him right on the lips
(shott 11). This gesture needs to be seen in light of Joner's sexist and
bigotedd behavior throughout the entire film. The accidental discoveryy which imposed Call's coming out of the closet as a womanrobot,, so to speak, provoked derogatory and even vicious comments
especiallyy from Joner. In that situation, Ripley had to stand up for
Calll and literally grab Joner's tongue. Judging by the closing scene,
inn Joner's case, the "alien experience" evidently brought about a settlingg of personal issues, perhaps even, his own coming out of the
closet. .
Ass a juxtaposition to the two men hugging, a shot follows
wheree the logo of the space ship is depicted. We see "Betty," a
clichécliché image of a sexy girl posing on a phallic-shaped object, a typicall label of WW 11 flight vehicles. It recalls Keller's discussion on the
namingg and renaming of secrets, whereby a lethal bomb, for exam-
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pie,, came to be referred to as "baby. n X v n i As the camera tilts away
fromm "Betty" it reveals a wide window and behind it Call and Ripley.
Thee connection through the camera movement is also a dissociation
fromm the exploitative image of femininity. Exploitative especially in
thee sense that it figured as a mask for the interaction between men,
ass Alien Resurrection also reminds us. As "Betty" is approaching the
Earth'ss atmosphere, Call and Ripley are ready to accept each other's
"imperfections."" Together they produce a spectacular subjective
visionn of Earth (shot 18), preceded by an exchange of close-ups with
ann equal distribution of authority (shots 13-17). Ripley gives the
creditt for this miraculous outcome to Call, "You did it, you saved
thee Earth." Call asks Ripley what awaits them on Earth, Ripley replies
thatt she doesn't know for she is a stranger there herself. xix The
Earthh is ultimately that space of uncertainty where we must never
stopp learning to see all over again.

Tiee Law if tie Alles
Withh the example of the Alien series 1 have elaborated the trajectory
off a female character from her status as a "stain" of the symbolic,
hencee as a constitutive outsider, to the character that matters. 1 have
suggestedd that the features that confirm her state as an outsider in
thee symbolic universe of the father, such as "alien," "monster," or
"syntheticc humanoid," if taken within a new normative injunction,
cann become the features that matter. These features matter precisely
becausee they mark a deviance and a difference from "woman" as a
universall category. The constitution of subjectivity through differencee makes possible a discursive exchange. Ripley is far from perfect
butt she is repaired through her interaction with Call who possesses
thatt which Ripley lacks, notably faith in humanity. In a reverse manner,, Ripley helps Call to let go of her idealism about the human
race.. When she realizes that Ripley is "good enough," that she is
humann in spite the fact that her blood sizzles, Call can also abolish
self-hatee and let go of the illusory self-image that she was desperatelyy trying to approximate. xx
Therefore,, a way to take control of the state of discursive
extraterritoriality,, or of exile from the symbolic universe of the
father,, is to acknowledge its status as a discursive construct. Constitutionn of identity is bound up with symbolization. The signifier of
thee excluded identity needs to be repeated via discourse; yet as But-

Ierr insists, it is not a loyal citation. Repetition of the
signifierr presumes a new linguistic unity, but it also
alludess to all the future possibilities of
repetition/reconstructionn of the signifier. The symbolizationn of the new unity turns it into a site of contestation.. In the case of the Alien series, the Alien comes
too symbolize that provisional unity. Within the Law of
thee Alien a constitutive outsider is approached as a signifierr open for renegotiation and improvement just like
thee paternal signifier itself. Taking into account the
concernss of this study, 1 have looked at departure and
returnn in terms of the structuring of the narrative. As 1
havee demonstrated particularly in chapter two, the
structuringg of the sign as a micro-unit is bound up
withh différance. 1 have argued that this type of structuree can be traced also on the macro-level of the entire
narrative.. As we have seen in the Alien series, this is
mostt evident in the structuring of characters' subjectivity.
Too problematize the de/composition of female
subjectivity,, with the example of the Alien series, 1 have
arguedd that here the Law of the Alien is at work. When
regardedd within this alternative normative injunction,
thee space of exile reserved for female characters, offers
thee possibility for renegotiating and redefining female
subjectivity.. The recourse to the space of exile in relationn to female characters is not completely new. The
potentiall solution for the "discursive exile" is
announcedd in the Star Wars trilogy, for example.
Althoughh Star Wars thematizes the space outside the
galacticc empire, far away from Earth, the structuring of
thee narrative is not dependent on the structuring of
femalee subjectivity. Princess Leia is the custodian of the
secrett plans which can help to destroy the Death Star.
Shee is elaborated as the most prominent rebel. She is
courageouss and has highly developed survival skills.
Evenn when tortured by the sinister officers of the
Empire,, Leia does not reveal the location of the Rebel
base.. Most importantly, Leia is the head of the life in
exile.. She is the one who awards Luke and Han Solo

withh medals of honor in the closing of the first film. Nevertheless,
evenn though the first film has a happy ending, freedom is not
restoredd to the galaxy and the state of things will necessarily have
too change. Already in the second film, Luke takes charge as the
leaderr of the Rebel forces, and it soon becomes clear that freedom
inn the galaxy is conditioned on Luke's "following his destiny" which
entailss facing Vader. Leia's engagement with the Rebellion will be
complementedd with her investment in Han Solo. In the closing of
thee trilogy, and thanks to the "return of the Jedi" in the guise of
Luke,, both of these aims will be realized. Leia thus is in charge only
inn the one episode where the rebels have a home base in exile.xx1
Lucas'' Star Wars can be compared to Akira Kurosava's The
HiddenHidden Fortress, a combination of a traditional samurai tale and
fairyy tale, where a princess escapes an evil Empire. Even though
Kurosawa'ss princess Yuki, just as Lucas's princess Leia, displays, to
putt it in Freudian terms, "a survival of the boyish nature," she
attainss maturation outside of the prescribed options such as engagingg in a heterosexual union. It is therefore Yuki's life in exile, rather
thann Leia's that can prove a more pertinent example of the productivee value of in-between spaces. Quite similar to the fabula of Star
Wars,Wars, the father of Princess Yuki Akizuki was defeated, and she is
herselff hunted by the ruler of the expanding Yamana Country. The
Princesss must flee to Hayakawa Country where she will have the
protectionn of Lord Hayakawa until a situation arises for the House
off Akizuki to be restored. The journey is circular: Akizuki Country
borderss on Hayakawa Country and Yamana Country, but because
Akizukii Country was defeated by Yamana Country, the border
betweenn Akizuki Country and Hayakawa Country is much more difficultt to cross than the border from Yamana Country to Hayakawa
Country.. Therefore, to reach the safe territory, the Princess must
crosss the territory of the enemy. Paradoxically enough then, the
Princesss departs from Hayakawa Country to arrive at Hayakawa
Country. .
Yukii is stubborn and arrogant and never agrees with anyone.. Her mother admits with remorse that her father reared her like
aa boy because he was denied a male heir. Princess Leia's arrogant
behaviorr toward Han Solo resembles Princess Yuki's manner of actingg toward Rokurota. Both Princesses' harshness is attributable to
theirr specific life circumstances. Yet there is a big difference in the
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wayy this unattractive feature will be corrected by Lucas and Kurosawaa respectively. Leia wilt be "tamed" through the formation of a
heterosexuall union with Solo, whereas Yuki will be transformed via
thee experiences of the journey; the trajectory through the land of
exilee yields self-reflection. Yuki's capacity to play a double role is
introducedd in the film's opening. Even though Yuki's mother tells
Rokurotaa that the Princess has no feelings and no tears for anyone
orr anything, Kurosawa lets us in on the other, the hidden side of
Yuki.. When she is alone and far away from the observers, she cries
bitterlyy and mourns the death of Rokurota's young sister who was
willinglyy executed in her place.
Princesss Leia does not go through a process of initiation. In
contrast,, while in the first film of the trilogy Luke and Han Solo are
helpingg her cause, in the sequels that follow she is turned into
Luke'ss helper and Vader's tool to provoke Luke into a duel. Nevertheless,, Leia's brief period of leadership in the history of the universe
clearlyy points to that territory where princesses, scary monsters and
androidss can be in charge - in the territory of exile, somewhere
betweenn Hayakawa and Hayakawa, in a universe far, far away. And
inn fact, when we look at the examples of the popular Hong Kong
cinema,, we can see that there, in the films of the Far East, fabulas
aree frequently conjured up where women can function as action
heroines.. Thanks to the martial-arts traditions all sorts of characters
couldd be fighters, not only the major protagonists. This means that
inn these cinematic narratives women too could appear as subjects of
action.. Examples such as The Heroic Trio and Wing Chun go a step
further,, for they bring forward female characters who are capable of
actingg together. This type of action-heroine is still an exception in
Hollywoodd cinema. x x n In order for a greater variety of alternative
heroiness to emerge, however, a step needs to be made toward new
possibilitiess of existence where prescribed laws cannot be so readily
applied. .
Codee reminds us that breaking out of embedded categories
andd labeling practices is not easy:
Thee process involves facing uncertainty, approaching the
worldd with blurred vision. Often one must learn to see all over
again,, an endeavor that requires training in imagination and
sensitivity.. A challenging aspect of this project is learning to
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listenn responsibly to stories people tell about their experiences,, even though the stories may not be true. (Code, 169).
Thee suspension of truth, just as the suspension of the disunity of
thee signifier, is necessary for new alliances and new friendships to
emerge.. In terms of new Hollywood cinema, this involves a complex
webb of forces. The third mobility of the narrative, that is, vision
expressedd on the level of the fabula, is dependent on ideological and
culturall fixations, but as 1 have suggested in chapter one, and also
inn chapter four, this vision is also aligned with social agency. When
takingg into consideration the fabulation in Alien Resurrection, and
thee emphasis it places on renegotiating the female character, we also
havee to take into account the agency interpellated into the vision of
fabula.. As it so happens, Sigourney Weaver was one of the producers
off Alien 3, and a co-producer of Alien Resurrection.xxm The director
off Alien Resurrection is another "alien" in Hollywood, Jean-Pierre
Jeunet,, the director of European "art-films" such as Delicatessen and
TheThe City o f Lost Children*™
Whilee in the Alien series the vast universe of the distant
futuree offers a possibility for narrativizing the foreclosed (female)
subjects,, in the following chapter 1 will demonstrate that the reconstructivee power of mythical discourse has just as productive an
effectt on the constitution of a specific identity. Although there is a
shiftt from science fiction to history, 1 will suggest that the suspensionn of truth, or rather, the tension between belief and suspicion, is
cruciall for envisioning the possibility of existence on an in-between
territory.. With the example of Schindler's List 1 will further explore
thee "futurity" of the signifier and 1 will specifically focus on the territorialityy of the sign in relation to the structuring of subjectivity.
Thee return of the signifier in this particular case complicates the
relationn between "promise" and "return," for what the film in questionn stages is the arrival at the Promised Land, the end of wondering,, the overcoming of diaspora, the end of ghettoization and
deportation. .
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1 have addressed this issue in the introductory chapter.
"Thiss notion that women are "extraterritorial" is inspired by a number of
textss by feminist critics and philosophers: Luce lrigaray, "Women's Exile, Ideologyy and Consciousness"; Sarah Kofrnan, "Ex: The Woman's Enigma," Julia
Kristevaa "Women's Time." 1 will explore the discourse of extraterritoriality
furtherr in the next chapter, where it will be connected to the structure of
exilee and return. Some of the texts which can be taken as a connection
betweenn the former and the latter concern are Julia Kristeva's "A New Type
off Intellectual: The Dissident" in the Kristeva Reader, Anna Smith Julia Kristeva:teva: Readings of Exile and Estrangement; and particularly George Steiner's
"Cryy Havoc" in Extra-Territoriai: Papers on Literature and the Language Revolution. olution.
mm
In his text "The Lamella of David Lynch" Zizek discusses the enigma of
femalee depression in Lynch's films and approaches it as the essence of female
subjectivity:: "The philosophical name for this depression is 'absolute negativity,'' i.e., what Hegel called 'the night of the world,' the withdrawal of the
subjectt into itself. In short, woman, not man, is the subject par excellence.
Andd the link between depression and the bursting of the indestructible lifesubstancee is also clear: depression and withdrawal-into-self is the primordial
actt of retreat, of acquiring a distance from the indestructible life-substance
whichh makes it appear as a repulsive scintillation." In, Reading Seminar XI:
Lacan'sLacan's Four Fundamental Concepts of Psychoanalysis, 215.
ww
In Simians, Cyborgs, Women: The Reinvention of Nature, Donna Haraway
discussess the possibility of the cyborg subjectivity as a productive alternative
too the traditionally monstrous space to which women have been constrained.
vv
The woman as the stumbling block of the symbolic recalls Naomi Schor's
discussionn on skandalon in Breaking the Chain: Feminism, Theory and French
RealistRealist Fiction. Skandalon insists [...] "and leading us to make mention of the
purelyy semantic function of the obstacle [...] that is to reflect upon our own
criticall progress [...] skandalon is the detail whose contour breaks the smooth
surfacee of the text"(84).
MM
In A Critique of Postcolonial Reason: Toward a History of the Vanishing
Present,Present, Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak engages in the production of counternarrativess that can make visible the foreclosed subjects. She points to the
"moment"" rather than the position that must be acknowledged when it
comess to the discursive mainstream - "the native informant." In her view, the
Northwesternn European tradition (codename "West") needs the native informant,, but only as a foreclosed element. "1 think of the 'native informant' as
aa name for the mark of expulsion from the name of Man - a mark crossing
outt the impossibility of the ethical relation." (6).
™™ "Alien-zone" alludes also to the title of the book which deals with the
representationn of women as dependent on the in-between spaces, Alien Zone,
ed.. A. Kuhn.
ynyn
"" In "Horror and the Monstrous Feminine - an Imaginary Abjection," Barbaraa Creed discusses the "monstrous feminine" in Hollywood horror and sciencee fiction films drawing on Julia Kristeva's Powers of Horror. Within this
frameworkk she establishes a similarity between the maternal figure and the
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alienn in the following way: "The science fiction horror film Alien is a complex
representationn of the monstrous-feminine in terms of the maternal figure as
perceivedd within a patriarchal ideology. She is there in the text's scenarios of
thee primal scene, of birth and death; she is there in her many guises as the
treacherouss mother, the oral sadistic mother, the mother as a primordial
abyss;; and she is there in the film's images of blood, of the all-devouring
vagina,, the toothed vagina, the vagina as Pandora's box; and finally she is
theree in the chameleon figure of the alien, the monster as fetish-object of
andd for the mother (258).
™™ Steven Spielberg employs this strategy in his film Amistad. In the opening
off the film, before the mutiny takes place, the main character Sengbe appears
inn mega close ups, which creates the impression of an alien-like character
andd cancels the possibility of associating Sengbe with a human subject.
x
W i t hh respect to this, Zizek writes, "The subject is the nonsubstance; he
existss only as a nonsubstantial self-relating subject that maintains its distancee toward inner-worldly objects. Only in monsters does this subject
encounterr the Thing that is his impossible equivalent - the monster is the
subjectt himself, conceived as Thing. The subject and the Thing are not two
entitiess but rather the two sides, the two slopes, of one and the same entity.
Thee subject is the same as the Thing; he is its negative, the trace of its
absencee within the symbolic network [...] the place where phantasmagorical
monsterss emerge is thus identified as the void of the pure self." (Zizek 1992:
66-7) )
*•• In Zizek's view, the Phantom of the Opera, Kaspar Hauser, just as Munch's
Homuncluss can be taken as examples of the "pure subject of Enlightenment";
eachh of them is a monster that gives body to the surplus that escapes the
viciouss circle of the mirror relationship. Zizek also mentions vampires in relationn to the surplus that escapes the vicious circle of the mirror relationship:
"Vampiress are invisible in the mirror because they have read Lacan and know
howw to behave - they materialize object a which by definition cannot be mirrored."" (55). In "Grimaces of the Real, or When the Phallus Appears."
x nn
1 will return to the issue of subjectivation in the following chapter in relationn to Deleuze and Guattari's concept of de/re-territorialization.
**"**" 1 am referring here to Zizek's discussion on the symptom as related to the
movementt "back to the future." In The Sublime Object of Ideology.
"*"* The concept of masquerade has had an important impact on feminist film
theory.. It was first introduced by Claire Johnston in relation to female characterss who CTOss-dressed as male pirates. Mary Ann Doane, for example, discussess masquerade as a mask of femininity. She draws on the work of Joan
Rivieree who noted a mask of femininity in cases of women who were in a
positionn of authority generally reserved for men. See for example, Doane's
"Filmm and the Masquerade: Theorizing the Female Spectator."
x vv
In Excitable Speech, Butler asserts that "the speaker assumes responsibility
preciselyy through the citational character of speech. The speaker renews the
linguisticc tokens of a community, reissuing and reinvigorating such speech.
Responsibilityy is thus linked with speech as repetition, not as origination"
(39). .
^^ In "Skinfiick: Posthuman Gender in Jonathan Demme's The Silence of the
Lambs,"Lambs," Judith Halbestram states, "Frankenstein sutures his monster's ugly
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fleshh together by binding it in a yellow skin, too tight and too thick. When,
inn the modern horror movie, terror rises to the surface, the surface itself
becomess a complex web of pleasure and danger [. . . ] " (163).
xvrii The highest in rank of the military officials on the space station, and the
onee closest to the Father is General Perez. His identification code is quite
peculiarr - to make the door open, he breathes into the intercom. The narratoriall authority critiques Perez through this simulation of an "almighty" act
off creation. He does not do it right the first time, and "the Father" tells him
too do it again. This indicates that Perez is only a would-be creator, especially
sincee there is an agency "above" making sure the act of creation is performed
properly. .
x v mm
1 am referring to Keller's discussion on "Oppenheimer's baby," and
"Teller'ss baby" (44).
" ^^ This ultimate emergence o f a "female doubling" can be noticed in Lucas's
PhantomPhantom Menace where Queen Amidala is "doubled." This almost diché
devicee when it comes to the representation of male characters has only
begunn to take hold in relation to the female characters. Another example is a
Samantha/Charleyy character from The Long Kiss Goodnight.
x xx
1 am alluding to Winnicott's Playing and Reality. Winnicot introduces the
termm "good enough" which can be understood as an intermediate area of
experiencee essential for the development of an individual. According to Winnicottt perfection belongs to machines "and the imperfections that are characteristicc of human adaptation to need are an essential quality in the environmentt that facilitates" (139). Essential here is the idea of what he calls
individuall dependence. "By means of cross-identifications the sharp line
betweenn the me and the not-me is blurred" ibid. The basis for developing as
ann individual who is capable of being both dependent and independent is
establishedd at the earliest stage when the baby is dependent on the mother.
Good-enoughh mothering is in Winnicott's view of crucial importance for the
developmentt of a "good enough individual."
3 0 00
In relation to the alternative versions of female existence, see also Renegadegade Sisters: Girl Gangs on Film, by Bev Zalcock.
xx
"" See for example Tasker's chapter 1 "Women Warriors" in Speetadular
Bodies. Bodies.
x
* " '' Sigourney Weaver is not the only producer-actress. The mega star Meg
Ryan,, for example, is also taking on the role of producer. While Ryan has a
centrall role in her films, this type of female character remains preoccupied
withh more general issues regarding heterosexual relationships. In contrast, an
alternativee view of the renegotiation of heterosexuality as it is related to the
femalee character is represented in the film Fargo, for example. In "New Hollywood'ss New Women" Hilary Radner discusses this film as governed by the law
off the woman; the law at work is the law of the pregnant sheriff Margie. In
Nealee and Smith. It is useful to mention that the film Antonia by Marleen
Gorriss is a brilliant example of a universe governed by the "law of the mother." "
*™*™ww As a way of underscoring the conflicting processes in the new Hollywoodd where cult directors become engaged in high budget productions, it is
interestingg to mention David Fincher who directed Alien 3. He also directed
filmss such as Se7en, Game and Fight Club.
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Onn the basis of my analyses in previous chapters, 1 have demonstratedd that the process of narration in new Hollywood cinema involves
recognizablee structures, including intersubjective exchange, spatial
detours,, temporal deferrals, causal reversals, sons generating their
fatherss or what 1 have additionally described as "facing the father."
Thee operation of "facing" as 1 have pointed out in chapters three
andd four, is dependent on causal reversals and generational reordering,, or rather on repairing the preposterous constructions of history.
"Facing"" can also be understood as citing the term "father" disloyally,, to use Butler's appropriation of Derrida's concept. This gives rise
too the future return of the same as different, that is, the improved
versionn of the same. The discursive dependency between the father
andd the son secures the futurity of the signifier of paternity: via the
sonn the father is restructured and repaired. Setting history in order
impliess intervening into the past, but the history that needs ultimatelyy to be set in order is the future history.
11 have suggested that setting things in order is related to a
^institutionalizationn of patriarchal discourses, but paradoxically
enough,, this is achieved through the transgression of categories and
boundaries,, a decentering o f self, a deterritorialization or recolonizingg by the colonized, hence through phenomena which are very
muchh in keeping with the contemporary epistemological perspectives
andd the political realities of the postcolonial world. As a result of
thiss tendency, the female characters have come to figure as the
"outside"" which constitutes the intersubjective exchange between
thee male characters. This is especially evident in the examples discussedd in chapter five: the tendency to posit the female characters
in-betweenn an intersubjective exchange, whereby the production of
subjectivityy is blocked, can be seen as the converse of decomposition
inn the process of narration.
Thiss also implies that the process of storytelling in question
iss haunted by a plethora of ghosts who indicate that the play with
decenteringg of subjectivity which pretends to undermine mythical
discoursee actually works toward reinforcing the dominant patriarchal
myths.. In the previous chapter 1 focused on the examples which
bringg about women's existence in a "non-place," in an "extra-territory"" and I argued that this place of non-existence can be taken as
ann exemplary position and constitutes an opening up of possibilities
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fromm which we, women in particular, can envision ourselves within
ourr cultural present. 1 discussed the discursive potential of this
"extraterritoriality"" and 1 emphasized the role of narrative in the
(re)constructionn of female subjectivity. In relation to this, it is
importantt to add, that such persistent play with the mechanisms
withh which the vision of the world can not only be imposed but also
repairedd displays the potentially productive and transformative forces
off popular cinema. While maintaining the focus on the productive
potentiall of new Hollywood cinema, in this chapter 1 will shift the
focuss from gender to the problem of ethnicity and race, addressing
thee issue of extraterritoriality more concretely, in relation to the loss
off a homeland. The existence of in-between territories, in the place
wheree constitutive outsiders are "housed," will come to figure as the
"home"" of a specific people.
11 will draw on concerns introduced in particularly chapter
three,, as well as chapter four. In chapter three, 1 suggested that the
nationall and implicitly racial-ethnic conflicts in the Indiana Jones
trilogyy manifest the displacement and refiguring of historical origins
orr a (re)negotiation of history and identity through mythical discourse.. 1 placed a special emphasis on the connection between narrative,, history, myth and transgenerational memory. 1 discussed the
wayss origins are "fathered" through myths and how both filial and
paternall positions are inscribed. My argument in relation to the
IndianaIndiana Jones trilogy was that through the specific strategies of
telling,, history can be more than just recounted, it can be repaired.
Onee of the crucial conditions for the restorative function of the
processs of telling is precisely mythical discourse. The room for the
other,, as the trilogy demonstrates, needs to be marked in mythical
discourse.. It needs to be fabulated. Only then can it affect history
andd accordingly, cultural memory.
Whilee in the Star Wars trilogy, and particularly in the
IndianaIndiana Jones trilogy the operation of giving a face to history
remainss implicit, Schindler's List - the example 1 will examine in this
chapterr - is a blockbuster film which explicitly engages in facing the
mostt fraught case of cultural, national and racial conflict and alienation.. With the example of this film 1 will take a specific moment in
thee history of Jewish people as exemplary of an existence
without/onn an impossible territory. Giving a face to this moment in
historyy involves the myth of exile and return and, as the analysis of
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thee film will demonstrate, the structure of this myth governs the
processs of fabulation. 1 will suggest that Schindler's List is an examplee of the ultimate clash of mythical and historical discourse; this
clashh is the result of the recurring concern of the new Hollywood
cinemaa with redeeming both the fabula and history.
Spielberg'ss film stages a redemption in such a way as to
buildd up an expectation for the arrival of the "Messiah" who is to
savee the "chosen people." The people who are saved and ultimately
ledd to the "Promised Land," this analysis will argue, are the people
whosee names were on Schindler's list. This preoccupation with the
"chosenn people" is already announced in the film's title.
Significantly,, the original title of Thomas Keneally's novel Schindler's
ArkArk is changed into Schindler's List. Thereby, the Genesis narrative
givess way to the story of the "chosen people" from Exodus.1
"Noah's"" act of salvation of the species from the collective doom
broughtt down by the wrath of God, is replaced with "Moses" liberatingg the chosen people from slavery and leading them on their passagee towards the Promised Land. The operation of saving in the film
involvess the collapse of the miracle of salvation onto the ungraspablee horror of history. As a result of the process of telling, the
mythh of redemption intervenes into the story of countless individual
deaths. .
Thee issue of redemption as it is bound up with history has
profoundd connections with Walter Benjamin's philosophico-historical
views.. I am alluding in the first place to his notion of the temporal
indexx of the past by which the past is referred to redemption, implyingg conversely that the future does not have a Messianic function
butt that it is interwoven into the historical now:
Thee past carries with it a temporal index by which it is
referredd to redemption. There is a secret agreement between
pastt generations and the present one. Our coming was
expectedd on earth. Like every generation that preceded us, we
havee been endowed with a weak Messianic power, a power to
whichh the past has a claim. (Benjamin, 1998: 254)
Benjamin'ss concept of history sharpens our awareness that dealing
withh the past involves indexical mediation. This mediation bears in
particularr on exile and return. The movement which binds exile and
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returnn is reflected in the temporal index that structures history
throughh redemption. This process, whereby history is indexed
throughh redemption, will prove just as significant for the structuring
off subjectivity. To illuminate the connection between the redemptionn myth and the constitution of the Jewish subject, we need to
takee into consideration, as Gershom Scholem states, that "the history
off Judaism and its influence has been exercised almost exclusively
underr the conditions of the exile as a primary reality of Jewish life
andd Jewish history" (Scholem, 1995: 2).11
Inn his discussion on the Messianic idea in Judaism, Scholem
explainss that within rabbinic Judaism as a social and religious phenomenonn there are three forces which need to be taken into
account:: conservative, restorative and Utopian. The conservative
forcess are directed toward preservation of that which was always in
dangerr in the historical environment of Judaism, and hence toward
thee construction and continuing preservation and development of
religiouss law:
Thiss law determined the nature of the Jew's life in exile, the
onlyy frame in which life in the light of Sinaitic revelation
seemedd possible, and it is not surprising that it drew to itself,
abovee all, the conservative forces. The restorative forces are
directedd to the return and recreation of a past condition
whichh comes to be felt as ideal. More precisely, they are
directedd to a condition pictured by the historical fantasy and
thee memory of the nation as circumstances of an ideal past.
Heree hope is turned backwards to the re-establishment of an
originall state of things and to a "life with the ancestors."
(Scholem,, 1995: 3)
Thee contiguous relations between exile and return which play a formativee role in the history of Judaism, govern the (re)structuring of
historyy in Schindler's List The restorative forces bind the exile to
redemptionn and bring about the hope of "going back to the future,"
returningg as it were, to the lost homeland. ,n
Theree is a simultaneous movement implied which points
bothh forward and backward. In that sense, and this is of crucial
importancee for the concerns of this study, mythical discourse has the
capacityy to affect both the present and the future of a specific iden-
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tity.. The exile from the Land as a signifier of identity is also an exile
fromm identity, and the promise to return to this lost origin is thus
conditionedd on exile. Drawing on the past, replaying the lost unity,
engenderss and encourages hope for the future. In the case of
Schindler'sSchindler's List, 1 will argue, there is a staging of the possibility of
return,, hence of fulfilling the mythical promise of reacquiring the
longg lost unity emblematized in the lost territory.
Thee redemption myth entails the notion of a home as a
memoryy of the past projected into the future, but also the arrival at
aa Promised Land and the reacquisition of a long lost territory. lv On
thee one hand then, the film deals with a disastrous period in the
recentt history of the Jews. On the other hand, however, this historicall narrative is (re)framed through the redemption myth. As a result
off the process of fabulation, the danger may arise, as Leo Bersani
argues,, that we remain oblivious to the actual catastrophe of history
(Bersani,, 1990). v On the basis of my analysis of the film 1 will put
forwardd a counter argument: I will demonstrate why and how the
processs of redeeming history can have a productive function. v1 To
complicatee the discourse on the redemptive function of art and the
tendencyy it displays to cover up the disasters of history, 1 will examinee the film according to the "pragmatics of territoriality." This
impliess that the structuring of the narrative and accordingly, the
structuringg of subjectivity will be mapped out across specific territories.. The mapping of territories in the film structures our understandingg of the dependency between the characters and the territory
theyy inhabit. The fact that the Jews are left without a territory on
whichh they are permitted to exist, is more than a case of troubled
history.. As Schindler's List has it, it is a catastrophe of history.
Thee structuring of subjectivity in Schindler's List, correspondss to the movement of exile and return. This implies that the
relationss between characters can be defined in terms of the territoriess they (do not) control. There are three lines of action in the film:
thee line of Oscar Schindler, the line of the Jews, and the line of the
Nazis.. Each of the lines pertaining to an actant is defined by concretee territories; while the Nazi aim was to make the deterritorializationn of the Jews final, leaving no possibility for future returns,
Schindlerr held the promise of the return to the lost "homeland."
11 will trace the movement of deterritorialization in the film
ass it is dependent on the structuring of narrative and subjectivity.

Thee "pragmatics of territoriality" is based on a specific set of assemblagess and it can serve as a point of departure for setting up the
relationss between the elements in the narrative. It is obvious that
thee movement of deterritorialization imposed by the Nazis can be
takenn as a manifestation of the despotic regime.^ 1 The progressive
effacementt of the territory on which the Jews were allowed to exist
iss commensurable with the progressive decimation of the Jewish
population.. The historical conditions, then, which brought about the
Holocaustt and the systematic annihilation of the Jews exemplify the
ultimatee horror of a regime which imposes exile and deterritorialization. .
Apartt from the movement forward which presupposes deterritorialization,, the structure of exile and return is predicated on a
simultaneouss movement backward, that is, reterritorialization. The
joiningg of two contradictory movements into one, can be referred to
ass de/re-territorialization. De/re-territorialization, as Schindler's List
shows,, becomes tied to arriving at the territory where life would be
possible.. Once this is attained a new set of signs will come into play.
Thee emerging issue that will need to be addressed is the vision that
exceedss the fictional world of the film. 1 am referring to the previouslyy introduced co-dependency between the social and the narratoriall agent. The specific ways in which the movement of de/re-territorializationn is "told" will ultimately be brought into connection with
Spielberg'ss concerns as a social agent.

Mippligg the Terriury
Thee film begins in color, with a family during a Sabbath prayer. As
thee prayer is ending, the candle is dying out and color is gradually
drainedd out of the image. The scene ends with a detail of the smoke
emittedd from the extinguished candle. With this dissolving smoke
thee image fades out and then immediately fades into the bulk of
smokee coming out of a locomotive arriving at the Krakow train station.. The year is 1939, and the registration of the Jews arriving at
Krakoww has begun. They were ordered to leave their homes in the
countrysidee and relocate to major cities. For the moment, their new
locationn is unknown. Their hcus will be determined according to the
list. .
Inn the opening of the film we are at that stage where the
deterritorializationn of the Jews has just begun. This is confirmed

throughh the imposing process of transfer and uprootedness. It is a
timee of waT; the text superimposed on the images in the train stationn scene informs us that the Polish army was defeated in two
weeks.. This implies that Poland as a territory has fallen under
Hitler'ss control. From the scenes that follow we realize that the new
conditionss have affected all levels of society.
Onee character who is quick to adapt to the new conditions
iss Schindler. The first convincing example of his versatile personality
iss the night club scene. Even though in the beginning of the scene
thee Nazi officers of the highest rank are undoubtedly the most
prominentt guests and Schindler is only an outsider, he manages to
insertt himself into this territory and into the company of those who
controll it. 1 will argue that his capacity to acquire territorial control
hass to do with the ways he is elaborated as a character. The analysis
willl show that Schindler is continuously invested with a doublemeaning.. As a character who plays a duplicitous role, he can be perceivedd as the outsider and insider. This capacity to join contradictory
positionss will enable him to emerge as a "mediator," as the one who
willl ultimately forge an in-between space, a middle ground on which
twelvee hundred people will find safety.
Alreadyy in the brief scene of Schindler's preparation for a
nightt out, he is presented as a "man in the making." The scene consistss of ten shots, there is no establishing shot, and his body is cut
upp (in a double sense) into a series of shots depicting various
details.. The "cutting up" of Schindler into details effectuates the
dismembermentt of his character-image. The care he takes in selectingg a suit and accessories, informs us immediately that this man is
busyy creating an appealing "look," and that he wants to approximatee a specific image. This is confirmed in the end of the scene
wheree the most important details come into play. First, he takes a
stackk of money from a drawer. In the shot that follows, there is
anotherr detail of a hand taking out more money. Rather than finally
revealingg the face of this man, the scene ends with a detail of his
handd attaching a Nazi pin. He thus literally attaches meaning to the
imagee that he has constructed. Or rather, he "pins a meaning" to
himself. .
Theree are two conclusions we can draw here. First, the man
inn question is evidently framed through a fascist symbol. (At this
pointt we do not know it is Schindler). Nevertheless, as this is elabo-
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ratedd in the scene, "putting on" this symbol can also be understood
ass part of an appearance he aims to create. Second, the fact that his
character-imagee remains literally cut up in details keeps his identity
dismembered,, as it were, and therefore, suspended.
Thee reasons for investing such care in his appearance are
revealedd as soon as he arrives at the night club (scene 1). We soon
graspp that he needs an impeccable image because he has come here
too put himself on display. By the same token, we can gather that his
identityy is suspended because he is in the process of negotiating his
positionn on Nazi territory. In the very first shot of the scene he
managess to impress the maitre d' and secure an attractive spot in
thee club. The efficiency with which Schindler operates is condensed
throughh the nanative economy of this shot. As he enters the shot
hiss back is turned to the camera. By the end of the shot when he is
seatedd at his table in a medium close-up, viewed from a slightly low
anglee in a semi-profile, his stature has already acquired a monumentall quality.
Onn the basis of the camera movement and angle we can
concludee that the unidentifiable narratorial authority has framed
Schindlerr in such a way as if to inform us that he is a man of
grandeur.. The slightly lower angle from which Schindler is viewed
indicatess a voluntary submission of the narratorial authority. The
shott ends with Schindler assuming a pose. The effect of the process
off telling in shot 1 can already be seen in the following shot. In
shott 2 the headwaiter is gazing. Clearly, his interest and curiosity are
aroused.. This is confirmed in the shot of Schindler (shot 3) focalized
internallyy by the headwaiter.
Thee scene progresses with Schindler offering himself as the
objectt of vision, but now he is looking and he is also inviting us to
lookk at him. In shots 5 and 12, for example, Schindler sits perfectly
still,, yet he still provokes the movement of the camera. The narratoriall authority making itself present through the camera movement
seemss to be reacting to Schtndler's look directed at the camera.
Schindlerr displays an awareness that he is being watched but even
moree importantly, he is looking for an encounter. He is addressing
us,, but he is at the same time observing the important guests in the
nightt club. The objects of his vision in shots 6, 9, 11, 13, and IB are
focalizedd internally. Since he is also looking at us, hence, engaging
inn "second person" discourse, we can conclude that his focalization

iss split. He is the focalizing agent on whose point of vision narration
relies,, but by directing his look at the camera he is also seeking contactt outside the time and space of the story world.
Schindlerr is not the only character looking for an encounter.
Thee importance of establishing contact is further underscored
throughh the presence of the woman photographer. In shots 8, 36,
andd 48, she directs her photo camera at us. When the light flashes
inn the same shot, we have the sense that it could be us she is photographing.. The "now" implied in the photographer's and Schindler's
eyess directed at us has an important narrative function. As an inbetweenn moment, composed through the split between internal
focalizationn and second person discourse, it works in such a way as
too obscure the difference between the fabula-time and the storytime.. The scene is elaborated in such a way as to create the impressionn of the continuity of action, but it also aims to attain an
extremee reversal in the relationship between the characters. In terms
off the fabula-time of Schindler's List, this type of reversal actually
requiress a period of longer duration, much longer in any case, than
thee time it takes for the scene to evolve. vni Therefore, what is in
fabula-timee a series of scenes, in story-time is condensed into a singlee scene. The photo camera which persistently affirms the "now" of
thee process of telling is, then, a means of obscuring disruption or
discontinuity.. The covering up of the gap between the two temporal
continuumss results in the collapse of the fabula onto the story. On
thee one hand then, each direct address to the camera can be interpretedd as an ellipsis. On the other hand, however, these shots are
alsoo filling in the temporal gaps and propelling the process of
telling. .
Similarly,, the series of Schindler's close-ups (1.6, 5, 10, 12,
15,, 15.6, 27 and 30), functions in such a way as to sustain spatial
andd temporal continuity. One way this is accomplished is through
thee clash between "history" and the "historical present": Schindler
lookss at us yet observes the characters in the story. The other way is
throughh framing. Since Schindler is framed in close-ups, the space
hee occupies gradually acquires the status of an imaginary, that is,
extra-diegeticc space. As a result of this process of telling, fabulatimee clashes with story-time, and what is in fact an iterative pattern
cann be perceived as a sequential ordering. This gives the impression
off temporal continuity and unity of action. 1 would suggest that the

storyy intervening into the fabula reasserts the clash implied in
Schindler'ss dual focalization. Hence, history becomes bound up with
thee present of meaning production.
Iff Schindler is to be inserted into the territory controlled by
thee Nazis, he needs to insert himself into the historical narrative he
iss relating. And to do this, he must literally "get into the picture." In
thee first part of the scene, Schindler is observing those who are
beingg photographed. It is clear that the Nazi officers have caught
thee eye of the woman photographer, but it is through Schindler's
focalizationn that their prominence is asserted. In shot 8, the woman
photographerr takes a picture. The man in shot 9 who is the object
off her attention is depicted without a head. His uniform, that is, his
rank,, is the center of focus. In the shot that follows (shot 10), we
realizee that the vision of the uniform is the product of Schindler's
focalization.. The next object photographed is again a Nazi officer
(shott 11). He too is without a head. As in shot 9, the focus is placed
onn the uniform and this vision can also be attributed to Schindler. It
appearss that Schindler's prospects for "getting into the picture" are
good,, because he too is illuminated by the photographer's flashlight.
Thiss will happen in the closing of the scene where he is photographedd with those who are in control of this territory. The series
off shots 48 through 56, elaborated as a photo session, demonstrates
thatt the power relations have drastically changed: Schindler is presentt in every snap-shot.
Fromm the very beginning, the night club is introduced as a
territoryy where power relations are strongly marked. Through structuress of focalization, a relation is soon established between those
whoo have power and those who do not. At the outset, Schindler is
thee observer while the Nazis are the observed. In the scene's closing
however,, the observer is the uninformed Nazi officer who arrives too
late,, while Schindler is the center of attention. The relation between
thee observer and the observed is marked through the juxtaposition
off two tables in the club. One table is set in front of the stage with
thee sign "reserved" on it, the other marks the place where Schindler
iss seated. Guests are awaited, and judging by Schindler's interest,
theyy are of considerable importance. In shot 12 Schindler is in a
close-up,, just gazing. In shots 13 and 14 we notice the reserved
table.. In shot 15 a Nazi officer of a higher rank enters accompanied
byy a female escort and an officer of a lower rank. Schindler desires

thee company of the Nazi officers, yet, rather than joining them at
theirr table, he will bring them over to his "territory," to the table at
thee other side of the club.
Schindler'ss ability to simultaneously act as a focalizor and
ass a focalized object will play a central role in this transition. In shot
155 he observes the situation, but now he also puts on a performance
forr the external focalizor. Two focalizers are joined in this shot,
internall (Schindler), and an unidentified external focalizor. When he
raisess his hand in shot 15, just as the important guest is entering
thee club, a banknote swiftly glides through his fingers, practically
outt of nowhere. This first trick has the effect of a magical wand and
wee are immediately made aware of its powers: the waiter pops up in
thee same shot, as a materialized wish, ready to jump at Schindler's
command.. We can retrospectively attribute the external focalization
inn the first part of the shot to the waiter. In the next shot (shot 16),
externall focalization shifts to internal focalization: the Nazi officer
holdingg a bottle of expensive cognac in his hands is the product of
Schindler'ss vision.
Thee (re)mapping of the territory through the play of focalizationn continues throughout the entire scene. On the basis of
Schindler'ss focalization in shots 25 through 45, we can notice that
thee power relations have reached a new stage. Shots 25 and 26 are
focalizedd internally by the Nazi officer (26.1), but his vision is overruledd by Schindler's internal focalization. Schindler is looking at that
whichh attracts the attention of the Nazis, hence, their gaze is
embeddedd into his (shot 27). Shot 29 of the cabaret girls is focalized
byy the Nazi who applauds enthusiastically in shot 28. The vision of
thee Nazi looking and seeing is twice inserted into Schindler's vision
(shotss 27 and 30). In shot 32 Schindler is conversing with the waiter
andd in shot 35 the waiter counts Schindler's money. In shots 37 and
388 the cabaret girls have joined the Nazi officers at what appears to
bee a feast, orchestrated by Schindler.
Att the end of the scene (shots 46-47), a Nazi officer arrives
att the table in front of the stage, only now this "territory" appears
muchh less important than the territory where Schindler is entertainingg a large group of men in uniforms. This is confirmed through
focalization.. Now the gaze is directed at Schindler. Focalized from
thee perspective of the Nazi who has just arrived, Schindler emerges
ass the most important man in the club. The last part of the scene
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depictingg Schindler "in the picture" coincides with his newly
acquiredd control of the territory. Schindler has achieved more than
that,, however. The last snap-shot depicts the uninformed Nazi officerr posing with Schindler. This implies that Schindler has become
suchh a significant figure that the rulers of this territory want to be
inn the picture with him.
Wee can conclude that Schindler has managed to secure a
positionn on the Nazi territory through his capacity to play a double
role.. This is particularly pronounced in the continuous overlapping
off levels of focalization. Schindler, functioning simultaneously as the
subjectt and object of vision, is the semiotic product of narration
thatt "tells" that he can act from a reverse position, that he has the
capacityy to turn the situation around. Schindler arrives at the new
territoryy as an outsider, a total stranger. At the end of the scene, the
outsiderr is the Nazi officer who is the only guest in the club not
acquaintedd with Schindler. The story "speeding" up the fabula
enhancess the impression that Schindler is an extraordinary character
whosee role in history is yet to be determined.
11 have already suggested that Schindler is so effective in
attainingg his aim because he is able to perform a double role. Much
likee the women escorts in the club, Schindler proves appealing
enoughh to "seduce" the Nazi officers. At the same time, however, he
iss acting from a reverse position. Via Schindler we can conclude that
thee interaction with the Nazis involves prostitution in a double
sense:: he is elaborated as attractive enough to grab their attention,
too entertain them, show them a good time, but at the same time
Schindlerr pays abundantly for their company, for the mere opportunityy to sit at their table. It is Schindler who lures the Nazi officer
awayy from his female escort (shots 20-23), but it is the same Nazi
whoo takes the woman's place in the photo to get closer to Schindler
(shott 49). 1 would suggest that Schindler's status as a man who is
goodd in presentation (and not interested in work), as he himself tells
Sternn when he comes to propose his dubious scheme, is already
announcedd in the night club scene. In that respect, 1 contend that
Schindlerr does not simply turn from a negative character into a positivee character, but that his negative traits - his ability to act as a
tricksterr and a master manipulator which enable him to turn the
statee of affairs to his advantage, are the necessary preconditions for
thee good deeds he will ultimately perform. l x

Tirrittnrr Sisnidttf
Maintainingg a favorable position amongst the Nazi officers takes
moree than good social skills or acceptable political conviction; it
costss money. To insure cooperation with the Nazis, Schindler must
constantlyy present himself as the man who knows the meaning of
thee word "gratitude." But this "face" of Schindler is constructed
throughh decomposition. Scene 2 is actually a series of scenes which
depictt different Nazi officers receiving Schindler's gifts. It begins on
thee factory platform with two women carrying a large basket of gifts
(shott 1), and dovetails to an office (shot 2) where an adjutant is
walkingg toward a desk carrying the basket. In shot 3, the adjutant is
readingg Schindler's letter while his superior is examining the gifts. In
shott 4 we see a photograph from the night club scene depicting
Schindlerr in the company of the Nazi officer. Shot 5 shows the officerr from the photograph happily examining his gift while his adjutantt reads the letter. In shot 6, another Nazi officer receives
Schindler'ss gifts. He is framed through the basket of gifts and the
cameraa movement reveals yet another adjutant reading Schindler's
letter.. The final camera movement in this shot directs our attention
towardd a framed photograph of Schindler with the receiver of his
gift.. The sequence is unified through a synecdoche, the basket - the
giftt - but more importantly, we hear Schindler's off-screen voice
readingg his letter. Although we hear one voice, we see three differentt men reading the same letter successionally and synchronously.
Att the point when the Jews are waiting in lines to deliver
theirr complaints to the Jewish Council, when laws are being issued
thatt forbid them to practice their religion, own businesses, or take
partt in any cultural institutions, Schindler is making preparations for
hiss big enterprise: he wants to have a factory, he is asking Jewish
investorss to put up all the money, and he is offering ltzhak Stern, a
Jewishh accountant the opportunity to be the plant manager and run
thee company for him. The process of telling, whereby Schindler's
character-imagee is elaborated as suspended, puts pressure on the
informationn we gather from the fabula: Schindler is introduced as
thee one who is on the rise, and hence, progressively acquiring controll of the territory, whereas the Jews are simultaneously being dispossessedd of everything they own.
Thee doom of the Jews, marked by a state of suspension and
transition,, is underscored in the extremely wide shot where a vast
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crowdd of people laden with luggage is crossing a bridge. We immediatelyy learn that it is March 20, 1941, the deadline for entering the
Ghetto.. At this stage, when the status of the Jews is on the verge of
totall decline, Schindler is unmistakably emerging as a direct profiteerr of the new conditions. This contrast is even elaborated through
parallell editing: while a well-to-do Jewish family, the Nussbaums, is
evictedd from their apartment and forced into the overcrowded territoryy of the Ghetto, Schindler is expanding his territory and moving
intoo a spacious apartment. Confronted with such a demise of their
livingg conditions, the Nussbaums ask themselves whether things
couldd possibly get worse, while Schindler, stretching out on a king
sizee bed concludes that things couldn't be better.
Thee meeting organized by Stern with the potential investors
thatt is to take place in Schindler's car is another assertion of
Schindler'ss territorial expansion at the expense of the Jews. The
"negotiation"" is a one-way process, for Schindler's alleged partners
doo not have a say in the matter; they can only accept or refuse his
proposal.. TheiT concerned faces framed in the rear view mirror as
theyy are struggling to comprehend the potential benefit of
Schindler'ss highly exploitative scheme most clearly reveal their disadvantageouss position. On the basis of the elaboration of this scene
wee can conclude that the Jewish investors are not only cornered and
withoutt any maneuvering space, their position within Schindler's
enterprise,, just as in the mirror, is literally a fictive one.
Iff there was hope amongst the Jewish people that in spite
off hunger and poverty the Ghetto could be a safe territory, with
hindsightt we could conclude that this hope was in fact a cherished
illusion.. At this point, the Nazis are issuing new lists and their purposee is to decrease the Ghetto population. With the new laws declaringg forced labor for the Jews, survival becomes contingent on one's
professionall skills. The new lists separate the essential workers from
thosee who are considered superfluous. No need to say that the Nazi
warr machine had no use for people who were too old to work, or
tooo ill, and that it had even less use for Jewish intellectuals. Rabbis,
professors,, writers, painters, musicians could at any moment be
orderedd into a truck and taken away to a concentration camp.
Onee possibility for frustrating the deportations from the
Ghettoo at this particular stage was to have a blue card, indicating a
professionn that could facilitate the Reich economy. The other

optionss were much more complicated because they involved either
thee acquisition of forged work certificates, or direct intervention of
thee employer. In any case, whoever could prove to the Nazis that
s/hee is an essential worker can have some kind of temporary guaranteee that s/he was on safe grounds. Since Schindler's deal with the
Jewishh investors does go through, with ltzhak Stern as the financial
manager,, Schindler's enamel factory DEF is in immediate need of a
workk force. Schindler's decision to hire Jewish rather than Polish
workerss is based on very simple calculations - the Jews themselves
doo not receive a salary and therefore, hiring them is a matter of
makingg good profit. Stern is the one who supplies Schindler's newly
acquiredd territory with a work force, and he is especially engaged in
furnishingg the "dispensable" inhabitants of the Ghetto with documentss which certify that they will be essential occupants of
Schindler'ss territory - metal press operators, metal polishers, metal
workerss of all profiles. As a German and a member of the Nazi party,
Schindlerr is the person who enjoys the financial profit and his major
taskk is to provide a "face" for the factory that is appealing to the
Nazis.. This is literally the case in the film, for it is in fact Stern who
ensuress that this territory will remain operative and that Schindler's
financiall moves will have a productive effect on the business.
Accordingg to the film, there seem to be only two paths
leadingg out of the territory of the Ghetto - one to Schindler's factory,, the other to the concentration camps. We soon realize how
incommensurablee these two options are. While there is momentarily
aa group of three hundred fifty workers on their way to Schindler's
factory,, there are already long chains of cattle wagons taking people
awayy toward death. The scene in which Schindler manages to preventt the deportation of Stern underscores this disproportion. The
factt that he can save Stern attests to Schindler's power, but his
interventionn demonstrates at the same time how extremely limited
hiss capacity to act as a savior actually is. There is an important follow-upp to the deportation scene, and as this is elaborated in the
subsequentt scene, the action takes place behind Schindler's back.
Ass Schindler and Stern are leaving the train platform and
exitingg the shot, the camera reveals Jewish capos pushing carts
loadedd with luggage. We follow them into a large obscure space,
evidentlyy a storage room, with all kinds of piles - clothes, shoes, silverware,, memorabilia. Everything is being sorted out systematically.
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Wee do not know yet toward which territory the train is
headed,, instead the camera follows the capos to the
catacombss where the belongings of the deported Jews
aree stored. Although each person was asked to clearly
labell his or her suitcase, it is certain that no luggage
willl ever be forwarded to those who had to leave it
behind.. Nor are they expected to return to collect their
things.. Or their memories. While watching a huge pile
off photographs we realize that only we can "undo" the
Nazii intention of casting them into oblivion. Sadly
enough,, the safe territories we can offer are in our
mnemicc archives. At this stage of the film, the destiny
off the Jews, deterritorialized from their last resort in
thee ghetto remains uncertain. We do know that the
onee and only person who could get off the train is an
inhabitantt of Schindler's territory.

Territoryy Erased
Ass a juxtaposition to Schindler's enamel factory, anotherr territory is introduced in 1943 - the Plaszow labor
camp,, run by Amon Goeth. Until two years earlier this
territoryy had been a Jewish cemetery; gravestones were
shatteredd and used to pave the path at the camp's
entrance,, and the mortuary building was turned into
thee commandant's stables. Here, any of the workers
cann be executed at random. Killing is part of Goeth's
dailyy routine carried out from the balcony of his villa,
onn the hill, overlooking the camp.
Withh the arrival of Goeth, the territory of the
Ghettoo as the last resort for the Jewish population will
bee liquidated. Remarkably, Goeth's speech preceding
thee liquidation of the Ghetto which commences and
endss with the words "today is history," is counterposed
too the shots which affirm tradition, vitality and survival.. Miriam Hansen discusses the importance of combiningg images of the living people with Goeth's speech,
ass a way of nullifying his pledge to erase history:
Inn the shots that follow, the speech appears to

functionn as a kind of voice-over, speaking the history of the
Ghetto'ss inhabitants and the imminent erasure of this history
andd its subjects. But the images of the living people we see aa rabbi praying, a family having breakfast, a man and a
womann exchanging loving looks - also resist this predication.
Soo does the voice of the rabbi that competes with Goeth's
voice,, into the subsequent shots of Ghetto inhabitants (so
thatt in one shot, in which we hear the subdued synchronic
voicess of the family at breakfast, there are actually three differentt layers of sound); the praying voice fades out just
beforee the last sentence of Goeth's speech. Not coincidentally,, all the Jewish characters shown in this sequence will survive;; that is, they will, as individuals, give the lie to Goeth's
project.. (Hansen, 1996: 304)
Thee process of telling in this scene, whereby the story intervenes
intoo the fabula, can also be understood as a case of Teading history
againstt the grain. History which needs to be read against the grain
iss Goeth's so-called history. We need to recall here "the redemptive,
correctivee agenda of Benjamin's historiography" for as Michael
Steinbergg asserts, "he indeed wants to give voice to those deprived
off voice, in the past as in the present and future" (Steinberg, 1996:
3).. The images and voices of the future survivors counterposed to
thee impending loss of the territory, can be understood as a recourse
too the memory of the future, to the time and space where their
voicee will have been heard. That is, to the here and now.
Goeth'ss speech is additionally countered by a shot of
Schindlerr inserted into this sequence. Each man is framed in a closeup,, shaving. The action and framing suggest similarity, but the compositionn of each profile within the shot at the same time infers
opposition.. The series of events that follow will radicalize the relationn between Goeth and Schindler: while the former is an agent of
evill in history, the latter will emerge as a savior. In the scene that
follows,, Schindler is the focalizing agent on whose point of vision
thee presentation of this history relies. This will condition his role in
thee fabula - in the long run, Schindler will counter Goeth's history
byy saving twelve hundred people from death. x
Justt as the Ghetto havoc is about to begin, on March 13,
1943,, Schindler and his mistress Klonowska arrive on horseback at
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thee edge of a hill overlooking the Ghetto territory. Buildings are in
thee foreground. The buildings seem to be blocking the view, there is
ann empty street quite far away in the background, on the right side.
Schindlerr is looking, but as the sequence is elaborated, the events
thatt follow are not exposed to his vision. There is a cut to the
Ghettoo home of the DTesner family; they are reacting to the sound
off commotion coming from the street. In the next scene the Nazi
trooperss storm down the street fully prepared to carry out a series of
horrificc deeds - executions, deportations, tormenting and humiliatingg the Ghetto inhabitants. There is panicked screaming, failed
attemptss to run away, desperate searches for places to hide. No one
iss safe from murder and destruction; there is a calculated madness
inn this operation and human lives seem to be spared only by chance.
Inn the first part of the sequence which depicts the Ghetto
massacre,, Schindler is looking, but there is no confirmation that he
hass seen the horrors taking place. In fact, the liquidation is evolving
withoutt him seeing it. In scene 3, he is still on the hill accompanied
byy his mistress, looking towards the Ghetto. But now, he will actuallyy be able to see something. In shots 1, 3, 5 and 7, his attention is
directedd toward the street where a little person, a little girl dressed
inn red is walking aloof from the rest of the people. Shots 2, 4 and 6
aree extreme long shots and it is difficult to distinguish separate individuals.. To draw the girl to Schindler's attention a special device is
employedd - the coat she is wearing is red. Shot 8 is a long shot that
providess us with a closer view of the child. Interestingly, with the
closerr view of the girl, we can also distinguish the inhabitants of the
Ghettoo from the Nazis.
Fromm Keneally's novel we know there was a three-year old
girll called Genia who had a passionately favored color - red. Her
parentss were hiding in the countryside, and as the story goes, the
peoplee who took care of her indulged her passion. She wore a red
cap,, red coat, small red boots. Dressed in a red coat in this black
andd white film, she appears conspicuously different from everyone
else,, and her presence in this scene will help Schindler to produce a
visionn of what is happening. As she is walking in shots 4 and 6, we
noticee people shot in the middle of the street. Even though she is
dressedd in red she will manage to move through the crowds as she
pleases.. Like a little ghost she will remain completely unnoticed by
thee Nazis.

S C E N E .. 4

Thee person to whom she is evidently not invisible is
Schindler,, While Genia's presence testifies to the Nazi blindness to
humanity,, she is the manifestation of Schindler's insight. Most
importantly,, via the little girl he becomes a witness to the crimes.
Redd Genia guides Schindler's look toward the scenes of the crime.
Shotss 9 and 10, just as 2, 4, and 6 are again extremely wide, and
here,, our view is not so much focused on Genia but on the Nazi
whoo is throwing suitcases and other belongings from a balcony. In
thee street, there is a long line of people being led away by the men
inn uniforms. In shot 11, Schindler is again in medium close-up,
looking.. The following shot (shot 12) is the product of his vision. It
iss an extremely wide shot; the branches of a tree are in the foregroundd on the left, on the right side there is a big pile of luggage.
Inn the background people are moving right to left. In the crowd, we
noticee Red Genia. As she is moving with the crowd, the camera
slowlyy pans to the left, simulating Schindler's gaze. The little girl in
redd brings us to the wall where a group of men is lined up for execution.. She continues to walk and disappears behind the wall but
thee camera remains focused on this scene until the execution is over
andd the corpses are lying on the ground. Hence, even though
Schindlerr is guided by Genia, the site of the execution detains his
look.. It is a brief moment but there is enough time to see that
Goeth'ss Great Dane is at this site and that Goeth is performing the
killing. .
Schindler'ss gaze (shot 13) follows Genia to the other side of
thee street (shot 14), where people are lined up for deportation. As
thee people in the foreground are ordered into a truck, we notice Red
Geniaa entering into a building in the background. In shot 15 she is
climbingg up the stairs. In shot 16, Schindler and Klonowska turn
theirr horses around and ride away. Now, the little girl is in an empty
andd demolished apartment. She creeps under a bed. Genia does not
havee her "red disguise," her mission is over and therefore, her coat is
noo longer red.
Schindlerr has seen enough, but the terror goes on until
everyy single inhabitant is forced out of this territory. While watching
thee fierceness of the Ghetto massacre perversely joined, in a specific
scene,, with the Nazi passion for Bach (or Mozart), 1 recalled Goerge
Steiner'ss discussion in the Extra-Territorial on the "puzzle of the dissociationn between poetic humanism on the one hand and political
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sadismm on the other, or rather, on their association in a
singlee psyche" (Steiner, 1972: 46):
Itt is a fact, though one with which neither our
theoriess of education nor our humanistic, liberal
idealss have even begun to come to grips, that a
humann being can play Bach in the evening, and
playy him well, or read Pushkin, and read him
withh insight, and proceed in the morning to do
hiss job at Auschwitz and in the police cellars.
(35)) The ability to play and love Bach can be
conjoinedd in the same human spirit with the will
too exterminate a ghetto or napalm a village. No
readyy solution to this mystery and to the fundamentall questions it poses for our civilization lies
att hand. (46)
Speakingg in terms of territoriality, this is what we
repeatedlyy encounter in Schindler's List in relation to
thee Nazis - explicit barbarism "housed" together with
ann appreciation for the beautiful things in life.
Thee scene where Goeth is looking at his mirror
imagee and playing with the possibility of "pardoning"
hiss workers is another example of this implied contradiction.. Goeth extends his index finger toward the mirrorr and touches his reflection. He pauses for a brief
moment,, as if to revoke the position of God in
Michelangelo'ss Creatione di uomo.X] Just a while later
hee perverts this role and kills his servant Lisiek. This
kindd of incomprehensible behavior is even more shockingg in the way the SS react to children. As the crowd of
peoplee is proceeding toward the gas chambers in
Auschwitz,, a guard is smiling and greeting the children.
Similarly,, in one moment an SS caresses a child and in
thee next he executes a Ghetto inhabitant in cold
blood. X111 1 would suggest that by taking into account
thee split between barbarism and beauty, (instead of
depictingg the Nazis as one-dimensional, for example),
thee film establishes a basis for negotiation. Precisely

becausee Goeth is so invested in the pleasurable things in life,
Schindlerr can bargain with him for people's lives.
Ass the film repeatedly reminds us, Schindler can save only a
smalll group of people. Nevertheless, this fact testifies to his humanity.. The saying "whoever saves one life saves the world entire,"
engravedd in the ring the survivors give to Schindler, celebrates his
gesturee and grants him the "face of a redeemer." If one saved life
cann metonymically represent the world entire, then Red Genia symbolizes,, 1 would suggest, all the people Schindler could not save.
Schindlerr will see Red Genia again during the exhumation and the
incinerationn of the bodies at Chujowa Gorka in April of 1944 (scene
4).. Upon his arrival to Chujowa Gorka Schindler finds a death factory.. Thousands of corpses are piled up, systematically loaded on a
conveyorr belt and thrown into a furnace. It is difficult at moments
too separate the living prisoners who are pushed into the mass graves
andd forced to exhumate the bodies, from those who are already
dead.. And it is in fact a matter of technicality, for those who are
momentarilyy alive will be sent to Auschwitz once the Plaszow camp
iss closed. In shot 3 the prisoners are pushing carts loaded with
corpsess in the direction of the camera. As the first in the row comes
closerr we see the little girl in a red coat, dead, lying on top of other
bodies.. As the cart moves hastily to the left, the camera pans to the
rightt revealing a close-up of Schindler. He is looking right-left and
then,, following the action in the off-screen space, left-right. In this
scene,, then, Genia is elaborated as a retrospective product of his
vision.. While in the scene of the Ghetto massacre Schindler dependedd on Genia to produce a vision of atrocious events, at this stage
Geniaa depends on Schindler to produce a vision of her dead body.
Duringg the liquidation of the Ghetto, Red Genia was helping
Schindlerr to see, to witness the crimes. The little girl in the red coat,
invisiblee to the Nazis, becomes joined with the scenes of the crime,
andd by extension, she comes to figure as a sign of the atrocities. Her
deadd body in Chujowa Gorka alludes to the disappearance of the
signn of the crimes, and the advent of the crisis of both witnessing
andd remembering. Now that Nazis are burning the evidence of their
atrocities,, turning it into ashes, and Red Genia is about to disappear,
alongg with all the scenes of the crime, and along with millions of
peoplee who could not be saved from death, the only operation of
"saving"" that remains, is saving the victims from oblivion.
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Theree are two issues that come to the fore here: the problemm of representing the Holocaust and the problem of remembering
thee Holocaust. The former issue is related to the critique of the
redemptivee function of art which remains oblivious to the catastrophess of history. x , n This critique dovetails with the debate regarding
thee representation of the Holocaust and the recurring question of
whetherr Holocaust can stand for anything else except itself. x,v The
latterr issue has to do with the "specific crisis posed by the Nazis'
destructionn of the very basis and structures of collective remembering"" (Hansen, 1996:310). The imposing question is, how do we
counterr the Nazi belief that when they dispose of the sign, everythingg will be as if it never happened?
11 would suggest that in Schindler's List, both issues are
evokedd through the little girl in red. In scene 3 Genia could be
understoodd as a sign of the Nazi atrocities. Her dead body on its
wayy to oblivion in scene 4 radicalizes the intention of the Nazis to
erasee the possibility of the future returns of this sign. In spite of the
Nazii attempt then, to rush her off into a furnace, Schindler manages
too catch a glimpse of Genia's dead body. Focalized through
Schindler,, the little person in red comes to stand for all the people
hee could not save from death, who would never arrive at the
Promisedd Land.'™

Miglcill Deeds: Schlidler's "Havee"
Schindler'ss new insight depicted in scene 3 has direct impact on his
decisionn to bargain with Goeth for territorial independence. Through
hishis vision then, his role in the fabula will be defined. The scene followingg the liquidation of the Ghetto reveals Schindler alone in his
office,, looking through the glass wall onto the empty platform. The
occupantss of his territory have disappeared. All the workers have
beenn forced into the Plaszow labor camp and now he has to bring
"hiss people" back to BEF. At a point where people at Plaszow are at
constantt risk of losing their life, Schindler's factory emerges as the
onlyy safe territory. The safety of this territory as opposed to the
Plaszoww labor camp is underscored through focalization in relation
too the points of vision. For example, even though his office is locatedd above the factory platform, unlike Goeth, Schindler does not
exercisee his privilege to look down on the "inhabitants of his territory."" When he is seen in his office from the perspective of the factory
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platform,, the low camera angle, which alludes to a disadvantageous
pointt of vision is often external and cannot be attributed to a specificc character.
Focalizationn from this point of vision clearly suggests a voluntaryy submission of the narratorial authority (as in shot 1, scene 1,
forr example). Others see Schindler as powerful. The vision of those
whoo look at him is what makes him powerful, rather than the other
wayy around. Contrary to Schindler, Goeth, who is constantly performingg the vision from above while carrying out the killings, is not
seenn from a point of vision which would grant him a "higher" status
ass a character. Furthermore, even though Schindler's office has a
glasss wall and thus offers the possibility of monitoring the workers,
Schindlerr never engages in such practice. The one instance when
Schindlerr stares through the glass wall, disturbed by Elsa Perlman's
storyy about the rumor that hts factory is a haven, he only sees his
ownn reflection.
Schindler'ss authority is confirmed through his deeds, predicatedd on his capacity to maintain territorial independence. On the
levell of the fabula his ability to act as a savior can be observed
throughh his talent at startling the Nazis with his acts of gratitude.
Onn the level of the story, his miraculous deeds are elaborated
throughh his capacity to insert the future into the present. This
processs can also be described as a flash forward. In such a case the
futuree event is effectuated before the present conditions for its
occurrencee are set up.
Schindler'ss power position is further relativized by the way
hee shares it with Stern. The next scene is a follow-up to a discussion
betweenn Schindler and Stern. Schindler is shouting at Stern because
hee holds him responsible for the rumor that his factory is a haven.
Andd in fact, Stern is the one who is the main witness of the gruesomee acts of killing at Plaszow. This grants him a significant functionn in the narrative, for it is through his focalization that these
eventss are related.*^ Just as importantly however, he is the one
arrangingg the transfer of the Plaszow workers to DEF, systematically
increasingg the population of Schindler's territory.
Evenn though Schindler storms into Stern's office in anger,
Sternn gives him yet another reason why his help is necessary.
Schindlerr is desperate and powerless it seems, in a situation where
hee clearly cannot transfer all the people onto safe ground. Suddenly,

SCENEE B
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hee takes a piece of paper from his pocket and reads out the name
"Perlman"" (scene 5; shot 1). In shot 3 we see the Plaszow grounds
wheree workers are summoned. In shot 4 Schindler is still in Stern's
office.. He adds, "husband and wife." Shots 5 to 9 depict the
Perlmanss on the Plaszow grounds as they are called to step out of
thee crowd. With shot 10, we are back in the present where Schindler
iss handing his watch to Stern in order to make the action which has
alreadyy taken place in the future, possible.
Thee incommensurablity between the Nazi capacity for killing
andd Schindler's ability to save is much more pronounced in this
phase,, for new decimation measures are applied with a shocking
efficiency.. The sick are separated from the healthy and deported to
thee concentration camps, the children are "abducted" and taken to
unknownn destinations. Not to mention the routine killings at
Plaszow,, Although Schindler has managed to bring his workers back
too ÜEF, once the Plaszow camp closes down, Goeth will send them
too Auschwitz. This means that Schindler will again have to find a
wayy to provide a safe territory for his people. Schindler cannot save
alll the people, but his struggle to save a specific group, the populationn of his territory, "his Jews," is what invokes the comparison with
Moses.. A divine intervention in the present is indicative of
Schindler'ss Mesianic powers. Comparable to the character-image of
Indianaa Jones, Schindler will become the father of a race. We shall
seee that this will occur through inversion, predicated on the single
placee of the son and the father.
Alll the "magical deeds" are just preparation for the ultimate
actt Schindler will perform - buying his workers from Goeth and takingg them away to Brinnlitz. Goeth even comments on Schindler's
Moses-likee behavior toward his workers but gives in, mesmerized by
Schindler'ss magical powers. Goeth lets Schindler's people go when
hee is presented with a suitcase full of money. The people who will
bee led to the safe territory are the people whose names are on
Schindler'ss list. The list of the future survivors is completed with
Stern'ss help. The connection established between the two men is
emphasizedd in a single shot {scene 6).
Thee shot opens with a silhouette of Schindler's face cut into
thee frame on the left. He is holding the list which dominates the
spacee within the frame. In the background, out of focus, Stern is sittingg behind his desk. As the list disappears into the off-screen space,
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Schindler'ss full profile comes to occupy the left half of
thee frame. For a brief moment, Stern remains out of
focus.. Stern is in the background, in the right part of
thee frame. At this point he realizes that Schindler is
payingg for the people whose names are on the list. This
neww awareness is expressed through the focus shifting
too Stern, a rare instance in the film when this device is
employed.. The list redefines the relationship between
thee two men: the list Schindler hands to Stern is a gift
off life, but the focus on Stern who is deeply moved by
Schindler'ss gesture, gives a "face" to Schindler 's deed.
Thee territoriality of three separate groups of
actorss in the film is reflected in the tripartite function
off the list. Lists with names are the clearest indicators
off the connection between the Jewish population and
thee progressive loss of the territory on which they are
allowedd to exist. Lists are the crucial mechanism of
controll for the Nazis; via their lists individuals are
absorbedd into a totality of names and numbers, which
cann be shipped, transferred, ghettoized, exterminated.
Contraryy to the Nazi lists which signify death,
Schindler'ss list signifies life, and it holds the promise of
return. .
Fromm this point on, a new ground will be
forged.. With the arrival at Brinnlitz the three lines of
action,, as they are dependent on the characters and the
territoriess - the line of Schindler, of the Jews, and of
thee Nazis - converge into one. Arrival at this territory
cann be understood as a form of arrival at a utopie
place.. This is already staged in the scene where
Schindlerr is leading the women released from
Auschwitzz to the premises of his Brinnlitz factory.
There,, on the in-between territory, the candle that
fadedd to black and white in the film's opening, is lit
againn and glowing in color. The Nazis living under the
samee roof can hear the Hebrew prayers but the entire
atmospheree of Schindler's territory as outside the "real
world,"" prevents them from taking measures. They sit
quietlyy in their quarters and listen. Lastly, the inhabi-

tantss of this territory manage to keep up the pretence that the factoryy is producing ammunition, while in actuality its function is to
preservee human lives.
Att the end of WW 11 Schindler's slave workers will be freed,
andd as he himself states, he will be hunted like a criminal. This is
wheree the third function of the list comes in - this is the list of
namess the survivors will give to Schindler. The story of Oscar
Schindlerr and his list which guaranteed the lives of twelve hundred
peoplee will acquire historical significance through the
Schindterjuden,Schindterjuden, those people whose names were on his list. In the
film'ss closing, their list is constructed. This kind of reversal where
Schindlerr and his people are made to exchange places emphatically
evokess a very recognizable structure: to save Schindler's life, his
Jewss have written a letter "explaining things," as rabbi Lewartow, a
Schindlerr survivor and a character in the film says, and each of the
workerss has signed it.
Thus,, to secure a place for him in the future, Schindler's
"children"" ultimately become his parents, his source of honor.
Throughh this exchange Schindler will acquire a face. More precisely,
itt is this third list, the list of the survivors that serves as yet another
indicationn of Schindler's Moses-like qualities. Through the play with
thee split of the paternal position, the "offspring" will (re)produce
theirr "father." Quite comparable to the doubling of the characterimage,, (particularly) in the Indiana Jones trilogy, Schindler's capacity
too act as a savior will condition his own salvation.^ 1 '

"JensalQHH of Soli"
Thee play with the notion of land or territory in the film, as it is
relatedd to the mythical pretext, involves more than the opposition
betweenn the safe territory, such as Schindler's factory referred to by
thee workers as the "haven," and the territory of death, that is, the
Plaszoww labor camp. There is a third option to be attained as we
learnn from the film, and it is the in-between territory, or the
"Promisedd Land." This third option which carries with it the theologicall hope of returning to Jerusalem, is a reminder that deportation
andd diaspora as they emerge and evolve in the biblical narratives are
constitutivee of Jewish identity. The Nazi investment in "solving" the
problemm of the exile or deterritorialization of the Jews through annihilation,, is thus countered by the redemption myth, that is, with the
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storyy about salvation and the affirmation of Jewish
identity. .
Thee Utopian features of the Brinnlitz factory
aree additionally confirmed in the scene that follows.
Thee war is over, Schindler's Jews are ready to leave the
Brinnlitzz factory, and on the basis of the elaboration of
thee scene it is possible to conclude that the "Promised
Land"" can be seen from the factory premises (scene 7).
Thee scene begins with a mass of people lying motionlesss on the ground, as if dead. It seems they are
broughtt back to life with the arrival of a Russian soldierr who proclaims their liberation. They all wake up.
Whenn the survivors ask the soldier where they should
go,, he tells them not to go East or West. In response
too their question where they can get food, he points to
thee right (shot 11), but in the reverse shot (shot 12)
whichh immediately follows, it appears that he is also
pointingg to the left. According to the soldier, in the
off-screenn space, somewhere between right and left,
theree is a city. In shot 13 we see a large group of peoplee on the horizon walking toward the camera, with
thee land vast and undefined dominating in the foreground.. At this point, we acquire information about
Goethh and Schindler. The former is the ultimate representativee of evil and as the one who has committed
crimess against humanity he is hanged (shot 18).
Schindlerr on the other hand, is pronounced a righteous
personn (shots 19 and 20). The survivors remain in the
middlee of these two extreme poles, walking through the
promisedd territory.
11 would suggest that the movement of reterritorializationn in the case of Schindler's List entails an
arrivall "home" in a triple sense. Home can be understoodd as an actual place, but it also signifies a symbolic
space.. The condition for the return to the actual home
iss dependent on the symbolic function of the term, but
thee negotiation between the two is dependent on the
notionn of home as the mind, where the memory of all
thee departures and returns is stored.

Reterritorialization,, or arrival at the Promised Land is thereby suspendedd between the inside and the outside, between myth and reality.. The historicizing of mythical territory complicates this tension
evenn further. Firstly, the act of reterritorialization is a powerful way
too counter the act of deterritorialization imposed by the Nazis. On
thee other hand, however, the recourse to the people's anthem of
Israell in the closing of the film alludes to the tenuous conditions
awaitingg at "home."
Withh the arrival of the survivors to the Land, in the film's
closing,, Neomi Shemer's song "Jerusalem of Gold" is sung offscreen.. It is useful to add that it won the Israeli National Song
Festivall in 1967, just weeks before the Six-Day War started. xvin It
wass immediately embraced by the people for its nostalgic tone
drawingg on the images of Jerusalem as a deserted city, which stands
alonee divided by the wall. By the end of the war, Israel had conqueredd enough territory to triple the size of the area it controlled
andd this enabled Israel to unify Jerusalem. Shemer's song became
thee hymn of the paratroopers and a suggestion came about that the
wordss of the song be changed in accordance to reflect the new conditionss in Jerusalem. xix Ultimately, the words were not changed but
twoo new verses were added which invested the song with a more
optimisticc tone, speaking of the end of desolation and the return to
thee Dead Sea and the Jericho Road. In the closing of Schindler's List
thee original version of the song is heard. What needs to be taken
intoo consideration here is the imaginary status of the Land as it is
complementedd by the song that had such a formative function for
thee people of Israel. Such an emphatic dissociation of the sound and
imagee echoes a series of contrary and almost irreconcilable poles.
Inn Deleuze and Guattari's view becoming-music is the most
intensee form of deterritorialization. They assert that "music has a
thirstt for destruction, every kind of destruction, extinction, breakage,
dislocationn [. . .] Whereas the refrain is essentially territorial, territorializing,, or reterritorializing, music makes it a deterritorialized contentt for a deterritorialized form of expression" (Deleuze Et Guattari
1996:: 299-300). xx When comparing music to painting they add that
"musicc seems to have a much stronger deterritorializing force, at
oncee more intense and much more collective, and the voice seems to
havee a much greater power of deterritorialization" (302).
Interestinglyy enough, the song "Jerusalem of Gold" emerges at the
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momentt of "reterritorialization" of the Promised Land. Trie clash
betweenn the mythical past and the historical present is thereby
underscored,, 1 would suggest, through the deterritorializing force of
thee song.

Mippligg the Wiy loae
Accordingg to Deleuze and Guattari, reterritorialization has negative
implications.. In terms of the Jewish semiotic, the negative line is
relatedd to the intrinsic striving of the Jews to return to the long-lost
territory.. They argue that the Jewish semiotic is defined by a unique
procedure,, that of "subjectification." Deleuze and Guattari underscoree the connection between subject and state subject as theorized
byy Althusser. "Althusser clearly brings out this constitution of social
individualss as subjects: he calls it interpellation [. . .] and calls the
pointt of subjectification the Absolute Subject" (130). In their view,
thee production of subjectivity through language is not in fact a linguisticc operation and they assert that a subject is neveT the conditionn of linguistic possibility or the cause of a statement. "There is no
subject,"" they contend, "only collective assemblages of enunciation"
(130).. The split between the " 1 " and a "you," the constitution of the
selff at the expense of the other, can also be understood as a
momentaryy death which Deleuze and Guattari describe as "an
absolutee deterritorialization expressed in the black hole of consciousnesss and passion."
Therefore,, on the one hand, the procedure of subjectificationn decenters the sign; that is, the center of signifiance is replaced
duee to the split of the subject into "two faces turned away from
eachh other." The subject of enunciation results from this point of
subjectificationn and of the turning away. On the other hand, however,, according to Deleuze and Guattari, the subject of enunciation
thatt generates the movement of deterritorialization recoils into the
subjectt of the statement. In their view, the subject of enunciation is
thee Althusserian State subject, and correspondingly the succession of
proceedingss is accompanied by what they call a "a new form of
priestt and bureaucracy." The movement of deterritorialization is
therebyy marked by a continuous turning back/recoiling/reterritorialization,, which makes the line of flight "freed but segmented,
remainingg negative and blocked." In that sense, they take the movementt of reterritorialization and the striving of the Jews to return to
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thee long lost territory as an allegory of the production
off subjectivity in language. In other words, the Jews
comee to personify the recoiling subjects of enunciation.
11 would argue however, that the aspiration
towardd reterritorialization needs to be observed in
termss of the historical period in which the de/re-territorializationn occurs. While the notion of return principallyy implies a reacquisition of the long lost territory,
inn Schindler's List reterritorialization is elaborated as a
possibilityy for overcoming deportation and ghettoization.. The Jews' movement of reterritorialization can be
opposedd to the movement of deterritorialization
imposedd by the Nazis. The arrival at the long-lost territoryy which marks the end of deportation, will eventuallyy put pressure on the myth of "one people," and in
thatt sense, Schindler's List will confront us with yet
anotherr face of history. More precisely, in the film's
closing,, reterritorialization as the theological symbol of
Judaismm merges with specific signs that refer to anotherr period in the history of the Jews: the Six Day War
whichh raises the issue of the tenuous conditions in the
present-dayy Israel. By staging a tripartite overlap of
returnss in the film's closing, Spielberg, in line with
Deleuzee and Guattari, imaginatively seems to problematizee the Jewish semiotic in terms of the positive
andd negative line of its movement. While the universalismm inherent in mythical discourse is a way of affirming
thee identity in question, the overlapping of returns,
landss and faces of history in the end of the film at the
samee time questions the notion of the Promised Land
ass a safe territory - for all its inhabitants. xx1
Thee structuring of the territories in Schindler's
ListList through the opposition between good and evil, left
andd right, Utopia and death suggests that through this
oppositionn a middle ground is provided - the third term
iss an empty place, a u-topos, an impression of a face,
orr rather a screen on which the face of history is
mapped. x x "" The no-man's-land, or the middle ground

becomess the p o i n t where new limits o f w h a t is thinkable and possiblee have to be r e - i n v e n t e d . Reinventing the middle ground can also
bee understood in terms o f the concerns discussed in the previous
chapter,, for the Promised Land as the home o f a specific people
alludess to the temporary u n i t y o f the signfier o f identity. The " f u t u rity"rity"

o f the signifier, as it is related t o the m y t h o f exile and return

iss crucial for this o p e r a t i o n . For j u s t as it thematizes the end o f
deportationn and g h e t t o i z a t i o n o f the Jewish people, it holds the
promisee o f a return home for all the constitutive outsiders and
extraterritorials. .
Thee movement o f de/re-territorialization in SchindJer's

List

demonstratess that the territory o f arrival corresponds to a space
whichh is neither " r i g h t " nor " l e f t , " and according to the effect o f
c o n t i n u i t y - e d i t i n gg i t emerges as an imaginary space. Given the clash
betweenn the Land as a theological symbol, and Land as a concrete
place,, i t is possible to conclude t h a t the process o f reterritorializat i o nn is an o n g o i n g process, and t h a t in many ways it is still n o t
c o m p l e t e . x x i nn The process is continuously in the m a k i n g , because it
involvess subjects whose i d e n t i t y is dependent on their cultural p r e sentt and cultural memory.
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1nn the edition published subsequent to the film, the title of Keneally's novel
wass changed to Sehindler's List.
™™ It is important to add that the spirit of Jewish tradition, as Benjamin himselff claimed, was one of the most important and persistent themes in his
thought.. See for example, Hent de Vries, "Anti-Babel: The 'Mystical
Postulate'' in Benjamin, de Certeau and Derrida."
™™ Scholem adds that in its origins and by its nature, Jewish Messianism is a
theoryy of catastrophe. "This theory stresses the revolutionary, cataclysmic elementt in the transition from every historical present to the Messianic future"
(7). .
ww
A variety of views on the theme of exile and return are offered in Exile:
OldOld Testament, Jewish and Christian Conceptions, ed. James M. Scott. See
alsoo The Messiah: Development in Earliest Judaism and Christianity, ed. J. H.
Charlesworth. .
vv
Bersani's argument can be extended to the debate regarding Sehindler's
List,List, particularly in relation to Claude Lanzmann's Shoah. See Thomas
Elsaesser'ss "Subject Positions, Speaking Positions: From Holocaust, Our Hitler
andd Heimat to Shoah and Sehindler's List," in Sobchack. For a privileging of
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ShoahShoah as exemplary mode of representing the Holocaust, see "The Return of
thee Voice: Claude Lanzmann's Shoah" in Felman and Laub, Testimony: Crises
ofof Witnessing in Literature, Psychoanalysis and History. For a response to this
vieww see La Capra, "Lanzmann's Shoah: Here There Is No Why," Critical
InquiryInquiry 23 (Winter 1997). For a range of views on Schindler's List, see
Spielberg'sSpielberg's Holocaust: Critical Perspectives on 'Schindler's List', ed. Yosefa
Loshitzky.. 1 have addressed Bersani's contention in "On the Borders of
Redemption:: Recovering the Image of the Past."
^^ For a discussion of the productive function of films such as Schindler's List
onn popular memory, see Miriam Hansen's "Schindler's List Is Not Shoah: The
Secondd Commandment, Popular Modernism, and Public Memory."
^^ In a broader sense a connection can be made here with Deleuze and
Guttari'ss discussion on the territoriality of signs in their A Thousand
Plateaus.Plateaus. Their fourth regime of signs, the "postsignifying semiotic" or the
so-calledd Jewish semiotic, is characterized by a double movement - de/re-territorialization.. In Deleuze and Guattari's terms the "despotic regime" is characterizedd by universal deception. Due to this regime's capacity to control signification,, a specific sign can be charged with everything that was "bad" in a
givenn period. They take the historical conditions which imposed exile on the
Jewss as an exemplary movement of deterritorialization. The act of deterritorializationn can in their view be taken as a way to counter the despotic regime.
Thee striving of the Jews to return to the lost territory, or reterritorialization,
hass negative implications in their view. Although 1 agree with Deleuze and
Guattarii that acts of re/tem"torialization can prove tö be profoundly negative,
whatt needs to be considered in relation to the Holocaust, is that the act of
deterritorializationn imposed on the Jews was synonymous with death. It left
noo possibility for future returns. In this light, 1 will argue, the act of reterritorializationn must also be seen as a possibility to counter the despotic
recrime.. 1 will return to this problem in the last section of the chapter.
v i 1 11
This device is not new in Hollywood cinema. An example of a similar
processs where there is both a continuity and discontinuity of action is the
breakfastt scene with Charles Foster Kane and his first wife, in Orson Welles's
CitizenCitizen Kane. The husband and wife are sitting at a table having breakfast,
butt through an ongoing repetitive pattern of different breakfast scenes, we
cann note the passing of time but also the changes in their relationship. Their
ultimatee drifting away from each other is marked via the space of the huge
tablee that gradually becomes wider and increasingly separates them, each at
thee table's utmost extremes by the end of the scene. With this kind of
manipulationn of time via filmic images Welles has established the filmic terms
forr "frequentative tense." For the description of this process in literary works
seee Genette and Bal.
KK

In a documentary on Oscar Schindler, the survivors make an explicit connectionn between Schindler's contradictory features. According to some views,
hiss negative characteristics are the precondition for his good deed. In contrast,, Hansen mentions that "out of that cipher of a con man/grifter/gambler
developss an 'authentic' person, an integrated and intelligible character"
(310).. On the basis of the analysis of the specific scenes, 1 would disagree
withh Hansen. 1 am arguing that his negative features are the precondition for
thee good deeds Schindler will perform.
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In Narratology Bal discusses the effect Schindler's focalization has on the
developmentt of the fabula.
7070
The perversity of the Nazi obsession with art is elaborated with even a
moree disturbing effect in a film such as Night Porter, for example. The "clinical"" coldness of a space where a performance of a male dancer is staged
enhancesenhances the implied contradiction. The "perversity" is further underscored
throughh the group of Nazi men enjoying this performance. What is "perverse,"" of course, is the fact that the Nazis at the same time persecuted
homosexuals. .
* "" The contradictory behavior of the Nazis which only confirms their power
too pardon or to kill, brings to mind Theodor Adorno's and Max Horkheimer's
discussionn from The Dialectic o f Enlightenment. They write: "When industrial
magnatess and Fascist leaders want to have pets around them, their choice
fallss not on terriers but on Great Danes and lion cubs. These are intended to
addd spice to power through the terror they inspire. The murderous Fascist
colossuss stands so blindly before nature that he sees animals only as a means
off humiliating men. [. . .] The Fascist's passionate interest in animals, nature,
andd children is rooted in the lust to persecute. The significance of the hand
negligentlyy stroking a child's head, or an animal's back, is that it could just
ass easily destroy them. One victim is fondly stroked shortly before the other
iss struck down, and the choice made has nothing to do with the victim's
guilt.. The petting demonstrates that all are equal in the presence of power,
thatt none is a being in its own right" (253).
x nn
j 1 am referring particularly to Leo Bersani's Culture of Redemption.
" ^^ For further exploration of the problem of representing the Holocaust, see
forr example, Saul Friedlander's (ed.) Probing the Limits o f Representation,
Dominicc La Capra's Representing the Holocaust: History, Theory, Trauma, and
Ernstt van Alphen's Caught by History: Holocaust Effects in Contemporary
Art,Art, Literature and Theory.
x vv
Spielberg's film Saving Private Ryan ends in the present day (just as
Schindler'sSchindler's List) where a survivor who symbolizes salvation is paying tribute
too the man who saved him. He is the one American soldier who was saved
whilee thousands of others were killed in the war. This film recalls the saying
fromm Schindler's List that whoever saves one life "saves the world entire."
X V II
For a discussion on witnessing in Schindler's List, see Hansen's
"Schindler's"Schindler's List Is Not Shoah."
xv
"" Saving the other so as to save oneself can also be seen in Capra's It's a
WonderfulWonderful Life. The angel in the film who wants to stop George Baily from
committingg suicide, jumps into the river. Rather than jumping into the river
too kill himself as he had planned, Baily jumps to save the angel. This is what
conditionss his own salvation. But it is also a moment where the angel saves
Georgee only because he needs to be saved. The action is temporally structuredd and it reminds us of Benjamin's "angel of history" whose face is turned
towardd the past as he is moving forward to the future. Salvation, just like the
future,, is dependent on the past that is yet to come.
x v 11
" The Six Day War broke out on June 5, 1967, following three weeks of
tension.. After just six days of fighting, Israeli forces broke through the
enemyy lines and were in a position to march on Cairo, Damascus and
Amman.. With the victory, the territory of Israel had increased from 8,000 to
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26,, 000 square miles. Apart from being able to unify Jerusalem, Israeli forces
hadd also captured the Sinai, Golan Heights, Gaza Strip and the West Bank.
Moree than three quarters of a million Palestinians remained on the Israeli
territory.. Israeli and Palestinian scholars have addressed the extremely sensitivee political issues that have necessarily come to the fore. See for example,
Evronn Boas's chapter "The Hebrew People versus the Palestinian People," in
JewishJewish State or Israeli Nation? as well as EdwaTd W. Said's "Zionism from the
Standpointt of its Victims," in The Questions of Palestine (1992).
X I XX
1 am very grateful to Aurel Pelleg for translating both versions of Nemer's
song. .
Jerusalemm of Gold (literal translation)
Mountainn air, clear as wine
Andd the smell of pine
Carriedd in evening' wind
Withh the sound of bells.
Inn the sleep of tree and stone
Imprisonedd in her dream
Thee City that sits alone
Andd in its heart, a wall.
Chorus Chorus
Jerusalemm of gold
Off copper and of light
Too all your songs
II am a violin.
Howw the water wells dried
Thee Market square empty
Andd no one comes
Too the mountain of the house
Inn the Old City.
Andd in the caves that are in the rocks
Thee winds howl
Andd no one goes down to the Dead Sea
Onn Jericho's road.
Chorus Chorus
Butt today when 1 come to sing to you
Andd to you to tie the crowns
11 am younger than your youngest sons
Smallerr than the last of poets.
Becausee your name burns the lips
Likee an angel's kiss
Iff I'll forget you Jerusalem
Thatt is all of gold.
Chorus Chorus
(twoo verses added)
Wee are back at the water holes
Too the market square
Thee horn is calling on the mountain of the house
Inn the old city
Andd in the caves that are in the rocks

AA thousand shining suns
Andd again we go down to the dead sea
Onn Jericho's road.
x xx
For an elaboration of the complex relationship between film and "becoming-music"" see Patricia Pister's chapter 9, in Eye to Brain, Gilles Deleuze
ReRe figuring the Subject of Film Theory.
xx
'' Emmanuel Lévinas foregrounds this problem in Beyond the Verse,
TalmudicTalmudic Readings and lectures and asserts that although the Jewish people
weree granted a state on account of their role as victims, peace on this territoryy is still far from attained (1994). In "Moving Bodies, or the Cinematic
Politicss of Deportation," Samira Kawash discusses the position of the nonIsraelis;; she contends that the settling of Israel is achieved at the expense of
thee Palestinian population and in her view, Palestinian identity is "effaced,
managedd and contained" (131). In Deleuze Et Guattari: New Mappings in
Politics,Politics, Philosophy and Culture, eds. Eleanor Kaufman and Kevin John
Heller.. For a discussion on the clash between the past and the present and
thee effect it has on the constitution of Jewish identity, see "Diaspora:
Generationn and the Ground of Jewish Identity" (Daniel Boyarin and
Jonathann Boyarin), and Evron Boas's Jewish State or Israeli Nation? See also
Laurencee J. Silberstein's "Toward a Postzionist Discourse," in Judaism since
Gender. Gender.
xx
"" This concluding remark is inspired by Paul Ricoeur's Lectures on Ideology
andand Utopia, ed. George H. Taylor. Ricoeur reminds us that since Utopia is the
vieww from "nowhere" the literal meaning of the word ensures that we no
longerr take for granted our present reality. In that respect, Utopia has a constitutivee role in helping us rethink the nature of our social life. "It is the
'fantasy'' of an alternative society and its exteriorization 'nowhere' that works
ass one of the most formidable contestations of what is" (1-3). In Ricoeur's
view,, Utopia acts not only to de-reify our present relations but also to point
too those possibilities that may yet be ours. He adds that the correlation of
ideologyy and Utopia offers an alternative to the failed model that opposes
ideologyy to Teality. What is important here is the productive character of
imaginationn which encourages the exploration of what is possible. Because
theree is a positive as well as negative side to both ideology and Utopia, the
polarityy between the two sides of each term may be enlightened by exploring
aa similar polarity between the two terms. According to Ricoeur, this polarity
betweenn and within the two terms, may be ascribed to some structural traits
off what he calls cultural imagination.
xx
" '' In his article "Invention, Memory, Place," Edward Said discusses memoryy as a social, political, and historical enterprise which has been complicated
byy the role of invention. He asserts that memory is not necessarily authentic
butt rather useful; people rely on refashioned memory especially in its collectivee forms to give themselves "a coherent identity, a national narrative, a
placee in the world" (179). Said takes Jerusalem as an example of a city
investedd with all sorts of invented histories and traditions, all of them "emanatingg from it, but most of them in conflict with each other" (180). He
emphasizess that this conflict is intensified by Jerusalem's mythological as
opposedd to actual geographical location. In his view the same holds for
Palestine,, whose landscape functions in the memories of Jews, Muslims, and
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Christianss entirely differently. He adds that because of the collective
Palestiniann inability as a people to produce a convincing narrative with a
beginning,, a middle, and end, "Palestinians have remained scattered and
politicallyy ineffective victims of Zionism [...]" (185). Said points out that as
thee stronger community the Israeli Jews must acknowledge the most powerfull memory of Palestinians - the dispossession of an entire people, whereas
ass the weaker party Palestinians must also face the fact that Israeli Jews see
themselvess as the survivors o f the Holocaust (192).
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Severall years ago, when 1 began considering the relation between
narrativee and cinematic representation in the new Hollywood cinema,, particularly with regard to its most popular films, the status of
thesee films as narratives was open for discussion. A number of critics
arguedd that new Hollywood characters were one-dimensional and
thatt the films themselves did not follow the classical three-act structuree of exposition, complication, and resolution. Subsequently, the
questionn of whether or not they qualified as narratives made way for
moree urgent issues regarding the economic, technological and
industriall forces at work in the new Hollywood. It was clear that if
wee wanted to grasp why the old parameters could not be applied to
thee films in question, we had better take into account the new conditionss under which the films were being produced, marketed, distributedd and viewed. Blockbuster films soon became the driving
forcee of Hollywood cinema, and an inquiry into the aspects and elementss of narrative seemed superfluous. In addition, the increasing
dominancee of these films in the global market, as well as their boxofficee records were sure signs that in spite of their questionable statuss as narratives they were able to attract millions of viewers. Their
capacityy to reach out to audiences world-wide proved that they were
inn tune with global economic forces and with the present state of
technologyy and communication.
Whilee sufficient evidence was provided confirming that
blockbusterr films were not only economic but also cultural phenomena,, the question of their status as narratives remained unresolved.
Moreover,, the fact that the films are predominantly action-driven
andd that the characters appear "flat" seemed to justify the impressionn that narratology was the last theory one needed to analyze the
functioningg and significance of these texts. Their status as narratives
(albeitt problematic) simply appeared to be too obvious. 1 did not
acceptt this impression at face value, however. Instead, the thrust of
myy project has been to prove precisely the opposite: that one of the
mainn reasons these films have become economic and cultural phenomenaa is because they have devised new complex, sophisticated
andd idiosyncratic strategies of storytelling. 1 have taken them seriouslyy as narratives. This required a theory of narrative that did not
precludee paying attention to the fact that blockbuster films are at
thee same time a mode of cultural expression and that their status as
narrativess is inextricably tied to this mode of expression.

Additionally,, such a theory would have to concern itself with narrativityy rather than with narrative, and elaborate narrativity as a specificc mode of cultural expression, or of fixation for that matter, that
determiness what is told, how it is told, and who plays a role in the
processs of telling.
Myy choice of Mieke Bal's theory of narrative, as 1 indicated
att the outset of this book, was both a theoretical and a practical
choice.. Bal's theory urges systematic analysis but it also stimulates
criticall awareness and theoretical reflection. Focusing on narrativity
alongg these lines presupposes an involvement with the text that
viewss narratological analysis as more than a one-way process. This is
essentiall since blockbuster films do not immediately fit into a preexistingg slot that can be labeled "narrative," making any attempt to
simplyy apply a theory of narrative to new Hollywood films less than
promising.. Instead, engaging with these filmic texts is an interdisciplinaryy endeavor, in the sense that it puts both film and narratology
att risk. At stake is the potential of narratology to engage with these
culturall artifacts, as well as the potential of cinema to expand the
conceptuall frame of what narrative is and how it can be defined.
Myy general thesis about the blockbuster films was that they
neededd to be observed as cases of triple mobility, as a simultaneous
articulationn of and interaction between frames, shots and subjectivity.. The focus on subjectivity called for a subject-oriented theory of
narrativee that could be brought to bear on disjunctions and conjunctionss of subject positions, on conflicting or joint visions, and on
contradictoryy modes of telling - all processes that are intrinsic to a
largee number of new Hollywood narratives. It was in relation to
examiningg the structuring of subjectivity in these films that Bal's
theoryy proved indispensable. To grasp how subjectivity is structured
andd restructured, composed or deconstructed in new Hollywood
blockbusterss was the first step in the analysis because this initial
phasee provided the basis for understanding where, and how, both
meaningg and ideology come into the text.
Inn new Hollywood blockbusters, a persistent preoccupation
withh the decomposition of subjectivity accompanies a general tendencyy to mend a "troubled subjectivity." In my analyses 1 have
arguedd that the emerging structure in these narratives corresponds
too that of Derridean différance, and that it is the differing and
deferringg of the subject that provides the basis for theorizing the

narrativee modality predicated on this deconstructive logic. Setting
rightt the fictional world is dependent on restructuring subjectivity.
Thee setting in order of both a troubled subjectivity and the narrative
worldd as a whole is closely tied to reshaping the fabula, and this
processs especially affects the function of the character-image. The
reconstructionn of subjectivity is manifested in the way the characterimagee is re/structured, implying that the character-image is composedd through decomposition, through doubling, or through fusion
withh another character-image. As a result, the process of storytelling
iss geared toward producing a new fabula or a new (generally male)
subject. .
Thee third mobility of narrative, that is, the mobility of subjectivity,, implicates the political, cultural and ideological determinationss which promote a particular vision of the world. This vision
determiness the limits of what is conceivable, acceptable or desirable.
Hereinn lies another advantage of the theory of narrative 1 have
endorsedd in my project. 1 am referring to Bal's concept of focalizationn and its ability to account for the vision produced both at the
levell of the story and at the level of the fabula. The emphasis on
structuringg vision across various levels presupposes a profound relationn between focalization on the level of the fictional world and
focalizationn which exceeds the fictional world. Structures of focalizationn marked on the level of the story are inextricable from the
visionn of the fabula, and this vision in turn is intricated with cultural
fixationss and determinations. It is in this sense that 1 elaborated the
waysways in which, in this body of films, story and the fabula interact.
Theree are cases where the story interferes with the fabula, while in
otherr instances the fabula intervenes into the story. In both cases
thee third mobility is at work, controlled by invisible agencies that
exceedd the fictional world.
Inn the case of new Hollywood blockbusters, vision that
exceedss the fictional world can in the first instance be attributed to
thee filmmaker. As 1 mentioned above, however, his (and in some
cases,, her) role as a social agent is inevitably determined by the
interplayy of economic, institutional, or technological forces. More
importantt for the aims of my project is another feature common to
mostt films: the investment in re-instituting the dominant concerns
off Western culture, exemplified particularly well in the fixation on
father-sonn relations. The recurring concern with revising fabulas in

whichh the male subject must be reproduced, or where the father
needss to be repaired, conveys new Hollywood's preoccupation with
reassertingg the patriarchal order, with revitalizing paternal power and
withh sustaining the dominance of the masculine position.
Paradoxicallyy then, while the films in question are deeply embedded
inn the historical and social systems enacted by the capitalist world
economyy and the consolidation of conglomerates, they simultaneouslyy point to a crisis of subjectivity precisely among those who
play,, and have played, a central role in these systems. Let me
emphasizee that the point of putting forward this observation is not
too launch a master-narrative about new Hollywood cinema; rather,
myy goal is to draw attention to the ways universal worldviews
becomee reinstated through the process of storytelling.
Forr the purpose of examining the structures of focalization
onn the level of the micro-units produced through the storytelling
process,, 1 considered the workings of specifically filmic signifiers.
Here,, 1 noted a difference between character-bound vision focalized
internally,, and character-bound vision focalized externally. This
impliess that vision which can be attributed to a character is bound
too a higher or a lower degree of mediation. To put it in practical
terms,, 1 made a distinction between the instances in which character-boundd vision is produced by a character who is him- or herself
presentt in the shot, and those instances where character-bound
visionn is mediated by an external focalizor. 1 must add that even
whenn there is no character to whom vision can be immediately
attributed,, this can be done retrospectively once the filmic signifiers
aree considered. There is, however, a temporary uncertainty when
externall focalization conflicts with internal focalization.
Eachh case of focalization that is marked on the level of the
fictionall world (character-bound vision focalized internally, character-boundd vision focalized externally, or the implied clash between
internall and external focalization) is enveloped into, and thus closely
relatedd to, vision which exceeds this level. As a result, a character in
thee story can emerge as the personification of a higher, external narratoriall authority. In such cases we can conclude that the higher
authorityy which exceeds the fictional woTld is making itself present
throughh that character. By the same token, overtly subjective vision
producedd by a focalizor who cannot be immediately identified, suggestss that this vision is the product of a focalizor who is both inside

andd outside the fictional world. This would be another occasion
wheree a higher authority, in the guise of an outside force, is interveningg into the story.
Makingg these distinctions between levels of focalization
enabless us in the first instance to gain insight into the degree to
whichh a certain character is capable of asserting him- or herself as a
subject.. More importantly, this differentiation can function as the
principlee for structuring the relations between character-images. The
structuringg of the levels of focalization is thus closely related to the
structuringg of subjectivity and, accordingly, to the structuring of the
narrative.. Conversely then, the structuring of the narrative effectuatess the dynamic between character-images - a character-image
comess forth as decomposed, doubled, or collapsed into another
character-image.. This analysis yields insight into what is told, and
specificallyy into how the framing of vision on the level of the story
implicatess the vision on the level of the fabula. By examining these
relationss 1 ultimately was able to uncover the ways in which the
highestt narratorial authority, the implied social agent, positioned
himselff in relation to the narrated content.
Throughh these concepts, 1 have theorized the emerging
structuress in the text as constituting a semiotic product of narration
thatt "tells us something" - that the impossible is possible, that a
particularr subject is in crisis, that the father is stuck in time and
thereforee the son has to act from a double or even a triple position,
orr that it takes two men to produce one "perfect" male identity.
Correspondingly,, the contentions put forward above regarding the
preoccupationn of new Hollywood films with restoring order in a universee that no longer functions are based on a systematic, close textuall analysis. But the purpose of engaging with a whole series of
imagess reveals more than just "what is told." Equally important is
thee question of how it is told. This remarkable side of the process of
tellingg is the way fabulas are ultimately remade, that is, the manner
inn which the subjectivities are eventually recuperated. The constitutionn of the father, the son and, generally, the male subject is
attainedd precisely through a process of deconstruction that involves
bothh the story and the fabula.
Iff we assume that deconstruction presupposes a critique of
thee sign as a unified investment, of logocentrism, of the metaphysics
off presence, of positions grounded in positivist and essentializing

liness of thought, then we need to ask what it is that Hollywood
filmss are telling us through their persistent deployment of methodologiess associated with contemporary epistemology, feminism, postmodernism,, and postcolonialism. As 1 demonstrated in my analyses
off the films, there is a constant play with cultural discourses, with
strategiess and techniques devised precisely for the purpose of critiquingg those positions that embody privilege and power. By means
off différance, the characters and the fictional worlds they inhabit are
engagedd in a process of renegotiation. In new Hollywood films,
then,, the process of de/reconstruction can be understood as a strategyy of telling. This process of telling by means of which subjectivitiess and fabulas are remade 1 have called fabulation.
Thee subjects who need to be reconstructed through the
processs of deconstruction, through the clash of visions, through
doubling,, decomposing or collapsing character-images are not the
subjectss who are marginalized in terms of sex, sexual preference,
and/orr race, nor are they working through the oppressions of colonialismm and imperialism. They are white, heterosexual, male subjects.
Theyy are the fathers. This type of fabulation, based on a preoccupationn with repairing the father and the fictional world in which he
occupiess a central role, 1 have called "fathering." This process
involvess the remaking and reinventing of both the father and the
fabula.. While "fathering" may be interpreted as a profoundly regressivee tendency, fabulation itself can be examined in terms of its
potentiallyy productive effect.
Thee productiveness of fabulation is particularly evident in
thosee films where the disjointed father, the world, and hence the
fabula,, are connected with a preposterous history. 1 argued that it is
throughh fabulation that people's origins and concerns can be recovered.. Here, the structure of différance has an additional function. It
iss employed for the purpose of creating a hero who can rescue a
threatenedd origin and thereby put a future history into place.
DifféranceDifférance lends such a character the capacity to act from a double
positionn - he is both the subject and the object of the rescue. He
cann restore a threatened origin because he is conceived as an oxymoron,, implying that his subjectivity is confirmed through his ability
too assume a contradictory position. The relations between the pertinentt elements of the fabula reveal that this contradiction is based
onn a reversal of the chronological sequence. The effect precedes the

cause,, and the process of telling governed by this inversion concurs
with,, and conditions, the character's capability for acting from a
contradictoryy position.
Ass a result the past enters into a dynamic relation with the
future,, and the search for the remnants of the past shifts into the
"now"" of the narrative discourse. The reinvention of the father
becomess a quest for one's genealogy. It is through the movement of
différancedifférance that the father trades places with the son, that origin
comess to stand for the trace, and that the fabula ultimately makes
wayy for history. The restructuring of a preposterous family history
wheree the procreation of the father is dependent on the son can also
bee seen as a form of facing history. 1 have described this process as
aa mode of storytelling where the father, the world and time acquire
aa new "face." In contrast to the Oedipal trajectory where the son
takess the place of the father, the specificity of new Hollywood films
iss that here the son recreates the father and even literally supplies
himm with a face. The one who needs to be initiated into the fatheruniversee is thus the father, not the son.
Thee process of "facing the father" confirms the recurring
urgencyy of reinstituting the father. This implies that the son cannot
takee the father's place, because the father is not available as a signifier.. Putting the father into place is not simply a technicality, however.. For the universe to be re-balanced the father has to regain his
authority,, subsequent to being provided with a face. It is especially
throughh a temporal reversal governed by différance that subjectivity,
identityy and history can acquire new meaning as well as a "face."
Thee fact that "fathering" evolves on two levels - implying
thatt the story works toward a new fabula as well as a new subjectivityy - thematizes the conditions of restructuring the symbolic governedd by the Law of the Father. Hence, through différance, the formerlyy invisible ordering principles are brought into the realm of the
visible.. This overlap between the fabula and the story calls for a
reexaminationn of the "ideological effects" of the cinematographic
apparatus.. The new Hollywood's investment in restructuring ideologicall effects, however, definitively confirms that the cinematographic
apparatuss is not ideological in itself; instead, narrative plays a cruciall role here. Through the process of fabulation a certain worldview
iss reproduced and remade.
Myy argument here was that narrative need not only be

deployedd as a means of sustaining the ideology of the cinematographicc apparatus (as defined by Baudry). Rather, nairative can also
functionn as a means for reworking the ideological apparatus (as
definedd by Althusser). In fact, the vision of a particular identity or
subjectivityy is inextricably linked to the vision that informs the fabula.. This is especially evident in those films where female characters
aree involved. 1 argued that fabulating the father, or the male subject
inn general, has negative effects on the female subject and foregroundedd those cases where female characters emerge in an inbetweenn space, as a foreclosed element in the process of restructuringg male subjectivity. Women come forth as a negative emblem of
différanee. différanee.
Onee of the crucial concerns of my project was to explore
thee discursive potential of this space of extraterritoriality, and here
thee work of Judith Butler was most inspiring. At stake is the possibilityy Butler theorizes of reconceptualizing the law of signification
andd introducing alternative normative injunctions. As far as the new
Hollywoodd cinema is concerned, this implies that the symbolic universee need not depend on the Name of the Father. In narratological
terms,, this shift involves conjuring up new "names," or rather, new
fabulas.. Breaking away from the temporary unity of the signifier is
thee condition for effectuating a trajectory whereby the same can
returnn as different. The way to insert the marginal or the excluded
intoo the realm of the universal requires that the excluded be theorizedd as a signifier. New universes can come into being to the extent
thatt alternative signifiers are enabled to compete with the paternal
signifier. .
Onee possibility 1 put forward was the universe governed by
thee Law of the Alien. This law engages our capacity to envision a
differentt kind of - male as well as female - existence, and it is an
occasionn for alternative subjectivities to come into being. My point
heree was that telling can become a way of inventing and reinventing
alternativee subjectivities and that this is possible insofar as the temporaryy stability of an alternative signifier is imaged. The move in
questionn requires a readiness to extend the limits of what is thinkable,, acceptable or possible. Even the operation of "fathering" can in
itselff acquire a productive function once "fathering" comes to signifyy the process of "facing" history. "Facing" is an important means of
problematizingg the in-between space, especially in a case where

extraterritorialityy becomes associated with a concrete identity.
Inn the case of Schindler's List, for example, the story works
inn such a way as to turn both the fabula and history around. In this
particularr case, fabulating implies telling history against the grain,
soo to speak, and turning death into life. Thanks to the multiplication
off discursive realities and real virtualities, the space where subjectivities,, histories, and identities are renegotiated is in a process of continuouss expansion. 1 am suggesting, then, that the effects of fabulationn are ultimately contingent on the apparatus as ideology
(Althusser),, on the apparatus as the psyche (Freud), and on the cinematographicc apparatus itself (Baudry). Conversely, the three apparatusess are contingent on fabulation.
Whilee making Schindler's List, Spielberg put into circulation
inn the public sphere a discourse (in the Foucauldian sense) indicating
thatt the film was personal to him. This was a means of obtaining
thee moral right to make a film that does not deal with a series of
first-personn accounts (as defined by Benveniste) with persons who
doo not seek identification, such as the characters in Schindler's List
do.. Even though the universalism inherent in fabulation risks compromisingg the horrors of history epistemologieally, the other two
aspectss of discourse - its circulation in the public sphere and its
influencee on the contents of the mnemic archive - also involve the
potentiall productivity of fabulation. When it comes to the problem
off remembering (and memorializing) the Holocaust, the process of
"facing"" can play an important function as a vehicle for public
memory. .
Iff a blockbuster film can indeed serve as a vehicle for public
memory,, this is due to its capacity to simultaneously exist in a broad
rangee of discursive spaces. While Shoah, though screened in many
countries,, had to settle for marginal television channels or art cinemaa venues, Schindler's List was one of the major international
Hollywoodd releases of the 1993-1994 season. This difference in
accessingg a public means that the two works cannot simply be comparedd as texts. Instead, they compete with each other in one of the
discursivee realities that Spielberg's film has opened up. A film such
ass Schindler's List clearly demonstrates that the strategies of narrativee directed at the restructuring of the symbolic universe are closely
connectedd to the current state of the technology of communication.
Theyy are also a function of cultural memory.

Inn Archive Fever, Derrida examines the technical mechanisms
forr archivization and for reproduction (Derrida, 1996). Taking into
accountt the multiplicity of regions in the psychic apparatus, his
modell also integrates the necessity, inside the psyche itself, of a certainn outside, of certain borders between insides and outsides. This
outsidee can also be understood in Manuel Castells' terms as a culturee of "real virtuality" (Castells, 1996). The culture of "real virtuality"" presupposes the collapse of a symbolic environment onto our
everydayy reality. While the experience of reality has always been virtuall because it is always perceived through symbols, the specificity
off the system in question is that, here, reality itself (that is, people's
material/symbolicc existence) is entirely captured, fully immersed in a
virtuall image setting. In other words, a mechanism which operated
implicitly,, as the hidden foundation of our lives, now, with the new
technology,, becomes explicit. The emergence of the previously concealedd "symbolic order" has crucial consequences for "reality" itself.
Ass a result, 1 would add, social discourse becomes reflective in a
triplee sense: it can be traced on the level of films, of the public
sphere,, and of our memories as they are affected by both.
Fabulationn affects the mnemic archive, but the archivization
processs is affected by the combination of media - filmic images,
electronicc images, printing, writing, all this becomes a prosthesis to
ourr mnemic reserve, a hypomnestic technique as Derrida calls it.
Accordingg to Derrida, the archive is not only the place for storing
andd for conserving the archivable content of the past: "the technical
structuree of the archiving archive also determines the structure of
thee archivable content even in its very coming into existence and its
relationshipp to the future. The archivization produces as much as it
recordss the event. This is also our political experience of the socalledd new media" (Derrida, 1996: 17). As a result, the mnemic scars
cann be both recircumscribed and recircumcised, whereby the limits of
whatt lends itself as a storage place or "home" become extended and
redefined.. Thus, for example, it comes to signify the home in which
ETT was conceived, implying Elliot's mind, as well as the home out
theree in the vast universe to which ET needs to return.
Thee reason 1 focus on the theme of symbolic communicationn and the way it relates to narrative is in order to speculate on
thee possibility of inserting new concerns into the symbolic order.
Thee symbolic network, based on technologies of representation and

communication,, lends itself to a multiplicity of universes that could
potentiallyy compete with the father-universe. Blockbusters enable us
too observe the processes of disintegration, and renegotiation, of the
threee apparatuses - the apparatus of ideology, of the psyche, and of
thee cinematographic process. By the same token, these films also
confirmm their capacity to play a role in the revisions of future memoryy and history. According to Derrida, the question of memory is not
aa question of the past: "It is a question of the future, the question
off the future itself, the question of a response, of a promise and of
aa responsibility for tomorrow (36). There is no political power withoutt control of the archive, Derrida adds, if not of memory. Effective
democratizationn can always be measured by this essential criterion:
thee public's participation in and its access to the archive, to its constitutionn and to its interpretation. Due to their capacity to expand
thee techniques for storing and producing memories, popular films
havee an important role to play in the remaking of future histories.
Certainly,, one way to play this role is to make use of the
mediaa which propel symbolic communication. Another way, 1 would
suggest,, is through the strategies of narrative. The new Hollywood's
persistentt investment in the reconstruction of the symbolic universe
off the father confirms the importance and effectiveness of symbolization.. Even more importantly, it alludes to the urgency of inventingg new myths, new histories, new fabulas. Productive looking is
crucial,, as Silverman argues, in achieving these aims. But here 1
wouldd add, narrative representation can be a very a powerful strategyy for introducing alternative and productive visions. Moreover,
becausee the recourse to symbols that is so pronounced in new
Hollywoodd cinema is a strategy for telling, symbolic representation
inevitablyy affects interpretation.
Thesee analyses of new Hollywood films demonstrate the
powerr of myths and symbols to shape and promote a vision of the
world.. The extent to which the symbolic universe governed by the
Laww of the Father has affected my own life has provided me with
amplee evidence that these myths are working. Herein lies my motivationn and determination to question this process of symbolization.
Therefore,, part of my own responsibility as a cultural analyst is to
believee that the impossible is possible, that the ideas which may seem
absurdd today will come to symbolize visions of universes to come.
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AlmendTos;; md: Emma E. Levin; cast: Dustin Hoffman, Justin Henry, Meryl
Streep,, Jane Alexander, Howard Duff
AA League of Their Own (US 1992)
prod:: Elliot Abbot, Ronnie D. Clemmer (co-producer), Amy Lamisch (associate),, Penny Marshall (executive)
dir:: Penny Marshall; sc: Kim Wilson (story), Kelly Candaele; ph: Miroslav
Ondracek;; music Madonna, Hans Zimmer; cast: Tom Hanks, Geena Davis,
Madonna,, Lori Petty, Jon Lovitz
LethalLethal Weapon (US 1987)
Warnerr Bros, A Silver Pictures Production (prod: Richard Donner, Joel Silver)
dir:: Richard Donner; sc: Shane Black; cast: Mel Gibson, Danny Glover, Gary
Busey,, Mitchell Ryana, Tom Atkins, etc.
LongLong Kiss Goodnight, The (US 1996)
prod:: Steve Tisch, Stephanie Austin, Renny Harlin, Shane Black
dir:: Renny Harlin; sc: Shane Black; ph: Guillermo Navarro; mus: Alan Silvestri;
cast:: Geena Davis, Samuel L. Jackson, Patrick Malahide, Craig Bierko, Brian
Cox,, David Morse
/Warmee (US 1964)
Universal// Geoffrey Stanley Inc (prod: Alfred Hitchcock)
dir:: Alfred Hitchcock; sc: Jay Presson Allen, novel Winston Graham; ph: Rober
Burks;; mus: Bernard Herrmann; cast: Tippi Hedren, Sean Connery, Martin
Gabel,, Diane Baker, Louise Latham
Matrix,Matrix, The (US 1999)
Warnerr Bros/ prod: Andrew Mason, Joel Silver
dir:: Andy Wachowski, Larry Wachowski; sc: Andy Wachowski, Larry

Wachowski;; ph: Bill pope; mus: Don Davis; cast: Keanu Reeves, Laurence
Fishbume,, Canie-Anne Moss, Hugo Weaving, Joe Pantoliano, Marcus Chong,
Gloriaa Foster
Men,Men, Trie (US 1950)
Stanleyy Kramer
reissuee title: Battle Stripe
dir:Fredd Zinnemann; sc: Carl Foreman; ph: Robert de Grasse; mus: Dmitri
Tiomkin;; cast: Marlon Brando, Teresa Wright, Everett Sloane, Jack Webb,
Howardd St. John
Mépris,Mépris, Lel Contempt (FRA/1TA/US 1963)
Rome-Pariss Films/Films Concordia/ prod: Georges de Beauregard, Carlo Ponti,
Josephh E. Levine
dir:: Jean Luc Goddard; sc: Jean-Luc Godard based on the novel // Disprezzo
byy Alberto Moravia; ph: Raoul Coutard; mus: George Delerue; cast: Brigitte
Bardot,, Michel Piccoli, Jack Palance, Fritz Lang, Giorgia Moll, Jean-Luc
Godard,, Linda Vera
MetropolisMetropolis (G, 1927)

UFAA (Erich Pommer)
dir:: Fritz Lang; sc: Fritz Lang and Thea von Harbou; ph: Eugen Schüfftan;
cast:: Alfred Abel, Gustav Frölich, Brigitte Helm, etc.
MildredMildred Pierce (US 1945)
Warnerr (prod: Jerry Wald)
dir:: Michael Curtiz; sc: ranald MacDougall, Catherine Turney, novel by James
M.. Caun; ph: Ernest Halier; mus: Max Stener; cast: Joan Crawford, Jack
Carson,, Zachary Scott, Eve Arden, Ann Blyth, Bruce Bennett, George Tobias,
etc. .
Mrs.Mrs. Doubt fire [US 1993)
prod:: Joan Bradshaw, Robin Williams and others
dir:: Chris Columbus; sc: Leslie Dixon, Randi Mayern Singer; ph: Donald
McAlphine;; mus: Howard Shore; cast: Robin Williams, Sally Field, Pierce

Brosnan,, Harvey Fierstein, Robert Prosky
MultiplicityMultiplicity (US 1996)
prod:: Trevor Albert, Harold Ramis and others
dir:: Harold Ramis; sc: Lowell Ganz, Babaloo Mandel; ph: Laszlo Kovacs; cast:
Michaell Keaton, Andie Macdowell, Richard Masur, Brian Doyle-Murray
Nosferatu,Nosferatu, Eine Symphony des Grauens (G, 1922)
Prana a
dir:: F. W. Murnau; sc: Henrik Galeen, an unofficial treatment of Bram Stoker's
novell Dracula; ph: Fritz Arno Wagner, ed: Albin Grau; cast: Max Schreck,
Alexanderr Granach; Gustav von Wangenheim, Greta Schroder, etc.
NuttyNutty Professor, The (US 1963)
Paramount// Jerry Lewis (Ernst D. Glucksman)
dir:: Jerry Lewis; sc: Jerry Lewis, Bill Richmond; ph: W. Wallace Kelley; mus:
Walterr Scharf; cast: Jerry Lewis, Stella Stevens, Howard Morris, Kathlen

Freeman n

NuttyNutty Professor (US 1996)
prod:: James D. Brubaker, Brian Grazer, Karen Kehela, Jerry Lewis and others
dir:: Tom Shadyac; sc: Jerry Lewis (1963 screenplay), Bill Richmond; ph: Julio
Macat;; mus: David Newman; cast: Eddie Murphy, Jada Pinkett, James
Coburn,, Jamal Mixon
OrdinaryOrdinary People (US 1980)
Paramount// Widwood (prod: Ronald L. Schwary)
dir:: Robert Redford; sc: Alvin Sagent, novel Judith Guest; ph: John Baily;
mus:: Marvin Hamlisch; cast: Donald Sutherland, Mary Tyler Moore, Timothy
Hutton,, Judd Hirsch, Elizabeth McGovern, M.Emmet Walsh
Pandora'sPandora's BoxjBüchse der Pandora, Die/ Lulu (G, 1929)
Neroo Eilm
dir:: Georg Wilhelm Pabst; based on the plays Der Erdgeist and Die Büchse der
Pandoraa by Frank Wedekind; cast: Louise Brooks, Fritz Kortner, Franz Lederer,
etc. .
Paris,Paris, Texas (GER/ FRA 1984)
Roadd Movies/ Argos (prod: Don Guest, Anatole Dauman)
dir:: Wim Wenders; sc: Sam Shepard; ph: Robby Muller; mus: Ry Cooder; cast:
Harryy Dean Stanton, Dean Stockwell, Aurore Clement, Hunter Carson,
Nastassjaa Kinski, Berhard Wicki
Piano,Piano, The (Australia/New Zealand 1993)
prod:: Jan Chapman, Alain Bepardieau, Mark Turnbull
dir:: Jane Campion; sc: Jane Campion; ph: Stuart Dryburgh; mus: Michael
Nyman;; cast: Holly Hunter, Harvey Keitel, Sam Neill, Anna Paquin
PieasantvillePieasantville (US 1998)
Neww Line Cinema/ prod: Robert J. Degus, Steven Soderbergh, Gary Ross, John
Kilik k
dinn Gary Ross; sc: Gary Ross; ph: John Lindley; mus: Randy Newman; cast:
Tobyy Maguire, Jeff Daniels, William H. Macy, Reese Withersoon, Joan Allen,
Donn Knotts, Mary Shelton, etc.
PointPoint Break (US 1991)
Largoo Entertainment/ prod: Peter Abrams, Robert L. Levy
dir:: Kathleen Bigelow; sc: W. Peter lliff; cast: Patrick Swayze, Keanu Reeves,
Garyy Busey, Lori Petty, John McGinley, James LeGros, John Philbin, Bojesse
Christopher,, etc.
PulpPulp Fiction (US, 1994)
MiTamaxx presentation of A Band Apart and Jersey Films production/ prod:
Bobb Weinstein, Harvey Weinstein, Richard N. Gladstein, Danny De Vito,
Michaell Shanbey, Stacy Sher; dir: Quentin Tarantino; sc: Quentin Tarantino
andd James Avery; prod: Lawrence Bender; ph: Andrzej Sekula; cast: John
Travolta,, Samuel L. Jackson, Uma Thurman, Bruce Willis, Roseanna Arquette,
Ericc Stolz, etc.
RaidersRaiders of the Lost Ark (US 1981)
Paramount// Lucasfilm/ (Frank Marshall)
dir:: Steven Spielberg; sc: Lawrence Kasdan; ph: Douglas Slocombe; m: John

Williams;; cast: Harrison Ford, Karen Allen, Ronald Lacey, Paul Freeman, John
Rhys-Davies,, Denholm Elliot
RebelRebel Without a Cause (US 1955)
Warnerr (prod: David Weisbart)
dir:: Nicholas Ray; sc: Stewart Stern; ph: Ernest Haller; mus: Leonard
Rosenman,, cast: James Dean, Natalie Wood, Jim Backus, Sal Mineo, Ann
Doran,, Dennis Hopper
RedRed Sonja (US 1985)
MGM-UA A
dir:: Richard Fleischer; sc: Clive Exton, George MacDonald Fraser, from stories
byy Robert E. Howard; cast: Brigitte Nielsen, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Sandhal
Bergman,, Paul Smith, etc.
ReturnReturn oftheJedi,
The (US 1983)
TCFF / Lucasfilm(Howard Kazanjian)
dir:: Richard Marquand; sc: Lawrence Kasdan, George Lucas, ph: Alan HumeO;
mus:: John Williams; cast: Mark Hamill, Harrison Ford, Carrie Fisher, , Billy Dee
Williams,, Anthony Daniels, Peter Mayhew, Kenny Baker
ReturnReturn of Martin Guerre, The / Le Retour de Martin Guerre (FRA 1982)
Marcell Dassault/ SFP
dir:: Daniel Vigne; sc: Jean-Claude Carrière, Daniel Vigne, based on the novel
TheThe Wife of Martin Guerre by Janet Lewis, ph: André Neau; mus: Michel
Portal;; cast: Gerard Depardieu, Nathalie Baye, Sylvie Meda, MauriceBarrieT
RobocCopihSRobocCopihS 1987)
Orionn Pictures/ prod: Ame Schmidt
dir:: Paul Verhoeven, sc: EdwaTd Neumeier, Michael Miner; cast: Peter Weller,
Nancyy Allen, Daniel 0 ' Herlihy, Ronny Cox, Kurtwood Smith, Miguel Ferrer

RockyRocky (US 1976)
UA// Chartoff-Winkler (Gene Kirkwood)
dir:: John G. Avildsen; sc: Sylvester Stallone; ph: James Crabe; mus: Bill Conti;
cast:: Sylvester Stallone, Burgess Meredith, Tralia Shire, Burt Young, Carl
Weathers,, Thayer David
SavingSaving Private Ryan (US 1998)
Dreamworkss SKG/ prod: Steven Spielberg, Ian Bryce, Mark Gordon, Gary
Levinsohn n
dir:: Steven Spielberg; sc: Robert Rodat; ph: Janusz Kaminski; mus: John
Williams;; cast: Tom Hanks, Edward J. Burns, Jeremy Davis, Tom Sizemore,
Mattaa Damon, Vin Diesel, Adam Goldberg, Ted Danson, Dennis Farina, Paul
Giamatti i
Schindier'sSchindier's List (US 1993)
Amblinn prod: Branko Lustig, Gerald R. Molen, Steven Spielberg
dir:: Steven Spielberg; sc: Steve Zaillian, based on the novel by Thomas
Keneally;; ph: Janusz Kaminski; mus: John Williams; cast: Liam Neeson, Ben
Kingsley,, Ralph Fiennes, Caroline Goodall, Jonathan Sagalle, Embeth Davidtz,
Beatricee Macola, Andrzej Seweryn, Norbert Weisser, etc.

She-DevilShe-Devil [US 1989)
prod:: Jonathan Brett, G. Mac Brown, Susan Seidelman
dir:: Susan Seidelman; sc: Barry Strugatz, based on the novel The Life and
Lovess of a She-Devil by Fay Weldon; ph: Oliver Stapleton; mus: Howard
Shore;; cast: Meryl Streep, Ed Begley Jr., Sylvia Miles, Linda Hunt, Bryan
Larkin n
ShoahShoah (FRA 1985)
dir:: Claude Lanzmann; ph: Dominique Chapius, William Lubtchansky; ed: Ziva
Postec,, Anna Ruiz
Shining,Shining, The (GB 1980)
Warnerr (prod: Stanley Kubrick)
dir:: Stanley Kubrick; sc: Stanley Kubrick, Diane Johnson, novel Stephen King;
ph:: John Alcott; cast: Jack Nicholson, Shelley Duvall, Danny Lloyd, Barry
Nelson,, Scatman Crothers, Philip Stone
SilenceSilence of the Lambs, The (US 1990)
Orionn Pictures/ A Strong Heart/Demme Production (Edward Saxon and others)
dir:: Jonathan Demme; sc: Ted Tally, based on the novel by Thomas Harris;
cast:: Jodie Foster, Antony Hopkins, Scott Glenn, Ted Levine, Anthony Heald
SommersbySommersby (US 1993)
prod:: Richard Gere, Mary McLaglen and others
dir:: Jon Amiel; sc:Sarah Kernochan, Nicholas Mayer (story), Anthony Shaffer
(story)) based on the Return of Martin Guene written by Jean-Claude Carrière,
Daniell Vigne; ph: Phillipe Rousselot, mus: Danny Elfman; cast: Richard Gere,
Jodiee Foster, Bill Pullman, James Earl Jones
SortieSortie des usines Lumière, la. 1985. Lumière bros.
SpeedSpeed (US 1994)
prod:: Ian Bryce, Mark Gordon 11, Allison Lyon Segan
dir:: Jan De Bont; mus: Mark Mancina, Trevor Rabin; ph: Andrzej Barthowiak
cast:: Sandra Bullock, Keanu Reeves, Dennis Hopper, Joe Morton, Jeff Daniels
StarStar Wars (US 1977)
TCFF / Lucasfilm (Gary Kurtiz)
dir:: George Lucas; sc: George Lucas; ph: Gilbert Taylor; mus: John Williams,
cast:: Mark Hamill, Harrison Ford, Carrie Fisher, peter Cushing, Alec Guinness,
Anthonyy Daniels, Dave Prowse, Kenny Baker
StarStar Wars: Episode I: The Phantom Menace (US 1999)
prod:: George Lucas, Rick McCallum
dir:: George Lucas, sc: George Lucas; mus: John Williams; cast: Liam Neeson,
Ewann McGregor, Natalie Portman, Jake Lloyd, Ian McDiarmid, Samuel L.
Jackson,, Ray Park, Andy Secombe, Silas Carson, Oliver Ford Davies, Terence
Stamp,, Frank Oz, Ahmed Best, Adrian Dunbar, etc.
SteelSteel Magnolias (US 1989)
prod:: Ray Stark, Andrew Stone, Victoria White
dir:: Herbert Ross; sc: Robert Harling (based on his play); ph: John A. Alonso;
mus:: Georges Delerue; cast: Julia Roberts, Sally Field, Dolly Parton, Shirley

MacLaine,, Olympia Dukakis
StrangeStrange Days (LIS, 1995)
prod:: James Cameron
dir:: Kathleen Bigelow; sc: James Cameron and Jay Cocks; ph Matthew
Leonetti;; music: Randy Gerston; cast: Ralph Fiennes, Angela Bassett, Juliette
Lewis,, Tom Sizemore, Michael Wincott, Glenn Plummer, etc.
Terminator,Terminator, The (US 1984)
Orion// Hemdale/pacific Western (Gale Anne Hurd)
dir:: James Cameron; sc James Cameron, Gale Anne Hurd; ph: Adam
Greenberg;; mus; Brad Fiedel; cast: Arnold Schwarzenegger, Michael Biehn,
Lindaa Hamilton, Paul Winfield, Rick Rossovich, Lance Henriksen.
TerminatorTerminator 2: Judgement Day (1991)
Carolcoo Pictures/ A Pacific Western production with Lightstorm Entertainment
(prod:: James Jameron)
dir:: James Cameron; sc: James Cameron, William Wisher; cast: Arnold
Schwrzenegger,, Linda Hamilton, Edward Furlong, Robert Patrick, Earl Boen,
Joee Morton
ThelmaThelma and Louise (US 1991)
Pathee Entertainment lnc/prod: Ridley Scott, Mimi Polk
dir:: Ridley Scott; sc: Callie Khouri; cast: Susan Sarandon, Geena Davies,
Harveyy Keitel, Michael Madsen, Christopher McDonnald, Brad Pitt
TitanicTitanic {\iS 1997)
Paramount// prod: John Landau, James Cameron
dir:: James Cameron; sc: James Cameron; ph: Russel Carpenter; mus: James
Homer;; cast: Leonardo DiCaprio, Kate Winslet, Billy Zane, Kathy Bates, Bill
Paxton,, Bernard Hill, Jonathan Hyde, Danny Nucci, David Warner, Gloria

Suart,, etc.
TrueTrue Lies (US 1994)
prod:: James Cameron, Stephanie Austin
dir:: James Cameron; sc: James Cameron; ph: Russell Carpenter; mus: Brad
Feidel;; cast: Arnold Schwarzenegger, Jamie Lee Curtis, Tom Arnold, Bill
Paxton,, Art Malik, Charlton Heston
TrumanTruman Show, The (US 1998)
Paramount// prod: Lynne Pleshette, Scott Rudin, Adam Scroeder and others
dir:: Peter Weir; sc: Andrew Niccol; ph: Peter Biziou; mus: Wojeieeh Kitar; cast:
Jimm Carrey, Ed Harris, Laura Linney, Holland Taylor, Noah Emmerich, Ed
Harris,, etc.
TwelveTwelve Monkeys (US, 1995)
prod:: Robert Cavallo, Mark Egerton and others
dir:: Terry Gilliam; sc: David and Janet Peoples, inspired by Chris Marker's La
JetéeJetée prod: Charles Roven; ph: Roger Pratt; music: Paul Buckmaster; cast:
Brucee Willis, Madeleine Stow, Brad Pitt, Cristopher Plummer, etc.
TwinsTwins (US 1989)
prod:: Michael C. Gross, Ivan Reitman and others

dir:: Ivan Reitman; sc: William Davies, William Osborne; ph: Andrzej
Bartkowiak;; mus: George Delerue; cast: Arnold Schwarzenegger, Danny De
Vito,, Kelly Preston, Chloe Web, David Caruso
TwisterTwister (US 1996)
Universal/Warner// Amblin Entertainment (Jan De Bont)
dir:: Jan de Bont; se: Michael Chrichton, Anne-Marie Martin; ph: Jack N.
Green;; mus: Mark Manicina; cast: Helen Hint, Bill Paxton, Jami Gertz, Cary
Elwes s
VampyrVampyr / Castte ofDoomj The Strange Adventures of David Gray (GER/FRA
1931) )
Tobtss Klangfilm/ Carl Dreyer
dir:: Carl Theodor Dreyer; sc: Christen Jul, Carl Dreyer, story "Carmilla" by
Sheridann Le Fany; ph: Rudolf Maté, Louis Nee; mus;Wolfgang Zeiler, cast:
Juliann West, Sybille Schmitz, Maurice Schutz, Jan Hieronimko
VertigoVertigo (US, 1958)
Paramount// prod: Alfred Hitchcock
dir:: Alfred Hitchcock; sc: Alec Coppel and Samuel Taylor, based on the novel
D'Entree les Morts by Pierre Boileau and Thomas Narcejac; prod: Alfred
Hitchcock;; ph Robert Burks; music: Bernard Hermann; titles: Saul Bass; cast:
Jamess Stewart, Kim Novak, Barbara Bel Geddes, Tom Helmore, etc.
WaitingWaiting to Exhale (1995)
prod:: Ronald Bass, Terry McMillan, Deborah Schindler, Ezra Swerdlow
dir:: Forest Whitaker; sc: Ronald Bass based on the novel by Terry McMillan;
ph:: Togomichi Kurita; mus: Kenneth "Babyface" Edmonds; cast: Whitney
Houston,, Angela Bassett, Lela Rochon, Loretta Devine, Michael Beach
WingWing Chun (Hong Kong 1993)
dir:: Yuen Woo Ping; sc: Wong Wing Fai, Dang Bik Yin; ph: Lee Ping Bing;
actionn designer: Yuen Woo Ping, Yuen Sen Yee, Yen Donnie; mus: Yuen Woo
Ping,, Yuen Sen Yee; cast: Maggie Cheung, Michelle Yeoh, Anita Mui, Yen
Donnie. .
WingsWings of Desire (GER 1988)
prod:: Wim Wenders, Anatole Daumon
dir:: Wim Wenders; sc: Wim Wenders, Peter Handke; ph: Henri Alekan; mus:
Jurgenn Kneiper; cast: Bruno Ganz, Sofveig Dommartin, Otto Sander, Peter
Falk k

Sibjictlvliilii li dt Heine lellywttrt FllHi: Veders, Zoeis ei
eideree Geestee
Enkelee jaren geleden, toen ik mijn onderzoek naar de relatie tussen
narratiee en representatie in populaire Hollywood films begon, was de
statuss van deze films als verhalende teksten nog onbepaald.
Sommigee critici beschouwden deze films als eendimensionaal omdat
zee geen klassieke narratieve structuur hadden. Bovendien bleek de
vraagg naar narratie minder belangrijk dan de steeds sterkere invloed
vann economische, technologische en industriële krachten. Het was
duidelijkk dat de nieuwe regels van productie, distributie en marketingg een groot effect hadden op de films. Hollywoodse kassakrakers
kregenn een steeds belangrijker aandeel in de wereldmarkt en de
vraagg in hoeverre ze echt verhalende teksten zijn, bleek overbodig.
Alhoewell deze films een economisch en cultureel fenomeen
zijnn geworden, bleef hun status als narratieve teksten onaangeroerd.
Dee personages in de films bleken te oppervlakkig te zijn, en in de
narratievee zin te voor de hand liggend. Het hoofddoel van mijn
onderzoekk was te betogen dat juist deze films in economisch en cultureell opzicht zo succesvol zijn geworden, omdat ze bijzondere,
geperfectioneerdee vertelstrategieën ontwikkeld hebben. Ik heb ze als
verhalendee teksten serieus genomen.
Omm te beginnen had ik een theorie van verhalende teksten
nodigg die rekening houdt met het feit dat deze films ook een specifiekee culturele uiting zijn. Een theorie, die reflecteert op de nanativiteitt van deze culturele uiting, bepaalt wat wordt verteld, op welke
manierr en wie en rol speelt in het vertelproces.
Mijnn keuze voor de theorie van Mieke Bal was een praktischee en theoretische. Bals theorie stimuleert zowel systematische
analysess als kritische en theoretische reflectie, omdat de narratologischee analyse een wisselwerking aangaat met de tekst. Dit is cruciaall voor Hollywoodse kassakrakers omdat men niet geneigd is ze als
"narratieff te bestempelen. Een poging om de theorie toe te passen
opp de films zou dan ook weinig resultaat opleveren. In plaats daarvann is interdisciplinaire benadering nodig die zich waagt aan een
combinatiee van film en narratologie.
Mijnn hypothese is dat de nieuwe Hollywood films als een
voorbeeldd van driedubbele mobiliteit moeten worden beschouwd: als
eenn simultane articulatie en interactie van frames, shots, en subjectiviteit.. Omdat de nadruk op subjectiviteit ligt, is er een subject-
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georiënteerdee theorie nodig die rekening houdt met de 'conjunctie'
enn 'disjunctie' van subject posities, wat veelvoorkomende processen
zijnn in de nieuwe Hollywood films. Met name voor het onderzoek
naarr het structureren van subjectiviteit was Bals theorie onmisbaar.
Begrijpenn hoe subjectiviteit wordt gestructureerd en geherstructureerd,, samengesteld of gedeconstrueerd, was de eerste stap in de
analyse.. Dat gaf aanleiding tot de vraag naar de plaats en wijze
waaropp betekenis en ideologie in de tekst verschijnen.
Inn nieuwe Hollywood films valt de preoccupatie met het
uiteenvallenn van subjectiviteit samen met de tendens om de "verstoordee subjectiviteit" te repareren. In de analyses van de films toon ik
aann dat de structuur in deze verhalende teksten correspondeert met
dee Derridiaanse différance en dat de verschillen en verschuivingen
vann het subject de basis verschaffen voor de narratieve vorm, die
gebaseerdd is op deze deconstructieve logica. Het herstel van de
wereldd in fictie wordt bepaald door de structurering van subjectiviteit.. Orde geven aan de verstoorde subjectiviteit en de verstoorde
wereldd in fictie, gaat hand in hand met de herziening van de fabula
enn dit proces beïnvloedt met name de functie van de personages. De
reconstructiee van subjectiviteit manifesteert zich in de manier
waaropp het personage wordt gestructureerd en geherstructureerd,
datt wil zeggen dat het personage-beeld wordt bepaald door desintegratie,, door verdubbeling, o f door fusie met een ander personagebeeld.. Het resultaat daarvan is dat het vertelproces een nieuwe fabulaa en een nieuw (in principe mannelijk) subject produceert.
Dee mobiliteit van het narratief, ofwel de beweeglijkheid van
subjectiviteit,, brengt politieke, culturele en ideologische fixaties met
zichh mee, die een bepaalde visie op de wereld tot uitdrukking brengen.. Deze visie bepaalt de grenzen van alles wat acceptabel en
denkbaarr is en zelfs van wat verlangd kan worden. Daarin ligt een
anderr voordeel van Bats theorie. Bals concept van focalisatie maakt
hett namelijk mogelijk de totstandkoming van een visie te analyseren
opp verschillende narratieve niveaus, zoals die van het verhaal en de
fabula.. Deze analyse veronderstelt een relatie tussen de focalisatie
opp het niveau van de wereld in fictie, en de focalisatie die daarbuitenn valt.
Dee structuren van focalisatie die op het niveau van het verhaalhaal verschijnen, zijn verbonden aan de visie die op het niveau van
dee fabula wordt geuit. Deze visie houdt weer verband met culturele
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fixaties.. In de nieuwe Hollywood films vindt dus een interactie plaats
tussenn verbaal en fabula. In sommige gevallen mengt het verhaal
zichh met de fabula, en in andere gevallen dringt de fabula bet verhaalhaal binnen. In beide gevallen is een mobiliteit aan het werk die
doorr onzichtbare instanties wordt gecontroleerd.
Dee externe focalisatie in de nieuwe Hollywood films kan in
eerstee instantie worden toegeschreven aan de filmmaker. De discursievee positie van de filmmaker wordt bepaald door de wisselwerking
vann technologische, institutionele en maatschappelijke krachten.
Belangrijkerr voor mijn project is echter een ander kenmerk dat de
meestee films gemeenschappelijk hebben: de reconstructie van de
heersendee belangen in de Westerse cultuur, zoals de vadeT-zoon
relatie.. De voortdurende preoccupatie met het herstel van de fabulae
waarinn het mannelijke subject of de vader opnieuw geconstitueerd
moetenn worden, is een teken van Hollywoods drang om de patriarchalee orde te bevestigen en de overheersende mannelijke positie te
waarborgen. .
Omm de structuren van focalisatie te analyseren op het niveau
vann het verhaal, heb ik de specifieke cinematische 'tekens' geanalyseerd.. Ik heb een verschil opgemerkt tussen de interne en de externe
focalisatiee van de personages. Dit betekent dat de focalisatie, die
toegeschrevenn kan worden aan het personage, afhankelijk is van de
bemiddelingg van een externe focalisator. Dit betekent in praktische
zinn dat ik een onderscheid heb gemaakt tussen de personage-gebondenn focalisatie waar het personage zelf aanwezig is in de shot, en de
focalisatiee waarbij een externe focalisator optreedt. Ik moet eraan
toevoegenn dat, ook als er geen personage is aan wie focalisatie
meteenn toegeschreven kan worden, dit retrospectief gedaan kan wordenn door de cinematische 'tekens'. Wanneer de externe focalisatie
mett de interne focalisatie botst, is er evenwel een tijdelijke onzekerheid. .
Elkk geval van focalisatie dat zich manifesteert op het niveau
vann de wereld in fictie (interne personage-gebonden focalisatie,
externee personage-gebonden focalisatie, of de botsing tussen interne
enn externe focalisatie) is ingebed in de focalisatie die dit niveau
overschrijdt.. Als gevolg daarvan kan een personage in het verhaal als
dee personificatie van een externe vertelinstantie verschijnen. In zo'n
gevall kunnen wij concluderen dat de hogere instantie die zich
buitenn de fictieve wereld bevindt, zich kenbaar maakt door dat per-
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sonage.. Aan de andere kant suggereert de subjectieve visie van de
focalisator,, die niet meteen geïdentificeerd kan worden, dat de
focalisatorr zich buiten de wereld in fictie bevindt.
Doorr de verschillende niveaus van focalisatie te onderscheiden,, kunnen wij meer over de status van een personage als subject
tee weten komen. Nog belangrijker is dat deze differentiatie ook de
relatiess tussen personages kunnen structureren. Het structureren van
focalisatiee is dus gebonden aan de structurering van subjectiviteit en
uiteindelijkk aan de structurering van de vertelling. Omgekeerd creëert
hett structureren van de vertelling de dynamiek tussen personages:
eenn personage verschijnt als gedesintegreerd, verdubbeld, of vermengdd met een ander personage. Deze analyse geeft ons inzicht in
watt wordt verteld en hoe het inkaderen van de blik op het niveau
vann het verhaal, de blik op het niveau van de fabula impliceert.
Mett behulp van deze concepten heb ik de structuren die in
dee tekst voorkomen als een semiotisch product van het vertellen
getheoretiseerd.. Het is het vertellen dat "ons iets vertelt": dat het
onmogelijkee mogelijk is, dat het subject in crisis verkeert, dat de
vaderr gevangen is in tijd en dat de zoon daardoor een dubbele of
driedubbelee positie moet aannemen, of dat er twee mannen nodig
zijnn om een "volmaakte" mannelijke identiteit te produceren. Ook
belangrijkk is hoe de vertelling verloopt. Een opmerkelijke kant van
ditt vertelproces is de manier waarop de fabulae uiteindelijk opnieuw
vormm krijgt, ofwel de manier waarop verstoorde subjectiviteit wordt
gerepareerd.. Het constitueren van de vader, de zoon en het mannelijkk subject in het algemeen, komt tot stand door het proces van
deconstructie,, dat betrekking (involves) heeft op zowel het verhaal
alss de fabula.
Alss wij aannemen dat deconstructie kritiek heeft op logoeenn tristisch e en positivistische posities, moeten wij ons afvragen wat
dee Hollywood films ons willen vertellen met hun aanhoudend
gebruikk van motieven uit recente theorieën en denkrichtingen als
epistemologie,, feminisme, postmodernisme en postkolonialisme. Aan
dee hand van de analyses heb ik laten zien dat in de films wordt
gespeeldd met de strategieën en technieken, die ontwikkeld zijn om
dee posities van privilege en macht te bekritiseren. Met behulp van
différancedifférance worden de personages en de werelden in fictie met elkaar
geconfronteerd.. Dus in nieuwe Hollywood films kan het proces van
de/reconstructiee als een strategie van vertelling worden begrepen.

Ditt proces, waarin subjectiviteit en geschiedenis opnieuw vorm krijgen,, heb ik fabulation genoemd.
Dee subjecten die gereconstrueerd moeten worden door het
process van deconstructie, zijn geen gemarginaliseerde subjecten. Het
zijnn witte, heteroseksuele mannelijke subjecten. Het zijn de vaders.
Dee Fabulation die is gebaseerd op het herstel van de vader en de
wereldd in fictie waarin de vader centraal staat, heb ik fathering
genoemd.. Door dit proces worden de vader en de fabula hersteld.
Terwijll "fathering" als een regressieve tendens geïnterpreteerd kan
worden,, kan fabulation ook geanalyseerd worden op basis van haar
productievee effect.
Hett productieve effect van fabulation is te vinden in de
filmss waar de. problematische vader, de wereld en dus de geschiedeniss aan de omgekeerde geschiedenis verbonden zijn. Door fabulation
kunnenn de personlijke geschiedenisen en belangen van mensen gered
worden.. Hier heeft de structuur van différance nog een functie. Het
woTdtt ingezet om een held te creëren die een bedreigde oorspronkelijkee situatie kan herstellen en dus de toekomstige geschiedenis in
ordee kan brengen. Door différance krijgt zo'n personage de
mogelijkheidd om vanuit een dubbele positie te functioneren - hij is
tegelijkertijdd subject en object van de redding. Hij kan een oorsprongg herstellen omdat hij als een oxymoron gestructureerd is. Dat
will zeggen dat zijn subjectiviteit wordt bevestigd door zijn capaciteit
omm een tegenstrijdige positie aan te nemen. De relaties tussen de
vastee elementen van de geschiedenis tonen aan dat deze tegenstrijdigheidd gebaseerd is op een omkering van de chronologische volgorde. .
Alss gevolg daarvan komt het verleden in een dynamische
relatiee met de toekomst en het zoeken naar de resten van het
verleden,, verschuift naar het "nu" van het vertelproces. Het opnieuw
constituerenn van de vader wordt een speurtocht naar afkomst. Het is
doorr différance dat de vader van positie verwisselt met de zoon, en
datt de fabula door geschiedenis wordt vervangen. Het herstructurerenn van de verstoorde geschiedenis, waarin het herstel van de vader
afhankelijkk is van de zoon, kan ook gezien worden als een vorm van
"gezichtsgeving"" aan de geschiedenis. Ik beschrijf dit proces als een
vormm van vertelling waarin de vader, de wereld en de tijd een nieuw
gezichtt krijgen. Sterk afwijkend van het Oedipale model, waar de
zoonn de plaats van de vader overneemt, creëert de zoon in de
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nieuwee Hollywood films een nieuwe vader en voorziet hem letterlijk
vann een gezicht. Degene die in het va der-universum moet worden
ingewijdd is de vader en niet de zoon.
Hett proces van gezichtsgeving aan de vader bevestigt de
absolutee noodzaak om het gezag aan de vader terug te geven. Dat
will zeggen dat de zoon de plaats van de vader niet kan innemen,
omdatt de vader als 'teken' niet beschikbaar is. Om het universum in
balanss te brengen, moet de vader zijn autoriteit terugkrijgen. Het is
speciaall door de omkering in tijd, gestructureerd door différance, dat
subjectiviteit,, identiteit, en geschiedenis een nieuwe betekenis kunnenn krijgen, alsook een nieuw gezicht.
Hett feit dat "fathering" zich op twee niveaus afspeelt, kan
ookk begrepen worden als het herstructureren van de symbolische
orde,, die wordt beheerst door de Wet van de Vader. Door différance
komenn dus de voormalige onzichtbare mechanismen in beeld. De
overlapp van de geschiedenis en het verhaal vereist een nieuw onderzoekk naar de ideologische effecten van cinematografische processen.
Ikk betoog dat de vertelling niet alleen maar dienstbaar hoeft te zijn
aann een ideologisch apparaat. Het kan namelijk ook een middel zijn
omm ideologie te verwerken. In feite zijn de ideologieën die identiteit
off subjectiviteit bepalen, verbonden aan de focalisatie van
geschiedenis.. Daarom heeft "fathering" bijvoorbeeld een negatief
effectt op het vrouwelijke subject. Ik toon aan dat de vrouwelijke
personagess vaak in een tussenruimte worden gedrongen door de
structureringsprincipess van mannelijke subjectiviteit. De vrouw komt
duss voor als het negatieve symbool van différance.
Eénn van de cruciale doelen van mijn project was de discursievee mogelijkheden van deze extraterritoriale ruimte te onderzoeken.. Hier waren de concepten van Judith Butler heel inspirerend.
Butlerr theoretiseert de mogelijkheden om de wet van betekenisgevingg te herzien. Dat wil zeggen dat het symbolische universum niet
afhankelijkk hoeft te zijn van de Naam van de Vader. Deze verschuivingg betekent in narratologische zin dat nieuwe "namen" ofwel
nieuwee geschiedenissen bedacht moeten worden. Nieuwe universa
kunnenn ontstaan als de alternatieve tekens met de paternalistische
tekenss kunnen concurreren.
Eenn mogelijkheid die ik heb voorgesteld is het universum
waarr de Wet van de Alien geldt. Deze wet appelleert aan ons vermogenn om alternatieve werlden en subjecten te verbeelden. Het

vertellenn kan volgens mij een manier zijn om alternatieve subjectiviteitenn te creëren. Daarom moeten de grenzen verlengd worden
vann wat denkbaar en mogelijk is. Fathering kan ook een productieve
functiee krijgen wanneer het in verband wordt gebracht met de
gezichtsgevingg aan geschiedenis. Gezichtsgeving is een belangrijke
strategiee om de tussenruimte aan een concrete identiteit te
verbinden.. In het geval van Schindler's List bijvoorbeeld werkt het
verhaall zodanig dat de fabula en geschiedenis omkeren. Fabulating
impliceertt een manier van vertellen waar dood wordt vervangen door
leven. .
Doorr de verscheidenheid aan discursieve werkelijkheden en
werkelijkee virtualiteiten, waarin de Hollywoodse kassakrakers een
groott aandeel hebben, de ruimte waarin subjectiviteiten,
geschiedenissenn en identiteiten worden besproken is in het proces
vann expansie. Ik suggereer dat de effecten van fabulation afhankelijk
zijnn van ideologie, van het geheugen en van de cinematografische
processen.. Fabulation beïnvloedt het archief van het geheugen, maar
hett proces van archiveren heeft ook te maken met de combinatie
vann media als filmbeelden, elektronische beelden en 't schrijven. Alle
mediaa kunnen als specifieke middelen van ons geheugen worden
beschouwd,, of in Derridiaanse zin als de 'prosthesis' van onze 'mnemischee reserve'. Door deze middelen kunnen de mnemische littekens
opnieuww worden gevormd en kunnen de grenzen van onze opslagplaatss of "het huis," verlengd en opnieuw gedefinieerd worden.
Symbolischee communicatie is belangrijk voor mijn project omdat ik
uiteindelijkk wilde speculeren over de mogelijkheden om nieuwe
belangenn in de symbolische orde te invoegen. Het hedendaagse symbolischee netwerk is gebaseerd op de technieken van representatie en
communicatie,, die zich lenen voor een grote diversiteit aan universa,
diee zouden kunnen concurreren met het vader-universum.
Hollywoodd films die zoveel verschillende fysieke en discursieve
ruimtess kunnen verbeelden, lenen zich voor de bestudering van de
processenn van desintegratie en functie van het ideologische apparaat,, de psyche en de cinematografische processen.
Tegelijkertijdd bevestigen deze films hun capaciteit om een
roll te spelen in de herziening van het toekomstige geheugen en de
geschiedenis.. Volgens Derrida is herinneren geen kwestie van het
verleden,, maar van de toekomst en de verantwoordelijkheid voor de
toekomst.. Er is geen politieke macht zonder toezicht of controle
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overr het archief en het geheugen. Met de capaciteit om herinneringenn op te roepen, op te slaan en te creëren, spelen de populaire
filmss een belangrijke rol in het constitueren van toekomstige
geschiedenissen n
Hett gebruik van media die symbolische communicatie voortdrijven,, is een manier om deze rol te vervullen. Ik wijs erop dat de
strategiee van narratie een andere mogelijkheid kan zijn. De voortdurendee preoccupatie van nieuw Hollywood met de reconstructie van
hett symbolische universum van de vader, bevestigt het belang en de
krachtt van dit type symbolisering. Het bevestigt ook hoe dringend
hett is om nieuwe mythes, nieuwe geschiedenissen en nieuwe fabulae
tee bedenken. Zoals Kaja Silverman aanduidt is productief kijken cruciaal,, maar ik zou daaraan willen toevoegen dat de invoering en
voortbrengingg van productieve visies afhankelijk is van de vertelstrategieën.. De analyses van nieuwe Hollywood films tonen aan hoe
effectieff mythes en symbolen zijn in de vorming van een visie op de
wereld. .
Dee manier waarop het symbolische universum van de vader
eenn invloed op mijn eigen leven had, gaf mij genoeg bewijs van de
effectiviteitt van deze mythes. Daarin ligt mijn motivatie en vastberadenheidd om dit vertelproces te ondervragen. Daarom ook is een
deell van mijn eigen verantwoordelijkheid als cultureel analist om te
gelovenn dat het onmogelijke mogelijk is, en dat de ideeën die vandaagg absurd lijken, de visie van toekomstige universa zullen symboliseren. .
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